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Preface to the New Edition
Introduction
Now that Deciding What's News is twenty-five years old, it can be
read as three books. One book is journalism history (albeit written in the
present tense): an account of the country's major national news media
(other than The New York Times) in the 1960s and 1970s. Because the
decades during which I conducted this study were viewed as part of a
now departed golden age of journalism, the second book tells how an
alleged golden age is actually experienced.
However, the third and still most important book is the one I wrote originally: a sociological analysis of how national news organizations, journalists, sources, audiences, and all other participants in the national newsmaking process decide what is news and how it is to be reported. That book
is also a study of contemporary news judgment and the considerations
going into it.
To make the book I first wrote more truly historical, this preface begins
by analyzing what has changed since the late 1970s, both in the national
news media generally and in the network evening news programs and print
newsmagazines that I studied specifically. After looking at the golden age
that has been constructed out of the period I studied, I discuss what has not
changed since the 1970s and what is therefore applicable to today's network
news, print newsmagazines, and much of the rest of the national news
media.
Admittedly, my judgments about what has changed and remained the
same are based on observations and impressions and are not the results of
a restudy. Over the years I have, however, continued to be involved in news
media sociology and talked to uncounted journalists and researchers. For
this preface I also interviewed a few old-timers from both the evening news
programs and newsmagazines to get their assessment of what has changed.

What Has Changed
Probably the most important change in the national news media over
the last quarter century has been their concurrent growth, fragmentation,
and decline. In the 1970s, the national news "industry" producing for the
xi
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general audience was tiny: it included three network news programs and
the three weekly newsmagazines. Other candidates, beginning with The
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and several business newsmagazines, as well as PBS and the journals of opinion, reached mainly
the "class" rather than the "mass audience," as to a somewhat lesser extent
they still do today. (The handful of supennarket tabloids were and are
national but carry little of the news described here.)
Still, today, America has a full-fledged popular national newspaper,
USA Today. The Wall Street Journal was and is mainly a business paper,
but The New York Times publishes a national edition, and several other
papers are available all over the country. TV cable news programs
include the hour-long late-evening newscasts the TV journalists I studied fought for unsuccessfully or are on around the clock. Local TV news
now includes more national news than many a local newspaper, and all
the national print and electronic news media also maintain Web sites that
duplicate some of what they supply in more traditional ways. According
to what approximately a fifth of young adults tell pollsters about where
they get news, the late-night comedians on the networks and cable's
Comedy Central must also be included. Radio news survives as well,
and all the news media compete with one another around the clock. A
scoop reported at 3 A.M. and only on the Web is still a scoop.
Despite the growth in news media, most experts believe that the total
news audience has shrunk. Clearly, it has become fragmented, spreading
out among the many new media outlets, or "platfonns," that now provide national news. Although the four news organizations I studied still
have the largest audiences, they have been losing readers and viewers,
especially now to the Web. In the process, people seem also to be moving from long to short news. Some people evidently limit their news
intake to what comes with their search engines, but they may be the
same people who once informed themselves through one- or threeminute news broadcasts.
The news media that have been losing audiences have also lost income from advertisers, and the result is smaller budgets and slimmer
news organizations. New technology induces further downsizing, though
less in the news media than in other industries. Moreover, like other American businesses, news firms are now demanding higher profit margins,
which probably brings about more layoffs than does new technology.
Big companies apparently have a more impressive record of executive greed and are a more effective target for Wall Street's higher profit
demand, but even so the effects of conglomeration and the growth of
chains on news gathering and the content of the news, as well as on journalistic autonomy, are not yet clear. Big companies try to profit from
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economies of scale, which means yet additional layoffs and as much
standardization of content as they can get away with. Left media critics
have issued dire predictions about conglomerate villainy, while those on
the Right continue to see only rational capitalists.
Both responses may be somewhat off target, for the current economic behavior of news firms seems to me a reaction to audience shrinkage
and its economic effects as well as to the still emerging division of labor
between the various news media, new and old. All are trying to figure
out what changes in the news and its presentation will attract the most
profitable audience, particularly the eighteen- to thirty-four-year-olds,
for whom advertisers will pay the most.

Change at the Network Evening News
and the Newsmagazines
The four news media I studied have all moved into the conglomerated world. NBC Nightly News is now owned by General Electric and CBS
Evening News by Viacom, and Time is merely one magazine in one division of Time Warner. Only Newsweek still belongs to a family firm, the
Washington Post Company, but even it has diversified well beyond news
media. For this and other reasons, the two television news programs,
which once existed to bring prestige to the networks, must now also
show a profit, at least when they are not overwhelmed by wars and other
events that are expensive to cover. All four news organizations have cut
budgets and staffs, especially by closing bureaus but also by cutting
down on editorial and production staffs as well as lavish expense
accounts and other journalistic perks. Foreign bureaus are particularly
costly to maintain, and it is cheaper to send out a peripatetic correspondent or to hire a foreign journalist: one reason so many Iraq war correspondents have British or Middle Eastern accents.
So far the combined circulation of the two magazines has remained
just about the same at the start of the twenty-first century as it was in the
mid-1970s-just about 7.5 million-but the country has grown by 30
percent since 1975. The 2004 average daily audience for the two network news programs is about 20 million (ABC World News, which I did
not study, has another 10 million), but it has not even kept pace with
what it was twenty-five years ago. (The cable TV news audience is
about a tenth of the network one: fewer than 3 million viewers a day, and
almost two-thirds of these are glued to Fox's right-wing news and punditry.) But TV entertainment programs have lost an even higher proportion of their audience over that period, and network evening news audi-
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ences grow dramatically whenever events happen about which people
believe they need to know. Then they seem to want to get the news from
the network journalists: the familiar faces thought to speak with the most
authority and expertise.
The change in news content that exercises journalists the most is a
decrease in hard (read important) news about current political and other
national and international happenings. The replacement is an increase in
soft (or feature) news, especially at the newsmagazines, which often
emphasize lifestyle stories. Time currently offers a regular weekly section entitled "Your Time." Soft news has not increased as much at the
TV networks, but medical discoveries and other health-related stories
are now thought more newsworthy than the wide range of subjects that
were covered as features in the 1960s and 1970s.
If the network evening news is the headline service Walter Cronkite
described as early as the 1960s, cable TV's news programs supply the text
below the headline, offering more and more detail about the headline
topics. However, when war and politics are not making headlines, cable's
hard news is apt to be about murder trials, celebrity scandals, and the
like. Media critics disparage such stories as "infotainment" and criticize
them as "dumbing down" the news, although they can also be classified
as the social and moral disorder news I discuss in Chapter 2 of the book.
Cable television laces its news with opinion, largely from commentators and talk show hosts, only some of them expert on their topic. The
opinions are almost all conservative-Fox offers no others-so that
cable's editorial page is ideologically very skewed. The underlying reason is commercial; conservatives flock to such programs to reassure
themselves, while liberals either go to other media or do without public
displays of their opinions.
Because they are opinionated or sensational, but also because they
are on around the clock and repeat their big stories endlessly, cable news
shows are sometimes more visible than the network evening news
shows. Their tiny audiences notwithstanding, they can make the network
news programs seem static and stodgy. Consequently, they may have
more influence than they deserve.
Behind the scenes, the major changes stem from the reduction in editorial staffs. As a result, the top editors or producers have to choose from
among fewer possible stories, particularly features of secondary importance. Some stories are never covered: for example, foreign elections
and other expensive-to-gather overseas news not directly involving
Americans. This reduction is not visible to the audience, however, for it
does not know about what it is missing. One magazine editor suggested
that his magazine still had more stories than it could print. (However, the
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shrinkage of advertising and the greater amount of space allotted to pictures have also reduced the news hole for print stories.)
Partly as a result of increased competition, the news programs and
newsmagazines have developed new formats. The newsmagazines,
Newsweek especially, are no longer divided into the dozen or so sections
they once published. The cover story remains the centerpiece, but the
rest of the magazine features long articles on important topics of the
week. These supply context, extra detail, and explanation for events the
audience presumably already knows about. Conversely, the network
news programs have sprouted sections, with titles like "Eye on
America," "Nightly Journal," and "Person of the Week." They help to
give otherwise very similar news programs some distinctiveness and are
also prescheduled stories that can therefore be advertised the day before.
The other major change is technological, and I discuss it last because
it has, ultimately, not been as pervasive as often thought, especially by
journalists. Admittedly, the new technology that produced cable TV and
the Internet has made a big difference. Another significant innovation is
camera miniaturization, which has increased journalistic mobility and
decreased the size of camera crews. Live news broadcasting is now much
easier, and in the near future, a lone reporter will be able to send highquality television pictures from a cell-phone-sized camera. Once the network news divisions tum to digitalization, tape editing will be easier and
faster as well, and in theory executive producers could eventually final
edit their shows from their computers. So could top editors of magazines.
For the moment, however, the computer has altered news organization life less than elsewhere. It has replaced copyboys and through email facilitated communication between staff members. Many editorial
tasks are easier and magazine layouts can be more varied, for example,
but the computer has not significantly affected the basic editing processes. At the magazines, articles must still pass muster from a hierarchy of
top editors, who order rewrites of stories for the same reasons now as in
the past. Search engines have sped up fact-checking and Google has cost
some fact-checkers their jobs.

History as a Golden Age
The changes I have just described represent, for many journalists, the
decline from a golden age of journalism that began about at the start of
World War II and the debut of the CBS radio broadcaster Edward R.
Murrow and ended with the end of the Vietnam War. That period is celebrated not only for its seemingly permanent parade of important news
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stories but also because the journalists who provided them were thought
to have been different: coming out of the working class, less elitist, and not
treated, or paid, like celebrities. Staffs and budgets were larger as well,
and the world, like the country, was dotted with well-staffed bureaus.
The audience was larger too, but it was also thought to be more attentive to the news, of higher social status, and less eager for scandals and
other forms of infotainment. The journalists themselves were believed to
be freer from competitive pressures and interference from politicians
and advertisers. In addition, they were perceived as possessing more
influence and prestige in their firms (then all headed by journalists) and
with politicians and the nation.
Needless to say, the journalists who supplied national news in this
period had no idea they were living through a golden age. Readers of
this book will find out what they were actually living through, and some
journalists believe the pressure was greater then even if expense
accounts were more generous. Golden ages are nostalgic constructs created in a pessimistic present and offer more insight about that present
than about the past.
The golden age communicates mainly the journalists' feeling that
their profession is currently in decline and suffering from collective
downward mobility. That downward mobility is not an illusion, for a
handful of national news outlets possessed an oligopoly, which gave
them a level of distinctiveness and distinction that is gone today, when
national news is so widely supplied in so many different ways. The first
television journalists were inventing national television news, and
although they were already embedded in corporate bureaucracies, some
of today's rules had not yet been invented. But beginnings are often
transformed into golden ages later.
Feelings of downward mobility are always painful, whether justified
or not, but they also inhibit people from thinking clearly about their condition and reacting constructively. Declinists look to the past, not the
future, and even if the past was bigger or better in some respects, no one
can ever return and nothing can be brought back.

What Has Not Changed
Despite the transformations of the national news media as a whole,
the news organizations that produced the programs and magazines I
studied have remained virtually unchanged. Organizations that must put
out a product regularly and on a tight schedule do not alter a successful
structure unnecessarily. Also, when their audiences are in the millions,
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news organizations worry that the wrong innovation could lose more
loyal old customers than attract new ones.
Undoubtedly, many subtle changes have taken place that will only
become visible after a comprehensive restudy. Still, both my observations and conversations with journalists over the years suggest that the
processes and considerations that go into deciding what's news, and the
values and assumptions that underlie news judgments, have remained
much the same. The events journalists cover are always new, but their
stories are less so, and their methods for choosing what to include in the
news and how to report it yet less.
Thus, I doubt that chapter by chapter a restudy would come up with
significantly different conclusions. Except for the variation in events
and persons, the content analyses of the first two chapters would be quite
similar. Lack of time and space still forces journalists to focus on what
I called the Knowns, especially in government, and among Unknowns
to limit themselves to those who engage in conflict, break the law, or
carry out unusual activities. To the extent that they can, journalists pursue
much the same values as before and still favor altruistic democracy and
responsible capitalism, but they do so in part because only departures
from these ideals become news stories. Even the most skillful investigative
reporter cannot produce an expose without the existence of corruption.
If journalists seem more conservative these days, it is partly because
"the country" is thought to be more conservative but mainly because so
many of their current political sources are conservatives. Liberal
Democrats, like the ones they covered in the 1960s and 1970s, have long
been out of the positions of authority that make them newsworthy
sources. The preoccupation with order and leadership can still be found
as well, even if in 2004 the disorder is scandal and war rather than
protest. Indeed, national news is still mainly devoted to order and disorder in government, for although economic news is becoming more
important, much of it is about executives in trouble with the law.
Because they are still mass-producing a product for a humongous
audience, news organizations continue to be assembly lines managed by
decision makers with still quasi-military roles. But news has to be available before journalists can choose what they consider suitable, and as
long as official sources have the authority and resources to deliver newsworthy statements and events, journalists remain dependent on them.
The result is "top-down" news, and in times when the White House can
stay "on message" and faces no opposition, a good deal of national news
is White House propaganda. Media criticism having turned into a growth
industry since I first wrote the book, journalists get more of the blame
for the state of the news than they used to, but they continue to be pri-
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marily messengers who mainly simplify and dramatize what their sources
say and do.
Still, the considerations, as I call them, that journalists apply to
choose suitable news have apparently not changed. News judgment is
much as it has been since the arrival of modem journalism at the start of
the twentieth century. True, I wrote about an era in which journalists had
no dearth of suitable hard news, and a future ethnographer will have to
study how journalists choose the soft news they present. As long as a
national audience has the same bodies and many of the same ailments
and health worries, medical and health stories will probably always be
suitable national news.
Print or electronic, the news media are still governed by the same old
deadlines, and as long as the supply of stories exceeds the available size
or time, journalists will depend on temporal pegs to help them choose
what to report. The other suitability considerations survive as well, and
because there cannot possibly be considerations to determine the newsworthiness of the endless variety of events that journalists could report,
The New York Times remains the news industry's final authority on what
stories are suitable.
Although ultraconservative politicians and think tanks have significantly increased the role that ideology plays in the country's political life
over the last twenty-five years, virtually all national news organizations
continue to swear by objectivity, and journalists still aim for fairness and
detachment in reporting the news. But the same journalists also remain
stubbornly ignorant about ideology and the ways it shapes the public
officials who currently make so much of the national news. They do not
comprehend the persistence with which ideologues pursue their objectives,
play hardball politics, and refuse to compromise, but then they still do not
see how much their own professional values constitute an ideology.
Journalists can remain detached because they are, as before, mainly
storytellers with little personal interest in politics. As well-educated and
reasonably affluent Americans, they are economic moderates and social
liberals professionally, although the extent to which this shapes the news
is limited. Even so, labor unions still do not get a square deal in
American journalism but environmentalists do so almost always.
Audiences have changed in size, as already reported, but news is still
a product most favored by older people, especially on TV. In fact, the
median age of network television news viewers is now sixty, while the
proportion of young news viewers (and readers) has declined drastically since the 1970s, although no one cares to spend the needed research
funds to find out why. However, most journalists still shun audience
research, pay little attention to the characteristics of their actual audi-
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ence, and continue to see themselves and people like them as the audience they seek to reach.
And despite conglomeration, journalists still remain virtually free of
commercial and political interference. Most of the interference appears
to take place in television, and mainly for commercial reasons, as when
network entertainment divisions try to co-opt their news divisions for
competitive advantage in the ratings game. However, they did so during
the golden age as well. Sometimes the news media seek to shun controversy that could cost them money: for example, when they reject ads
from powerless groups, often on the Left. Unhappy advertisers occasionally pull their advertising, as they did in the past, but the journalists'
news judgment considerations have always included enough commercial components to keep most advertisers happy most of the time.
The Bush administration has relentlessly pressured journalists to get its
way with the national news media, but its less insistent predecessors have
rarely been successful. Perhaps as a result, wise politicians try to control
the news rather than the journalists. Thus, when the White House can stay
strictly on message, it forces the journalists to dispense its news. The
Pentagon acts similarly; during the first Iraq war, it supplied the news
directly to the journalists and refused them access to the combat zone. In
the second one, it "embedded" and frequently co-opted the journalists.

Conclusion
I doubt that a restudy of the four news organizations would require
significant changes in the conclusions in Chapter 9. Source power, audience power, and efficiency remain the major explanations of why the news
comes out as it does. Perhaps the audience has become more important,
for soft news is there to hold and enlarge the audience as well as the
advertisers that sell to them. Efficiency also has higher priority, not only
because of the more intense pursuit of the audience but because of the
higher profit demands from news firms and Wall Street. Still, without
reliable sources, the steady and easily obtained supply of political news
on which the national news media depend would not be available.
I also stand by the media criticism with which I end the book, for I
still believe that the national news media present an incomplete picture
of American society to their audience. Journalism continues to report
about and to a mainstream middle-class America in a country that is still
half working class, nearly a fifth poor, and increasingly diverse in many
ways. At the same time, the news media's political and cultural centrism
deprives the audience of good ideas from elsewhere on the ideological
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spectrum. The book's last chapter was therefore devoted largely to an
appeal for what I called multiperspectival news. I have repeated that
appeal in my 2003 book, Democracy and the News, which discusses
what journalists could do to strengthen democracy. Even that theme can
already be found in Deciding What's News, but in the 1970s, democracy
did not seem as threatened to me as it is today.
HJG
April 2004

Preface
Walter Cronkite has, for several years, been one of the most trusted
men in America; and he, as well as some other national journalists,
have become celebrities. But the fact remains that they, and the 99
percent of journalists who are not celebrities, are the prime regular
suppliers of information about America for most Americans.
That fact is the subject of this book. Part 1 describes how America
is reported in the popular national news media; Part 2 indicates why
it is so reported; and Part 3 proposes some other ways of reporting
it.
The idea for this study dates back to the early 19608, when the Cold
War was at its height and the Cuban missile crisis brought the end of
the world in sight. At that time, I thought about studying how the
news media covered these events, how the news affected the audience,
and how that audience, in turn, affected the decisions that were being
made in Washington. However, by the time I was ready to begin work
on the study in 1964, I realized that I could not, by myself, deal with
all these questions. Also, the international situation had improved, the
Vietnam escalation not yet having begun in earnest, and I had become
more interested in what was going on inside America. Accordingly,
I sought to study what this society tells itself about itself through the
news and why, and I decided to focus on domestic news reported by
the national news media.
What news media are truly national can itselfbe debated, since none
reaches the majority of Americans. I wanted, however, to study those
which sought to reach a nationwide audience-a large, general group
rather than a small, specialized one. (This ruled out such quasinational newspapers as The New York Times and Washington Post,
as well as The Wall Street Journal, and the weekly or monthly journals of opinion, such as The Nation and National Review.)
My criteria were best met by the three network evening news programs and the three major weekly newsmagazines (ABC, CBS, and
NBC; Newsweek, Time, and U. S. News and World Report). Detailed
audience data can be found in Chapter 7; but according to W. R.
Simmons & Associates Research, the average adult audience for the
trio of network evening news programs (counting only weekday programs) was, day in and day out, almost 33.5 million people in 1977.
xxi
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According to Simmons, the combined readership for the three newsmagazines came to 47.3 million adults per week that year. Even so,
the total number of viewers and readers is more modest than the 103.5
million adults Simmons reports as having looked at a daily newspaper
in 1977. However, the daily papers are a mixture of national and local
news, while the television newscasts and the newsweeklies reach the
people who presumably want purely national (and international)
news. But of course, some people keep up with all three types of news
media, as well as local television and radio news.
Ultimately, I chose to study only two news programs and newsmagazines, mostly for lack of time: the CBS Evening News and the
NBC Nightly News, leaving out ABC because, when I began my work,
it had a much smaller audience and staff; likewise, Newsweek and
Time, excluding U. S. News and World Report because it served a
smaller and more specialized readership. Methodological details can
be found in the introductions to the three parts of the book, but most
of my work, as reported in Part 2, was devoted to studying the
journalists in these four news organizations to discover how they
selected the news and what they left out; how they reported the stories
they selected; why they chose as they did; and what kinds of people
they were.
Having done several community studies using fieldwork or participant-observation methods, I used basically the same approach to
study four "journalistic communities" in their New York studios and
offices. I observed how the journalists worked, talked with them about
their story decisions, sat in on editorial meetings, and joined informal
discussions in and out of the office.
I visited each of the fOUf news organizations for several months
between 1965 and 1969; but after shelving two drafts of the book in
the early 19708, I thought my data were too old. Consequently, I spent
another month at NBC, Newsweek, and Time in 1975, and interviewed at CBS. As it turned out, the world had changed between my
two fieldwork periods, but the way journalists work had not; the book,
therefore, is based on both sets of fieldwork data and some last-minute
interviews to update them, conducted in June 1978.
Nevertheless, the book is not really about the four news organizations but about national news, journalism, and journalists in general.
Marshall McLuhan notwithstanding, I soon learned that despite the
differences between the electronic and print news media, the similarities were more decisive. Television favors news that produces dramatic, action-packed film, but the newsmagazines emphasize stories
that lend themselves to dramatic narrative, interspersed with vivid
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quotes and illustrated with action-packed still pictures. Moreover,
both types of news are selected and produced by journalists who, for
a variety of reasons, look at America in much the same way.
To be sure, having been impressed by the similarities between television and the newsweeklies, I underplayed the differences, although
such differences, as well as specifics about each news organization and
its people, are reported when they are crucial to how news is selected.
Even so, I write part of the time about a generalized construct (or what
sociologists call an ideal-type): the national journalists (and the national news organization). And I am more concerned with their differences in responsibility and power-whether they are executives, editors, or reporters, for example-than whether their final product is on
film, tape, or paper. (Incidentally, I use the term "journalist" because
"newsmen and women" is too unwieldy, and I do not like the sound
of "newspeople," "newspersons," or "newsworkers." "Newsmakers"
is more mellifluous, but journalists already use this word to describe
the people about whom they report. I also dislike the term "news
media" but have not found a suitable substitute.)
While individual magazines and networks are named, individuals
are not, except when they have expressed their thoughts publicly, in
print or on the air. I told the people I studied I would not use names;
and besides, anonymity is an old fieldwork tradition. Sociologists are
more concerned with the roles people perform and the positions they
occupy in an organization than with individual personalities. Obviously, journalists are, in the end, individuals, but news organizations
are also sufficiently bureaucratized that very different personalities
will act much the same way in the same position. Some of the people
I studied will nevertheless recognize themselves an their colleagues;
although sometimes I have altered identifying data-but not quotes
-in order to preserve their anonymity.
I came to the study without much knowledge of how journalists
work. Like many of the people I studied, I had discovered journalism
in high school and planned to become a journalist, but that was in
1945, and subsequently, I discovered sociology in college. I also approached the study without prior explicit values, and when I started
my work, I thought I would need to deal only with the value problems
that had come up in earlier community studies. I quickly learned
otherwise, however, for I began my study during the emergence of the
pervasive critique of the professions, the social sciences, and of America generally, in the mid-1960s. I became aware of how my own values
affected my analyses, and a little of the resulting self-examination is
in the book.
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Another value problem followed from the realization, soon after my
fieldwork began, that in some ways, sociology and journalism are
similar. They both report on American society through the use of
empirical methods, despite their very different aims, deadlines, and
audiences. Among other things, they face similar dilemmas in dealing
with values, for both aim to be objective, even if neither can finally
operate without values or escape value implications, however much
the actual empirical work is value-free or, as journalists put it, detached. Also, being similar, sociology and journalism are, to some
extent, in competition, so that not much love is lost between them.
Journalists make their opinions clear in the snide asides which they
add to their occasional stories about sociology; sociologists regularly
measure journalism against their own discipline and find it wanting.
I faced the same temptation, and I doubt that I have overcome it
entirely; but I have tried to deal with it, at times by comparing how
the two disciplines work and how they confront similar difficulties.
This book, then, is one sociologist's attempt to understand journalists. Coming from the community-study tradition, I have tried to
report what I found relevant in the communities I observed, but I have
concentrated, in Part 2, on the informal rules that guide news judgment. In fact, one of the journalists put it nicely when he said I was
writing down the unwritten rules of journalism. But rules contain
values, and the book is also about the values and the ideology of a
profession which deems itself objective and nonideological. And because I also traced the commercial, political, and other forces that
produce the rules and values, the book examines the sources, audiences, and powerholders that impinge on journalists from outside
their news organizations. A general argument about the role of journalists and the news in America runs through the book and is summarized in Chapter 9.
Having finished my work, I now think the book is also a study of
a national profession; and what I have to say-for example, about how
professional standards incorporate efficiency criteria and the realities
of power-may provide clues to how other national professions function. Journalists are, among other things, producers of symbolic consumer goods; and what I learned about how they serve their audience
without paying much attention to it may be relevant for understanding
other commercial producers of consumer goods.
Last but not least, the book is a visitor's report about the innards
of one part of the Establishment and about individuals who are often
thought to be glamorous and powerful. I found, however, that the
national journalists are hard-working, often harried people with little
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time for, and even less patience with, glamor; they are dedicated
professionals ever conscious of their responsibilities to journalism and
their audience. They have more power than the rest of us, but mainly
because they express, and often subscribe to, the economic, political,
and social ideas and values which are dominant in America. Indeed,
as I was writing about the journalists, I felt that my book was as much
about the dominant culture in America, and about its economic and
political underpinnings, as about them.
Like all participant-observers, I wrote the book partly for the people
I studied, telling them what I learned to reciprocate for their allowing
me to observe them and talk with them at length. While I was observing, a few said that they could not make sense out of the enterprise
in which they are engaged and wished I would do it for them; I hope
that I have done so. The book is also for the general reader and for
my fellow sociologists; but in the last analysis, I wrote it for myself,
trying to understand the news we all watch and read.
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Deciding What's News

- Part 1

=========================

The News

Introd uction
Part 1, "The News," describes the picture of America as nation and
society that appears in the national news media I have studied. Before
reporting how I developed that picture, some basic information about
the television evening news programs and newsweeklies may be relevant, at least for readers of this book who do not keep up with either.
The half-hour news programs, which actually contain 22~-23 minutes of news, combine filmed (now often taped) stories with what
television journalists call tell stories; these are presented by one or two
anchorpersons, with still pictures, maps, and graphs in the background. Each program is divided into four or five sections, interrupted
by commercials. Typically, it consists of five or six filmed stories, each
running 1 to 2 minutes, of "hard" news, about that day's events; and
one or two "features," of somewhat longer duration, that do not carry
an implicit "dateline." Tell stories, which take up about 6 minutes of
each program, run from 15-30 seconds; introduce and end a film
story, updating it with yet more recent information; and provide a
"headline service," summarizing foreign or domestic stories that do
not lend themselves to filming or are not deemed sufficiently important.
The news program is structured like a newspaper. The day's most
important story is the lead, and the first two sections are generally
devoted to the other important hard news of the day. Most of these
stories are domestic news, usually about political or economic happenings, much of it originating in Washington. Features, which take up
the remaining sections, are more often on topics of social importance
or interest, such as health; and television journalists like to end the
program with an amusing human-interest anecdote, of the "man bites
dog" genre. When events that journalists deem to be world-shaking
take place, however, the normal daily format may be set aside, with
8 to 10 minutes or more given to one story.
By and large, the three newscasts report virtually the same stories,
but because they compete with each other, there are also some differences; and there may be additional ones by the time this book is
published. Until Eric Severaid retired in 1977, CBS News ran his
commentaries on the news three times a week; and it still runs, from
time to time, a segment, anchored by Charles Kuralt, called "On the
Road," with human-interest stories, particularly from rural America.
NBC News introduced a nightly "Segment 3" earlier in 1977; it is
3
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sometimes devoted to investigative reporting, exposing what I shall
later call moral disorder, but often it is a somewhat longer treatment
of a currently topical phenomenon or controversy. About the same
time, ABC News began to feature interviews with leading public officials, domestic and foreign, and it has also de-emphasized the anchorpersons, giving more play to its major reporters.
The newsmagazines run to about fifty pages of news columns a
week. As I noted in the Preface, they combine dramatic narrative with
dramatic still pictures, the latter taking up at least a third of the total
news page (or "newshole"), and sometimes there are several pages of
pictures. The magazines classify the news into regularly appearing and
titled sections. The "front of the book" includes national and international news sections and a business section. The "back-of-the-book"
sections are more numerous; as a result, many appear only once or
twice a month and usually include only two or three stories. These
sections report on a number of institutions-cum-professions, such as
the law, religion, education, the press, medicine, science, and sports;
but they also carry reviews of the latest books, films, and art exhibitions. From the point of view of the editors, the most important
section is the weekly cover story, which is announced, with an illustration, on the magazine's cover; it may deal with an event in the headlines, a current political controversy, or a longer treatment of one or
another back-of-the-book topic. The cover story can appear anywhere
in the magazine, but the front and back sections are usually divided
by a gossip section, which Time calls People and Newsweek, Newsmakers; it reports the latest doings of photogenic celebrities. Finally,
there are brief feature sections, one of which reports the deaths of
well-known people, and at least a couple of pages of letters.
My study, being primarily about domestic news, concentrates on
the national news sections, called Nation at Time and National Affairs
at Newsweek. These usually contain a half-dozen stories of varying
length, some with "sidebars" reporting related information on major
stories. Most are on hard-news topics, but there is always room for
one or more "light" human-interest features. Since the magazines
come out after all the headlines are known, they review the major
events of the week, summarizing and integrating the daily newspaper
and television reports into a single whole, and speculating, when
possible, about the future. They also add details that their daily peers
may have ignored or failed to notice, notably biographical details
about people who make headlines, and data or speculation about their
motives, when these are available. Unlike television, which esche'Ns
opinions, the newsmagazines sometimes conclude their stories with
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evaluations, although during the 19608, first Newsweek and later Time
gave up hard-and-fast judgments; now many stories end with what
some writers call on-the-one-hand, on-the-other-hand conclusions.
Additional opinions enter in through "Time-style" writing, the clever,
often ironic style invented by Henry R. Luce, Briton Hadden, and the
Ivy League English majors they first hired to write Time.
Like the networks, the two magazines report roughly the same
stories. Newsweek publishes several regular columnists, as well as an
invited guest columnist, every week; Time runs a weekly essay, usually written in-house. The magazines compete with each other largely
through their cover choices, but during the last couple of years, competition has extended to running excerpts from controversial or attention-getting books prior to publication. These changes may constitute
the beginning of a trend away from the traditional concept of the
newsweekly as a magazine "of record" for the major news of the week.

The Content Analysis
The two chapters which follow report on a content analysis of what
is in the news, indicating what news journalists have selected over
time, not how they have selected it. The analysis proceeds on the
assumption that the news contains a picture of the nation and society,
but journalists are not paid to present such a picture. Their task is to
create "stories" about what they have observed or whom they have
interviewed. Nevertheless, the outcome of their work can be viewed,
over time, as a picture of America.
This implies a further assumption: that a content analyst can observe recurring patterns in the news and can find a structure in its
content. That structure is not solely a figment of the analyst's work,
for journalists, being unable to report everything that happened in
America, must select some actors and activities from the many millions they could choose. The result is a recurring pattern of news about
a fairly small number of actors and activities.
Still, this pattern is also partly a function of my method, for my
content analysis looked at the news with very general categories,
deliberately constructed to abstract specific stories from their immediate contexts. For example, all protests and demonstrations were
placed in one category, even if they had different targets and participants. (This method also calls attention to the similarities between
electronic and print media, which I mentioned in the Preface.)
Needless to say, the picture of nation and society that emerges from
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the next two chapters is by no means the only one that could be
sketched. News, like other kinds of symbolic fare, consists of innumerable bits of explicit and implicit content, and no single content analysis
can grasp them all. Also, my analysis follows from the concepts and
categories with which I looked at the news, and concepts contain
values or have value implications. Because I also looked at what is left
out of the news, the findings may at times strike journalists as a
critique of their work, but my intent was analytic, not critical. (My
critique of the news will appear in Chapter 10.)
Although I glimpse a picture of nation and society in the news, I
do not assume that the audience sees the same picture. I am not even
sure whether it sees any picture. This is especially true for the large
number of viewers and readers who pay only irregular attention to the
news. Audiences never look at the news as regularly or as closely as
researchers; and insofar as reading or viewing the news is also a form
of content analysis, audience members bring their own concepts and
categories to bear and may draw a variety of conclusions from the
news.
The methodology of my content analysis is in large part qualitative,
resulting in a set of hypotheses based on over ten years of watching
television news and reading the newsmagazines. Here and there, my
observations are supplemented by some quantitative data, drawn from
a six-month sample of stories appearing in alternate months during
1967, 1971, and 1975. (For some stories, I also included data from
1969.) I chose these years partly to avoid presidential election years,
in which the campaigns drive much other news out of the news media.
I also limited myself to domestic activities and actors. I should also
note that the quantitative analysis omitted both the Vietnam War and
domestic news directly connected with it because I wanted to focus
on recurring patterns within America itself; the analysis thus ignores
the fact that overseas wars are a recurring phenomenon with many
domestic consequences. Some of these consequences did become part
of my analysis; although I left out news about policy conflicts on the
Vietnam War, I included news about policy conflicts that indirectly
stemmed from the war, such as federal domestic expenditures. (How
the omission of war and war-related news affects the findings will be
indicated in several places.)
The quantitative content analysis is simple; in most instances, I
analyzed stories only in relation to one or two categories. The unit of
analysis, for both news media, was the individual story, and I classified
stories by which actor and activity dominated each. (When two or
more actors and activities were dominant, I split the story over the
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relevant categories by the amount of time or space given to each.) The
data on television news came from CBS News, and I chose that network because in 1967 it was the only one to have complete scripts
available. The choice of newsmagazines was made by flipping a coin,
and the coin picked Newsweek. Had I chosen another network or
magazine, however, the data would have come out virtually the same.
Incidentally, analyzing the television scripts was so time-consuming
that I could do it only for one year. (Nor did I attempt to analyze
videotapes, but I had seen virtually all of the programs in my sample
when they were first shown.) In fact, I found that for the general
categories with which I am concerned, even analyses by minutes or,
in the case of the magazines, by columns were unnecessary; percentages based on the number of stories were almost entirely the same.
Because I had planned to compare the electronic and print media, the
1967 television programs and magazine issues were chosen to cover
exactly the same time periods. To make the results more comparable,
I limited the television analysis to domestic news, and the Newsweek
analysis to stories in its National Affaits section and cover stories
related to it. The 1971 and 1975 magazine samples covered the same
months as the 1967 sample.
I should add that the content analyses to follow are at best suggestive; they only begin to hint at how the news portrays America.
Obviously, much more needs to be done. I wish that literary analysts,
particularly, would apply their insights and methods to news stories
that reach tens of millions of people, and devote less effort to the works
of "serious" minor writers of the past.

====1----Nation and Society
in the News

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, the news was dominated. by
the war in Vietnam; by the ghetto disturbances and their consequences
for race relations; inflation and unemployment; and by such always
prominent topics as presidential elections and crime. In order to understand the picture of nation and society that appears in the news,
I chose not to focus on the specific topics that became newsworthy;
instead, I began by looking at the people, or actors, who populate the
news, and the activities that become newsworthy. 1

Actors in the News
Journalists often say that the news ought to be about individuals
rather than groups or social processes; and by and large, they achieve
their aim. Most news is about individuals, although they may be in
conflict with groups or impersonal forces such as "inflation" and
"communism."
National news is, by definition, about the nation, and so the most
frequent actors in the news are inevitably individuals who playa role
in national activities. Which national actors are reported however, is,
not inevitable. They could be well-known people, whom I call
Knowns; or they could be Unknowns, ordinary people prototypical of
the groups or aggregates that make up the nation. The Knowns,
furthermore, could be political, economic, social, or cultural figures;
they could also be holders of official positions or powers behind
thrones who play no official roles.
g
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Knowns in the News
As I have categorized them, Knowns are a combination of people.
Some are assumed by journalists to be familiar names among the
audience; others have appeared frequently in the news and are therefore well known to the journalists. Some are not necessarily known by
name but occupy well-known positions, like governor of a large state
or mayor of a troubled city.
In American news, as in the news of all modern nations, the people
who appear most frequently in the news are Knowns, and, for the
most part, those in official positions. As Table 1 shows, during the time
of my study, they took up between 70 and 85 percent of all domestic
news, while Unknowns occupied about a fifth of the available time or
space. The remainder was given aver to animals, objects (such as boats
or hurricanes), and abstractions (such as inflation).
TABLE 1: Types of People in the News
Television Stories
1967

Knowns
Unknowns
Animals, objects, and
abstractions
Total stories or columns

Percentages
Newsmagazine Columns
1967

1971

1975

71

76

72

85

21

18

23

10

8

6
645

5
753

5
795

1290

Altogether, five types of Knowns dominate the domestic news,
although as Table 2 (p. 10) indicates, the percentages vary with the
years, as different Knowns become newsworthy.
1. Incumbent presidents. The single individual who appears in the
news most often, year after year, is the president; and normally, he
appears without fail in every issue of the newsmagazine and on virtually all television news programs. In 1975, he took up 23 percent of
all magazine space about the well-known and almost 20 percent of all
domestic news. Unlike other people who get into the news only when
they are involved in unusual, innovative, or dramatic activities, he is
the only individual whose routine activities are deemed newsworthy.
2. Presidential candidates. The presidency is so central to national
news that every presidential hopeful-provided he is affiliated with
one of the two major parties--enters the news when he begins to act
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TABLE 2: Knowns in the News
Television Stories

1967
Incumbent presidents
Presidential candidates

20
12
12

9

16

9

11

10

9

1
9

4

7
0
5
0
2

22
0
3

Alleged and actual violators
of the laws and mores··
Astronauts

Total stories or columns

12
17
10

16

11

Other Knowns

1975

13

State and local officials

Business and labor leaders
Civil rights leaders

1971

4

4

Kennedy family members

Professionals

1967

23
7
4
20
4

II

16
22
3

Members, House and Senate
Other federal officials·

Percentages
Newsmagazine Columns

7

11
I

4

7

3

0

2

3

1

1

918

490

544

674

• Also includes members of the Supreme Court, vice-presidents, and past presidents and vicepresidents.
• ·Some were federal officials, but I coded them as law violators regardless of their official
position.

like a candidate and stays there as long as he appears to have a chance
at the nomination. During presidential election years, the candidates
sometimes obtain more space and time than the incumbents; and in
the magazines, far more than in television, news about hopeful candidates begins the year before the election.
3. Leading federal officials. Altogether, federal officials appear in
the news more often than the president, but on a per capita basis, they
of course obtain much less time or space. Even so, the total number
of such officials is small; they include the leaders of the House and
Senate, the heads of the major committees, and selected cabinet members. 2 Given the role wars and the Cold War play in domestic news,
the secretary of state is in the news more than any other cabinet
official, even before and after Henry Kissinger's incumbency; during
the economic difficulties of the 19708, the secretary of the treasury
appeared frequently.
In recent years, leading members of the White House staff also
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surfaced in the news; but while they have played a central role in the
federal government for a long time, it took the Watergate scandals to
make them newsworthy. When the Supreme Court announces its
decisions, it, too, breaks into the news, although normally only in brief
stories. The Court is also· one of the few major federal agencies to be
treated as a group, and usually individual justices are in the news only
when they are appointed to or retire from the bench. Other federal
officials are almost always agency heads, who enter the news when
they announce a new policy or come into conflict with the president.
Incidentally, ever since the presidency of John F. Kennedy, members of the Kennedy family have often appeared in the news. Many
of the stories are aftermaths to the assassinations of John and Robert
Kennedy; but when Robert Kennedy was alive and before he was a
presidential candidate, he was in the news more frequently than any
other senator of equal seniority. 3 Despite his occasional disappearance
from the news in recent years, Edward Kennedy also remains unusually newsworthy, while Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and the younger
members of the family have been virtually the only celebrities to
appear in television news and in the magazines' domestic news sections.
4. State and local officials. Most of the nonfederal officials in the
news are governors and mayors, primarily from the larger states and
cities, although they do not come into the news merely because of the
offices they hold. In the late 19608, they appeared in the news mainly
because they were nominally in charge of dealing with the ghetto
disturbances (which the news media called riots) and their consequences; in the 19708, because they were responsible for dealing with
urban fiscal problems and school bussing. A large number of black
mayors have been in the news, however, inasmuch as the election of
a black mayor, even in a small city, was (and still is) deemed national
news.
s. Alleged and actual violators of the laws and mores. In this category, I have included well-known people who get in trouble with the
law or become enmeshed in political scandal, as well as ordinary
people such as Charles Manson and the presidential assassins, who
become Knowns because they have murdered well-known people.
Both news media follow trials and congressional investigations at
length-for example, those of Adam Clayton Powell and Daniel Ellsberg in the 19608, the Watergate defendants in the 19708-and high
state and local officials accused of corruption or malfeasance.
Ordinary people who violate the laws or mores also appear in the
news, but most violators are Knowns. In 1967, 81 percent of television
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news and 61 percent of magazine coverage of violators was devoted
to Knowns; in 1975, the figure for newsmagazines rose to 89 percent,
as Watergate and other governmental scandals drove most unknown
violators out of the domestic news arena.
Altogether, a very small number of Knowns, probably less than fifty
and most of them high federal officials, are repeatedly in the news.
Conversely, others who are often thought to play important roles in
the nation do not enter the news very often. For example, the economically powerful, such as officers of large corporations and holders of
great wealth, are filmed or written about rarely, and then usually for
reasons having little to do with their economic power-primarily
when they are involved in some conftict with the federal government
or are having legal difficulties. The leaders of business organizations,
such as the Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of
Manufacturers, or the Committee for Economic Development, are not
newsworthy at all. Labor leaders appear more often, but typically in
the person of George Meany. Still, over time, James Hoffa probably
received more attention than Meany, although not as a labor leader.
He was first newsworthy as a defendant and prisoner, and then as a
kidnap and murder victim. (Business and labor leaders, however, do
appear in the business sections of the magazines but were not included
in the analysis reported in Table 2.)
Other seemingly powerful or important individuals on the national
scene who rarely appear in the news include generals and admirals,
although they were covered during the Vietnam War, and political
party leaders, who are briefly newsworthy during election years. Informal holders of political power, such as large campaign contributors
and heads of significant local and state political machines, particularly
rural ones, are generally ignored, especially between elections. Business lobbyists are accorded much the same treatment as campaign
contributors, except when they become actual or accused violators of
corruption laws and mores. So-called public-interest lobbyists appear
somewhat more often, recently most notably in the person of Ralph
Nader.
Political leaders not affiliated with the major parties usually come
into the news when they become embroiled in political conflict or legal
difficulties with the federal government. As Table 2 indicates, leaders
of or speechmakers for civil-rights organizations were in the news
during the 19608 but have almost entirely disappeared in the 19708.
The heads of minority parties and more informal political groups
receive attention when they lead protest demonstrations or are associated with civil disturbances; those who do not are absent from the
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news. The Socialist party became newsworthy over the past decade
only in connection with the death of Norman Thomas; the Socialist
Workers party only when its infiltration by the FBI became known.
Nazi parties and the Ku Klux Klan make the news; conservative and
ultra-conservative groups which eschew what journalists call trouble
do not.
The heads of national voluntary associations, secular and sacred,
receive attention when they act or comment on important or controversial federal issues, such as abortion, and in the last ten years, when
they were involved in issues of sexual or racial equality. The League
of Women Voters was in the news when it permitted men to become
members, and then again when it sponsored the 1976 presidential
debates. Religious bodies are generally covered (other than in the
magazines' Religion sections) when they admit or fail to admit women
to their priesthoods.

Unknowns in the News
Ordinary people, including low-level public officials like policemen
or rank-and-file federal "bureaucrats," obtain about a fifth of the
available time or space, and most of that is devoted to five types of
Unknowns:
TABLE 3: UnknoWDI in the News
Television Stories

Protesters, "rioters," strikers
Victims
Alleged and actual violators
of the laws and mores
Voters, survey respondents,
and other aggregates
Participants in unusual
activities

Other
Total stories or columns

Percentages
Newsmagazine Columns

1967

1967

1971

1975

42

43
20

40

33

25

32
21

8

23

14

17

3

2

11

14

7
7

12

6

7

0
118

4
171

9
80

266

1. Protesters, "rioters," and strikers. Unknowns appear in the news
most often when they act in opposition, especially against government
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policies. In 1967 and 1971, this category constituted 40 percent of all
ordinary people in the news, and the proportion would have been
higher had I included anti-war demonstrators. In 1967, the newsworthy were largely black participants in the ghetto disturbances; that
year, blacks took up 58 percent of all magazine columns devoted to
Unknowns, as compared to 12 percent of all columns about Knowns.
Television gave them relatively less time: 22 percent of all minutes
about Unknowns and 11 percent of all minutes about Knowns. Almost half of the television stories in this category were about strikers,
whom the magazines cover in their business sections. By the 19708,
the ghetto disturbances had virtually ended, but protesters remained
in the news, principally whites protesting school or residential integration.
2. Victims. The next most newsworthy Unknowns are victims of
natural or social disorders, most often of crime, and on television, of
tornadoes, floods, fires, plane accidents, and other natural or technological disasters. In 1967, however, the victims were primarily people
who were killed or injured, or who lost property during the ghetto
disturbances; in the years since, they have increasingly been victims
of unemployment, particularly people who held steady blue-collar or
white-collar jobs in better times. Both news media pay regular attention to victims of bureaucracy, people who suffer from red tape and
other bureaucratic phenomena, which are usually depicted as irrational. In the late 1960s, when the permanently poor were newsworthy, stories about them often dealt with their victimization by
government agencies or by "the welfare mess," but only rarely with
their exploitation by or uselessness to the economy.
3. Alleged and actual violators of the laws and mores. Although
Unknowns who get in trouble with the law wind up in the news about
as often as the Knowns, they are accused or convicted of very different
crimes; most of them are kidnappers, mass murderers, or murderers
who kill individual victims in unusually grisly ways. Since their victims are also Unknowns-or else they themselves would quickly become Knowns-their actions are usually reported more often than
their court trials. Knowns, on the other hand, are more often in the
news while standing trial. Ordinary people who carry out nonviolent
crimes or violate the mores rarely appear in national news.
4. Participants in unusual activities. Unknowns also make the news
if they engage in new or bizarre fads, participate in exotic cults or
clubs, or develop unusual hobbies. When Unknowns depart from
expected roles-for example, old people acting like youngsters or
children displaying adult skills-they become eligible for man-bites-
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dog stories. Charles Kuralt's CBS News feature "On the Road" is
normally devoted to such Unknowns, particularly older people.
5. Voters, survey respondents, and other aggregates. Unlike the previous four types of Unknowns, who are almost always named individuals, Unknowns also get into the news as aggregates, and then
often as statistical ones. The most frequent are voters and poll respondents, the latter appearing with increasing frequency as the news
media report poll data on topics other than national elections. Since
the onset of the country's economic problems, the unemployed have
appeared regularly in unemployment statistics, as have consumers in
stories chronicling rising prices. Nonstatistical aggregates, such as
nonprotesting parents and children in school-bussing stories, are also
in the news from time to time.
The Unknowns who appear in the news are, by most criteria, an
unrepresentative lot; and most ordinary people never come into the
news, except as statistics. How ordinary people work, what they do
outside working hours, in their families, churches, clubs, and other
organizations, and how they relate to government and public agencies
hardly ever make the news.
The point is obvious, for it is built into the definition of news.
Perhaps the place of ordinary people in the news is most dramatically
illustrated by the day in 1974 when Congress approved a change in
the pension law that affected millions of workers, and all news media,
daily and weekly, gave far more space or time, as well as headlines,
to the appointment of Nelson Rockefeller to the second-highest office
in the land. 4

Activities in the News
A related way of looking at the news is in terms of the activities
reported most often. By "activities," I mean a variety of behavior
patterns ranging from political disagreements to deaths; moreover, I
deal with the activities themselves, even though in many cases the
stories featured a reporter or an interviewee discussing the event.
This analysis, like the one of actors, excluded domestic activities
connected with the Vietnam War, whether by public officials or protesters; however, I did carry out a separate tally of the ratio of such
news to other donlestic news. The National Affairs section of Newsweek devoted 19 percent of the section columns during the sample
months of 1967 to war-related domestic activities; in 1971, the proportion dropped to 16 percent; and in 1975, to 5 percent, all of these
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stories reporting the final "winding down" of the war. An analysis of
one month of CBS News programs in 1967 showed that 26 percent of
domestic tell stories and 35 percent of filmed stories were related to
the Vietnam War. (For both news media, my tally excluded stories
about the battles and other details of the war itself.)
Table 4 indicates the major nonwar domestic activities that appeared in the news, without distinguishing whether they involved
Knowns or Unknowns. Of these, eight are most frequent or important.
1. Government conflicts and disagreements. Year in and year out,
about 15 percent of the domestic news is given over to disagreements
and conflicts within and between parts of government and the public
officials who personify them. Because the news pays so much attention
to the president, much of this type of news reports his disagreements
TABLE 4: Activities in the News

Television Stories
Government conflicts
and disagreements
Government decisions,
proposals, and
ceremonies
Government personnel
changes, including
campaigning
Protests, violent and
nonviolent
Crimes, scandals, and
investigations
Disasters, actual and
averted
Innovation and tradition
Rites of passage-births,
weddings, and deaths
Biographies (only in
newsmagazines)
Unusual activities
Other
Total stories or columns

Percentages
Newsmagazine Columns

1967·

1967

1971

1975

17

16

17

13

12

10

13

13

6

22

26

22

10

13

13

3

28

18

17

34

14
8

5
2

1
4

0

4

5

4

0

0
2

6
2
1
645

1

9
2
3
795

0

392

*This analysis was limited to two sample months of television news.

4
0

753

1
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and conflicts with Congress. The specific topics of conflict vary over
time, but since the start of the 1970s, they have primarily been focused
on economic policies.
2. Government decisions, proposals, and ceremonies. A somewhat
smaller proportion of stories deals with less conflict-laden government
activities, reporting government decisions-which are, of course,
often the resolution of conflicts-and proposals. Most of these are
announcements, by the president or other executive-branch officials,
of new government policies, although some may later appear as conflict news. Congressional approval of new legislation and Supreme
Court decisions also fall into this category. Some journalists call these
input stories, as compared to output stories, which report the actual
implementation of the proposals and legislation, and appear in the
news much more rarely.
3. Government personnel changes. In the newsmagazines, the most
numerically frequent government news story concerns personnel
change, although most of these stories are about the campaign activities of presidential hopefuls, which, as I indicated earlier, television
news does not stress in pre-election years. In addition, this category
includes the appointments, resignations, and dismissals of high public
officials, mostly cabinet secretaries and federal agency heads, and
occasionally high state and local officials.
4. Protests, violent and nonviolent. In 1967 and 1971, around 10
percent of the activities in the domestic news dealt with demonstrations and disturbances, most often related to racial issues; the proportion would have been higher had I included anti-war protest. If protest
is defined as citizen-government conflict, and is combined with intragovernment conflict, political conflict becomes the single most frequent activity in the news. The numbers would have been even higher
had war-related conflict been included.
5. Crimes, scandals, and investigations. Almost a fifth of the domestic activities in the news is about crimes, scandals, and their investigations, although in 1975, this activity was, thanks to the Watergate and
CIA scandals, the most newsworthy. Until then, the typical story
concerned the financial misbehavior of government officials, and the
investigations and trials connected with them.
6. Disasters, actual and averted. Television news gives a good deal
of attention to small and large disasters, and to human efforts to avert,
control, and explain them. Long-lasting natural catastrophes, or disasters with a heavy toll of lives, are also reported in the newsmagazines,
but disasters that claim only a few victims, unless these are Knowns,
are usually not reported.
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7. Innovation and tradition. A regularly appearing, though not very
frequent, set of activities has to do with social, cultural, or technological innovation on the one hand, and the decline and disappearance of
traditional social practices and technological objects on the other
hand. These activities could also be described as "first and last" news,
for innovation is often reported as a first; for example, the first woman
to be allowed entry into a previously all-male occupation or the debut
of some new technological device. Nelson Rockefeller's appointment
to the vice-presidency was so newsworthy because he was the first
vice-president in American history to have been appointed to the office
by a president who was himself appointed to the office.
A related "first" activity, not listed in Table 4, is the record-setting
activity, when widely used statistical indicators reach a new high or
low. Thus, new highs in unemployment or inflation rates are given
special prominence in the news, as were record-setting body counts
during the Vietnam War. Concurrently, the news pays regular, if not
frequent, attention to the disappearance of traditions, as when oldfashioned army uniforms or prison behavior regulations are abolished,
or when a famous ocean liner or train makes its final trip.
8. National ceremonies: Even though it does not appear in Table 4,
one of the most important activities reported in the news is the national ceremony. The principal ceremony is the national presidential
election, which is seen as an indicator of the effectiveness of American
democracy. Other recent major ceremonies include the landing of the
first astronauts on the moon and the Bicentennial celebrations. The
news also features minor ceremonies, such as official visits from foreign heads of state.
Tragic events are treated as national ceremonies, notably the assassinations of John Kennedy and, to a lesser extent, those of Robert
Kennedy and Martin Luther King. The mourning of John Kennedy
was generally viewed by the news as a time of national cohesion and
rededication, as were, in a somewhat similar vein, the 1967 ghetto
disorders, once they were concluded; and the Watergate scandal, once
Gerald Ford was inaugurated.
Ceremonies are activities which represent the nation or the idea of
the nation; and their importance is signified by the fact that the news
media frequently break out of routine formats to deal with them at
greater length: in "specials" on television and in special sections in the
magazines.
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Nation and Society
Despite the explicit concern with people and their activities, the
recurring subjects of the news are nation and society-their persistence, cohesion, and the conflicts and divisions threatening their cohesion. Strictly speaking, the news is principally about the nation, with
what sociologists call society being reported in "soft" news, or features, both on television and in the magazines' back-of-the-book sections. The nation, in turn, is operationally defined as the federal
government, and is often signified by the president and the presidency;
but it also includes both nationwide and local institutions which are,
in effect, "nationalized" by the news.
Thus, the nation is made up of such symbolic complexes as Government, Business and Labor, the Law, Religion, Science, Medicine,
Education, the Arts--eomplexes that have also become sections in the
newsmagazines. New complexes are added as new actors and activities
come to the fore. The civil-rights marches and the ghetto disturbances
were generalized and symbolized into black-white relations-what
Time later called the Races-while women's liberation led to news
about the Sexes. The Cities and the Urban Crisis were other symbolic
complexes produced in the sixties. Hippies, the anti-war protesters,
the increasing use of marijuana, and changing sexual practices among
the young in general added a complex on Youth, while campus protests nationalized the University. The stagflation of the early 19708
brought the Economy into prominence; and in recent years, changes
in the traditional nuclear family have raised that institution to complex status.
Many other such complexes exist, some of long standing. Often the
subject of magazine cover stories and television documentaries, they
also serve as leads to more routine news stories, with actors, activities,
or statistics becoming newsworthy by virtue of their shedding some
light on the condition of one or another complex. Although Watergate
led to considerable copy about its consequences for the most significant such complex, the Presidency, all but the most routine activities
of the president may be treated in that way. Since 1975, stories about
child abuse and wife beating have appeared in the news, not because
they are new or even rapidly increasing phenomena, but because they
relate to concerns about the maintenance of the Family. Similarly, a
wide variety of once unrelated stories are now connected to a symbolic
complex called the Environment.
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Conversely, some institutions which are viewed as symbolic or real
complexes by others do not enter into the news; thus, there are no
stories or magazine sections about what sociologists call the Social
Structure (although, to be truthful, sociologists are not agreed on what
it is or how it is defined); nor about more easily grasped complexes
such as the Class Hierarchy or the Power Structure. Also, while
corporate mergers are often newsworthy, there is little news about
corporations per se, with the notable exception of multinationals;
consequently, a decade's content analysis of the news would not easily
show the extent to which the economy is dominated by oligopolies.

The Nation as a Unit
Because the symbolic complexes are components of the nation and
reflect on the nation as a unit, threats to them become newsworthy.
Furthermore, the stories I earlier called national ceremonials, as well
as major wars, scandals, and disasters, focus attention directly on the
nation as a unit, since specific stories often judge individual happenings in terms of their consequences for the country as a whole. Foreign
news involving American foreign policy readily invites a view of the
nation as a unit vis-a-vis other units as well, and some domestic news
takes a similar perspective.
Typically, such stories conceive of the nation in anthropomorphic
terms; and when the news is tragic or traumatic, it becomes the nationcum-individual whose character and moral strength are tested. After
the assassination of John Kennedy, the nation was viewed as being "in
mourning"; after Watergate, it was seen as "cynical"; and one magazine described the Mayaguez incident as "a daring show of nerve and
steel by a nation whose will, after Vietnam, had come under question
around the globe." The positing of a national will that needs to be
exerted is, to be sure, a conventional rhetorical concept not distinctive
to journalists, for politicians often apply it as a solution to conflicts
and crises. But then, many of the concepts that appear in the news are
not journalistic monopolies.
Ceremonial events, on the other hand, are indicators that the nation
remains a unit. The coverage of the July 4, 1976, Bicentennial ceremonies moved the normally objective anchorpersons to express their
feelings of pride in the nation on the air, while the otherwise anonymous editors of the two newsmagazines contributed signed articles
along the same line. Newsweek had established a special Bicentennial
section during 1975 and 1976, which frequently dwelt on the commer-
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cial and political exploitation of the anniversary; but in its special issue
for July 4, 1976, its editor introduced "a group portrait of our people,
unadorned by rhetoric or ideology,"5 which the chief writer of the
issue described as "a kind of American chorus, diverse in origin and
station, and yet strikingly one at heart."6 Noting that the "common
wisdom of the day pictures Americans as a people sunk in malaise,"
the magazine argued that "they see themselves, still ... as a nation
born perfect and aspiring to progress," and concluded that "we are
. . . a nation haunted by a dream of excellence. We have not yet
despaired of making the dream come true.'" Likewise, the managing
editor of Time published a two-page essay entitled "Loving America,"
which dealt at length with the conflicts in "the American self-image"
but concluded that "we must deeply believe, and we must prove, that
after 200 years the American promise is still only a beginning."8
Other journalists also saw America as a cohesive chorus that day.
As far as I can determine, none of the major national news media
noticed a lack of enthusiasm for or consensus about the Bicentennial
on or after July 4, 1976. The New York Times carried a story headlined "Few Blacks Inspired by Bicentennial" four days later but
placed it on page 62, amidst the shipping and weather news of the day.
On ceremonial occasions, the nation is not only a unit but a Platonic
one, defined by the American "spirit," as Time's editor put it, and
aspiring to hallowed ideals, as the quotes from both magazines suggest. Of course, Bicentennial stories could not help but be focused on
the extent to which America had lived up to the ideals of the Founding
Fathers; but even at other times, the ideals that appear in the news
are traditional ones, and the stories assess contemporary reality in
relation to them. 9 I noted earlier that elections are seen as proving the
effectiveness of the democratic forms created by the Constitution. This
practice extends beyond ideals, however, for in the news, contemporary events are often compared to traditional practices, in the process
hiding the evolution of new solutions. The resignation of Richard
Nixon was interpreted as a sign of the continued viability of the
presidency rather than, like Lyndon Johnson's decision not to seek a
second term, as a new method of forcing an unpopular president to
leave office. During the period of campus unrest, interpretative stories
were more apt to worry whether the elite universities could continue
to train the nation's leaders than to notice that the unrest had resulted
in some students taking on national leadership roles.
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Divisions in Nation and Society
Because the news is dominated by stories about conflict, and because of its concern with unity and consensus, or the lack thereof, the
overall picture is of a conflicted nation and society. Instead of focusing
on the more obvious and topical divisions in the news-for example,
the conflict between the White House and the Congress, or during the
war, between the hawks and doves-I took a more demographic
approach. Thus, my content analysis sought to see what divisions in
the population appeared in the news; I did so also to shed more light
on an earlier topic: what types of people, particularly among the
Unknowns, are likely to be newsworthy. Although many divisions
could be so studied, I deal here only with those of race, class, sex, age,
and ideology.
Race

Over the last ten years, perhaps the primary societal division in the
news has been racial, although this was largely a consequence of the
ghetto disorders of the late 1960s. In the sample six months of 1967,
1969, and 1971, Newsweek carried 180 articles in which blacks were
centrally featured. Of these, 22 percent (taking up 30 percent of all
columns about blacks) were directly concerned with racial disturbances, particularly in the urban ghettos of the larger cities but also on
college campuses and in prisons. Although by 1975 the racial division
had not ended, the amount of news devoted to it had decreased
considerably; during the sample six months of that year, the magazine
published seven articles which centered on blacks and two others in
which blacks were targets of white protests, mostly in urban schoolintegration disputes.
The news coverage of the uprisings has been well studied, notably
by the Kerner Commission; and although I will discuss it briefly in
Chapter 2, here my analysis will focus largely on racial news unrelated
to the disturbances. Television stories in 1967 often dealt with the legal
and political difficulties of Congressman Adam Clayton Powell and
heavyweight boxing champion Muhammed Ali, but of 288 Newsweek
columns devoted to racial stories (other than disturbances) during
1967, 1969, and 1971,30 percent centered on governmental and private integration efforts. Integration has been newsworthy ever since
the 1954 Supreme Court decision on school integration; and about half
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of the integration stories in my three-year sample focused on schools.
Many of the integration stories involved whites, just as many of the
special reports following the ghetto disturbances were concerned with
what whites should be doing for blacks. Consequently, in 38 percent
of the stories in my magazine sample, the major actor was white.
Still, the racial news in my sample hardly ignored black activities
and actors. Fourteen percent of the columns reported the electoral
activities of black politicians; another 8 percent, black organizational
activities. Many of these stories were about the Black Panthers, however, and were often critical in tone. Conversely, 11 percent of the
columns reported activities to advance black capitalism, culture, and
identity, while only 4 percent dealt with social and other pathologies
among blacks. 1o By 1975, however, news about black business and
cultural activities had been integrated into the relevant back-of-thebook sections; as a result, most of that year's racial news stories were
about black criminals, rioters, gangs, and disaster victims.
Generally speaking, then, the national news features middle- and
upper-middle-class blacks who have overcome racial, economic, and
especially political obstacles, with less affluent blacks more often
newsworthy as protesters, criminals, and victims. Blacks already integrated into national institutions and those who make no attempt to
enter them tend to be left out of the national news, as are poor blacks
simply because they are poor. While the news about the ghetto disturbances and their aftermath included economic explanations of
these phenomena, between 1969 and 1971 Newsweek carried only one
brief story about black poverty that was not tied to the disturbances.
Racial news featuring whites reflects a similar dichotomy, with public
officials and upper-middle-class citizens who seek to advance racial
integration and less affluent whites who demonstrate against it being
deemed most newsworthy.
Class
The news pays attention to racial differences, but it does not often
deal with income differences among people, or even with people as
earners of income. Brief stories about the American distribution of
income crop up from time to time when a high public official or other
well-known person brings it up; and since the 1970s, stories about
unemployment and inflation generally report how these affect various
income groups. Still, income appears most frequently in the news in
connection with the publication of polls, which now regularly use
income as one demographic category.
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Class, class groupings, and class differences are, however, rarely
reported. Foreign news is different; for example, the political news
from Chile prior to the military coup d'etat in 1973 regularly described demonstrations by and conflicts among upper-class, middleclass, and working-class groups, although more attention was given to
upper-class and middle-class protest against the Allende government
than to working-class support for it. Other foreign events are sometimes couched in similar class terms, but these terms are not applied
to domestic events, except when a particularly far-fetched Marxist
analysis of American society in a Soviet or Chinese publication is
quoted to show how incorrect it is.
Still, over the last ten years, the notion of class has begun to creep
into the news, although less in economic and political stories than in
features on lifestyles and fashions, so that it is used principally as a
cultural concept. Perhaps the prime exception is the term "Middle
American," coined by columnist Joseph Kraft to refer to what most
sociologists would call the working and lower-middle classes. The
term originally appeared as a synonym for the Silent Majority, Richard Nixon's label for his intended new conservative constituency. It
gained further currency in stories about the white urban backlash
against the ghetto uprisings and the War on Poverty. As a result, it
became a quasi-political term to describe white ethnics who opposed
racial-integration policies.
Insofar as the news contains a conception of the stratification system, it recognizes four strata: the poor (now sometimes called the
underclass), the lower middle-class, the middle class, and the rich.
"Lower middle-class" is the journalistic equivalent for what sociologists generally call the working class; "middle class" usually refers to
the affluent professionals and managers sociologists call upper middleclass. I do not mean here to suggest that sociological terms are necessarily better or more accurate but that the class system in the news
leaves out the sociologists' lower middle-class: the skilled and semiskilled white-collar workers who are, next to blue-collar workers, the
largest class in America, however they are labeled. In eschewing the
term "working class," the news also brings ~lue-collar workers into
the middle class; and by designating upper middle-class people as
middle class, it makes them appear to be more numerous than they
actually are.
Journalists shun the term "working class" because for them it has
Marxist connotations, but even non-Marxist notions of class conflict
are outside the journalistic repertoire of concepts. Strikes are, of
course, reported as conflicts between labor and management; but they,
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as well as disputes between cities and suburbs, or growing and declining regions, are seen as incidents soon to be resolved rather than as
permanent conflicts of interest. Moreover, the news is not often
couched in terms of economic or other kinds of interests to begin with.
To be sure, lobbyists are identified with the clients they represent, and
elected politicians become newsworthy when they are shown to have
close ties to individual firms or entire industries; but politicians who
represent unorganized or less visible economic interests are rarely so
identified. Neither are ordinary people viewed as having class interests. When the so-called ethnic revival was in the news, the extent to
which ethnic organizations were making economic demands rather
than-or as well as-ethnic ones was not emphasized. When ethnic
homeowners fought to keep black tenants out of their neighborhoods,
the racial contlict made the news, but the endemic homeowner-tenant
struggle did not. Nor did anyone notice that Middle American ethnics
had economic interests different from those of affiuent members of the
same ethnic group.
Regardless of how class is conceptualized, the news media do, of
course, cover the various income groups and classes in America, and
they do so differentially. Most news is about affiuent people, almost
by definition, since the main actors in the news are public officials,
whose incomes are in the top 1 to 5 percent of the income distribution.
To be sure, they are not reported as people with high incomes but as
people in public roles-except when newly appointed cabinet secretaries must divest themselves of their stocks or put their outside income
into blind trusts. However, when the salaries of senators and representatives were raised in 1977, only a few columnists commented on
the fact that their salaries were already considerably above the national median. In fact, public officials are distinguished by their geographical, racial, ethnic, and religious background far more often than
by their economic background. Their social-class background tends to
be even less newsworthy, except perhaps when an elected or appointed
official comes from an "old family" (a synonym for the sociologists'
upper class) or from a very poor one.
Conversely, other people of unusually high income or prestige appear only when they clash with the government-say, in their role as
corporate officers-or when they are found to have violated the laws
and mores. Sometimes their May-December marriages or their consumption pract:ces are made into humorous but scornful light stories.
When a New York restaurant opened some years ago with a prix fixe
dinner of $100, its opening was reported with the thinly veiled value
judgment that no one should spend that much for a restaurant meal
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-or be affluent enough to do so. A 1977 television feature on a new
Chicago magazine, with a readership whose median income was over
$80,000, treated the publication and its readers as objects of hilarity,
and the anchorman introducing it smiled after the feature ended, even
though his income made him more than eligible to become a subscriber.
The poor appear in the news less often than the upper class, for
while many of the people who are participants in or victims of crime
are poor, their income is rarely relevant to the story. The incomes of
rich criminals may appear in the news; those of the poor do not.
Stories about the poor or about poverty are also rare; in 1967, less than
1 percent of the television news, and from 1967 to 1971 a similar
percent of the newsmagazine columns, were devoted to stories centering on the poor or poverty, and most of these were about the federal
War on Poverty or anti-hunger policies. Subsequently, the poor have
dropped out of the news, except as law violators. When President
Jimmy Carter held a news conference on August 6, 1977, to announce
his proposals for welfare reform, none of the sixteen questions asked
by reporters touched on what the program would do for the poor,
although one reporter wanted to know whether it would help keep
families together; however, half of the questions concerned the cost of
the program, the elimination of fraud, and relief for local and state
taxpayers.
Ordinary working-class people once got into the news only as strikers and victims of occupationally connected accidents, e.g., mine
disasters, construction accidents, or deaths in the line of duty on the
part of policemen and firemen. The ethnic revival, the attempts of
Governor George Wallace and former Vice-president Spiro Agnew to
speak for Middle America, the violence at the 1968 Chicago Democratic Convention, and the demonstration of the uhard hats" on Wall
Street that same year combined to bring working-class people into the
news, though mainly as often violent opponents of anti-war demonstrators. But by the mid-1970s, working-class people-and ethnicshad virtually disappeared from the news.
Television and the newsmagazines diverge, however, in their treatment of the middle-class population, for the individuals who appear
in the newsmagazines are more often of the upper middle-class, while
those on television are frequently of the lower middle-class. For one
thing, the magazine's back-of-the-book sections deal primarily with
the professions; in fact, many of the section titles are named for the
more prestigious ones. The magazines report regularly on medicine
but not very often on dentistry; and while breakthroughs in the
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sciences are covered, those in plumbing or auto repair are not. Members of high-status professions, such as lawyers and doctors, are newsworthy, \\'hereas members of less prestigious professions, such as accountants and nurses, are rarely mentioned. The arts reviewed in the
so-called critical sections are those appealing to well-educated audiences; however, the popular television programs most people watch
and the novels that become big bestsellers either are not reviewed or
are panned.
The magazines tend, actually, to universalize upper-middle-class
practices as if they were shared by all Americans. A significant example took place in the early years of the Vietnam War, when anti-war
protest was limited almost entirely to students on elite campuses but
was, by implication, projected to the entire college population. More
often, the universalization is limited, however, to the back-of-the-book
news about social problems and new fads or fashions. For example,
a cover story on child rearing ",oas devoted to that minority of American families with two breadwinners in which both spouses are sufficiently well educated and affluent to be embarked on careers; but that
same year, a front-of-the-book cover on the unemployed dealt with
poor and working-class people, and made only passing reference to
joblessness in the upper middle-class.
The upper-middle-class monopoly on new fads and lifestyles was
nicely illustrated by a 1976 Newsweek column about California, written by Mary Kellogg, a reporter who had just returned to New York
after a 2~ year "tour of duty" in the San Francisco bureau. The
article was critical, as is most writing about California life, and the
author drew her observations from "former IBM executives ... now
happily making candles, ... former college professors who till the soil
in wine country, ... advertising executives who ... drive cabs, [and]
former rat-race proponents who have left to paint driftwood."·· Cultural innovations by less prestigious people are not in the news very
often, however.
Television news, lacking a back-of-the-book section, does not often
have as much room for features, but its equivalent stories normally
focus on lower-middle-class people. Many features are actually devoted to matters of health; and while the main actors are apt to be
professionals, the patients are hardly limited to the upper middleclass. Stories of fads run to things like skateboarding, hang-gliding,
and surfing. As in the newsmagazines, these are the fads of an innovating minority, but not of the upper middle-class.
Perhaps the class differences between the two media are best shown
by their coverage of school news. In 1967, \vhen education was often
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newsworthy, 60 percent of the television news stories on education
were about public schools, as compared to 23 percent in the magazines; 37 percent of television news dealt with colleges, as compared
to 63 percent of the magazine stories. (The analysis excluded news
about school desegregation and anti-war protest.) Television's college
stories were almost equally divided between public and private
schools, with the news about the latter being drawn mostly from
Catholic colleges; the newsmagazine reported nearly twice as often on
private schools, particularly those in the Ivy League.
Sex
If the primary national division featured in the news of the 1960s
was between the races, that of the 1970s has been between the sexes.
Although most of the people who appear in the news continue to be
men, the news-in both media-has regularly reported on women's
liberation and the feminist movement, as well as on male-female relations and other related problems. A large proportion of the stories has
dealt with the successful entry of women into previously all-male
occupations and institutions; also, the election of a woman politician
or the appointment of a female public official is given the same attention as the elevation of a member of a racial minority. In fact, women
have become the latest newsworthy minority; and like other minorities, they have come into the news because of their dist.inguishing
minority characteristic.
There are other parallels in the news coverage of the two minorities.
As in the case of the races, coverage of the women's movement began
with demonstrations, then moved on to organizational activities and
the successful entries of leading individuals into important national
positions. As a result of the emphasis on politics and professions, the
activities of the organized women's movement and the forward march
of professional women have shown up in the news more often than
either the feminist activities of unorganized women or the concerns
of working-class feminists. As in the-case of the civil-rights movement,
coverage of the women's movement has also emphasized the differences and the conflicts between the militants and the moderates. Feminist critics have pointed out that little change has taken place in the
newsworthiness of pinup girls or in the way prostitution is reported,
but the depiction of poor black criminals has also remained the same.
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Age
Since most news is about politics, in which age divisions are not
normally of great significance, the news takes little notice of age
groups. With most public officials middle-aged or older, and with
most ordinary people involved in crime or protest either adolescent
or young adult, the majority of news stories are about these age
groups. Personnel replacement stories sometimes note when
younger leaders replace older ones, especially in the Congress; and
television news, which appeals to a predominantly older audience,
runs comparatively more features about older people than do the
newsmagazines, which write more frequently about the young, notably of college-student age.
Both news media cluster college students in "generations" of varying lengths. After World War II, they were defined as returning war
veterans, eager to learn; during the 1950s, they were a silent or apathetic generation; and in the 196Os, they began as a set of idealists
responding to John Kennedy's appeal to get the nation "moving
again," and ended as rebels and protesters. When the 19708 began,
students were once again seen as pranksters, even if they streaked
rather than swallowed goldfish; but this image quickly gave way to a
generation of "silent," hard workers, competing feverishly for good
grades and for jobs in a shrinking labor market. Generations, then, are
not people of similar age but symbolic complexes that typify a period
of years and are formed in reaction to major events of that period, such
as World War II or the Eisenhower-Joseph McCarthy era. Student
behavior, like that of other ordinary people, is thought to be shaped
by headline-making events and by national leaders.
Young people, especially affluent ones, are also depicted as violators
of adult traditions and adult restraints. 12 During the sample months
of 1967, for example, young people, other than those protesting segregation or the war, appeared in Newsweek as hippies, pot smokers,
student mystics, and lemming-like participants in the annual, sometimes riotous spring vacation trip to southern beaches, which television also reported. Poorer youngsters appeared principally as gang
members or individual delinquents.
Ideological Divisions
In the news, ideology is defined as a deliberately thought-out, consistent, integrated, and inflexible set of explicit political values, which
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is a determinant of political decisions. As a result, ideology is deemed
significant mainly in Communist nations and among parties and adherents of the Left and the Right, both overseas and here. Given that
definition, most American political groups are thought not to be ideological; and the news does not accept th~ possibility that sets of less
deliberate or integrated political values are also ideologies. Although
the news distinguishes between conservative, liberal, and moderate
politicians and party wings, these are perceived as shades of opinion;
and being flexible, they are not ideologies.
Nevertheless, the news also applies the conventional European ideological spectrum; and even though it is slightly Americanized, it often
fits poorly. During Jimmy Carter's first year in office, for example,
attempts to categorize him as a liberal or conservative had to be
revised frequently; in earlier years, there were problems categorizing
working-class organizations which were liberal on economic issues but
conservative on "social" issues.
The spectrum used in the news spans seven ideological positions.
On the Far Left are the "radicals," democratic socialists and revolutionaries who advocate public ownership of major resources and industries. Then come "left-leaning" liberals, also called ultraliberals,
who make up the "McGovern wing" of the Democratic party; they
are thought to favor an egalitarian welfare state that stops short of
public ownership. "Liberals," who favor the New Deal or its latterday version, are, by and large, northern Democrats, but this category
is very broad, encompassing as well such politicians as Governor
Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown, Jr., of California and Governor Hugh
Carey of New York, who favor cutbacks in welfare expenditures (and
who might more properly be called right-liberals).
"Moderates" are people in the center who take a pragmatic rather
than an ideological position and engineer the compromises between
liberals and conservatives. "Conservatives," typically Republican, are
defenders of private enterprise who are willing to accept some government intervention in the economy but favor subsidies to business as
a means of achieving welfare goals. "Ultraconservatives," on the other
hand, are adherents of the free market in America, with government
intervention limited to foreign policy. On the Far Right are the "rightwing extremists," a term usually reserved for American Nazi parties
and the Ku Klux Klan.
Positions on the spectrum are not always described in neutral terms,
however. All the major news media approve the moderate core, which
includes liberals, moderates, and conservatives; adherents to other
positions are treated less favorably, but generally, those on the Right
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are labeled more politely than those on the Left. Ultraliberals may be
called left-wingers, but ultraconservatives are rarely described as
right-wingers, and never as reactionaries. Radicals, being "extremists," are labeled as if they were nearly equivalent to Nazis. In addition, the news media do not distinguish between democratic and
revolutionary socialists; nor, among the latter, between those who
preach revolution and those who actually practice or condone violence. The ultraconservative label also fails to distinguish between
those who favor government aid to private enterprise and the libertarians, who advocate a completely free market as well as a turning over
of many public services to private industry. But ultraconservatives are
set apart from Far Right groups which condone or practice violence.
Groups which support violence are always considered extremists, but
those which condone violence on the part of government agencies are
not.

The World: Domestic Themes in
Foreign News
Although this book is concerned with news about America as nation and society, a brief review of major themes in foreign news is
relevant for two reasons. First, in some respects, foreign news deals
with the same kinds of people and activities as domestic news, but
since it does so in fewer and shorter stories, it also brings the priorities
in domestic news into sharper focus. Second, foreign news is generally
treated with less detachment, and explicit value judgments that would
not be considered justifiable in domestic news appear in stories about
the rest of the world, particularly from Communist countries. Thus,
foreign news makes overt some of the values in the news that will be
considered in the next chapter.
Most news in America, as elsewhere, is domestic; in 1967, 14 percent of all television news in my sample was foreign, as compared to
28 percent of all front-of-the-book magazine news. 13 Moreover, like
domestic news, foreign news is concerned largely with the nation.
Three types of countries dominate foreign news: America's closest or
most powerful political allies, especially in Europe; the Communist
countries and their major allies; the rest of the world, which is reported only sporadically. Over the years of my study, most foreign
news has been about England, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan,
Israel, Egypt, the Soviet Union, and mainland China, although not
always in that order. Other countries typically make the news only
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when they are the site of unusually dramatic happenings, such as wars,
coups d'etat, or major disasters. Calvin Coolidge's observation, made
in 1926, that "readers of our newspapers might have imagined revolutions and volcanic disturbances were the chief product of Latin America," remains true fifty years later and applies as much to television
and the newsmagazines as to the daily press. 14 Whether countries
appear in the news frequently or not, most foreign news stories fall
into seven categories.
1. American activities in a foreign country. Probably the most time
or space is given to what Americans do to, for, and in other countries,
notably when American presidents and secretaries of state visit, and
when American diplomats participate in carrying out American foreign policy. In addition, the news covers the activities of federal and
corporate officials involved in foreign trade, and sometimes those of
well-known American entertainers, as well as tourists who get into
trouble overseas. Stories in this category are, in fact, often treated as
domestic news. For example, in 1967, 75 percent of the newsmagazine
stories from Vietnam were about Americans fighting or working there;
by 1971, the proportion had risen to 88 percent. But then all news
media paid only passing attention to the South or North Vietnamese,
and considered Vietnam a domestic story.
2. Foreign activities that affect Americans and American policy.
Foreign countries also become newsworthy when their activities affect
Americans or American interests-for example, if individual Americans are imprisoned or killed, and if American firms are harmed.
When a country's foreign policy comes into conflict with American
foreign policy, political or economic, or when individual politicians
who are known to be particularly anti-American come to power, even
small countries may appear in the foreign news.
When newsworthy American happenings surface elsewhere, they
often become foreign news. In 1973 and 1974, European inflation was
important foreign news because of America's own inflation; in 1975,
rising unemployment became news because it mirrored events here. A
significant proportion of such stories are likely to come from countries
in which American firms are active and from those visited by large
numbers of American tourists. (Indeed, these countries provide an
additional category of foreign news: tourist stories. The newsmagazines, more than television, not only deal with travel experiences and
problems of American tourists, but also keep track of the fate of
landmarks, such as the razing of London's Covent Garden and Paris'
Les HaIles, and the deterioration of Venice.)
Foreign events are also of interest when they represent conver-
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gences with American phenomena. England is newsworthy simply
because it is thought to converge culturally with the United States; but
when other countries adopt American election strategies, incorporate
American words into their language, or establish American-type
goods and stores, the event is likely to be reported.
By the same token, foreign crime usually becomes newsworthy only
if it copies American crime or violates American mores. When Europeanjuvenile delinquents use American methods, they may break into
the news; so may foreign crimes which accord with American expectations, such as Sicilian family vendettas and Mafia murders. The biggest foreign crime-story in recent years, however, was the report of
grafttaking by European and Asian political leaders, but the news
dealt largely with payments made to them by American companies.
Yet, when political leaders take money from other foreigners, it is not
often newsworthy.
3. Communist-bloc country activities. Although a considerable
amount of foreign news is devoted to keeping up with Soviet Russia,
mainland China, and their allies and satellites, the stories deal primarily with two general topics: (1) activities perceived to involve their
relationship to the United States; and (2) internal problems or difficulties that reduce their military, economic, or political power vis-a-vis
the United States. In fact, almost everything that happens in the
Communist bloc is thought to affect Americans or American policy,
which helps explain why so much of the foreign news comes from
countries within that bloc.
Even in America, the government's failures are more newsworthy
than its successes or its routine activities. On the other hand, news
from Russia and China is concerned almost entirely with those governments' problems and failures; if successes are reported, these are
apt to be labeled suspected propaganda. Political unrest in the Communist countries is news, whereas similar kinds of unrest in other
countries is not. In 1967, the revival of the Cultural Revolution in
China was covered in so much detail that it was the major foreignnews story of the year.
Although change in top leadership is a major staple of foreign news
in all countries (see below), when such changes take place in Communist countries, they are interpreted either in terms of what they might
mean for future relations with the United States or as power struggles
indicating internal political weakness. The possibility that personnel
turnover and succession struggles may reflect domestic policy disputes
or prosaic factional politics is rarely considered.
When personnel changes in non-Communist countries involve
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Communists, or "leftists," they become as newsworthy as if they were
taking place inside the Comnlunist bloc. Consequently, foreign elections in which Communists participate are, as a rule, more newsworthy than others. Ever since the mid-1970s, the major political news
from Italy and France has been the possibility-or more correctly, the
danger-of a Communist victory. Even British politics, which is usually reported in nlore detail than that of other foreign countries because England is regarded as an ally and cultural kin, is certain to get
into the news when COInmunists or the left wing of the Labor party
wins a political victory.
The official decline in the Cold War brought about a considerable
change in the news from Communist countries, especially mainland
China, which, for a time after President Nixon's visit, was depicted
in a much more favorable light. Although reporters allowed to travel
through the country continued to note the monotonous, shabby, and
"gray" ambience, which they attributed to egalitarian policies and the
regimentation they observed in China's institutions, typically the
schools, they also reported the economic and social benefits which the
revolution had provided for ordinary Chinese people. They celebrated
the enthusiasm and public-spiritedness of the Chinese citizens they
observed, particularly their willingness to work hard and to make
personal sacrifices in the public interest. In fact, at the time, some
commentators noted that these were virtues which had once existed
in America, were now lost, and should be revived. After the Chinese
welcome to American visitors lost its novelty, however, the news
about China again began to emphasize the problems and shortcomings
of the country's government.
The reportage from Soviet Russia was much less affected by the
official American shift from Cold War to detente; even when Washington and Moscow were proclaiming their friendship for each other, the
news continued to report in great detail Soviet violations of civil
liberties, the ill-treatment of Jews and intellectuals, and the protest
activities of dissidents. Since these phenomena are interpreted as signs
of government weakness or immorality, the victims of Russian
totalitarianism are treated as heroes or martyrs; and unlike American
dissidents, Soviet dissidents are always reported favorably. However,
once dissidents come to America, they are viewed from a domestic
perspective. When Alexsandr Solzhenitsyn was expelled from the Soviet Union, he was first lionized by the American news media for his
courageous exposure of Soviet brutality, but only until American
journalists discovered that he did not believe in freedom of the press
and was far from enthusiastic about American democracy.
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4. E-'lections and other peaceful changes in government personnel.
This category of foreign news, like the others to follow, deals with
news not of direct relevance to Americans and American policy. Like
domestic news, foreign news keeps up with government personnel
change, but it is limited to the elections or appointments of de facto
heads of state, except in allied countries. Ceremonial presidents in
countries governed by prime ministers are rarely deemed newsworthy.
Conversely, foreign news has a sentimental attachment to European
royalty, particularly those who serve as figureheads in otherwise democratic countries. The news about European royalty is dominated by
two themes. On the one hand, it focuses on pomp and ceremonies,
with the marriages and anniversaries of British royalty being given
considerable television time and pictorial layouts in the newsmagazines. English monarchs and their ceremonies are viewed both as
providing cohesion to a nation in economic and political difficulties,
and as symbolizing the nation as a unit for American audiences. News
about Scandinavian monarchs, on the other hand, concentrates on
their populist impulses and actions, and their respect for democracy.
However, when monarchs, ex-monarchs, or any of their relatives
perform no useful royal functions and also practice conspicuous consumption, they fall subject to the scorn the news often displays toward
the idle rich. While the news media have treated Queen Elizabeth of
England deferentially, they have often looked askance at her sister,
Princess Margaret.
Non-European royalty receives less respect, and African dictators
who appoint themselves kings or emperors are reported as comic
figures. Dictators of royal lineage, however, are reported sympathetically, the best example being Haile Selassie, who did not lose the
heroic image he received during the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in
1936 until after his deposition, when his autocratic regime was acknowledged ex post facto. Similarly, for many years, stories about the
Shah of Iran dealt only with his dedication to modernization policies,
and news about his brutal treatment of political opponents and intellectuals was still sparse. Because the news has a short memory, the
facts that he is a second-generation king and that his father was a
dictator who crowned himself are not deemed relevant.
5. Political conflict and protest. While foreign news displays the
same interest in political conflict as domestic news, foreign conflicts must be more dramatic and usually more violent than their
domestic equivalents in order to break into the news. By and
large, peaceful demonstrations are rarely covered, unless they are
anti-American.
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Wars, civil wars, coups d'etat, and revolutions are reported from
countries large and small; smaller countries, especially in Latin America or Africa, generally break into the news only under such conditions. However, continuous coverage of these events is reserved for
conflicts involving American or Communist allies, such as the Mideast wars, and more recently the wars in Angola and the Congo; and
to a lesser extent, for conflicts producing racial violence between
whites and blacks, as in Rhodesia and South Africa.
Left-wing coups d'etat and revolutions often receive more attention
than their right-wing equivalents, even when Russia or China is not
involved, unless there is widespread killing of civilians or torture of
political prisoners. The Cuban revolution was a major foreign story
even before the United States and Russia nearly went to war; since
then, Chile has probably received more time and space than any other
Latin American country because of the rise and fall of the Allende
government and the brutalities of its successor.
6. Disasters. Foreign disasters must also be more serious than equivalent American ones. An American airplane crash that claims the
lives of five or more persons is apt to be reported on television; but
a foreign plane crash must involve a much larger loss of life, unless
Americans or heads of state are among the victims. Generally speaking, the farther from America the country is geographically, politically, culturally, or racially, the larger the number of victims necessary for the story to receive attention. 15
The same yardstick applies to other disasters. Floods, earthquakes, and famines which may kill tens or hundreds of thousands
of people in Africa and Asia are reported, but normally only once
or twice. Tribal or religious wars which lead to the deaths of huge
numbers of people also receive less emphasis than the loss of life
involved, unless they have political significance for America or unless Americans become seriously involved in helping the victims.
The massacres in Biafra became newsworthy for this reason, but
also because the Ibo were sometimes described as being culturally
similar to Americans. Equivalent massacres in India, Pakistan, Indonesia, East Timor, and other far-off countries were not reported
in the same detail. Genocidal wars and nationwide famines may
receive little attention in the news because they are unknown in
America; the same is true of problems and policies which are foreign to the American experience, such as feudal land-ownership
practices and land-reform measures.
7. The excesses of dictatorship. The only foreign-news categcry
which lacks a parallel in domestic news consists of stories about
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foreign dictators; but these stories concern themselves mainly with the
violation of American political values by dictators, and thus illustrate
once more the extent to which American ideas and values dominate
the reporting of foreign news.
Foreign news is fascinated with dictatorship, and the stories are
openly critical of undemocratic practices. Dictators are viewed as
having total power; they do not need to worry about compromises or
other political processes connected with democracy. Communist dictators engineer cults of personality or resort to terror; non-Communist
dictators also maintain their power by bribing financial elites. Although the relationship between national poverty and dictatorship is
sometimes noticed, dictatorship is generally perceived to exist because
dictators amass personal or military power.
All other things being equal, foreign news gives the most critical
attention to dictators who are unusually brutal and openly antagonistic to democracy. During the last several years, Uganda's Idi Amin,
currently the prototypical dictator, has been newsworthy on both
counts, while some years earlier, former Vice-president Nguyen Cao
Ky virtually monopolized the news about South Vietnam, particularly
on television, by his readiness to make scornful statements about
democracy. Dictators who are not known to be brutal are treated more
sympathetically or are not in the news at all, notably Portugal's Salazar and Spain's Franco in the past, Paraguay's Stroessner today, and
for a long time, Philippine President Marcos. Conservative dictators
who are not brutal are apt to be treated more kindly than socialist
ones, either because they are American allies or because they maintain
public order; however, in recent years, critical comments have been
made about the economic policies of right-wing Latin American dictators, such as Nicaragua's Somoza. Black critics of the news have noted
that nonwhite dictators are often reported more negatively than
whites and are accused of tribal allegiances that make them appear
primitive.
In essence, then, foreign news deals either with stories thought
relevant to Americans or American interests; with the same
themes and topics as domestic news; or when the topics are distinctive, with interpretations that apply American values. Because
American news media devote less air time or print space to foreign
news than to domestic news, they often limit themselves only to
the most dramatic overseas events. In addition, they tend to follow
American foreign policy, even if not slavishly, but they hew closer
to the State Department line on foreign news than to the White
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House line on domestic news. Foreign news adheres less strictly to
objectivity than domestic news; but as the next chapter will show,
the values it applies are not very different from those that appear,
less explicitly, in domestic news. As in most other countries,
American foreign news is ultimately only a variation on domestic
themes.

====2----Values in the News

Journalism is, like sociology, an empirical discipline. As a result, the
news consists not only of the findings of empirical inquiry but also of
the concepts and methods which go into that inquiry, the assumptions
that underlie concepts and methods, and a further set of assumptions
which could be tested empirically if journalists had the time. These
assumptions being mainly about the nature of external reality, I call
them reality judgments. Chapter 1 can therefore be read, in part, as
an analysis of some of the reality judgments in the news.
Like other empirical disciplines, the news does not limit itself to
reality judgments; it also contains values, or preference statements.
This in turn makes it possible to suggest that there is, underlying the
news, a picture of nation and society as it ought to be. The values in
the news are not necessarily those of the journalists, nor are they
always distinctive to the news. As I shall suggest in Part 2, many are
shared by or originate with the sources from whom the journalists
obtain information and other sectors of America.

The Analysis of Values
Journalists try hard to be objective, but neither they nor anyone else
can in the end proceed without values. Furthermore, reality judgments are never altogether divorced from values. The judgment that
the president and leading public officials represent the nation, for
example, carries with it an acceptance of, if not a preference for, this
state of affairs; otherwise, stories which investigate whether the president does, in fact, represent the nation would be more numerous.
The values in the news are rarely explicit and must be found be39
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tween the lines-in what actors and activities are reported or ignored,
and in how they are described. If a news story deals with activities
which are generally considered undesirable and whose descriptions
contain negative connotations, then the story implicitly expresses a
value about what is desirable. In the process, the news also assumes
a consensus about values that may not exist, for it reminds the audience of values that are being violated and assumes that the audience
shares these values. When a story reports that a politician has been
charged with corruption, it suggests, sotto voce, that corruption is bad
and that politicians should be honest. Much news is about the violation of values; crime and disasters are not reported because these
phenomena are desirable, which is why journalists and audiences alike
speak of bad news.
Nevertheless, because journalists do not, in most instances, deliberately insert values into the news, these values must be inferred. Since inference cannot take place without an inferrer, however, and different people come to the news with different
preconceptions, they may infer many different values from what
they see or read. 1 Also, the analyst's own values make him or her
more sensitive to some values in the news than to others; as a result, content analysis is often a comparison of the analyst's values
with those that "exist" in the content.
Furthermore, even if the values in the news could be inferred unambiguously-that is, if all inferrers agreed about them-there are also
values that stem from the news. There is a difference between the
values in the news and the value implications of the news; but while
the former may ultimately originate witli the journalists, the latter do
not. Journalists are sensitive to the difference between the news and
its implications, but critics and content analysts are not always equally
so, and the values they may see in the news and among journalists are
actually implications. Ephron analyzed the network television news
about the 1972 presidential election in terms of whether stories would
help or hurt the candidates. She studied the implications of the content
rather than the content, however, and concluded, on the basis of her
own values, that the networks were engaged in a vendetta against
Richard Nixon. 2 Other conservative critics have attacked the news
media for their coverage of the ghetto disturbances and the anti-war
demonstrations, maintaining that these stories, by publicizing dissent,
had negative implications for the status quo. Critics on the left do
likewise, for they perceive stories that fail to report the faults of
capitalism or that ignore the activities of radical activists as holding
back drastic change. Although the dividing line between values and
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value implications is not always easy to maintain, my analysis will
eschew the latter as much as possible.
Even so, identifying values in the news is a virtually impossible task
because there are so many of them; indeed, every story expresses
several values. Consequently, I shall employ a narrow definition of
values, examining only preference statements about nation and society, and major national or societal issues. I also distinguish between
two types of values, which I call topical and enduring, and I will
analyze only the latter. Topical values are the opinions expressed
about specific actors or activities of the moment, be they a presidential
appointee or a new anti-inflation policy. These manifest themselves in
the explicit opinions of newsmagazine stories and television commentary, as well as in the implicit judgments that enter into all stories.
Enduring values, on the other hand, are values which can be found
in many different types of news stories over a long period of time;
often, they affect what events become news, for some are part and
parcel of the definition of news. Enduring values are not timeless, ana
they may change somewhat over the years; moreover, they also help
to shape opinions, and many times, opinions are only specifications of
enduring values.
The list that follows is limited to the enduring values I have found
in the news over the last two decades, although all are probably of far
more venerable vintage; obviously, it includes those which this inferrer, bringing his own values to the task, has found most visible and
important. The list does not claim to be complete; and since I undertook no quantitative analyses, it does not suggest which values appear
most frequently.
The methods by which I identified the values were impressionistic;
the values really emerged from continual scrutiny of the news over a
long time. Some became apparent from the analysis of Chapter 1;
others came from the ways actors and activities are described, the
tones in which stories are written, told, or filmed, and the connotations
that accrue to commonly used nouns and adjectives, especially if
neutral terms are available but not used. When years ago the news
reported that Stokely Carmichael had "turned up" somewhere, while
the president had, on the same day, "arrived" somewhere else; or
when another story pointed out that a city was "plagued by labor
problems," the appropriate values were not difficult to discern, if only
because neutral terms were available but were not used. However,
sometimes neutral terms are simply not available. The news could
have called the young men who refused to serve in the Vietnam War
draft evaders, dodgers, or resisters, but it rarely used the last term. Of
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course, individual \\-'ords only provide clues to values, not conclusions
about them; also, newsmagazines are more easily analyzed by this
method because they eschew neutral terms for stylistic reasons, although all of the above examples are from television. 3

Enduring Values in the News
The enduring values I want to discuss can be grouped into eight
clusters: ethnocentrism, altruistic democracy, responsible capitalism,
small-town pastoralism, individualism, moderatism, social order, and
national leadership. These last two are more striking than the rest and
will therefore be described in greater detail. There are many others,
of course, which I shall leave out either for reasons of space or because
they are taken for granted, even though they are values. Among these,
for example, are the desirability of economic prosperity; the undesirability of war sui generis. (which does not always extend to specific
wars); the virtues of family, love, and friendship; and the ugliness of
hate and prejudice. 4 The news often supports the kinds of values
sometimes unfairly belittled as "motherhood values."

Ethnocentrism
Like the news of other countrie~, American news values its own
nation above all, even though it sometimes disparages blatant patriotism. This ethnocentrism comes through most explicitly in foreign
news, which judges other countries by the extent to which they live
up to or imitate American practices and values, but it also underlies
domestic news. Obviously, the news contains many stories that are
critical of domestic conditions, but these conditions are almost always
treated as deviant cases, with the implication that American ideals, at
least, remain viable. The Watergate scandals were usually ascribed to
a small group of power-hungry politicians, and beyond that, to the
"Imperial Presidency"-but with the afterthought, particularly following Richard Nixon's resignation, that noth'ing was fundamentally
wrong with American democracy even if reforms were needed.
The clearest expression of ethnocentrism, in all countries, appears
in war news. While reporting the Vietnam War, the news media
described the North Vietnamese and the National Liberation Front as
"the enemy," as if they were the enemy of the news media. Similarly,
weekly casualty stories reported the number of Americans killed,
wounded, or missing, and the number of South Vietnamese killed; but
os
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the casualties on the other side were impersonally described as "the
Communist death toll" or the "body count."
Again, as in war reporting everywhere, the committing of atrocities,
in this case by Americans, did not get into the news very often, and
then only toward the end of the war. Seymour Hersh, the reporter
credited with exposing the Mylai massacre, had considerable difficulty
selling the story until the evidence was incontrovertible. 6 The end of
the war in Vietnam was typically headlined as "the Fall of South
Vietnam," with scarcely a recognition that by other values, it could
also be considered a liberation, or in neutral terminology, a change in
governments.

Altruistic Democracy
While foreign news suggests quite explicitly that democracy is superior to dictatorship, and the more so if it follows American forms,
domestic news is more specific, indicating how American democracy
should perform by its frequent attention to deviations from an unstated ideal, evident in stories about corruption, conflict, protest, and
bureaucratic malfunctioning. That ideal may be labeled altruistic democracy because, above all, the news implies that politics should
follow a course based on the public interest and public service.
The news tends to treat politics per se as a contest, identifying
winners and losers more than heroes and villains. Although the news
has little patience for losers, it insists that both winners and losers
should be scrupulously honest, efficient, and dedicated to acting in the
public interest. Financial corruption is always news, as is nepotism,
patronage appointments, logrolling, and "deals" in general. Decisions
based, or thought to be based, on either self-interest or partisan concerns thus continue to be news whenever they occur, even though they
long ago ceased to be novel events.
Politicians, politics, and democracy are also expected to be meritocratic; the regular activities of political machines are regularly exposed, and "machine" itself is a pejorative term. Although the news
therefore regards civil-service officials more highly than "political
appointees," the former are held to a very high standard of efficiency
and performance; as a result, any deviant bureaucratic behavior
becomes newsworthy. "Waste" is always an evil, whatever the
amount; the mass of paperwork entailed by bureaucracy is a frequent
story, and the additional paperwork generated by attempts to reduce
the amount of paperwork is a humorous item that has appeared in the
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news with regularity over the years. Officials, whether elected or
appointed, are also expected to be spartan in their tastes; consequently, in 1977, Secretary of H. E. W. Joseph Califano got into the
news when he hired a cheffor his official dining room. The story lasted
longer than a concurrent report that he had hired a combination
bodyguard-office manager, at almost four times the cook's salary.
The same high standards apply to citizens, however. Citizens
sh0uld participate; and "grassroots activity" is one of the most complimentary terms in the vocabulary of the news, particularly when it
takes place to foil politicians or bureaucrats, or to eliminate the need
for government action. Ideally, citizens should help themselves without having to resort to government aid, and occasionally stories of
such an occurrence suggest a revival of a past and now extinct tradition. As a result, the news seems to imply that the democratic ideal
against which it measures reality is that of the rural town meetingor rather, of a romanticized version of it. Citizen participation should
also be as unselfish as that of politicians. Organized lobbying and the
formation of pressure groups in behalf of citizens' self-interest is still
reported in suspect tones, though not as suspect as when corporate
lobbyists are covered.
The support for altruism correlates with an emphasis on what one
might call the official norms of the American polity, which are derived
largely from the Constitution. Consequently, the news endorses, or
sets up as a standard, the formal norms of democracy and the formal
structures of democratic institutions as established by the Founding
Fathers. Concurrently, it treats as suspect the informal norms and
structures that have developed in the polity to allocate power and
resources; in effect, the news defends democratic theory against an
almost inevitably inferior democratic practice.
In the process, the news keeps track of the violations of official
norms, but it does so selectively. Over the years, the news has been
perhaps most concerned with freedom of the press and related civil
liberties; even recurring local violations, by school boards which censor library shelves, have often become national news. Violations of the
civil liberties of radicals, of due process, habeas corpus, and other
constitutional protections, particularly for criminals, are less newsworthy.
Another official norm to which the news pays frequent attention is
racial integration. Because citizens are expected to live up to these
norms altruistically and because the norms are viewed as expressions
of the public interest, the violations of the legal and political rights of
blacks in the South were news even before supporters of the civil-
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rights movement began to demonstrate. While attention has now
shifted largely to the North, the election of any black official continues
to be news, since it is treated as an affirmation and realization of the
official norm.
Activists who strive for the realization of democratic norms are
often described in the news as extremists or militants, but the activists
supporting racial integration were never so labeled, much to the dismay of southern television stations affiliated with the networks. Conversely, black-power activists were newsworthy in part because they
rejected integration; they were almost uniformly labeled militants,
with equally activist supporters of integration described as moderates.
Actually, the news tends to treat all formal governmental goal
statements, and even campaign promises, as official values, and reports when these are violated. In particular, politicians who run campaigns emphasizing their honesty are closely watched, and the deviations from their own stated ideals by Eugene McCarthy, George
McGovern, and Jimmy Carter consequently became headline news.
While-and perhaps because-the news consistently reports political and legal failures to achieve altruistic and official democracy, it
concerns itself much less with the economic barriers that obstruct the
realization of the ideal. Of course, the news is aware of candidates who
are millionaires or who obtain substantial amounts of corporate or
union campaign money, but it is less conscious of the relationship
between poverty and powerlessness, or even of the difficulty that
Americans of median income have in obtaining political access. That
economic power affects the achievement of the democratic ideal continues to be viewed more as a southern populist campaign theme-as
it was again during the 1976 election campaign of Jimmy Carterthan as a fact of life, for in the altruistic and official democracy valued
by the news, economics are, and should be, kept separate from politics.
The relative inattention to economic obstacles to democracy stems
from the assumption that the polity and the economy are separate and
independent of each other. Under ideal conditions, one is not supposed to affect or interfere with the other, although typically, government intervention in the economy is more newsworthy and serious
than private industry's intervention in government. Accordingly, the
news rarely notes the extent of public subsidy of private industry, and
it continues to describe firms and institutions which are completely or
partly subsidized by government funds as private-for example, Lockheed, many charitable organizations, and most privately run universities.
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Responsible Capitalism
The underlying posture of the news toward the economy resembles
that taken toward the polity: an optimistic faith that in the good
society, businessmen and women will compete with each other in
order to create increased prosperity for all, but that they will refrain
from unreasonable profits and gross exploitation of workers or customers. Bigness is no more a virtue in business or union organization
than in government, so that the small and family-owned firm is still
sometimes presented as the ideal. While monopoly is clearly evil, there
is little explicit or implicit criticism of the oligopolistic nature of much
oftoday's economy. Unions and consumer organizations are accepted
as countervailing pressures on business (although the former much
less so than the latter), and strikes are frequently judged negatively,
especially if they inconvenience "the public," contribute to inflation,
or involve violence.
Economic growth is always a positive phenomenon, unless it brings
about inflation or environmental pollution, leads to the destruction of
a historic landmark, or puts craftsmen or craftswomen out of work.
In the past, when anchormen gave the stock market report, even the
most detached ones looked cheerful when the market had had a good
day, assuming this to be of universal benefit to the nation and the
economy.
Like politicians, business officials are expected to be honest and
efficient; but while corruption and bureaucratic misbehavior are as
undesirable in business as in government, they are nevertheless tolerated to a somewhat greater extent in the former. For example, the
January 2, 1978, issue of Time included a three-page critique of
government bureaucracy, entitled "Rage Over Rising Regulation: To
Autocratic Bureaucrats, Nothing Succeeds Like Excess"; but a business-section story reporting that General Motors had sent refunds to
the purchasers of Oldsmobiles equipped with Chevrolet engines was
only one column long and was headed "End of the Great Engine
Flap." Actually, the news often fails to notice that corporations and
other large private agencies are also bureaucracies given to red tape.
Time tends to be somewhat more tolerant of private enterprise and
more critical of government activities than is Newsweek; then, too,
business sections in both magazines are still dedicated to the celebration of entrepreneurs and innovators, as well as corporate executives
who show themselves to be able managers. Although this endorsement
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is less enthusiastic than it was in the 1950s and 1960s, innovation and
risk taking are seen as more desirable in business than in public
agencies. Consequently, governmental demonstration projects must
succeed the first time around, while the failure of business experiments
is treated with greater tolerance, even if the public pays the bill in both
instances.
Domestic news has by now acknowledged the necessity for the
welfare state; even in the good society, the market cannot do everything. The term uwelfare state" itself is reserved largely for foreign
countries, however, and attitudes toward it are more clearly evident
in foreign than in domestic stories. These tend to dwell more on its
problems and failures than on its successes, most recently in England
and Sweden, where the welfare state is particularly seen as a threat,
from high tax rates and public control over investment, to the ability
of the economy to provide sufficient incentives for economic growth.
In America, the welfare state is expected to aid people who cannot
participate in the market or who are hard-pressed by inflation; that
government can provide useful services, or that it can sometimes do
so more effectively than private enterprise, is not often acknowledged.
It is now accepted that the government must help the poor, but only
the deserving poor, for "welfare cheaters" are a continuing menace
and are more newsworthy than people, other than the very rich, who
cheat on their taxes. Public welfare agencies are kept under closer
scrutiny than others, so that although the news reported on the uwelfare mess" in the 1960s, it did not describe equivalent situations in
other government agencies in the same way. There was, for example,
no "defense mess," and what is "waste" in H. E. W. programs is "cost
overruns" in Pentagon programs.
American news is, of course, consistently critical of Communist and
democratic-socialist economies. 7 In fact, foreign news is more worried
about the political and cultural shortcomings of socialism or communism. To be sure, both are suspect because public ownership and other
socialist programs will do away with private property and impair
productivity and growth; but descriptions of existing income distributions, in America and elsewhere, now regularly imply that economic
inequality is undesirable, even if income redistribution is not the right
solution. Still, the primary dangers of socialism are cultural
homogeneity, the erosion of political liberties, and the burgeoning of
bureaucracy.
Although domestic politicians who criticize governmental welfare
measures as socialistic or communistic no longer get the attention they
once did, domestic news also remains critical of American socialism.
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More correctly, the news ignores it, for socialist crItiques of the
American economy, as well as the activities of America's socialist
parties and informal groups, are not newsworthy. The socialist factions in the protest movements of the 1960s, and in the feminist and
other movements of the 1970s, have also been ignored. At the same
time, however, libertarian groups, which advocate a return to complete market competition, get equally little play in the news.

Small-town Pastoralism
The rural and anti-industrial values which Thomas Jefferson is
usually thought to have invented can also be found in the news, which
favors small towns (agricultural or market) over other types of settlements. At one time, this preference was complemented by a celebration of the large city and of the vitality of its business and entertainment districts; but the end of this period can be dated almost exactly
by Life's special issue on the cities, which appeared in December 1965.
Although the belief that cities should be fun places and that large,
central business-district renewal projects should "revitalize" them still
continues to be held, for the last ten years cities have been in the news
almost entirely as problematic, with the major emphasis on racial
conflict, crime, and fiscal insolvency. Suburbs are not often newsworthy, despite the fact that a near majority of Americans now live
in them, and they, too, have generally received a bad press. During
the 1950s and 1960s, suburbs were viewed as breeding grounds of
homogeneity, boredom, adultery, and other evils; since then, they
have come into the news because they are suffering increasingly from
"urban" problems, particularly crime, or because they keep out racial
minorities and stand in the way of racial integration.
During the 19608, new towns (like Columbia, Maryland) were welcomed precisely because they w~re expected to overcome the faults of
both city and suburb, restoring the more intimate social relationships
and sense of community ascribed to small towns; but that hope was
lost when they also encountered fiscal problems and manifested racial
conflict and other "urban" ills as well. As a result, the small town
continues to reign supreme, not only in Kuralt's "On the Road" but
also in television and magazine stories about "the good life" in America. Stories about city neighborhoods judge them by their ability to
retain the cohesiveness, friendliness, and slow pace ascribed to small
towns, and during the period ofjournalistic interest in ethnicity, to the
ethnic enclaves of the past.
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Needless to say, the pastoral values underlying the news are romantic; they visualize rural and market towns as they were imagined to
have existed in the past. Today's small towns are reported nostalgically; and their deaths, or their being swallowed up by the expanding
suburbs, is a frequent and sentimental story. During the 1960s, the
youthful exodus into the hinterlands of Vermont and California was
first welcomed as a small-town revival. In recent years, the growth of
small towns, especially in the South, has also been reported as a
revival; but generally, economic growth is viewed as a danger to
"community," even if it is valued in the abstract.
Small-town pastoralism is, at the same time, a specification of two
more general values: the desirability both of nature and of smallness
per see The news dealt with the conflict between the preservation of
nature and the activities of developers long before the environment
and ecology became political issues; and more often than not, the news
took at least an implicit stand against the developers. The post-war
developers of suburbia were seen as despoiling the land in their rapacious search for profits; that they were concurrently providing houses
for people was rarely noted. The arrival of the energy crisis and the
decline of economic growth have forced the news into an agonizing
choice, however, between its defense of nature and the need for more
jobs or fuel. 8
The virtue of smallness comes through most clearly in stories that
deal with the faults of bigness, for in the news, Big Government, Big
Labor, and Big Business rarely have virtues. Bigness is feared, among
other things, as impersonal and inhuman. In the news as well as in
architecture, the ideal social organization should reflect a "human
scale." The fear of bigness also reflects a fear of control, of privacy and
individual freedom being ground under by organizations too large to
notice, much less to value, the individual. As such, bigness is a major
threat to individualism, an enduring value in the news, to be discussed
below. Consequently, the news often contains stories about new technology that endangers the individual-notably the computer, which
is viewed anthropomorphically, either as a robot that will deprive
human beings of control over their own lives or as a machine endowed
with human failings, which is therefore less of a threat. In any case,
there is always room for a gleeful story about computers that break
down. The news has, however, always paid attention to the dangers
of new technology: when television sets were first mass-produced, they
were viewed as dehumanizing because they robbed people of the art
of conversation; related fears were expressed at the time of the institution of digit-dialing in telephones.
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Conversely, the news celebrates old technology and mourns its
passing, partly because it is tied to an era when life was thought to
have been simpler, partly because it is viewed as being under more
individual control. Sentimental features about the closing of a business
based on craftsmanship and about the razing of architectural landmarks, including the industrial mills that were once hated symbols of
an exploitative industrialism, are commonplace. Even more attention
is paid to the berthing of an ocean liner or the elimination of an old
railroad train. The Cunard flagship is in the news about as often as
the Queen of England; and the captain of an ocean liner is a far more
admired figure than the pilot of ajumbo jet, even ifboth now use radar
to steer their vehicles, and the vehicles themselves are both owned by
large corporations.
Small-town pastoralism and old technology may in the end be
surrogates for a more general value: an underlying respect for tradition of any kind, save perhaps discrimination against racial, sexual,
and other minorities. Tradition is valued because it is known, predictable, and therefore orderly, and order is a major enduring news value.
Novel phenomena are, despite their being the basic raw material of
news, potential threats to order. Thus, California, which is, from the
Eastern perspective of the news, still a new land, is viewed as the
fountainhead of bizarre new idcas. 9

Individualism
It is no accident that many of the characters in Kuralt's pastoral
features are Hrugged individualists," for one of the most important
enduring news values is the preservation of the freedom of the individual against the encroachments of nation and society. The good society
of the news is populated by individuals who participate in it, but on
their own terms, acting in the public interest, but as they define it.
The ideal individual struggles successfully against adversity and
overcomes more powerful forces. The news looks for people who act
heroically during disasters, and it pays attention to people who conquer nature without hurting it: explorers, mountain climbers, astronauts, and scientists. "Self-made" men and women remain attractive, as do people who overcome poverty or bureaucracy. Still, the
most pervasive way in which the news pays hOlnage to the individual
is by its focus on people rather than on groups.
Conversely, the news also continually deals with forces that may
rob people of their initiative as individuals. The fear of new technology
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is, on one level, a fear of its ability to emasculate the individual;
computers and data banks invade the privacy that enables people to
act as individuals. Communism and socialism are viewed similarly,
and capitalism is valued less for itself than for the freedom it offers
to at least some individuals. During the 19508, the suburbs were
thought to induce conformity, which would stifle individuality; in
recent years, various youth cultures and community developments in
the Sunbelt have been criticized in the same fashion. In writing her
farewell to California, Kellogg prefers "New York's chaos to ennui,"
and worries that the easy life of the West would result in "letting the
spark die."lo Her spark is the struggle not only against conformity but
against laziness. Individualism is also a source of economic, social,
and cultural productivity. The news values hard and task-oriented
work, and is upset about the decline of the "work ethic."
Individualism is, in addition, a means of achieving cultural variety,
and variety is in turn another weapon against the dangers both of
bigness and conformity. The small town is a last hiding place of the
stubborn eccentric, and ethnic enclaves consist of people who try to
stave off complete Americanization. The news is fearful of mass society, although it neither uses that term nor worries that the masses will
overwhelm high culture.

Moderatism
The idealization of the individual could result in praise for the rebel
and the deviant, but this possibility is neutralized by an enduring value
that discourages excess or extremism. Individualism which violates
the law, the dominant mores, and enduring values is suspect; equally
important, what is valued in individuals is discouraged in groups.
Thus, groups which exhibit what is seen as extreme behavior are
criticized in the news through pejorative adjectives or a satirical tone;
in many spheres of human activity, polar opposites are questioned and
moderate solutions are upheld.
For example, the news treats atheists as extremists and uses the
same approach, if more gingerly, with religious fanatics. People who
consume conspicuously are criticized, but so are people such as hippies, who turn their backs entirely on consumer goods. The news is
scornful both of the overly academic scholar and the over-simplifying
popularizer: it is kind neither to highbrows nor to lowbrows, to users
of jargon or users of slang. College students who play when they
should study receive disapproval, but so do "grinds." Lack of modera-
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tion is wrong, whether it involves excess or abstention.
The same value applies to politics. Political ideologists are suspect,
but so are completely unprincipled politicians. The totally self-seeking
are thought to be consumed by excessive ambition, but the complete
do-gooders are not to be believed. Political candidates who talk only
about issues may be described as dull; those who avoid issues entirely
evoke doubts about their fitness for office. Poor speakers are thought
to be unelectable, while demagogues are taken to be dangerous. Those
who regularly follow party lines are viewed as hacks, and those who
never do are called mavericks or loners-although these terms are
pejorative only for the politically unsuccessful; the effective loner
becomes a hero.
The political values in the news will be discussed at the end of this
chapter, but they are dominated by the same principle; in fact, insofar
as the news has an ideology of its own, it is moderate. Since the
ideology in the news is implicit, however, and not a deliberate or
integrated doctrine, the political values may even be derivative, reflecting a belief in the virtue of moderation that extends across all human
activities.

Social Order and National Leadership
If one looks at the actors and activities which have dominated the
news over the years, it is possible to divide much of what appears on
television and in the magazines, particularly as hard news, into two
types of stories. One type can be called disorder news, which reports
threats to various kinds of order, as well as measures taken to restore
order.) 1 The second type deals with the routine activities of leading
public officials: the day-to-day decisions, policy proposals, and recurring political arguments, as well as the periodic selection of new
officials, both through election and appointment. These story types in
turn suggest two additional values: the desirability of social order (but
as will be seen, of a certain type) and the need for national leadership
in maintaining that order.

Disorder and Order
Disorder stories fall into four major categories: natural, technological, social, and moral. Natural disorder news deals with natural disasters, such as floods and earthquakes, as well as industrial accidents
which can be ascribed to natural forces, such as many but not all plane
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crashes or mine cave-ins. Technological disorder concerns accidents
which cannot be ascribed to nature. Social disorder news deals with
activities which disturb the public peace and may involve violence or
the threat of violence against life or physical property; it also includes
the deterioration of valued institutions, such as the nuclear two-parent
family. Moral disorder news reports transgressions of laws and mores
which do not necessarily endanger the social order.
These categories are not used by journalists, nor are they hard and
fast. A major fire may first be reported as a natural or technological
disaster, but if there is evidence of human failure or arson, it soon
becomes a moral disorder story. Similarly, once social disorder ends,
the news looks for the responsible parties and identifies agents of
moral disorder. Conversely, when high officials are guilty of moral
disorder, the news may raise the possibility of resulting social disorder.
If people lose faith in their leaders, there is fear that the social fabric
may unravel.

Social Disorder News
American news media have always emphasized stories of social
disorder, both at home and abroad. 12 Foreign news is, as I suggested
in Chapter 1, limited to violent political disorder, but domestic news
also keeps track of nonviolent and nonpolitical demonstrations. (Conflict among public officials is reported so matter-of-factly that it is a
routine activity story rather than disorder news; the conflict is expected; and because it involves officials rather than ordinary people,
it is not treated as a threat to the public peace.)
During the 196Os, domestic social disorder news was dominated by
the ghetto disturbances and, by anti-war marches, demonstrations, and
"trashings." Marches and demonstrations are, from one point of view,
protest activities, but the news almost always treated them as potential
or actual dangers to the social order. In the beginning, the television
cameras focused mainly on bearded and other unusual-looking participants who were, in those days, assumed to threaten the social order
by their very appearance. Later, when demonstrations became a conventional strategy, they became particularly newsworthy when reporters noticed trouble.
At first, "trouble" was defined as stone throwing and other physical
or verbal violence against the police, or fights between demonstrators
and hecklers, often from the American Nazi party. Marches, especially those involving large numbers, were deemed potential threats to
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the social order because so many people were involved; consequently,
trouble was almost inevitable, and if it did not take place, that fact was
also newsworthy. "Violence," as well as trouble, was perceived as
action against constituted legal authority; and until the 1968 Chicago
Democratic Convention, police violence against the demonstrators
was viewed as action taken to restore order and was rarely called
violence. What the demonstrators described as police brutality was at
best shown in passing on television, while day-to-day police brutality
in the ghettos was not normally news, perhaps because it was routine.
The turning point in the treatment of anti-war demonstrators came
in Chicago when the behavior of the police was reported almost
universally as a "police riot." Still, earlier events, and news about
them, contributed to the change, for after the ghetto disturbances,
police brutality against its residents began to be newsworthy. More
important, perhaps, earlier in 1968, most national news media had
been persuaded by the Tet offensive that the Vietnam War could or
should not be continued. From then on, the news started to see the
demonstrators more as protesters, and to pay closer attention to the
middle-class, middle-aged, and conventionally dressed young marchers. Eventually, some demonstrations even began to be seen as responses to the moral disorder on the part of the president and his
hawkish policy makers.
Disorder news could, of course, be analyzed as valuing disorder,
and some critics of the news media have charged that overly liberal
journalists have done so to justify the need for political change. Actually, however, domestic disorder stories are, except in unusual circumstances, as much concerned with the restoration of order by public
officials as with the occurrence of disorder. For example, the Kerner
Commission study of the network television coverage of the 1967
uprisings showed that only about 3 percent of the sequences were
devoted to what it called riot actions, 2 percent more to injuries and
deaths, and at least 34 percent to what I call order restoration. 13
Although the emphasis on order restoration could be explained by the
inability of television to gain immediate camera access to the disorder,
the newsmagazines were not hampered by such considerations. Even
so, Newsweek's ghetto-disturbance stories, in my 1967 sample, devoted four times as much text to police and army attempts to restore
order as to descriptions of the disturbances.
After the disturbances had ended, the concern with order restoration continued, for television documentaries and special sections of the
newsmagazines suggested, without condoning participants in the disturbances, that racial segregation and, to a lesser extent, economic
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inequality, had helped to bring them about, the implication being that
government and economic reforms were necessary to prevent their
recurrence. On both practical and moral grounds, the news argued for
a more altruistic democracy and a more responsible capitalism. By the
start of the 1970s, however, the fear of ghetto disorders had disappeared, and so had the pleas for reform, although they returned briefly
after the looting that accompanied the 1977 power failure in New
York City. This time, the looters were criticized more harshly than
in the 1960s because they had taken advantage of the city's disability,
were thought to be employed, and were taking luxury goods rather
than necessities. Even so, Time called once more for reform, in a cover
story entitled "The Underclass," although the magazine treated that
class more as a racial group than as an economic one. 14
Another illustration of the value placed on order restoration can be
found in the news about events that do not, on the surface, deal with
disorder. A television report covering a demonstration outside the
White House moments after Richard Nixon made his resignation
speech emphasized that the demonstration was quiet and that there
were no signs of incipient panic or violence. Likewise, in the hours
after John Kennedy's assassination, network anchorpersons and reporters frequently pointed out that the country was not panicking.
Later, I learned that they were, in fact, worried about possible panics
and immediately looked for stories which would indicate that none
were taking place. They also sought to allay panic by reporting that
the transition of Lyndon Johnson to the presidency was taking place
quickly and in an orderly fashion. IS For the same reason, the anchorpersons also took pains to dispel a rumor that the Russians were about
to take advantage of the president's death to launch a war. 16
I do not mean to suggest, however, that the fears of a Russian move
originated with thejoumalists; in describing Richard Nixon's inability
to govern during his last days in the White House, Woodward and
Bernstein suggest that then Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was
considering "the possibility that some foreign power would do something foolish." 17 Still, the fears expressed in the news underline the
generic concern with order and suggest the extent to which order is
thought to depend upon the president, which reflects, among other
things, the value placed on his leadership.
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Moral Disorder News
The moral disorder story is a hallowed tradition in modem American journalism, prototypically taking the form of exposes based on
investigative reporting. Such exposes reveal instances of legal or moral
transgression, particularly by public officials and other prestigious
individuals who, by reason or virtue of their power and prestige, are
not expected to misbehave.
The prime expose of the 1970s was Watergate. Although defenders
of the Nixon Administration have accused the news media of exaggerating the transgressions involved in the events and of blowing up
the story in order to drive a president disliked by many journalists out
of office, the story was a prototypical expose, which would have been
dealt with in much the same manner had the scandals been committed
by a more popular president. Later investigations of CIA and FBI
scandals, which implicated Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, were
carried out just as energetically. Some observers have also suggested
that the news exaggerated Nixon's transgressions by combining individual and often unrelated activities into a single scandal; but exposes
are, by their nature, structured to point the finger at a morally disorderly leader, and sometimes, investigative reporting efforts do not see
the light of day until a villain is found. Traditionally, exposes have
concentrated on politicians or other public officials resorting to nepotism, unethical campaign practices, bribery, and taking money out of
the public till, although sometimes, exposes are more institutional,
dealing with the failure of public agencies to serve their constituents
or clients, or more frequently, with wasting the taxpayers' money.
Nevertheless, the vast majority of moral disorder stories do not
involve investigative reporting; often they deal with routine
phenomena, such as violent or nonviolent crime or political acts,
which are treated as violations of altruistic democracy. Such common
practices as logrolling, deals, patronage appointments, or the failure
of election candidates to abide by campaign promises are reported in
such a way as to indicate that these practices are immoral.
In most moral disorder stories, the values being violated are never
made explicit, and that they are being violated is not discussed. Still,
the participants in a moral disorder story know they are being identified as transgressors and react accordingly. After an election in New
Jersey, supporters of the losing candidate, who was then on trial for
bribery and had been accused of conducting a racist campaign,
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smashed television cameras and attacked reporters. The values in the
news, against corruption and for racial integration, had led to campaign stories which the candidate and his supporters felt were responsible for his defeat.
News stories which are announced, or in Erving Gotfman's terminology, "framed," as exposes make the search for moral disorder
explicit, forcing those identified as transgressors into the difficult position of defending their practices, while at the same time reaffirming
the moral values on which the expose is based. Few people can do so
without being defensive, particularly on television documentaries,
which are television's primary genre for exposes. Among recent examples are "Migrant," in which fruit-company executives had to react
against the documented exploitation of migrant workers; and "The
Selling of the Pentagon," in which Defense Department officials had
to respond to what the documentary makers considered deviant public-relations practices. If the transgressors refuse to be interviewed,
their refusal is also reported and becomes a virtual admission of guilt.
In such instances, the news media become guardians of a moral
order; as a result, reporters are generally viewed as representatives of
that order, even if they are not looking for moral disorder news.
Consequently, when they, and especially television camera crews,
arrive on a scene, people begin to perform not only physically for the
camera but also morally, denying or eliminating behavior that could
be judged as moral disorder. Beatings or tortures of prisoners did not
take place in South Vietnam or the American South when cameras
were present. Public and private agencies spruce up their physical
environment when reporters are expected, just as the Chinese authorities temporarily "opened" their society when American television
crews arrived to film life in China during and after President Nixon's
visit. Berelson's classic study of the 1945 New York City newspaper
strike showed that when the newspapers were not publishing, politicians sometimes ignored the honesty values which are defended in and
guarded by the news media"&

The Nature of Order in the News
The frequent appearance of disorder stories suggests that order is
an important value in the news, but order is a meaningless term unless
one specifies what order and whose order is being valued. For one
thing, there are different types of order; a society can have violence
in the streets and a stable family life at home, or public peace and a
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high rate of family instability. Also, what order is will be judged
differently by different people. To the affluent, the slums will appear
orderly as long as there are no disturbances and crime does not spill
over into wealthy districts; but for slum dwellers, order cannot exist
until exploitation, as well as crime, is eliminated. For the parent
generation, adolescent order exists when adolescents abide by parental
rules; for the young people, order is also freedom of interference from
adults.
What Order in the News?
The conception of order in the news varies with each type of disorder. In news about natural disasters, order is defined as the preservation of life and property; despite the concern for nature, flood stories
do not often worry about how the flood may harm the river. Among
technological disasters, plane crashes are usually more newsworthy
than the winter breakdowns of tenement furnaces, even if they result
in the same number of deaths. Yet, here as elsewhere, disorder news
is affected by whose order is being upset.
Social disorder is generally defined as disorder in the public areas
of the society. A protest march in which three people die would be
headline national news, whereas a family murder that claimed three
victims would be a local story. Disorders in affluent areas or elite
institutions are more likely to be reported than their occurrence elsewhere. In the 1960s, the looting of a handful of stores on New York's
Fifth Avenue received as much attention as a much larger looting
spree taking place in a ghetto area that same day. Peaceful demonstrations on college campuses, especially elite ones, are usually more
newsworthy than those in factories or prisons. But the major public
area is the seat of government; thus, a trouble-free demonstration in
front of a city hall or a police station is news, whereas that in front
of a store is not.
Still, the most important criterion of worthiness is the target of the
demonstration. Ultimately, social disorder is equated with political
disorder; similarly, social order is viewed as the absence of violent or
potentially violent threats to the authority of public officials, particularly the president. The anti-war demonstrations of the past decade
were covered as disorder stories because they were aimed at presidents, and campus protests against government war policies were
more often reported than protests against college-administration policies. Likewise, the 1978 coal strike did not become a magazine cover
story until it involved the president. Just as low-level public officials
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and corporate leaders get into the news only when they quarrel with
the president, the activities of ordinary people must also touch the
Oval Office before they are newsworthy.
Even so, the conception of political order in the news transcends
public officials and even the president. Now and then, such officials
are themselves treated by the news as potential threats to order, either
because they resort to "demagoguery," which may stir up the passions
of their followers-as in the case of Governors George Wallace and
Lester Maddox-or because they act in ways that may encourage
ordinary people to question the legitimacy of authority, and subsequently to ignore the rules which underlie the political order. In the
waning days of the Nixon Administration, the news frequently expressed concern about the possibility and consequences of widespread
cynicism toward and lack of trust for the presidency (rather than
toward the incumbent president); and when Richard Nixon was reported to have underpaid his taxes, there were stories which speculated whether ordinary taxpayers would follow his example.
Beneath the concern for political order lies another, perhaps even
deeper concern for social cohesion, which reflects fears that not only
the official rules of the political order but also the informal rules of
the social order are in danger of being disobeyed. This is apparent in
the nonpolitical stories that either become or do not become news.
Hippies and college dropouts of the 1960s were newsworthy in part
because they rejected the so-called Protestant work ethic; even now,
drug use by the young, and its consequences, is in the news more than
alcohol use because it signifies a rejection of traditional methods of
seeking oblivion or mind expansion. Indeed, the news evaluates the
young almost entirely in terms of what adult rules they are in the
process of rejecting, be they of dress, decorum, or sexual behavior.
Rising divorce rates, falling rates of marriage and fertility, and increasing cohabitation without benefit of clergy, all of which suggest
a rejection of the conventional rules of family life, are therefore more
frequently in the news than family conflict (other than wife beating
and child abuse). Whatever its effect on family life, conflict is not
viewed as indicative of the decline of the family. The romanticization
of the past as an era in which formal and informal rules were obeyed
betrays the same fear of contemporary disintegration, and the frequent
celebration of past ways in the news may reflect an implicit ideal for
the future. As Eric Severaid put it during the live television coverage
of the marriage of Princess Anne of England: "A people needs the past
to hold them together."
Moral disorder stories are, in the end, cued to much the same
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concern for socia! cohesion, particularly those stories which report
violations of the mores rather than the laws. Such stories are based on
the premise that the activities of public officials, public agencies, and
corporations should derive from the same moral and ethical values
that are supposed to apply to personal, familial, and friendship relations. Even if every political reporter knows that politicians cannot
operate with the same ideal of honesty as friends, the failure of politicians to do so continues to be news. In fact, insofar as the news
conceives of nation and society anthropomorphically, as having a will
and as being held together by moral fibers, the social order persists
because it is based on moral values, and the violation of these values
is thus an invitation to political and social disintegration. In the last
analysis, the values underlying social and moral disorder news are the
same, although the two types of news differ in subject and object:
social disorder news monitors the respect of citizens for authority,
while moral disorder stories evaluate whether authority figures respect
the rules of the citizenry.
Whose Order in the News?
National news is ostensibly about and for the entire nation; therefore its values pertain to national order. Since one person's or group's
order may be another's disorder, however, and since the news does
not, as I suggested in Chapter 1, report equally about all parts of
nation or society, it cannot possibly value everyone's order. Thus, it
is relevant to ask whose order is being valued.
Much of the answer has already been suggested. Most of the routine
-and thus, by presumption, orderly-activities which appear in the
news are carried on by elected and appointed public officials, whereas
social and moral disorder news involves, by and large, ordinary people, many of them poor, black, and/or young. Moral disorder stories,
however, also identify public officials who have violated the laws or
the enduring values. In other words, the news supports those public
officials who abide by the enduring values against misbehaving peers
and deviant ordinary people.
In addition, the news upholds the legitimacy of holders of formal
authority as long as they abide by the relevant enduring values, both
in public and private realms. It also pays respect to the more prestigious professions, although its members must not only abide by the
enduring values but must also carry out innovative activities. The
news reports more about progress in physics than in plumbing, but it
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pays no more attention to the routine activities of physicists than of
plumbers.
In social and economic class terms, then, the news especially values
the order of the upper-class and upper-middle-class sectors of society,
though it may make fun of some of their very rich members. Although
it does not often concern itself with either the social order or the values
of the middle and working classes and the poor, it supports the classes
when they respect the enduring values; but it can be critical of their
popular culture, and among whites, their prejudice toward blacks. The
defense of the upper middle-class is stronger in the newsmagazines
than on television, but it is common to both. 19
The news also tends to value the social order of the middle-aged and
old against the young. Most public officials, business leaders, and
professionals do not act in newsworthy ways until they are in their
fifties and sixties, so that the news cannot help but be dominated by
this age group; even so, it is rarely reported that old leaders sometimes
become senile in office. Similarly, the young are inevitably in the news
because criminals or protesters are almost always youthful; even so,
juvenile delinquency against adults is commonplace news, whereas
adult delinquency against juveniles-other than child abuse-is much
less so.
Furthermore, the news reflects a white male social order, although
it sides with blacks and women who try to enter it and succeed.
Nevertheless, its conception of both racial integration and sexual
equality is basically assimilatory; the news prefers women and blacks
who move into the existing social order to separatists who want to
alter it.
With some oversimplification, it would be fair to say that the news
supports the social order of public, business and professional, uppermiddle-class, middle-aged, and white male sectors of society. Because
the news emphasizes people over groups, it pays less attention to the
institutionalized social order, except as reflected in its leaders; but
obviously, the news is also generally supportive of governments and
their agencies, private enterprise, the prestigious professions, and a
variety of other national institutions, including the quality universities. But here, too, always with a proviso: obedience to the relevant
enduring values. Equally obvious, however, is the fact that institutional obedience is monitored differentially, and the news is therefore
much harsher on government than on the remaining sectors.
In short, when all other things are equal, the news pays most
attention to and upholds the actions of elite individuals and elite
institutions. It would be incorrect to say that the news is about elites
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per se or a single elite; rather, the news deals mostly with those who
hold the power within various national or societal strata; with the
most powerful officials in the most powerful agencies; with the coalition of upper-class and upper-middle-class people which dominates
the socioeconomic hierarchy; and with the late-middle-aged cohort
that has the most power among age groups.
Nevertheless, the news is not subservient to powerful individuals or
groups, for it measures their behavior against a set of values that is
assumed to transcend them. Moral disorder stories can bid the elites
to relinquish, or at least hide, their moral deficiencies. To be sure, the
values invoked in moral disorder stories are themselves often set by
and shared by these elites. The president's policies are not often
viewed from the perspectives of, or judged by, the values of lowincome and moderate-income citizens; corporate officials are even less
rarely judged by the values of employees or customers; or university
presidents, by the values of students or campus janitors. Instead, the
values in the news derive largely from reformers and reform movements, which, as I shall argue in Chapter 6, are themselves elites. Still,
the news is not simply a compliant supporter of elites or the Establishment or the ruling class; rather, it views nation and society through
its own set of values and with its own conception of the good social
order.

Leadership
If the news values moral and social order, it also suggests how to
maintain them, primarily through the availability of morally and
otherwise competent leadership. As I noted in Chapter 1, the news
focuses on leaders; and with some exceptions, public agencies and
private organizations are represented by their leaders. In the past,
magazine cover stories often reported national topics or issues in
relation to an individual who played an instrumental or symbolic
leadership role in them. When necessary, the news even helps to create
leaders; in the 19608, radical and black organizations functioning on
the basis of participatory democracy sometimes complained that journalists would pick out one spokesperson on whom they would lavish
most of their attention, thereby making a leader out of him or her. 20
Although several practical considerations, to be discussed in Part
2, encourage the news media to emphasize leaders, the news is also
based on a theory of society that would argue, were it made explicit,
that the social process, above all others, is shaped by leaders: by people
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who, either because of their political or managerial skills, or personal
attributes which inspire others, move into positions of authority and
make things happen. A lengthy 1974 Time cover story that surveyed
existing definitions of leadership concluded that most "emphasize
honesty, candor, and vision, combined with sheer physical stamina
and courage"; to which the magazine added that "courage without
brains was [not] sufficient. "21 A leader must also be strong and able
to control subordinates; their moral failings and inefficiencies are a
sign of weak leadership.
Unlike sociology, which sees leadership as a role found in most
groups and assumes that someone will inevitably take it, the news
focuses instead on the personal qualities and psychological traits of the
person taking it. Also, while sociology suggests that group members,
in other than totalitarian situations, use formal and/or informal mechanisms for choosing leaders, thereafter influencing their actions, the
news tends to treat group members as followers. 22 Moreover, sociology
proposes that institutions require and therefore generate leadership;
the news, however, sees institutions as "blocks" to it. 23 Whether sociologists or journalists are more correct is not at issue here, for both
may be observing different aspects of the same phenomenon. Still, the
news divides nation and society into leaders and followers, with the
former not only initiating but also being given credit for the activities
of the latter. Washington stories routinely tell of the statements or
actions of official leaders, while equally routinely ignoring the fact that
these are often the work of subordinates. In fact, although the news
objectively reports the orders that leaders give, it looks askance at the
government bureaucrats who carry them out.
The foremost leader in America is the president, \\'ho is viewed as
the ultimate protector of order. He is the final backstop for domestic
tranquility and the principal guardian of national security, his absence
from the White House due to resignation or death evoking, as I
indicated earlier, fears of an enemy attack or possible panic by a now
leaderless populace. Through his own behavior and the concern he
shows for the behavior of others, the president also becomes the
nation's moral leader. He sets an example that might be followed by
others: should he permit or condone corruption among his associates
or appointees, he is suspected of moral disorder. Finally, he is the
person who states and represents the national values and he is the
agent of the national will.
The news describes the president as the person who actually performs, or who is expected to perform, these functions. Stories which
indicate that decisions are actually being made by others, sometimes
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even without the president's knowledge, are written to suggest that
such delegation of power is a departure from the norm and a potential
cause for alarm. When a president takes a vacation, the news questions
his control over the government during his absence; a presidential
illness is always a major story; and his death is the biggest story of all.
Leadership in the News: A Case Study
The news reports not only on incumbent leaders but also on the
recruitment of new ones. This emphasis is nicely illustrated by the
aforementioned 1974 Time cover story, most of which was devoted
to a carefully researched project to identify two hundred of the country's "rising leaders"-people under 46 years of age on the day the
magazine appeared on the newsstands-in order to assess the future
leadership of the nation. Time's effort serves as a useful case study,
for it not only offers insight into the magazine's conception of leadership but also suggests where the future leaders are now working, from
where they originated, and where they were educated. As such, the
story further elucidates the social order within which they are expected to operate later. Of course, the list represented the judgment
of a small group of editors of one magazine, but I am convinced that
most other national news media embarking on the same project would
have come up with virtually the same people.
The story was not conceived to express Time's preferences; the
editors pointed out that it was neither "an endorsement . . . nor
Time's version of the 'Top 200 Americans.' "24 Even so, some values
went into the effort. For one thing, the candidates had to meet the
qualities which the magazine associated with leadership (honesty,
candor, vision, physical stamina, courage, and brains). During my
fieldwork at Time, I learned that in winnowing the list of nominees,
the editors eliminated some because their recent activities suggested
a loss of dedication, "the spark that makes leaders," as one editor put
it. Others were dropped because of alleged or actual scandals in their
pasts. 25 Although a morally questionable history has not always prevented individuals from rising to leadership, Time assumed that in the
future it would-or should--do so.
Still, the most significant selection criterion was institutional rather
than personal, for the list was limited to people "whose touchstone
was civic or social impact ... politicians, government officials, as well
as businessmen, educators, lawyers, scientists and journalists. "26 Although the purpose of this criterion was to exclude artists, "because
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they are basically soloists," it also restricted the list to a selected
number of occupations, thus implying, at least, the value that leadership inheres in them.
As Table 5 indicates, most of the nominees came from the occupations quoted above; all who were not public officials were from upperclass or upper-middle-class professions or organizations. The leaders
of the public-interest lobbies, for example, were Ralph Nader and the
heads of NOW, ACLU, Common Cause, Consumers Union, and the
Hastings Institute. Only one labor leader appeared on the list; and if
teachers, beauticians, librarians, or veterans organizations had young
leaders, they were not included.
The future leaders were already located at primarily national or
"nationalized" institutions. Of the twenty-eight university officials
and professors on the list, fifteen came from Harvard or other Ivy
League schools. While only half of the public officials were in the
federal government, most state and local officials were governors and
mayors from the largest cities and states. Politically, the list was
divided fairly evenly between liberals and conservatives, Republicans
and Democrats. Several ultraconservatives, mainly politicians and
TABLE 5: Occupational Distribution of Time's List of 200 Future Leaders
Occupations
Public officials
Elected politicians
Appointed officials
Former politicians or officials
Politically connected lawyers
Professionals
University presidents and provosts
Professors
Journalists and editors
Other professionals·
Heads of businesses
Publishers and TV executives
Other businessmen and women

Percentages
49.0
37.0
8.5
2.5
1.0
24.5
7.5
6.5
5.5
5.0
17.5
5.0
12.5

Public-interest lobbyists

4.0

Racial and ethnic leaders

3.0

Others

2.0

Total
·Five were ministers, two each were architects and athletes, and one was a doctor.

100.0
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journalists, were included, but there were no socialists or representatives of the revolutionary Left. 27
Despite an energetic search for black and female leaders, 91 percent
of the nominees were white and male. 28 Not all the short biographies
appended to each name provided details on the socioeconomic aspects
of family background, but the majority for whoIn such data were
available came from affluent homes. Ten percent were the children of
very rich or very famous fathers, mostly the former. Conversely, only
five of the two hundred had working-class fathers. Undoubtedly, some
came from poor homes, notably among the nineteen blacks on the list.
Whatever their origins, most of the leaders were educated at prestigious schools. Of the 168 schools mentioned by the nominees, 42 percent were Ivy League schools-with Harvard far ahead of the restand 21 percent were other prestigious private colleges and universities,
such as Northwestern or Stanford. 29
Finally, the tendency of the news to focus on middle-aged people
was reflected not only by the decision to set the age limit at 45 but by
the concentration of people in their forties. Fifty-two percent of the
leaders were in their forties, 46 percent were in their thirties, and 2
percent were in their twenties.
Taken as a whole, then, Time's article illustrates not only the
concern in the news with leadership but also the extent to which even
nominally young leaders represent the public and professional occupations, the white male middle-age group, and the upper and uppermiddle strata in society. And if the social order with which the news
is concerned at all resembles the institutions which the two hundred
leaders then represented, Time's compilation reveals the extent to
which that order consists of public agencies, national corporations, the
prestigious professions, and the "quality" universities.
Leadership News and the Journalistic Process
I should like to note once more that the analysis of the Time
leadership project-like the analysis in Chapters 1 and 2-is not
meant to be either an analysis of the values of the journalists themselves or an expose of their biases. Indeed, to anticipate some of the
findings in Part 2, Time's list of leaders was mainly a product of the
sources and audiences with whom national journalists deal, and of the
corporate environment in which they work.
The project was formulated after one of the regular, if infrequent,
conferences of Time editors with professors at Harvard University.
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During the conference, several professors expressed some concern
about the next generation of leaders, a theme which had long been of
interest to the editor-in-chief of Time, Inc. (the corporate executive,
himself a journalist, who provides editorial supervision for all Time,
Inc. magazines). However, the idea for the project came from Time's
managing editor; and after the conference, he and his colleagues decided to look into the supply of young leaders. The pool of names from
which the two hundred were chosen was supplied by Time reporters,
but the pool was a direct product of the people they consulted. As
Time noted: uTo create our portfolio, Time correspondents last April
began gathering recommendations from university presidents and
professors, Congressmen, church figures, industrialists. "30 These
sources nominated individuals whom they knew or had heard of; they
could not have been expected to know leaders from other than their
own sectors of society.
Time's reporters chose the recommenders primarily on the basis of
precedent; they consulted the people with whom they routinely keep
in touch and who are regular and frequent sources for domestic magazine news-which also explains why the final list of leaders closely
resembles the Knowns who appear in the magazine on a recurring
basis. The editors, whose task it is to hold the attention and allegiance
of a diverse, nationwide set of readers, strove for some degree of
geographical and political balance; in addition, they sought to maximize the number of women and blacks, partly, but not only, to forestall criticism of sexism and racism. They also tried to maximize the
number of business leaders, some corporate executives having evidently expressed concern about the small number of businesspeople
on an early list. 31
In short, the final list was not constructed to express the values that
appear in the news, or even to express the editors' own values. 32
Rather, it emerged from a number of other, practical considerations,
above all, the reliance on regular sources for recommendations. This
is not to say the editors lacked values or excluded them; they themselves defined leadership, and they had reporters gather information
on the honesty and dedication of nominees. I spoke at length with only
one member of the small team of editors who made the final choices,
and, with one exception, he was not aware of the extent to which the
list expressed the values I have inferred. Feeling justly proud of the
immense amount of work that went into the project, he regretted only
the absence of labor leaders from the final list, an unintentional absence which no one noticed until later. I asked him why the list had
not included leaders of the Left, but this appears to have been inten-
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tional. While he indicated that one bureau had "goofed" in failing to
nominate a person who should have been on the list, that person was
a recently elected liberal senator.

News Values and Ideology
If the news includes values, it also contains ideology. That ideology,
however, is an aggregate of only partially thought-out values which
is neither entirely consistent nor well integrated; and since it changes
somewhat over time, it is also flexible on some issues. I shall call this
aggregate of values and the reality judgments associated with it
paraideology, partly to distinguish it from the deliberate, integrated,
and more doctrinaire set of values usually defined as ideology, but it
is ideology nevertheless. It also bears some resemblance to what
Thomas Kuhn has called the dominant paradigm in the sciences, and
what Alvin Gouldner has described as domain assumptions in sociology.
The paraideology can itself be placed on the conventional spectrum,
but not easily, partly because, as I show in Chapter 6, the journalists
are neither much interested in ideology nor aware that they, too,
promulgate ideology. As a result, individual stories andjoumalists can
span various parts of the spectrum, although their values rarely coincide with those on the Far Right or the Far Left. Even the news media
as a whole, and the news, analyzed over time, are not easily classified,
for the paraideology reflected in the enduring values moves within the
boundaries of conservative and liberal positions.
In its advocacy of altruistic and official democracy, the news defends a mixture of liberal and conservative values, but its conception
of responsible capitalism comes closest to what I described as the
right-leaning liberalism of Govemors Brown and Carey. On the other
hand, in its respect for tradition and its nostalgia for pastoralism and
rugged individualism, the news is unabashedly conservative, as it is
also both in its defense of the social order and its faith in leadership.
If the news has to be pigeonholed ideologically, it is right-liberal or
left-conservative.

The News as Reformist
In reality, the news is not so much conservative or liberal as it is
reformist; indeed, the enduring values are very much like the values
of the Progressive movement of the early twentieth century. The
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resemblance is often uncanny, as in the common advocacy of honest,
meritocratic, and anti-bureaucratic government, and in the shared
antipathy to political machines and demagogues, particularly ofpopulist bent. Altruistic democracy is, in other words, close to the Progressive ideal of government. The notion of responsible capitalism is also
to be found in Progressivism, as is the dislike of bigness, the preference
for craftsmanship over technology, the defense of nature, and the
celebration of anti-urban pastoral society. Journalistic paraideology
and Progressivism are further akin in their mutual support of individualism, their uneasiness about collective solutions, other than at
the grassroots level, and their opposition to socialism. Moreover, the
preservation of an upper-class and upper-middle-class social order,
like the need for morally and otherwise competent national leadership,
has its equivalents in Progressive thought.
The Progressive movement is long dead, but many of its basic values
and its reformist impulses have persisted. Why the news is reformist
and Progressive I will discuss in Chapter 6, but its being so helps
explain why the news is not easily fitted into the conventional ideological spectrum. Of course, Progressive thought can be placed on that
spectrum, although historians have not yet agreed whether the movement was liberal, conservative, or both. In any case, the news may be
marching to a somewhat different drummer; and when journalists are
unwilling to describe themselves as liberal or conservative, and prefer
to see themselves as independents, they may be sensing, if not with
complete awareness, that they are, as a profession, Progressive reformers.

-Part2--The Journalists

Introduction
Despite my occasional tendency to anthropomorphize the news in
the first two chapters, it is put together by journalists. The next seven
chapters have two aims: to analyze how journalists work and to explain the findings of Part 1. My emphasis is on story selection, but I
also cast a tangential glance at story production, for how journalists
choose the news cannot be fully understood without considering how
they report and write, or film, their stories. I omit, however, any
discussion of dissemination, the technology-laden methods by which
television scripts and films get on the air and magazines are printed;
or of the business and advertising organizations which collect the
funds, except when the people and processes involved are relevant to
story selection and production.
My interest in story selection is, in turn, centered on the unwritten
rules journalists apply, which I shall call considerations. However, the
research would be dangerously narrow were it to look only at the
journalistic rules. Consequently, I also report on the roles that information sources, audiences, and people who exert pressure to censor
the news play in the total process, as well as on commercial and other
considerations which stem from the fact that journalists work in news
organizations for news firms. Since I am, furthermore, interested in
why journalists use the considerations they do, economic, political,
cultural, and other forces and agents outside the news firm are also
drawn into the analysis.
In the Preface I indicated that I collected most of my data by
participant-observation, but I did not participate in the work itself.
For the most part, I observed what people were doing and then talked
with them afterwards about the hows and whys. In addition, I asked
questions about their past work, and historical and contemporary
questions about their colleagues, bosses, and news organizations. I was
also a participant in the many informal discussions, in and out of the
office, that were always taking place. I talked with news executives;
people in circulation, advertising, and research departments; with
network documentary makers and foreign correspondents who came
to New York; and with many journalists who had worked or were
then working in other news media, local and national. In between, I
kept up with the steadily growing popular, professional, and scholarly
literature about the news.
I devoted most of my time to the people responsible for story
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selection, but I also spent time with those who actually produce the
stories, occasionally went out with New York and Washington reporters, and spent a week at a network Washington bureau. Still, I learned
more about what bureau reporters call New York than about the
bureaus.
I said earlier that my fieldwork took place in two separate periods,
but I should report the exact times of my visits, for while basic
story-selection processes alter little over the years, the contexts in
which they take place inevitably undergo change. The historical moments at which I did my fieldwork may therefore affect my findings.
I began my fieldwork at NBC and observed there from October
1965 to April 1966; I went to CBS on Thanksgiving Day 1966 and
remained until the end of May 1967. At that time, both programs were
riding high in all respects, including the ratings; as a result, they were
virtually autonomous, with minimal supervision from news executives
(the presidents and vice-presidents of the news division) or corporate
officers.
My fieldwork at the networks was intermittent, as I was actually in
each studio only about thirty days. Other work kept me busy at the
time; but once I had learned the basic processes, which did not take
long, I returned periodically to see how the journalists handled different types of stories. Sometimes, I came for several days at a time,
however. Conversely, at the newsmagazines, my fieldwork was continuous, for in order to understand the evolution of a week's issue, one
must be there virtually every day. In addition, the newsmagazine staff
is several times the size of the television news program staff; thus, I
had to study many more people. Most of my magazine fieldwork took
place in the domestic-news sections, but I also observed and talked
with journalists in the other sections, especially when they were dealing with news of domestic political and social significance-for example, in education. On the days when the magazine went to press, I
walked back and forth among the journalists' offices and cubicles in
order to keep up with what was going on in different sections.
I came to Newsweek in May 1968 and left at the end of August, just
before the editors were leaving to attend the 1968 Chicago Democratic
Convention; however, I did talk with them about it afterwards. Newsweek was then known as "the hot" magazine on Madison Avenue,
approaching Time in advertising and prestige. I came to Time on
April 1, 1969, and left in mid-July that same year. Henry Luce had
retired as the editor-in-chief of Time, Inc. a couple of years earlier, and
Hedley Donovan, his successor, had appointed a new managing editor
in 1968. As a result, most of the practices and policies of the Lucean
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era had already been abolished. Even before I arrived, the explicit
editorializing in behalf of the Republican party, the Vietnam War, and
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek had ended, and the magazine no
longer ran uncomplimentary pictures or stories about Luce's political
enemies. In fact, the changeover was so complete that the new managing editor devoted most of his attention to making the magazine more
competitive with Newsweek.
I kept in touch with one or two people at each organization in the
years that followed and returned for a second period of fieldwork in
mid-1975. I spent May 1975 at Time, June at Newsweek, and July at
NBC. I had planned to observe at CBS in August, but its executives,
feeling that they had been recently "burned" by journalist visitors,
limited me to conducting interviews. Although I did talk with the
executive producer and his assistants, interviewing people is never as
produciive as watching what they do. Inasmuch as a number of books
about CBS News have recently appeared, I have drawn on them
instead.
My approach to participant-observation among journalists differed
little from that which I had used in my earlier books, the Urban
Villagers and the Levittowners. Observing journalists is not very different from observing other people; the main thing I had to learn, other
than the journalists' technical jargon, was to stay out of people's way
when the selection and production processes became hectic. Also,
when I studied communities, I could not always tell everyone why I
was there, especially people I met at large meetings; in the newsrooms,
however, I told everyone that I was a sociologist who had come to
study them. Being there regularly, I had the freedom to observe everything and to talk to everyone. I was excluded from meetings in which
an editor or producer dressed down a subordinate, and from some
with executives; but in both instances, I had no trouble in finding out
afterwards what had taken place.
I also observed myself or, rather, the role I played as an observer
as best I could in order to understand how my presence affected the
people I studied and what I learned. No doubt I had some effect, for
they were pleased by the attention I paid them and their work, which
may help explain why they allowed me to observe in the first place.
The journalists I studied are responsible for much of the country's
national news, but except for anchorpersons, they are still virtually
anonymous and invisible. Although they work hard and take pride in
their work, only their peers, families, and friends know what they do.
I know they were pleased, for they told me so when I kept the same
long hours as they did and showed up on weekends and holidays.
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Incidentally, I had no difficulty getting permission to observe. I had
met some of the television journalists while working as an interviewer
in a study of the network coverage of John Kennedy's assassination,
and in one case, I was introduced by a friend from college days.
Elsewhere, I knocked on the door, but I chose my doors, getting
permission from an editor or producer, and asking him to clear it with
relevant executives. I had learned in earlier fieldwork that executives,
who must safeguard the image of their companies, might more readily
say no than yes when asked directly.
I also pleased the people I studied by being a new face. Time and
other pressures keep the journalists in New York chained to their
desks and isolated from outside contact. As a regular visitor, I sometimes became a sounding board for those who had gripes or who were
thinking through ideas; one or two laughingly called me their analyst.
At the start, I was occasionally an audience, a visiting academic for
whom people performed, especially when explaining their decisions;
but this ended once I became a fixture. Once or twice, people described
me as their conscience, which made me nervous because it implied
that I was forcing them to stick with rules they might otherwise have
violated. But because I kept a low profile, neither being judgmental
about their work nor expressing personal opinions that would give
them any indication of how to perform in my presence, I doubt that
my presence altered story choices. Besides, the journalists had so
much to do and so little time that they could not do much performing
in the first place.
Of course, I knew the people I studied only in their work roles; I
did not study what they did or thought about at home, although I
went for lunch, dinner, or drinks with them whenever there was a
chance. I had a closer rapport with some than with others, but that
always happens in fieldwork. While some people were close-mouthed,
I could always find co-workers who would provide the needed information.
I also thought about how my own values affected the fieldwork. My
goal, to understand story selection and production, was not, I think,
influenced by conscious values; and I had no a priori hypotheses I
wanted to test, so that I could not be blinded to data that would
conflict with them. Since most of my political values and opinions are,
roughly speaking, left-liberal, I did not share the right-liberal or leftconservative paraideology of the news, or of most journalists, and
frequently I disagreed with their opinions. I had, however, previously
studied people with whom I disagreed politically, and I had long ago
learned to keep my mouth shut. When I was asked my opinion, I tried
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to avoid a direct answer but without alienating people with whom I
was speaking; instead, I explained that fieldworkers must remain detached-and this the journalists understood because they, too, seek to
remain detached.
I was privately unhappy when people did not see what I felt were
obvious ideological implications that could be drawn from the news,
or when they left out stories that they thought dull but I found
sociologically fascinating. But I quickly learned that I was far more
aware of ideological implications than they and that they were not
working for an audience of sociologists. In the end, I think the fact
that some of my values differed from those of the people I studied was
helpful, for it made their values-and mine-more visible to me. The
hardest task in fieldwork is to study people who are politically or
culturally akin to the fieldworker and who take the same things for
granted.

===3----The Organization of
Story Selection

In reporting the news about a nation of over 200 million potential
actors in news stories, journalists could, in theory, choose from billions of potential activities. In fact, however, they can learn about only
a tiny fraction of actors and activities; and having limited air time and
magazine space, they must select an even tinier fraction. More important, they cannot decide anew every day or week how to select the
fraction that will appear on the news; instead, they must routinize
their task in order to make it manageable. 1

Theories of Story Selection
Many theories have been put forth about how the selection of stories
is routinized. One type of theory is journalist-centered: it argues that
the news is shaped by the professional news judgment of journalists.
Messrs. Nixon and Agnew applied a variant of this theory when they
attacked the news media for choosing the news on the basis of deliberate ideological bias. Many politicians hold a somewhat similar view.
Judging the news by its implications for their political careers, they
blame journalistic bias when the news hurts them.
A second type of theory, favored by social-science studies, locates
the routinization in the news organization and shows how story selection is influenced by organizational requirements. Some organizational theories focus on the news firm and emphasize commercial
imperatives; others are more concerned with the news organizations
th~mselves and look at how their structures and division of labor affect
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story selection. The theories also vary by the degree of influence
organizational requirements have on story selection. Some reify the
organization at the expense of events, as if story selection were not
affected by them; others forget that journalists, being professionals,
also shape the organization and the news. 3
A third approach is event-centered: the so-called mirror theory,
which used to be popular among journalists, proposes that events
determine story selection, with journalists simply holding a mirror to
them and reflecting their image to the audience. Mirror theory began
to weaken in the 1960s, as media critics pointed out what journalists
did to and with events in transforming them into news, and called
attention to events that failed to become news.
A final set of theories explains story selection with forces outside
the news organization. Technological determinists, such as Marshall
McLuhan, argue that the message is determined by the technology of
the medium. Economic determinists view the national economy as
molding story selection; and some Marxists treat journalists as the
public-relations agents of monopoly capitalism. Similarly, ideological
determinists believe that journalists align the news to the political
ideology of those holding power in the country. Cultural theorists
extend this, seeing journalists as selecting stories which accord with
the values of the national culture. A related approach centers on the
audience, as expressed in the notion that "we get the news we deserve." Another type of externally centered theory suggests that the
news is shaped, above all, by the sources on which journalists rely; or,
as Molotch and Lester argue, by those groups in society powerful
enough both to create what they call "public events" and to gain
access to journalists. 4
These capsule descriptions of alternative explanations of story selection all contain some degree of truth. Journalists do apply news judgment, both as members of a profession and as individuals, but they are
by no means totally free agents, and in any case, they rarely make
selection decisions on overtly ideological grounds; rather, they work
within organizations which provide them with only a limited amount
of leeway in selection decisions, which is further reduced by their
allegiance to professionally shared values.
Journalists do not hold up mirrors to events; nonetheless, mirror
theory remains useful, for it reminds us that journalists do not make
up the news but begin with what they deem an empirically graspable
external reality. Phenomenologically inclined researchers have made
a major contribution to understanding journalists and their work by
showing that whatever the nature of external reality, human beings
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can perceive it only with their own concepts, and therefore always
"construct" reality.5 Even before phenomenological theories became
popular, sociologists had shown that the events journalists ostensibly
cover are themselves journalistic constructs that frame chronologically and otherwise related phenomena. 6
While print and electronic news media rest on different technologies, every news medium uses its technology primarily to compete
against other news media, and it does so selectively.7 Television could
limit itself to tell stories if it did not have to compete against the
newspaper or the radio. Besides, the stories which different news
media select are sufficiently similar to suggest that technology is not
a determining factor. Economic determinists are closer to the truth;
but even if the news is critical of socialism, journalists are not merely
public-relations agents for capitalism. Insofar as they express the dominant political ideology, they often do so unconsciously. They work
inside a national culture; but nations are aggregates of subcultures,
and a relevant cultural approach would ask which subcultures are
reported and ignored in the news. We do not get the news we deserve
because we, the audience, are not directly involved in choosing it.
Sources, however, are crucial.

My Own Approach
I view news as information which is transmitted from sources to
audiences, with journalists-who are both employees of bureaucratic
commercial organizations and members of a profession-summarizing, refining, and altering what becomes available to them from
sources in order to make the information suitable for their audiences.
Because news has consequences, however, journalists are susceptible
to pressure from groups and individuals (including sources and audiences) with power to hurt them, their organizations, and their firms.
By "sources," I mean the actors whom journalists observe or interview, including interviewees who appear on the air or who are quoted
in magazine articles, and those who only supply background information or story suggestions. For my purpose, however, the most salient
characteristic of sources is that they provide information as members
or representatives of organized and unorganized interest groups, and
yet larger sectors of nation and society.
Although the notion that journalists transmit information from
sources to audiences suggests a linear process, in reality the process
is circular, complicated further by a large number of feedback loops.
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For example, sources cannot provide information until they make
contact with a member of a news organization; and that organization
will choose the sources it considers suitable for the audience, even as
it is chosen by sources who want to transmit information to the
audience. Sources are also an important part of the audience, particularly in Washington. The audience is, moreover, not only an information recipient but a source of income for the news firm; and insofar
as its allegiance must be maintained, its viewing and reading behavior
even affects, to some extent, the choice of sources by journalists. In
effect, then, sources, journalists, and audiences coexist in a system,
although it is closer to being a tug of war than a functionally interrelated organism.
Tugs of war, however, are resolved by power; and news is, among
other things, "the exercise of power over the interpretation of reality."8 Power is exercised by all participants in the transmittal of information; it is also in evidence inside the news organization, which is
hierarchically organized. 9 Even readers and viewers have some power,
expressed by protest against and refusal to accept what they read and
see, which is why journalists often worry about their credibility.
Availability and Suitability
Since this book is based on a study ofjournalists and their organizations, I have chosen to cut into the circular process there. From this
perspective, story selection is essentially composed of two processes:
one determines the availability of news and relates journalists to
sources; the other determines the suitability of news, which ties journalists to audiences. Sources and journalists, however, must have
access to each other before information can become news; but that
access is differentially distributed, depending in part on the social
distance between sources and journalists, and even more so on their
respective power. The economically and politically powerful can obtain easy access to, and are sought out by, journalists; those who lack
power are harder to reach by journalists and are generally not sought
out until their activities produce social or moral disorder news. In
short, access reflects the social structure outside the newsroom; and
because that structure is hierarchical, the extent to which information
about various parts of America is available to journalists is hierarchically and differentially distributed. Even so, journalists almost always
have more available information than they can use; consequently, they
must also make suitability judgments, through which they winnow
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available information to select what they can cover with limited staffs
and time, and what they can report in the equally limited amount of
air time or magazine space.
The crucial word is "limited," because what distinguishes journalism from literary and social-science studies of America is the deadline,
which is immutable in television and can be extended at the magazines
only by high additional expenditures. Lack of time and staff also
require the use of quickly and easily applied methods of empirical
inquiry, and limited air time and magazine space restrict the number
of findings that can be .presented. This is one reason why news is
basically descriptive; temporal and other resources that social scientists can devote to complex analyses and explanations are not often
available.

On the Nature of Considerations
Availability and suitability judgments are guided by a large number
of considerations, which I shall describe in the following chapters. I
have classified them into seven sets: source, substantive, product, and
value considerations; and commercial, audience, and political considerations. The classification scheme emerged from my fieldwork, but
it is not rigid, for some considerations overlap and could be classified
differently. The order in which I present them is deliberate, for I begin
with the four sets that I saw journalists apply, and I end with the three
sets that are, to some extent, imposed on them from beyond the
newsroom. That these sets are reported in later chapters does not
imply, however, that they are less important. In practice, all considerations are intertwined and interrelated, but books must impose
linearity on reality. The labels for the considerations are mine, of
course, for journalists do not deal in considerations; they make news
judgments.
Story selection is a decision-making and choice-making process, but
a hurried one. When Edward J. Epstein began his research at NBC
News and asked the journalists how they made decisions, they would
jokingly tell him that they were about to make one; at the same time,
they were indicating that if they had to treat the hundreds of choices
they must make every day as formal decisions, they would be unable
to complete their work. 10 Instead, they act on the basis of quick,
virtually intuitive judgments, which some ascribe to "feel."
As a result, the considerations must be quickly and easily applicable
so that choices can be made without too much deliberation. Simple
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considerations also help journalists avoid excessive uncertainty about
whether they have made proper choices. 11 Conversely, the considerations have to be flexible so that they can be adapted to the endless
variety of available news; and they have to be relational and comparable, since the suitability of one story always depends on what others
are available. In fact, there are considerations for adding stories or
dropping them, which I call inclusionary and exclusionary, respectively. The considerations must also be easily rationalized so that if
one story is replaced by another, an acceptable reason for doing so is
always at hand. Last but hardly least, the considerations are designed
for efficiency so as to guarantee the necessary supply of suitable news
with the least amount of time, effort, and, if possible, expenditures
which can wreak havoc with the budget.
The outcome is a large number of considerations, and every available story can be judged on the basis of several, some of them contradictory. To prevent chaos, the application of news judgment requires
consensus among journalists, and perhaps even more so, a hierarchical
organization in which those with more power can enforce their judgment as to what considerations are relevant for a given story.
I suppose the considerations could be called decision-making criteria, but that term is too formal. The same shortcoming applies to
"policy guidelines" and "rules." "Conventions" is more informal, but
the term connotes arbitrariness, whereas the unwritten rules of journalism are, as I will show, hardly arbitrary. "Norms" and "values"
do not fit because they imply a measure of cultural or ideological fixity
and sanctity, and besides I will later compare the role of values and
other considerations. The term I have chosen is free of connotations.
Considerations are not applied in a vacuum, however; thus, the analysis must begin with a look at the news organization, and from a
number of angles.

The News Organization
Before the news organization comes the news firm. The organization that produces the NBC Nightly News is a small part of a large
firm, NBC; likewise, Time is a news organization within Time, Inc. 12
The national news firms exist to make money, and the news organizations exist to produce a money-making product. But for reasons explained in Chapter 7, television and magazine journalists are not
under constant pressure to increase firm income, partly because they
do not know how, and partly because they have enough power in the
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firm to reject the supposedly sure-fire way of enlarging the audience:
resorting to "sensationalism" and "yellow journalism." Only when
the economic indicators fall drastically are journalists forced to alter
story-selection practices, but none of the media I studied was in such
dire circumstances at the time.
News organizations are, as I suggested earlier, bureaucracies staffed
by professionals. (Incidentally, I consider national journalists to be
professionals, even if they do not obtain all the perquisites and powers
of the medical and legal professions.) Because they are bureaucracies,
Time and Newsweek have often been criticized for practicing "group
journalism," but all news organizations do so. More correctly, they
practice seriatim journalism, as every story passes through several
hands before it reaches the audience. For this reason, some journalists
describe their organizations as assembly lines; as one executive producer put it: "The daily routine is like screwing nuts on a bolt." The
analogy with the factory is not entirely accurate, for news is a more
variegated product than an automobile; but like a car, the news program or magazine is assembled from many parts.
The hands through which stories pass in the various news media,
the total number of nuts and bolts, and the assembly of parts are
remarkably alike in all news organizations, but then they are all
creating a roughly similar product under deadline conditions, and the
workers are members of a single profession. News organizations differ
most in the names they give to the same roles.

Formal Positions and Roles
The national news organizations all include the following roles,
listed in order of decreasing rank and power: policy makers, top
editors (or producers), section heads, reporters and writers (or film
makers), and researchers. These are complemented by various supporting staffs, some of which play an indirect role in story selection.
Policy makers are divided into corporate and news executives, the
latter almost always trained journalists who have moved up to "management." Corporate officers, personified in national journalism by
William Paley and Henry Luce, can intervene in the news whenever
they choose to, but as I will suggest below, they do so only rarely. Even
the news executives, such as the president of the network news division or Time, Ine.'s editor-in-chief (who is, however, a corporate
official, there being no news divisions at the magazines), while for-
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mally respdnsible for the product of their respective news organizations, participate only intermittently in determining the contents of
the daily program or weekly issue.
Actual responsibility for the daily program or weekly magazine is
lodged with the executive producer at the networks, the managing
editor of Time, and the editor of Newsweek-and all generally have
two or three assistants. At the magazines, the editor and his assistants
are sometimes called the top editors, because they do the final, or
"top," editing of all stories; consequently, I shall hereafter call them
the top editors, and their equivalents at television the top producers,
using the singular form of the title of top editor or producer when
discussing the man in charge. (As of 1978, all the top positions were
still held by males.) News organizations are not democratic; in fact,
they are described as militaristic by some journalists, and the top
editor or producer, and his assistants, have the power to decide what
gets into print or on the air, at what length, and in what order, subject
only to suggestions or vetoes from news and corporate management. At the networks, they must also share their power with anchorpersons, who can participate in story selection if and when they
wish.
The section heads are called senior editors at the magazines and
producers at the networks; they are responsible for selecting and
readying stories in their own sections, with the advice, consent, and
final review of their superiors. Television staffs are usually divided into
only two sections-hard news and soft features-although there may
be separate producers for hard foreign and domestic news. These
producers also double as assistants to the executive producer in the
story-selection process.
The magazines have about half a dozen section heads. 13 The frontof-the-book sections-national, international, and business-are each
run by a senior editor; in the back of the book, a senior editor is usually
responsible for three or four sections. The senior editor in charge of
the national-news section has more power and prestige than the others
and often eventually becomes a top editor. (Each senior editor, in tum,
reports to one of the top editors, who divide the sections amongst
themselves; but the top editor usually reviews the work of his assistants.)
The remaining journalists lack responsibility over story selection,
although they suggest stories or propose dropping them if the required
information is lacking. Their main role is story production, for they
assemble the information that goes into a story, and write or film it.
In television, story production is carried out by an associate producer,
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a reporter (who may double as associate producer) who writes and
narrates the filmed story, and the cameraman and sound man, who
make up the camera crew. ("Reporter" is both a role and a title, but
reporters are eventually promoted to the position of correspondent.)
The writing of tell stories is supervised by a news editor and carried
out by writers. 14 Some anchorpersons write their own copy (David
Brinkley); some write the leads and other major stories (John Chancellor). Walter Cronkite writes little copy but usually selects the tell
stories and edits the writers' copy.
At the newsmagazines, story production is divided into two steps.
Information is gathered by reporters and researchers (who supply
background data from the morgue and library); this is then fed to
writers (still called editors on Newsweek's masthead), who actually
write the story. They are complemented by the art staff, the photographers and researchers who take or find the pictures which illustrate
newsmagazine stories; however, senior and top editors make the final
picture choices.
Both in television and at the magazines, reporters are set apart
organizationally from the rest of the editorial staff and are affiliated
with a news service, having its own executive and bureau chiefs. The
chief of the Washington bureau exerts some influence on story selection, since his bureau supplies the largest share of domestic news both
for television and the magazines. At Newsweek he holds the rank of
senior editor; and his story suggestions, transmitted by telephone,
initiate the story-selection process at the start of the week.
The magazines' researchers play one further role; they "check" the
"factual" accuracy of the writers' stories. Although the checkers are
at the bottom of the editorial hierarchy (and therefore still mainly
women), they have the formal right to override writers, and even
editors, if they can supply sufficient convincing evidence of factual
inaccuracy or lack of data to support an empirically based generalization-and if they can summon up the courage to contradict their
superiors. Most actually do so because they can lose their jobs if
ever-observant readers write in with too many factual errors. Checkers
cannot, however, question writer assumptions or generalizations not
involving researchable facts. IS Reporters also participate in checking,
for they review and must approve a writer's story, and they can
question assumptions and generalizations. In television, news editors
(and others) read the Associated Press and United Press International
wires all day long, using them to check the reporters' films and texts
for possible errors.
Although this account leaves out the nonjournalistic support, dis-
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semination and business staffs without whom news could not come
into being, two types of nonjournalists play a marginal role in story
production and selection. Television film editors who cut, or help cut,
film and tape shot by reporters may choose the scenes that are used,
but they rarely determine or influence the main story themes. The
magazine makeup staff helps top and senior editors to make up the
pages, but the editors determine the order of the stories.

Functions in Story Selection
and Production
As in any organization, fonnal positions never tell the whole story,
and the news organization is no exception. It, too, can be divided into
functional positions, which describe different roles in the process of
story selection and production. The first step in that process is carried
out by story suggesters, whose job it is to find or think up story ideas.
Story suggestion is formally assigned to the reporters. They are required to keep up with what is going on in the beats they patrol or
in the areas of the country assigned to their bureaus, and they are
evaluated in part by their ability to suggest suitable stories. All other
staff members, including top editors and producers, are also expected
to come up with story ideas, and nonjoumalists are encouraged to do
so as well. At the magazines, the first meeting of the week of top and
senior editors often begins with an informal review of their weekend
activities and the topics discussed at dinner parties or public gatherings they attended, with the hope that it will produce story ideas.
The task of the story suggesters is facilitated by the wire services,
which spin out stories twenty-four hours a day. These then become
story suggestions for followup by magazine or television reporters.
Equally important, story suggesters can rely on the continuing availability of "anticipated stories," identifiable events prescheduled by
sources, such as news conferences, speeches, congressional hearings,
and ceremonies. They are frequently called media events because some
come into being principally to be covered by the news media.
Anticipated stories provide a predictable supply of potentially suitable news, with access and availability made certain in advance. This
helps assuage the constant, if rarely justified, fears of the story selectors that there will not be enough news to fill the magazine or television program. Anticipated stories also enable news organizations to
schedule the work of reporters and camera crews, spreading out their
work so that it does not pile up to tax limited staff (or require the
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organizations to hire more people) and keeping them busy at all times.
Sources who want to get into the news and can afford to preschedule
activities are aware of the journalists' dependence on anticipated stories and respond accordingly-for example, by providing advance
information about the activities so that story selectors can try to assess
whether they are likely to produce suitable news that is worth covering. Prescheduled events are also timed to conform to the work
schedules of the news media, particularly television. Congressional
hearings, for instance, are usually held in the mornings, when network
camera crews are sure to be available; the most newsworthy witnesses
always appear first, since camera crews often have other assignments
and cannot remain for the entire hearing. During the 19608, experienced organizers also scheduled demonstrations to fit the
schedules of camera crews.
Not all anticipated stories are suitable, of course, but they are an
important resource for all news media. Sigal found that of a sample
of 3,000 stories which appeared in The New York Times and Washington Post, about two thirds were anticipated; but then most political
happenings, even those which appear to be spontaneous, are planned
with an eye toward getting them into the news. 16
Once story suggesters have done their work, the story selectors
make the final decision as to which of the suggested stories will be
assigned to reporters and camera crews. Story selection is handled by
the top producers at the networks, and by top editors and senior
editors at the magazines, although usually with some consultation
with reporters, writers, and others who have enough advance information about the potential story to decide whether it is actually available
and feasible, that is, whether it can be reported and produced.
When story-selection decisions are complete and assignments to
reporters, writers, and researchers have been made, one of the journalists, usually an associate producer or writer, becomes a story designer,
drafting what are called queries at the magazines, which outline the
major themes of the story and list the questions which reporters must
ask. (However, often top editors and producers, as well as senior
editors, make suggestions about story design at the time they select the
story.) At this point, the story producers begin their work, but they
and their stories remain under continuing review by story selectors.
Stories may be "killed" or postponed because the needed information
is not available in time, or because they require too much rewriting
and editing, or, as often happens, because they turn out to be "stale"
or no longer newsworthy. Concurrently, new stories are suggested
continuously, and if time permits, they go through the same process.
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Since both news media want to be as up-to-date as possible, that time
is almost always found, and newer stories may "space out" older ones.
Story selection is therefore an ongoing process, ending only when top
editors and producers make the final choices and allow the disseminators to go to work.

Source and Audience-related
Journalists
The way people function in the news organization can be looked at
from another angle, for the organization is informally divided between
journalists (notably reporters) who judge a story from the perspective
of sources and those, such as top producers and editors, who look at
it from the viewpoint of the audience. From that perspective, story
selection begins with journalists who have varying relations to sources
and ends with journalists who are charged with creating a news program or magazine for an audience. In reality, however, no one can
ever afford to side entirely with either sources or the audience. For
example, beat reporters (see Chapter 4) sometimes identify with the
sources in their beats, thereby causing story selectors to discount or
alter the reporters' suggestions; conversely, story selectors must pay
some respect to sources, even if their main task is to supervise the
summarizing and simplification of information to make it acceptable
to the audience..
The tug of war between source and audience interests is played out
mainly during story production. At the magazines, reporters gather
information from sources and give it to writers, who adapt it for the
audience. Even so, reporters must themselves begin to adapt. A young
reporter once wrote what everyone agreed was a superb "file" on a
new development in computer technology, but even though he had
translated computer jargon into English, the writer could not understand the file. The reporter did not last long at the magazine. Reporters, in fact, are encouraged to write files as if they were writing the
story in order to facilitate and speed up the work of the writers, and
perhaps eventually to make writers superfluous. Nevertheless, even
when files are story-like, a reporter may still be source-related; for
example, when sources are medical researchers, a reporter may emphasize the advance in medical knowledge, whereas the editor may
want to know how the research will benefit sick people.
The final shape of the story is often a compromise, but usually it
is more audience-related, for top producers and editors have more
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power. It is no accident that audience-related journalists are at the top
of the hierarchy. Nor is it difficult for them to be audience-related, for
when they are not familiar with the detailed information provided by
sources, and thus know little more about the story than the audience,
they are in some ways like it. If they find the story interesting, they
assume that the audience will respond in the same manner. At Time,
sports cover stories are sometimes shown to editors totally uninterested in sports; if they are enthusiastic, the story is judged suitable.

Sellers, Buyers-and Highlighting
The people involved in story selection can be viewed as participants
in a quasi-commercial transaction in which story suggesters are sellers, offering their ideas to story selectors acting as buyers. Story suggesters actually talk about "selling the story," and one executive
producer of the 19608 used the old Hollywood expression "I'll buy
that." The commercial terminology is not used because news is part
of show business but because journalists operate within a supply-anddemand situation.
The news organization consists of people who are competing for a
scarce resource: air time or magazine space; but the supply of story
suggestions is always larger than the effective demand. Since story
suggesters are judged in part by how many of their suggestions are
chosen, they advertise their wares, trying their best to persuade selectors of the merit of their ideas. Specifically, they identify what they
deem most salable-the most novel, dramatic, or unusual components
of a story idea-in the hope of making a sale to a selector, who cannot
buy everything that is being sold.
Like all other interactions and transactions within the news organization, selling is usually conducted in a casual manner. Although
suggesters might like to resort to the hard sell, they do not yet know
at this stage in the process what they can finally deliver in the way of
a story; nor can they afford to oversell, for this casts doubt on their
credibility. Consequently, they combine the most salient aspects of the
advance information they have with what they know about the preferences of the buyers, short of falsely advertising their product. The
seller's feeling about the story is also relevant, for story suggesters who
are enthusiastic about their ideas are more likely to persuade the
buyer, all other things being equal. Furthermore, buyers pay more
attention if several suggesters independently sell the same story; and
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from time to time, reporters have gotten together and agreed to sell
the same story for this reason.
Buyers are, of course, aware that they are being sold. Also, they
prepare themselves for the transaction; before story selection begins,
they will have read The New York Times and the Washington Post,
and know, therefore, that their editors, who have already participated
in a similar transaction, have bought or rejected the story idea.
Actually, the selling process begins long before story selection, with
a source trying to sell a story idea to a reporter, who must then sell
it to the bureau chief (in television), who, in turn, tries to sell it to a
section head in New York. (At the magazines, reporters can sell
directly, via memos, with copies being sent to senior editors, writers,
and others.) Finally, section heads must sell to top producers and
editors. In each stage of the process, the idea may be altered slightly,
as different parts of the story are given more emphasis to make the
whole more attractive to the later buyer.
I do not want to exaggerate the adversary nature of this transaction,
for its participants have worked together for a long time and trust each
other. Also, many stories virtually sell themselves, for buyers and
sellers are, after all, fellow-journalists with a common conception of
newsworthiness. In addition, some stories are installments of a "running story," such as a war, an election, a period of inflation, or bad
weather. Others feature what might be called "running actors," like
the president of the United States, who are almost always newsworthy.
Not all installments of running stories wind up on the final story list,
but they are, in a sense, pre-sold.
The selling-buying transaction involves not only story selection but
the shaping of story content, for the sellers engage in highlighting:
they select the highlights about an actor or activity, deleting the
routine or expected, whatever is not sufficiently important, novel,
dramatic, or distinctive to interest the buyer. But since an initially
selected story is not guaranteed to appear on the final story list,
highlighting is also an intrinsic part of story production.
The questions which go into the queries are drawn from the highlights that originally sold the story; thereafter, story producers, who
are also competing with each other to get on the air or into the
magazine, look first and foremost for highlights that will make their
story survive to the final stage of story selection. For example, when
television reporters cover speeches, they underline the most dramatic
portions of the advance text and instruct the camera crews to shoot
film only for them and for other portions of the speech which excite
the speaker or the audience.
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Over the span of the selection and production processes, highlighting proceeds in a spiraling manner, for by the time a suggested story
is finished, only some of the initial highlights will remain. Television
reporters in Vietnam primarily covered the war's highlights, such as
battles and search-and-destroy missions; but when they or New York
shaped the raw footage into a finished film, they chose only the most
dramatic scenes to show on the air. Likewise, magazine writers select
only some of the highlights from the reporters' files. News is thus often
the highlights of highlights.
I fully appreciated highlighting after I accompanied a network
reporter to a Washington press conference on hunger. The conference
was attended by several major figures in the movement against hunger,
some poor people who testified about the continued existence of hunger in their community, a congressman, and two senators, Jacob Javits
and the late Robert Kennedy. Almost a dozen people made statements; but as soon as the conference was over, the reporter indicated
he wanted to "do the piece with Bobby about twelve minutes in." In
his sales pitch to the bureau producer, who would, in turn, have to
sell the story to New York, he "offered" several other highlights,
including arguments that had taken place at the press conference; and
he proposed to interview two southern congressmen bitterly opposed
to anti-hunger policies whose dramatic statements would enhance the
story's salability. The producer bought only Kennedy's participation
in the conference, as the reporter had expected from the start; later,
he explained to me that since the press conference itself was not
important and produced no previously unreported news about the
anti-hunger movement, New York would consider the story only if it
featured Kennedy, who was then always newsworthy. New York was
sufficiently interested to "order up" a short film which not only highlighted the senator but limited itself to the most dramatic portions of
his brief statement. Senator Kennedy's role in the actual press conference had been minor, but it became the centerpiece of the film. Nevertheless, at final story selection, it could not compete against the other
films of the day and consequently was not shown.
Buying and selling lead journalists to construct a highlighted reality, which is, as in the case of Vietnam War news, an exaggerated
summary of the observed events, at least by sociological standards of
empirical inquiry. (To put it another way, whereas sociologists summarize from recurring patterns or random samples, journalists gravitate toward what sociologists term deviant cases.) At other times, as
in the press conference, highlighting ignores the observed event entirely, with the journalist constructing a new story.
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Selling, buying, and highlighting also help explain why the news is
dominated by well-known public officials and stories of conflict and
disorder. But the total explanation must include considerations to be
described later, as well as the belief that the audience will pay attention
to the news only if it is highlighted. Still, journalists are often not
aware that they are highlighting or that external reality can be approached in other ways.

The Organizational Division
of Labor and Power
1 noted previously that organizational theories of story selection
vary by how broadly they define the news organization. 1 shall use a.
narrow definition of the organization as a set of professionals, ignoring
until later chapters how news organizations must deal with the commercial imperatives of their firms and therefore also with the political
pressures that result. (I used the narrow definition because I was
curious how organizational arrangements per se affected the news, and
because journalists see commercial and political pressures as external
to their organization; even so, 1 must occasionally mention some of
these pressures here. I?) When journalists make news judgments, they
do not, of course, take the organization itself into account, but some
of its requirements are, in effect, organizational considerations.
Nonetheless, many organizational considerations come into being in
response to the exigencies of story selection and production, and in the
final analysis, the news determines the news organization more than
the organization determines the news.
News organizations sometimes defy textbook generalizations about
organizational practices, for while they are assembly lines and bureaucracies (complete with tables of organization, seniority, and other
personnel rules and "channels"), they are staffed by professionals
(many of whom are also union members). As professionals, they cannot be given direct orders but only "suggestions," to respect both their
professional autonomy and their morale-and thus their productivity.
And what they like least are suggestions that ask them to behave like
bureaucrats.
Much of the discussion will be devoted to the magazine organizations, since they are much larger than their television equivalents. The
evening news program is put together by less than twenty people in
New York, while the magazine staff consists of about 130 journalists.
Since television news is not as segmented by subject matter and lacks
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a back-of-the-book section, the organization also has fewer divisions.
At the same time, television is dominated to a greater extent by the
production process. Film or tape produced elsewhere can be edited in
New York or over the phone, but it cannot usually be reshot. The daily
deadline also limits the time for discussing changes, so that the television news organization is also a simpler and more flexible bureaucracy. (Ironically, the networks themselves are larger and more complex bureaucracies than those of the magazine news firms.) But in both
electronic and print media, news organizations are hierarchical; consequently, the division of labor is also one of power, and my analysis
begins with the people who have the most power.

Corporate and News Executives
Corporate and news executives "sit" outside the news organization,
as I define it here. They also differ somewhat in terms of their responsibility and power, but they can be discussed jointly because, most of
the time, their role in story selection and production is intermittent.
As executives, they have virtually unlimited power and can suggest,
select, and veto stories whenever they choose. But because they have
other duties and because they are expected to abide by the corporate
division of labor (and when they are nonjournalists, by the informal
rules which give autonomy to journalists), they do not exercise their
power on a day-to-day basis. Perhaps because they do not do so, the
journalists pay close attention to their periodic suggestions, and at
times, they overreact. When a new executive known as a "budget
cutter" comes into office, top editors and producers may watch their
budgets more carefully even without being asked to do so. As one
editor put it: "It is not what [the executive] will do or will veto, but
what we expect that he will do or veto; that's his influence."ls But if
expectations are not met, executives can obviously be more direct.
In practice, corporate and news executives play four roles. First,
they exert power through budget and major personnel decisions.
While they rarely make these decisions in order to alter story selection, some consequences for the news are inevitable. Lower budgets
make it more difficult to cover the news; new top editors or producers
appointed by the executive may come in with new ideas, especially if
they have been brought in from the outside. This happens rarely,
however, as almost all of the top producers and editors appointed in
the last ten years have been promoted from within.
Second, corporate and news executives act to protect the commer-
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cial and political interests of the firm. Occasionally, they must settle
disputes between competing news organizations in the firm; advise top
editors or producers how to deal with-and sometimes kill-news
that affects the firm's fortunes; or firmly suggest a story about changes
in corporate management that the journalists, considering it a publicrelations handout, would just as soon ignore. More often, executives
defend journalists from commercial and political pressure (see Chapter 8).
Third, they make "policy." Although some organizations publish
policy manuals, story selection and production are not governed by
formal policies, as these would inhibit the journalists' flexibility and
their ability to compete with rivals. Instead, executives make policy
in response to specific events; in recent years, these have aimed to
minimize the role (and visibility) of news organizations in social disorders. During the ghetto disturbances, executives set policies to ensure that the presence of the cameras did not encourage further disturbances or looting; more recently, they have issued rulings on the
coverage of terrorists.
Most of the time, however, executives make policy by ruling on
individual stories, but these rulings do not necessarily set a precedent.
Top editors and producers consult with executives about "touchy"
stories, which might generate audience or government protest; often
they involve questions of "taste," as in the use of profanity, sacrilege,
nudity, and the like (see Chapter 7).
At the magazines, executives are also consulted when the top editor
wants to take a stand on a particularly visible issue. One top editor
indicated in 1975: "If I suggested pulling troops out of South Korea,
I'd have to check it out, or if I wanted to come out for price and wage
control, but not about social policies such as crime." In the 19608,
however, he did not have to consult on economic policy stands, but
then social policy stands, notably on race, required review. When top
editors decide whether to endorse a presidential candidate, they discuss that decision, and the particular candidate, with superiors.
Fourth, news (but not corporate) executives supervise, meeting
briefly with top producers daily, and with top editors weekly, in order
to keep abreast of story selection. The meetings tend to be pro forma,
but news executives also participate informally in story selection,
sending in story ideas, suggesting preferences for leads or covers, and
commenting critically on stories after they have appeared. How often
they intervene is up to individual executives, although it happens more
often when a new executive takes office, wanting to put his stamp on
the organization, or when a new top producer or editor is appointed.
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However, top producers and editors resent regular intervention, and
news executives restrain themselves accordingly. In fact, although top
producers and editors must obey their superiors, they tolerate intervention only because news executives themselves are trained journalists. Corporate executives, not being journalists, must therefore transmit their own suggestions through news executives, intervening
directly only once in a long while. News executives also resent suggestions from their nonjournalistic superiors, and sometimes these are
quietly ignored. 19
Time's organization differs in some respects from that of other
magazines. Since Time is conceived as speaking for Time, Inc., the
corporate editor-in-chiefand his assistants (all journalists) playa more
regular supervisory role than corporate executives at Newsweek. The
editor-in-chief receives all story lists and may review individual cover
and lead stories that deal with subjects on which he wishes to speak
for the corporation. Thus, he reversed the magazine's support of the
Vietnam War in 1968; participated in writing Time's 1973 editorial
calling for the resignation of Richard Nixon; intervened in the 1974
leadership story described in Chapter 2 to make sure it included
sufficient businessmen and women; and has edited a number of covers,
including a 1975 cover on capitalism. From time to time, he or his
assistants take over the top editorship when the regular incumbent is
away on business or vacation.
The ultimate power of executives is perhaps best illustrated by the
military or totalitarian labels with which journalists describe their
superiors. At NBC, executives were generally referred to as "the
brass"; at CBS, William Paley is known, according to David Halberstarn, as "the Chairman, much as Mao Tse Tung ... is known in China
as the Chairman. "20 A top editor sometimes joked about his superiors
as "the Soviet" or "the Politburo." A more measured description of
the power of executives was provided by a top producer: "They can
order me to do something on big or small issues, for after all this is
a company and a business, but they rarely exert that influence. I am
as autonomous as I could expect to be."

Top Editors and Producers
Magazine journalists sometimes liken their news organization to
kingdoms or armies in which the top editor is the king or the general.
In fact, a senior editor in charge of foreign news once explained that
according to diplomatic protocol, the top editor is equivalent to a
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four-star general, outranked only by a news executive, who is a fivestar general, the senior editor himself holding the rank of brigadier.
The power of top editors resides not only in their complete and final
say over what appears in the magazine but also in their position as
heads of bureaucracies. Communication with them must normally go
through channels, although they are concurrently expected to maintain an "open-door policy." While some top editors do so with more
enthusiasm than others, the mystique of the position is sufficient to
intimidate journalists, especially those with little seniority, from ever
approaching the open door. Consequently, top editors are sometimes
viewed by their staffs as being "remote," the more so when they are
shy.
The power of top editors (as well as of executives and senior editors)
is furthered by the fact that they do not have to justify or explain their
decisions or judgments. As a result, they can envelop themselves in
a good deal of mystery, forcing underlings to guess what will please
or displease them. The practice of not giving orders only enhances the
mystery, as does the fact that promotions tend, as in every organization, to go to people who, among other things, please their superiors.
News organizations, however, are pyramids, with only a limited number of top jobs. Writers who like to edit and want the higher income,
status, and power that attend senior editorships know that they are
competing for fewer than ten positions, while reporters compete for
about twenty bureau chieftaincies. At the networks, the top jobs are
also few in number.
Top-editor power is also furthered, if not deliberately, by the division of labor, which creates interest differences throughout the staff.
Like all organizations with branches, news organizations experience
endemic conflict of interest between New York and the bureaus,
which often feel that their stories are not considered important enough
in New York. Reporters want to see as much of their files in the
writer's final story as possible, but writers must take into account the
files of several reporters, as well as the demands of the format and the
instructions of superiors. Writers compete with each other to get into
the magazine, particularly the back of the book, whose sections must
give up space to the front of the book virtually every week. Researchers with checking duties are beholden to their sources, thus opening
up possible conflicts with writers, reporters, and editors.
Senior editors in many ways resemble foremen or forewomen; on
the one hand, they must satisfy top editors, but on the other, they must
defend the interests of their sections against story killings and cuts.
Although they can argue with their superiors, they must ultimately
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accept their decisions. Their writers hold no power over them, but too
much neglect of their interests will depress their morale, and senior
editors do not allow top editors to forget this. Wise senior editors also
place responsibility for decisions that hurt the section on the top
editor, who then becomes the major target of resentment and hostility.
Last but hardly least, the power of top editors, and of superiors in
general, is maintained by organization-wide pressures for conformity.
Because news organizations are assembly lines on which people must
work together to manufacture a product against a deadline, they
almost always generate conformity. Few top editors are either sufficiently powerful or Machiavellian to manipulate the pressures for
conformity, which actually originate in the production process; nevertheless, insofar as news judgment is filled with uncertainty, and top
editors must, by virtue of their position, resolve uncertainty and decide which selection considerations have priority, they also set tones,
and sometimes precedents, which then require conformity. Senior
editors do much the same inside their sections.
Journalists do not seem to be aware of the conformity under which
they labor. When things are going well at the end of the week, or at
the end of the day at the networks, conformity actually takes the form
of a cohesive and satisfying camaraderie, as colleagues work together
to finish a product of which they are proud. Still, when a magazine
goes to press, people \\Tho argue too fiercely about "edits," those who
take too long to finish their writing assignments or are reluctant to
help out with petty chores, are not popular with their colleagues and
eventually find themselves isolated, transferred, or even jobless. News
organizations generally hire people on a probationary basis, and newcomers who do not demonstrate the ability and willingness to cooperate rarely secure permanent jobs, whatever their journalistic skills.
Prima donnas are universally scorned, and whenever journalists talk
about now famous freelancers who had begun their careers at the
magazine, they are apt to remember them as prima donnas who were
uncooperative or whose work habits created difficulties during the
rush to meet deadlines.
Conformity pressures required to get the work done expand into
other areas as well, so that journalists who find fault with story choices
early in the week, regularly avoid group lunches, and refuse to participate in the office banter are also looked at askance. Conformity further
extends to values and ideology (see Chapter 6), and sometimes even
to dress. During my fieldwork at one magazine, several of the men
suddenly began to appear in shirts with epaulets, and the women went
otT to buy large glasses.
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Top producers have the same kind of power as top editors, but
because television staffs are smaller, they are more accessible and less
mysterious. Much of the day, they may be working in the newsroom
itself and are less approachable' only when they retreat to their offices.
However, they must share their power with anchorpersons; indeed,
the latter are more than equals, for anchorpersons can recommend the
firing of executive producers, but not vice versa. 21 Anchorpersons
obtain power because most viewers hold them responsible for the
content of the program, and because they attract a significant proportion of the viewers to the program in the first place. Some anchorpersons are too busy with other activities to participate regularly in story
selection, but they can do so if and when they choose. 22 The ambiguous
position of the anonymous top producer vis-a-vis the highly visible
anchorperson was nicely put by one who told me: "It's still my show,
but I let a star get his way unless it stinks up the show." Subsequently,
however, his conflicts with a star resulted in his departure from the
program.
Although the television organization is also divided into formal
ranks, these are offset by the simpler division of labor. Like their peers
at the magazines, reporters and bureau chiefs are not always happy
with New York's decisions, but television writers playa very different
role than writers at the magazines. They write tell stories for the
anchorperson and thus are not working on their own stories or for
themselves. Top producers have the same final voice in story selection
as top editors, but some top producers make final story decisions with
the entire staff present. Even so, rank and seniority determine actual
participation much of the time, and the younger people are likely to
defer to "the grownups," as one young associate producer at NBC
called his seniors.
The organization's size and the daily deadline also require more
group activity, and conformity pressures are, if anything, stronger
than at the magazines. There is no time for argument, and there is no
room for prima donnas. But in the hectic 60 to 90 minutes before air
time (to be described further at the end of the chapter), the formal
division of power and labor is virtually set aside, as are differences of
age and rank. An associate producer may make last-minute story cuts
when superiors are busy elsewhere, and the top producer may collate
scripts if no one else is free to do so. Only anchorpersons occupy a
privileged position. The "stars" are praised when they help out in a
last-minute crisis and are criticized, out of earshot, if they come to the
newsroom in late afternoon and suggest sudden changes in the story
list.
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Countervailing Powers of Underlings
Every journalist involved in story selection or production applies
one overriding organizational consideration: pay close attention to the
suggestions from superiors because they may be intended to set a
precedent. But there is also a contradictory consideration: the suggestions from above can be questioned, within limits, for the power of top
editors and producers is not absolute.
There are a number of ways in which this power is diluted. For one
thing, neither a top editor nor a producer can do everything; consequently, he must delegate some story selection and editing decisions
to assistants and section heads. During the 1960s, Newsweek became
a "senior editor's magazine," enabling some senior editors to establish
virtually autonomous "feudal baronies"; Time, on the other hand,
followed the Luce tradition, with the managing editor delegating little
and editing virtually every story. During the 1970s, however, a new
editor at Newsweek recentralized the magazine, bringing in a new
group of young assistants and senior editors loyal to him, while Time's
managing editor began to delegate some back-of-the-book story selection to an assistant.
The extent of delegation is partly a matter of organizational tradition and of top-editor personal style, but both are honored only as long
as the magazine or program is doing well in its pursuit of the audience,
and staff morale remains satisfactory. The changes at both magazines
not only reflected the personal styles of the top editors but were also
made to improve the quality of the magazines and to deal with morale
problems.
Variations also exist at the networks, for at NBC the executive
producer and the New York anchorman are in charge, while at CBS,
the executive producer delegates much of the daily story selection to
a senior producer. But at both print and electronic media, who makes
the final story decisions has little impact on what decisions are actually
reached, for all abide by the considerations that govern news judgment. That someone rules the roost makes a difference, but who rules
it does not. Although top editors and producers can affect the value
judgments in major stories and determine the fate of lesser stories,
they do not determine what actors and activities routinely become
newsworthy.
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Individual Autonomy
Delegation of power also takes place because the news organization
consists of professionals who insist on individual autonomy. Journalists claim freedom from interference not only by nonjournalists but
also by superiors; they have the right to make their own news judgments, which is why they cannot be given orders. To be sure, individual autonomy is frequently illusory, especially in a group enterprise.
Moreover, the suggestions of powerful superiors are, in fact, thinly
veiled orders, requiring polite circumlocutions in which commands
are phrased as requests. Still, a writer who had spent nearly twenty
years at Time once said that "if people around here started giving
orders, the whole system would collapse."
Reporters and writers play only a consulting role in story selection,
but they have some autonomy in story production, the amount being
a function of their seniority. Before writers begin to work on their
stories, they discuss these with the senior editor. Senior editors generally decide how many words a story "deserves," although writers may
later choose to exceed the prescribed length; and if the story is good
enough, the writer's judgment is sustained. The tenor of the rest of the
discussion depends both on the style of the senior editor and the status
of the writer. A few senior editors virtually dictate the story to the
writer, particularly ifhe or she is a novice; but one editor made himself
unpopular by even dictating stories to senior writers. A few leave the
story entirely up to the writer (other than the novice), and most offer
suggestions about the organization of the story and a possible lead.
"Star" writers are almost completely autonomous, however; they are
treated as respectfully as bestselling or prestigious novelists, discussing the story with the senior editor only if they want guidance. Most
of the time, senior writers are equally free, except when they are
writing lead or cover stories; on the other hand, junior writers must
earn individual autonomy by their performance.
Nonetheless, discussions with senior editors do not often concern
story substance, for writers are entitled to select their own facts, draw
their own conclusions, and come up with their own evaluations, although they may be edited later. When senior editors make substantive suggestions, writers can disagree, although senior writers are more likely to do so than juniors. In addition, the prevailing
conformity discourages frequent disagreement. Even writers who
have been at the magazine for several years must remember that
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"you can protest only so much; then you become a 'crank.' "
Wherever possible, differences of opinion about conclusions and
evaluations are treated as differences of "fact" so as to uphold the
autonomy of individual judgment. People argue for their ideas on the
basis of available information; and more often than not, the final
outcome is a compromise. The direction of the compromise is determined by the power and status of the participants, as well as by the
intensity with which they defend their positions, the evidence they can
bring to bear, and in the case of writers, by their writing skill as well.
"You can get in what you want to say if you say it well," one writer
suggested; and saying it well usually means a choice of words that can
compromise or transcend disagreements and, in the process, save face
for all concerned.
Even so, top editors have the last word, for if disagreements cannot
be settled to their satisfaction, they can order rewrites or suggest,
directly or indirectly, the point of view to be taken. Often, the suggestion is indirect; one writer, describing his top editor, pointed out: "He
doesn't ask you to change your point of view; he just nibbles away at
it by asking for a second version, or he will kill it and give it to
someone else next week." Then, too, some top (and senior) editors are
less diplomatic than others. Nevertheless, for writers and reporters,
the prime fact of life about individual autonomy is its uncertainty.
Superiors always have more individual autonomy than underlings,
and the latter never know when their editors are likely to exercise their
authority. "Anyone who believes writers have complete freedom," a
senior writer pointed out, "also believes in the tooth fairy."
Writers, therefore, must combine their own judgment with what
they think will please their editors; if they have no interest in a story
or no firm point of view, they will write only to please them. Sometimes they will do so even when they have a point of view but do not
want to work all night rewriting. Pleasing editors, however, is more
difficult than might be imagined, because they do not always know
enough about a story to develop their own judgments. An experienced
Time writer once described the problem in an internal memorandum:
"Every writer has a working knowledge of what his editor wants.
Unless he's incorrigibly stubborn or independently wealthy, he tries
to give it to him. But a senior editor doesn't always know what he
wants. In the words of a senior editor ... , 'I don't know what I don't
want until I get the writer's story.' " Even when editors know what
they want, however, they may not say so, partly to preserve the
writer's autonomy, partly to see what the writer will add when they
request a rewrite. At Newsweek, which gives bylines to all writers,
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those who feel that their stories have been edited too heavily can have
their byline removed. Readers may not care or notice, but colleagues
do, and a senior editor's byline is public notice of undue interference
with a writer's autonomy.
Over the years, however, only a handful of senior-editor bylines
have appeared in Newsweek, for most writer-editor disagreements are
stylistic rather than substantive. Editors may suggest a different lead,
ask the writer to place some information higher up in the story, or
propose a reorganization to enhance the logical development of the
narrative that would also shorten the story. Sometimes they will
"soften" a harsh judgment or edit out a conclusion that could result
in angry letters (see Chapters 6 and 8), but seldom do they suggest a
different conclusion or evaluation. This is true even at Time. Although
the magazine continues to follow the Luce policy of "speaking with
a single voice," individual journalists can state their own judgments,
which then become the corporate "voice." But on major issues of
American policy, Time's voice, like that of Newsweek, is determined
by the top editor and, in some instances, his superiors.
At the networks, individual reporters have even greater autonomy
because they film their stories far from New York, and films can rarely
be redone. When the story is controversial, however, top producers
work closely with reporters on their texts; and when time is short,
producers are apt to make their suggestions more brusquely than
editors. However, because television stories do not end with evaluations, the opportunity to exercise individual autonomy is more limited
than at the magazines.
Power and Morale
The right of individual autonomy is, for top editors and producers,
a major organizational consideration, although it plays a larger role
in story production than story selection. Yet, an even more important
consideration follows from the inherent contradiction between hierarchy and autonomy, which requires top editors and producers to uphold the morale of their staffs. This is particularly necessary at the
magazines, for when morale is low, reporters and writers are less likely
to exert the extra effort for informational and stylistic originality the
magazines need in order to compete with each other.
Morale is largely shaped by a pleasant ambience (organizational
mood) and good working conditions. Ambience, however, is often
determined by factors over which top editors and producers have little
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control. For one thing, a news organization's mood suffers when it is
doing poorly vis-a-vis its competitors. Also, the organization's ambience is created, to some extent, by that of its firm, and the mood is
less pleasant in firms which pay respectful attention to bureaucratic
rules. While I can only report personal impressions, CBS and Time,
Inc. always struck me as more earnest and straight-laced places than
NBC and Newsweek. Time, Inc. has long had a reputation for taking
itself more seriously than other news media, while Newsweek seemed
to operate in a more light-hearted fashion-or, as one editor suggested: "We use humor to lubricate the friction."
Still, each news organization also creates its own ambience, as do
individual sections; thus, very earnest sections could be found at Newsweek and light-hearted ones at Time. Some top editors and producers,
and section heads, maintain morale through charisma, others through
the respect they command as journalists, and still others by the intentional or unintentional application of "human relations"; but many
eschew any deliberate effort at leadership. Viewing themselves as journalists who have rejected bureaucracy, they prefer to forget that they
have administrative duties and to use their private personalities in
their public roles. Because of their power, their ways of handling social
relationships strongly influence the morale of organizations or sections. The top producer's personality is particularly significant, given
the small size of television organizations; however, the group mood is
also affected by anchorpersons who behave too much like stars, and
by excessive interference from executives.
Nevertheless, morale is primarily determined by the amount of
control people have over their work and the ways in which superiors
treat their work. Most journalists have a strong commitment to and
identification with their product, but they easily become discouraged
when their desire to perform well is restrained by what they consider
unnecessary bureaucratic obstacles, the unwillingness of superiors to
listen to them, and especially by undue interference with their autonomy. Magazine reporters are unhappy when too little of the information in their files winds up in the final story; writers complain when
they are allowed too few words for complex stories or when their work
is heavily edited, cut, or killed; their morale is lowered further when
no explanation is given. Television reporters live more easily with cuts
and kills, because air time is finite and all material is subject to these
decisions.
Judging by the amount and frequency of griping I encountered
during my fieldwork, writer morale is rarely high, but some organizational considerations exist to keep it from sinking to depression levels.
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The magazines consist of so many sections that not all can appear each
week, and many are "prekilled" at the start of story selection. Top
editors, however, will not kill a section more than three or four times
consecutively, and will assign at least one cover story to every section
each year; these decisions are made principally to preserve morale.
Editors and producers ensure that all bureaus, including those which
rarely supply important news, see their efforts in print or on the air
regularly. Features may therefore be assigned to a bureau that has not
been on the story lists recently. In addition, stories of lesser importance are sometimes put on the story list on grounds of "diplomacy,"
to reward or please a colleague, or to make amends. If an enthusiastically proposed story idea is rejected or if a story is killed for lack of
space, story selectors incur debts which they endeavor to repay whenever possible.
When morale is depressed by working conditions, and informal
gripe sessions no longer suffice, journalists, at least at the magazines,
may turn to organized protest. Magazine writers began to protest in
1968 at Time, and in 1969 at Newsweek; there, a group of young
writers called themselves the April 26 Movement after the Castro
revolution, although they had no intention of overthrowing the magazine. Many of the complaints at both magazines were similar; the
writers wanted more time to think and a chance to write longer stories.
They also wanted story selection to reflect more of their own interests
and skills; instead of a "magazine of record," they wanted what Newsweek's top editor later called "a weekly Harper's magazine." The
Time writers also complained about heavy and unexplained editing by
senior editors, the top editor's remoteness, as well as his practice of
killing no back-of-the-book sections until all stories had been written,
which meant that every week, many writers were working on stories
that had no chance of ever being published. 23 In effect, the writers were
demanding more individual autonomy and a reduction of the power
of the top editor (as well as of senior editors), but they also asked that
more writers be hired and that the magazines be enlarged.
The protests were presented in a friendly tone-"in a spirit of
moving ahead together," as the Newsweek writers put it; nor were the
top editors antagonistic, although both cautioned against the possibility of unduly rapid change. Reforms were made, although some only
years later and in response to other pressures. Time soon transferred
some overly autocratic senior editors; at both magazines, stories grew
in length, and Newsweek eventually abolished the feudal baronies of
the senior editors and gave bylines to all its writers. But top-editor
power was not reduced, and costlier demands were not met; it took
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another protest by Time writers, in 1975, to institute prekilling of
back-of-the-book sections before stories were written. 24
Another wave of protest, in the early 19705, came from researchers,
who objected to the magazines' failure to allow them to become reporters, writers, or senior editors. Through organized protest-and at
Newsweek, threatened lawsuits-the researchers won the right to train
and compete for reporting and writing jobs. By the middle of the
decade, a goodly number had moved into these positions, despite
frequent hiring freezes, and each magazine had appointed at least one
woman senior editor. 25 The women also complained about sexist terms
and stereotypes in stories and the lack of news about women; as a
result of constant reminders, these shortcomings have been slowly, if
not entirely, overcome.
The ability of writers to protest and to win some of their demands
reflected, in part, the expansion ofjournalistic job opportunities in the
19608, the younger writers securing more power because the magazines were reluctant to lose them. Researchers are more easily replaced, however; it was no accident, therefore, that they had to resort
to more energetic pressure.
During the 19708, the labor market tightened up again, and the
writers' bargaining position deteriorated. In 1976, Time, Inc. asked its
unionized workers to accept some pay cuts and more corporate control over pay increases; the resulting strike was won by management. 26
Although not all journalists belonged to the union, the strike radicalized some, who now viewed themselves as "labor" vis-a-vis "management." Inside the news organization, however, the adversary relationship is hard to maintain. Top and senior editors are only nominally
part of management and play no part in contract negotiations. Moreover, editors and their staffs must cooperate in order to get out the
magazine. 27
At the networks, organized protest has not developed so far, except
among women, for all journalists are union members and can take
their grievances to the union. With only three networks, moreover, the
labor market for national television journalists is always tight. Jobs at
local stations are often available, but few network journalists are ready
to move "down" to the local level, with the exception of reporters who
sometimes become highly paid anchorpersons at big-city local stations. Both internal and external pressures have resulted in the hiring
of women reporters and producers. By 1978, women were also producing and anchoring the evening news but, except for Barbara Walters, mainly on weekend programs. 28 NBC journalists have struck
twice in the last fifteen years, primarily because of money issues. They
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have long perceived themselves as labor, but like magazine journalists,
they have little sympathy for other unions and have not developed
pro-labor values as a result of their own protests and strikes.

Nonjournalistic Bureaucracy
News organizations are also subject to universal forms of bureaucratic practice which have no relation to journalism but do have some
impact on story selection and production. For example, seniority
principles are applied at both news media: senior writers and reporters
are usually assigned the stories that are most likely to survive, while
younger people are assigned those more likely to be spaced out. At the
magazines, effective researcher~ may be rewarded by transfers tosections where they can occasionally work as reporters, one result being
that the expertise they have developed in one section is lost to the
magazine. The sectional division of labor and the overlapping mandates of some sections can encourage turf struggles, with senior editors
selecting stories that enable them to enlarge their sections. Such struggles took place at Newsweek when it was a senior editor's magazine;
but when power is centralized in the top editor, senior editors cannot
easily compete with each other.
As in all organizations, some people are more ambitious and more
competent, as well as more willing than their peers to please their
superiors and to play organizational politics in order to rise quickly
in the hierarchy. While promotions are regularized, in quasi-civilservice fashion, unusually rapid mobility takes place occasionally,
especially when luck or skill enables a journalist to obtain a scoop or
to be in the right place at the right time for a big story. During the
19608, assignments to Vietnam sometimes enabled young reporters to
make a name for themselves in a short time. Individuals may also be
promoted over their seniors when a magazine or television program
is in trouble.
Knowing and pleasing the right people, and coming from a prestigious background, do not hurt in the competition for promotions; still,
because of widespread consensus about what constitutes journalistic
merit, upward mobility unaccompanied by merit seems less frequent
at news organizations. (Of course, as in all organizations, merit is
defined and evaluated by superiors; but in a group enterprise, sharp
disagreements about definitions and evaluations are unlikely to occur.)
Upward mobility due to family background or success in organizational politicking is resented by others, but a rapid rise based on merit
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is not. Downward mobility is rare; instead, people are transferred to
other parts of the news firm. There is also little "deadwood," for the
intensity of the work pace forces the rapid extrusion of people who do
not do their share of the work. It also exhausts people, so that by the
time they reach their fifties, many find themselves jobs that are less
demanding.
While news organizations are perhaps more meritocratic than others) they experience their share of factions, alliances, and power struggles. Gary Paul Gates's historical study of the internal dynamics of
CBS News supplies many detailed case studies that attest to this fact;
however, they also suggest that these struggles rarely concern issues
of news judgment. Furthermore, in almost all instances, particularly
at the executive level, such struggles are won by the individual or
faction that wins rating successes: the most active political gamesmen
will survive-even though their machinations are resented-as long
as their decisions produce high ratings. Gates reports, for example,
that two presidents of the news division were asked to resign-people
are seldom fired-in the 1960s because they could not overcome the
ratings dominance of NBC's Huntley-Brinkley Report. 29 Conversely,
a news executive disliked by many of his colleagues and some corporate superiors for his internal political manipulations remained in his
post until Sally Quinn, whom he had hired to co-anchor the morning
news program, proved to be inadequate, her departure providing the
justification for his. 30 Anchorpersons are rarely asked to leave, even
when the ratings are low; like athletic teams, news organizations
replace their coaches and managers in the hope that a change at the
top will improve team performance. Less visible and prestigious reporters, however, may be forced out or demoted in the line of succession that forms behind incumbent anchorpersons, if they align themselves with a losing faction or anger their superiors.
Friendship cliques are to be found at news organizations, as are
personality conflicts among people who must work together-although almost all conflicts, including those involving conflicts ofinterest, are ascribed to personality differences. Older hands, who arrived
at the magazines when staffs were smaller, sometimes complain about
overbureaucratization and the replacement of personal contact by
memos; on the other hand, top editors and producers tend to make
final decisions in small, ad hoc meetings, with the result that sometimes these decisions are not passed on to other people who need to
be informed. Consequently, many journalists complain about communication difficulties and cannot understand why they, as professional
communicators, should encounter such problems. They know they are
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working in bureaucracies, but being journalists, they also try not to
remember it.

News Organizations as
Assembly Lines
Ultimately, the divisions of power in news organizations are overshadowed, and the divisions of labor determined, by the deadline.
That deadline, furthermore, leads to story selection and production
processes that become routinized and remain virtually unchanged
over the years-which is one reason why journalists describe their
organizations as assembly lines. The processes are almost the same at
the two networks, and at the two magazines, for each organization
independently develops a similar set of solutions to what is, after all,
a common task. 31
The daily television program is put together between 9 A.M. and
6:30 P. M.; and the magazines are assembled over a five-day period:
Mondays to Fridays at Time, Tuesdays to Saturdays at Newsweek.
But at both media, story selectors actually begin their work when they
wake up, and start to read or watch the news; and at the magazines,
some days can last fourteen to eighteen hours. Nor does the assembling process ever really stop, for someone is already planning tomorrow's program or next week's magazine as the current one is being
finished.
The selection and production processes have been likened to a
funnel, with many stories being placed on the assembly line at the
start, of which only some remain at the end. But the funnel also
resembles an accordion, for new stories can be added up to the last
moment. The initial story lists are long because many suggested stories
do not pan out. An anticipated story billed as an important speech by
a newsworthy public official may turn out to be a virtual repetition of
an earlier speech; a good story idea may have been based on erroneous
advance information; sources may not make themselves available to
reporters. Then, too, the list contains postponed stories, which were
previously spaced out or which could not be completed because
sources failed to supply the necessary information in time for the
previous deadline. In addition, the list always includes some "timeless
features," which are not "pegged" or connected to a specific event and
can thus be run at any time; these are also called pegless wonders, or
evergreens.
The list is purposely padded to include postponable items that can
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be scrapped to make room for "breaking" stories (news about unanticipated events), such as the death of a major public figure, a disaster,
or the indictment of a leading politician. Breaking stories have first
priority among story selectors; and at the magazines, they still sometimes "stop the presses."
Once all suggestions are in, they are winnowed to produce the first
story list: by noon to 1 P. M. in television; before the end of Day 1 at
the magazines. At the networks, the executive producer makes this list
-a "lineup" or "rundown" (usually networks have different terms for
the same operation)-in consultation with his assistants or the entire
senior staff, depending on his personal style. At the magazines, senior
editors make up lists for their sections and obtain a top editor's
approval. These lists are still overly long, but by now story selectors
have made priority decisions, knowing which stories they would prefer to use.
Top editors at the newsmagazines have a special winnowing problem not shared by top producers, for as I reported earlier, some
back-of-the-book sections must be prekilled each week. The top editor
makes this decision primarily on the basis of how important and
interesting he finds the story lists that senior editors have submitted,
and how often a section has appeared during the last month. (Reporters and writers of prekilled sections now have more time to prepare
for next week and to come up with ideas that will entice the top
editor.) One or two other sections, however, may "die" later in the
week, even if their contents pass muster, because the front-of-the-book
sections often require more space as new stories enter their lists.
Since 1977, newsmagazines have been able to use color photographs
throughout the magazine; and "picture picking," previously done on
Days 4 and 5, has been somewhat advanced. At the moment, the
magazines can use only a dozen color pages per issue, and in "forms"
or sets of four or eight pages; consequently, if color pictures are
scheduled, say, for pages 13 and 14, they must also be used on pages
80 and 81. Since color pages go to press a day earlier than black-andwhite pages, top and senior editors must keep in mind that sections
using color pages· have to be properly aligned. Although the advent
of color photography has not altered the basic production process and
has not significantly affected story selection (see Chapter 5), top editors are required to plan ahead more than in the past, and to coordinate and juggle pages in the final stages when story lists need to be
updated. Eventually, however, color pages will go to press as late as
others.
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Choosing the Lead and Cover Stories
Top producers and editors must go through one additional sifting
process: choosing a preliminary candidate for the lead for the evening
program, and a cover subject for the magazine. Candidates for program leads are nominated early in the day, and a preliminary lead is
chosen by the executive producer when he makes up the first story list.
Choosing a magazine cover, however, is a more complicated process.
The cover story, deemed by the editors to be the most important
story of the week, usually runs at least five or six pages. Both magazines hold weekly cover conferences, attended by the top and senior
editors, in which a list of preliminary cover decisions is made for the
next six to eight weeks. These meetings never produce final cover
decisions, but they do offer an opportunity for "long-range planning,"
for senior editors to begin selling future cover story ideas to their
colleagues and for the group to reject ideas that excite no one.
The choice of the current week's cover is made by the top editor,
on Day 1, after quick, informal consultations with his assistants and
some senior editors. More often than not, that decision remains preliminary, particularly if a back-of-the-book cover is chosen, for it may
be eliminated by a breaking national or international story. Frequently, a final choice is not made until Day 4, when the cover itself
(but not the story) must be sent to the printers.
Cover selection is a weighty decision because it represents the editor's judgment of what constitutes the most important story of the
week, and he knows that many news media, people in Washington,
and others are watching to see what he picks. Covers award power and
prestige to the cover subject, at least momentarily; they also legitimate
the chosen person or topic, and indicate to observers of the American
scene what is currently important in the country. For the top editor,
the cover also provides an opportunity for competition with the other
newsweekly (see Chapter 5) and an instantaneous form of feedback
from the readership (see Chapter 7).

The Final Stages of the Process
From about 10 A. M. to 3 P. M. at the networks, and from Day 2
to Day 4 at the magazines, New York waits for the reporters to
produce their films and write their files, although many reporters have
been at work on their stories long before then.
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Television: The Last Three Hours
By 3:30 or so, the top producers know what stories have been filmed
or are currently being shot; they have also been informed, by phone
or telex, what the camera has captured and how long the film is
estimated to run. Some films, features especially, are already completed. About 4 P. M., the executive producer prepares the first "published" story list, which is mimeographed and circulated around the
network news division. He now decides on his lead, the film stories
he plans to use, the order in which they are to run, and the amount
of time to be devoted to tell stories. At CBS, the executive producer
then divides the program into five segments with internal unity, separated from each other to create a "natural break" for commercials. At
NBC, the 1977 format change into a four-segment program has simplified one of the producer's tasks, for "Segment 3" stories are often
prescheduled for all or part of the week. Since these stories are long
by television standards, however, he has fewer minutes at his disposal
for the day's news than his peer at CBS; in that sense, his storyselection task has become more difficult. Both producers must also
make certain that the films and tell stories they want to include add
up to the 22 to 23 minutes available for news.
On most days, at both networks, the lineup is revised at least once
or twice. It can be changed as late as 5:30, and new film and tell stories
can even be inserted during the commercial breaks while the first
segments of the program are already being broadcast. 32
The final 90 minutes are devoted to translating the story list into
a program. Then, film stories about the day's hard news are fed into
the newsroom by closed-circuit television, and a top producer reviews
each story with the reporter over the phone. In recent years, however,
the networks have begun to shift from film to tape, which can be
transmitted to New York more quickly and edited in-house. Still, the
most important stories, from Washington, come in late so as to be as
up-to-date as possible. In addition, a new breaking story may have to
be fitted into the lineup or a scheduled story omitted because it is
substantively or technically poor; equally often, a story is too long and
it or others must be trimmed.
In any case, the final period is extremely harried, and everyone is
tense, although no one shows it. Top and associate producers make
or take one phone call after another, giving instructions to reporters,
asking film or tape editors to cut fifteen seconds from ,a finished film,
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and worrying whether a foreign film transmitted over the satellite will
look sharp enough when it appears on the air. Meanwhile, they discuss
among themselves whether a last-minute story should be substituted
for another and bark instructions to news editors and writers, for new
tell stories may have to be written, and some will have to be dropped.
A minute or less before air time, the anchorperson or persons are
made up, straighten their ties or dresses, collate their scripts, and focus
on the teleprompters, from which they read most of the script. Calm
and collected, they go "on the air," but the work pace in the newsroom
remains feverish, as last-minute revisions are made and given to the
anchorperson during commercial breaks.
The hectic pace ends at 7 P. Moo The executive producer and others
may watch at least part of the competitors' programs; at that time,
their and their rivals' mistakes and omissions are discussed. Since
secretaries have left, writers and producers may be on the phone,
answering calls from viewers, even getting involved in heated discussions over the inclusion or coverage of a specific story. By 7:30 P. M.
everyone has left except the producer responsible for starting tomorrow's story list. But if an important story breaks, top producers may
be on the phone during the night, making plans to cover it for the next
evening's program.
Days 4 and 5 at the Magazines
At the magazines, the final stage is longer and less hectic, except
for the top editors, who spend much of the final twenty-four hours
reading and editing everything that their writers have produced. During Days 2 and 3, while reporters work on their files, writers and
researchers keep busy with background reading for their assigned
stories; senior editors continue to work on their story lists, for in the
front of the book, these lists are revised and updated daily.
Every section works on a slightly different schedule; but in the
domestic sections, some files have already come in by Day 3; and by
noon of Day 4, reporters are expected to have sent in enough of their
files so that writers can meet with the senior editor to discuss story
content and length.
Now the doors of the writers' offices close, and they get to work.
Although many have been writing for the magazine for years, few
write easily. When a summer trainee wrote on her application that she
enjoyed writing, the writers who saw it agreed that she was either
stupid or lying. The difficult part is not writing but organizing, how-
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ever: assembling the information from several files around a framework that flows logically, with the fewest number of words and without repetition or resort to unnecessary bridges that may add to story
length or sound hackneyed.
Usually, the crucial files do not arrive until late on Day 4, and
writers may be working until long after midnight. The finished story
then goes to the senior editor and researcher, and is phoned or telexed
to the reporters involved. Senior editors make some changes in almost
all stories, if only, as writers argue, to show top editors that senior
editors are earning their keep. Once approved by the senior editor, the
story is reviewed by a top editor, who normally suggests only minor
revisions, except for cover stories, which may be rewritten several
times.
Meanwhile, once writers have judged whether they can meet the
agreed-on story length, senior editors begin to think seriously about
the section's final story list and their total page requirements. Should
the number of pages assigned earlier in the week be insufficient, they
can appeal to the top editor for more, and appeals from the front of
the book are usually granted. This means cutting or killing more
sections in the back of the book.
On Day 4, senior editors begin to plan their section makeup, deciding the order of their stories and determining, with top editors, which
stories will be accompanied by color photographs. Their makeup
plans remain preliminary, however, for the final decisions are made
by top editors, and in the front-of-the-book sections, by the flow of
events. In these sections, story lists are updated until the magazine
goes to press, and even afterwards, should important stories break,
although currently, the earlier closing of color pages restricts the
updating to pages using black-and-white photographs. Since magazines appear on newsstands on Monday, and in the subscribers' mailboxes on Tuesday, the editors want to be as current as possible, if only
to prevent being scooped by their rival.
Day 5 is sometimes described as cleanup day, when copy is "cleaned
up" and final changes required by top editors, researchers, reporters
--or by late events-are made. The office ambience becomes more
informal, as does the mode of dress, but the cleanup can last late into
the night. The cover-story writer may still be at work on the last draft,
while other writers sit and wait as galley copy is "fitted" on "dummies," which may require them to add or cut some lines from their
stories. During this period, senior editors take care of administrative
chores and begin to think about next week's first story lists, for suggestions have already come in from many bureaus.
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The two-day weekend break begins, late at night on Day 5 (Friday
at Time, Saturday at Newsweek); the weekend skeleton crew, which
includes a top editor, is responsible for last-minute corrections or
additions. But if the story to be added is big enough, some people may
be back in the office on Day 6; and as they go to work, they hope that
their peers at the other magazine have stayed home, so that they can
be the most up-to-date.

===4----Sources
and Journalists

Journalists obtain the news from sources they observe or interview.
A complete study of the news should therefore include an investigation of both the individuals who become sources and the 99 percent
of the population that does not. Since sources represent organized and
unorganized groups (if not always intentionally), the study would
need to ask how and why they become sources, and how what they
do and say as sources relate to the groups they represent. I have not
carried out such a study, however; my observations are gleaned from
what I learned about sources in studying journalists and from the
sources I encountered during my fieldwork.
The relationship between sources and journalists resembles a dance,
for sources seek access to journalists, and journalists seek access to
sources. Although it takes two to tango, either sources or journalists
can lead, but more often than not, sources do the leading. Staff and
time being in short supply, journalists actively pursue only a small
number of regular sources who have been available and suitable in the
past, and are passive toward other possible news sources. In many
cases, national news organizations depend on the wire services or
other news media (local and national) to find them, after which they
assign their own reporters to get another version of, or angle on, the
story. In other instances, they wait for sources to make contact with
a reporter, and to sell him or her a story idea. There are notable
exceptions, of course, such as exposes, for which journalists will become exceedingly active in digging out sources; and the magazines
compete in part by discovering new sources who can shed additional
116
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light on important stories of the week. But often~ the national journalists follow the news.
This chapter deals with source availability-how sources and journalists obtain access to each other-and with source suitability-the
considerations which determine the newsworthiness of available
sources. Since journalists assume that they have a right of access to
everyone, little needs to be said about the ways in which they gain it.
Although I will report on some of the difficulties they encounter~ my
emphasis will be on how sources seek access to journalists.

Availability: Source-Journalist Relations
Journalists see people mainly as potential sources, but sources see
themselves as people with a chance to provide information that promotes their interests, to publicize their ideas, or in some cases, just to
get their names and faces into the news. In any event, sources can only
make themselves available; it is the journalists who will decide if they
are suitable. If so, the information offered is screened by the journalists' observations and interview questions. The source-journalist relationship is therefore a tug of war: while sources attempt to "manage"
the news, putting the best light on themselves, journalists concurrently
"manage" the sources in order to extract the information they want.
Looking at the tug of war from the perspective of sources suggests
that their successful access to journalists is shaped by at least four
interrelated factors: (1) incentives; (2) power; (3) the ability to supply
suitable information; and (4) geographic and social proximity to the
journalists. Of the four, the ability to provide suitable information is
crucial, but the other three factors enhance that ability. In fact, Molotch and Lester have suggested that the news is determined largely
by the power of sources to create suitable news. 1 Not all sources are
as powerful as the ones they discuss; but in the end, power of one kind
or another is highly instrumental, at least in the attempt to gain access.

Incentives: Eager, Agreeable, and Recalcitrant Sources
Since journalists must often let sources come to them, the news is
weighted toward sources which are eager to provide information.
Sources become eager either because they benefit from the widespread
and legitimated publicity the news media supply or because they need
the news media to carry out their duties.
Private firms can use advertising to obtain publicity, but even they
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prefer a news story about their activities, since it is more credible.
Public agencies, voluntary and professional organizations, and most
individuals either cannot afford or are not allowed to advertise; consequently, they depend on the news media for visibility. National politicians cannot long function without news publicity, while the power of
federal agencies to command an increased share of the federal budget
often depends on their ability to be in the news at the right time. The
point is obvious: individuals and groups whose well-being is achieved
and maintained by acting for or on behalf of constituencies must
become eager sources in the hope of reaching their constituents as
members of the audience. This helps explain why so much of the news
centers on public and other agencies which serve constituencies.
Eager sources eventually become regular ones, appearing in the
news over and over again. Most sources that appear intermittently are
agreeable; they do not need the news to survive but enjoy the benefits,
such as added prestige, that come from appearing in the national news
media. Permanently recalcitrant sources are few, although many
politicians and public officials who are normally eager sources will
quickly become recalcitrant when the news hurts them or their cause.
One permanently recalcitrant source is the organized or unorganized
underworld; as a result, its leaders usually make the news only when
they are murdered or imprisoned. Another group includes CIA and
FBI officials responsible for "covert actions"; they were able to stay
out of the news until congressional investigators and journalists armed
with the Freedom of Information Act went to work.
Being a recalcitrant source is less a matter of incentive than of
power to refuse access to reporters. Corporate officials and others who
operate without public funds-and some who do-are often able to
bar reporters, but public officials are legally required to be available
for public inspection even if they try to circumvent the relevant laws.
The privacy of private enterprise is less easily invaded, which is why
the news contains fewer moral disorder stories about it than about the
government. Still, even powerful recalcitrants, including private agencies, can bar journalists only at some risk, for nothing whets journalistic hunger for a good story as much as being denied access, which may
result in the scheduling of an expose.
The investigative reporting required for an expose is expensive and
not always productive, for reporters must usually be assigned to the
story for weeks, if not months, thus making them unavailable for other
stories; and sometimes, months of investigation may not produce a
suitable story. As a result, most news media resort to investigative
reporting only when they cannot obtain access any other way or,
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equally often, when they need a circulation or rating booster. However, some reporters who are refused access will work long overtime
hours to pursue a recalcitrant source on their own.
The ability of recalcitrant sources to bar access is balanced by a
countervailing process. Organizations often become recalcitrant because of internal controversy or turmoil, which may spawn sources
inside the organization eager to leak information, anonymously, either
to expose immoral behavior or to publicize their side of the controversy. During Watergate, the more the White House tried to prevent
leaks, the more it increased the eagerness of other officials to supply
news about people whom they wanted exposed and forced out of the
government.

The Power of Sources
I noted earlier that while in theory sources can come from anywhere, in practice, their recruitment and their access to journalists
reflect the hierarchies of nation and society_ The president of the
United States has instantaneous access to all news media whenever he
wants it; the powerless must resort to civil disturbances to obtain it. 2
Of course, powerful sources rarely use their power to bully their
way into story lists; indeed, they use their power to create suitable
news. Nor are story selectors easily bullied; they retain the right to
choose suitable sources, and even the president is sometimes not
deemed sufficiently newsworthy. Also, story selectors have little contact with sources, powerful or powerless; in fact, top editors and
producers· are quite isolated. Magazine editors do meet powerful
sources at special briefings with the president or high federal officials,
the luncheons and dinners they hold for presidential candidates or
other notables visiting New York, and the parties they attend after
working hours. These occasions do not, however, seem to provide the
powerful with useful access, as editors attending these functions often
complain that they are a waste of time. Television producers seldom
have the time to attend such occasions and may never meet their most
newsworthy sources; as one producer pointed out: "We work in hermetically sealed rooms." Anchorpersons are somewhat freer to get out
of the newsroom, however. Whenever the evening news originates
from Washington, the anchorperson has probably been invited to a
White House dinner or a personal interview with a high official.
The hierarchical structure of the news organization has a similarly
isolating effect, for contact with sources, powerful or not, is almost
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entirely left to reporters. To be sure, the president, or a corporation
president, can get on the telephone and suggest a story directly to a
top editor or producer; but for status reasons alone, powerful people
generally call the corporate heads of the news firms. The executives,
however, are restrained by the organizational division of labor, and
they pass on the story suggestion in such a way as to enable story
selectors to ignore it.
At the national level, power is generally exercised by refusing access
and is the primary form of censorship. The White House, the Pentagon, the State Department, and a few other agencies can plead "national security"; although the plea has been abused by more than one
government agency over the years, journalists still have to think twice
before going ahead. During the Vietnam War, the military sometimes
kept reporters away from battles which were going badly by withholding transportation to the war zone. 3
The military, like other institutions Goffman has aptly called total,
also has the power to discourage its members from talking to reporters. Through most of the war, reporters had difficulty interviewing
enlisted men, who were generally less optimistic than officers about
the progress of the war and the likelihood of eventual American
victory. In 1967, only 13 percent of the quotes in Newsweek's war
stories were from enlisted men. (Seventeen percent of the quoted
sources were generals, 33 percent were other officers, 13 percent were
noncommissioned officers, and 24 percent were civilIan officials and
"government spokesmen."4)
Powerful civilians can achieve a similar effect by restraining underlings from providing information and by punishing miscreants. In
1969, a magazine reporter alerted his editors to the news that King
Hussein of Jordan was receiving large amounts of money for personal
use from various governments, but the reporter warned that under no
circumstance could the story be published because the source would
be "compromised." Not until 1977, when CIA files became available
to American journalists, did the story become news. The more powerful a politician, the harder it is for a reporter to find someone who will
talk; thus, one early indicator of Richard Nixon's declining power was
the number of people ready and able to leak information. At the same
time, reporters who come up with stories that are explicitly or implicitly critical of powerful sources must provide considerable evidence to
substantiate their facts, for such stories will result in an angry call
from the source, and executives cannot defend reporters whose evidence is not convincing.
Sources with less power can normally gain access only with an
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unusually dramatic story; on the other hand, as power decreases, so
does the ability to bar access. Reporters can intrude on the privacy of
ordinary individuals who have been struck by tragedy to ask them
what they are feeling; they dislike the practice but continue doing so
only for fear that their competitors will scoop them. Very poor people
can stave off access, however, because reporters, like other nonpoor
people, are reluctant to go into poor neighborhoods. The inability of
white reporters to enter the ghetto slums during the disturbances of
the 19608 thus created instantaneous jobs for black reporters.

Ability to Supply Suitable Information
Given the journalists' insatiable appetite for story ideas and stories,
sources which are able to supply suitable news can overcome deficiencies of power. Even so, the ability to be newsworthy itself requires
resources and skills, many of which go hand in hand with economic
power, at least, and are possessed by only a few.
Perhaps the most able sources are organizations that carry out the
equivalent of investigative reporting, offer the results of their work as
"exclusives," and can afford to do so anonymously, foregoing the
rewards of publicity. The FBI has often supplied detailed information
about the misdeeds of American politicians whose political careers it
wanted to end. In 1977, a story about the alleged appointment of a
new head of the Mafia turned out later to have been leaked by the
Drug Enforcement Administration. According to one reporter, the
DEA supplied the story "because this is the hood they know a lot
about, so when they bring him down, they can say: 'Oh wow! What
a catch we got here. This is the boss of all bosses!' "5 The news which
these agencies supply always serves their organizational self-interest
in one way or another; journalists may know this, but in return, they
initially secure a monopoly on a sensational story and can thereby
scoop their competitors.
A related practice, sometimes called news saturation, is the proliferation of so much information by the source that some of it cannot help
but turn into news, concurrently placing less well organized sources
with more accurate information at a disadvantage. The Washington
and Saigon Pentagons were able to saturate the news media with
inflated body counts and successes in winning the hearts and minds
of the South Vietnamese population, whereas the anti-war movement
lacked the resources to rebut more than a fraction of these reports,
even when it had convincing evidence.
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AIl organizations, including those with only minimal resources, can
and do send "handouts" to the news media; but at the organizations
I studied, these are seen only by secretaries, and often they go into the
wastebasket unopened. Large corporations and government agencies
send films and film clips, but the networks use them only when they
cannot do their own filming. Stories about the air war in Vietnam were
sometimes accompanied by Pentagon film because the reporters
lacked their own planes and were unable to accompany pilots on
bombing raids. Corporate film is generally unusable because it mentions or shows the company's product.
Still, affluent organizations have an advantage in the competition to
gain access to journalists, for they can preschedule their activities so
as to satisfy the news organizations' continued need for anticipated
stories. A similar advantage accrues to organizations that can supply
either newsworthy spokespersons or sources who are able to make
themselves available to reporters at short notice, give them the time
and information they need, and do so at no cost to the journalists.
News organizations are unique among commercial firms in that the
raw material from which they produce the news is itself obtained
without charge; except in the rare instances of "checkbook journalism," they do not pay their sources. Consequently, the news media are
especially attractive to sources that need publicity but not money. Not
paying sources for news thus produces an implicit class, bias, although
so would paying for the news. Journalists also object to helping publicity seekers, but if these persons can provide suitable stories, their
motives are sometimes ignored. Public officials are not deemed to be
publicity seekers unless they are unwise enough to supply information
that only reflects glory on themselves. Because journalists do not pay
sources, they often attract individuals and groups who are paid by
someone else to be sources. Reporters try hard to avoid public-relations personnel, and instead gain access to agency heads and corporate
executives, whose prime duty is also public relations.
Media Events
Sources also gain an advantage in the competition over access to
journalists when they are sufficiently able and ingenious to create
activities that exist solely, or mainly, to be covered by the news media
-which are therefore called media events. However, not all media
events are newsworthy; in addition, journalists object to being "used"
by sources. If they suspect that an event is being staged for their
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benefit, they may refuse to cover it. In the 1960s, civil-rights and
anti-war groups were sometimes accused of scheduling demonstrations solely for the television cameras. As a result, producers grew
suspect of all but the largest demonstrations. Conversely, they were
less reluctant to cover press conferences, hearings, or campaign stops
and other media events created by official agencies. Not only are these
agencies regular sources, but the events they create are frequently
judged to be important news (see Chapter 5). In recent years, however,
journalists have expressed their resentment over the proliferation of
media events by turning the creation of a media event into a story. As
party conventions and campaign whistle stops have been designed first
and foremost for television, journalists report how and why they have
been so designed. Voters are increasingly exposed to election stories
that show how politicians use the news media to seek their votes.
Media events have also been criticized by nonjournalists. Boorstin
has suggested that they, as well as many prescheduled activities that
become anticipated stories, are "pseudo-events" and should not be
treated as news. 6 Boorstin's critique expresses a meritorious bias for
spontaneity. But a taboo on pseudo-events would limit journalists to
covering breaking news, in which case none could ever fill their newsholes, and the news media would eventually disappear-as would
many national organizations which stage media events to reach a
geographically distant or scattered constituency.
Although media events are staged, the actual pseudo-event is the
activity staged for the physically present audience, which serves only
as a foil to reach the absentee audience. Presidential press conferences
are not held for the attending journalists, nor are campaign whistle
stops held for the people brought together by advance men and
women. These are only occasions to enable politicians to communicate
with the voters.
A general taboo on media events would also disadvantage sources
that lack other means for supplying suitable news, such as groups with
unpopular views and small constituencies which must organize protests staged for the television cameras, and powerless populations
which can communicate their plight to the nation only by engaging
in activities that become social disorder stories. Admittedly, journalists are put in a difficult position when terrorist groups or individuals
commit crimes in order to attract attention to themselves or their
demands from a large audience. Even so, a decision to ignore them is
not only selective censorship but could lead to an escalation of terrorist acts, for the terrorists might then commit crimes of a magnitude
which no journalist could afford to ignore.
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In one sense, however, all activities that become news stories are
media events; whether activities are spontaneous or staged is less
important than whether or not they appear in the news. Of course,
spontaneous events are not quite the same as staged ones; but the
moment both types become news, they can affect the subsequent
course of events. 7 In either case, the aim of journalists to avoid influencing the course of events is frustrated. While activities staged to
reach a national audience should be identified in news stories as media
events, the concern about such events seems to me to be misplaced.
The more serious problem is that the ability of sources to gain access
to journalists, either with staged or spontaneous events, is unequally
distributed. (In Chapter 10, I shall argue that this ability should be
equalized.)
A very different kind of media event occurs when journalists stage
activities for their own benefit, either when they are short of news or
are falling behind in the competition. Staging by journalists is strictly
prohibited, and my impression is that it happens very rarely in the
national news media. Reporters may occasionally resort to it when
they think they cannot be detected; during the ghetto disturbances,
they were accused of urging participants to throw stones for the
benefits of the camera. Film editors usually can notice staging, and
suspicious film is not used. 8 Hoaxes impair the journalists' credibility,
and stagers ate punished. (Restaging to improve the quality of a story
is permissible, however, and will be discussed in Chapter 5.)

Geographic and Social Proximity
Sources may be eager, powerful, and ready to supply suitable information, but in order to gain access and overcome the isolation within
which story selectors normally function, they must be geographically
and socially close to the journalists. (Reporters must also be close to
sources to which they want to gain access, but they are more mobile,
at least physically, than sources.)
Geographical proximity is achieved, both for sources and journalists, by the establishment of bureaus. In his study of NBC News,
Epstein showed that domestic news came mainly from or near the
cities in which NBC had bureaus. 9 However, bureaus tend to be
located where the most suitable news is likely to be gathered, and new
bureaus are established when a critical mass of stories has appeared
on story lists. In addition, the wire services have created a far-flung
geographical network of "stringers," who fill many gaps left uncov-
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ered by bureaus. A mapping of all wire-service stringers would probably show that large areas of the country, especially rural sectors and
low-income neighborhoods, remain uncovered.
Still, even geographical proximity cannot guarantee social proximity. Powerful or skilled sources know how to make contact with
reporters; but many people-perhaps most-lack this knowledge.
Few even know how to contact reporters affiliated with their local
news media, and the reporters serving the national news media are
socially and otherwise far more distant. In fact, many of the features
about ordinary people that appear in the national news are brought
to the attention of story suggesters by local Chambers of Commerce
and similar organizations skilled in getting in touch with journalists.
Social proximity is, moreover, influenced by all the structural and
demographic factors that shape other social relationships, thereby
enabling people of similar backgrounds and interests to make contact,
and obstructing those who differ. After all, journalists are also members of society. Upper-middle-class sources, for example, are not likely
to have difficulty reaching reporters and may even have a mutual
friend; people of lower social status often do not know how to deal
with professionals, and fear rejection to begin with.
Class and other differences which restrain potential sources also
create difficulties for reporters seeking access to sources. They find it
easiest to make contact with sources similar to them in class position,
as well as race, age, and other characteristics; they encounter the same
communication problems, fears, and hostility as do other professionals when dealing with poor people. These barriers particularly intrude
when a story requires contact with ordinary people. Reporters assigned to cover a new social problem or lifestyle often begin by calling
up friends, asking them for the names of friends and acquaintances
who can serve as sources. In the process, reporters inevitably select
sources of roughly equivalent status, which helps explain, in part, why
so many magazine feature stories are about the upper middle-class.
Upper-class people who are not eager to be sources have many
means of preserving their invisibility, which frustrate both journalists
and sociologists. Television news can call on anchorpersons whose
celebrity status gives them instant entree to famous, powerful, and
prestigious people, whereas newsmagazines can normally rely on editors or writers from high-status backgrounds.
When the story calls for working-class or poor sources, reporters
generally call up churches or branches of middle-class voluntary organizations located in poor neighborhoods, which then supply the
people they know best, who are often the upwardly mobile joiners. A
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network reporter assigned to find people for a film on the unemployed
had a more difficult time. She was reluctant to look for them on street
corners or to knock on doors, and the local unemployment office
would not supply names. After a week of failure, a colleague told her
about a letter, written to the network by an unemployed viewer, which
enabled her to contact a congressman mentioned in the letter, who in
tum gave her the names she needed.
As a result, national journalists-but I suspect local ones as wellmove within a relatively small and narrow aggregate of sources, which
is dominated by the people they contact or who contact them regularly. When I began my fieldwork, I assumed that journalists, especially reporters, knew more about America than anyone else--{)r at
least more than campus-bound sociologists-but this is not the case.
Journalists obtain their information about America from their customary sources; from what they themselves read in the paper; and,
because they. have trouble crossing the social barriers that separate
them from strangers, from what they learn from peers and personal
contacts, notably relatives and friends.
Peer and Personal Sources
Peer sources are closest at hand, for story suggesters and selectors
spend as much time as possible perusing other news media for their
own use. Most often, they analyze an already published story for new
"angles," different ways of conceptualizing or covering it; then they
assign the idea to their own reporters as a new story.
Peer sources are useful in two other ways. First, the prior appearance of a story elsewhere means that a peer has already judged its
availability and suitability, thus eliminating the need for an independent decision. The New York Times is a primary peer source inasmuch
as the size and quality of its editorial and reporting staff are taken as
guarantors of the best professional news judgment; but the Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, and a few southern, midwestern,
and western papers are also used for story ideas. Second, prior publication is taken to be a sign that the topic has audience appeal. This
applies especially to "trend stories," which report the arrival of an
up-and-coming politician, author, or entertainer; a new fad, lifestyle,
or social problem.
Personal sources are primarily family members, other relatives,
friends, neighbors, and people journalists meet at parties. If these
people are talking excitedly about a new trend that has not yet been
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reported in the national media, a potential story is in the offing.
Personal sources are useful in part because of their credibility, which
accrues from their close association with the journalist. They are also
considered representative of the audience; consequently, their excitement about a new trend leads story selectors to assume that the
audience will be interested once the story appears.
Children and their friends are important personal sources, for they
keep their journalist-parents in touch with what is going on in the
nation's high schools and colleges; in addition, they are likely to be
the "trend spotter's" first informants about a new teenage fad or
popular entertainer. During the late 19608, young people also pressured their parents into becoming more favorably inclined toward the
anti-war protest, although most reluctant parents were converted by
the police action at the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago.
Some editors and producers were angered because the police beat up
their reporters, but one senior editor adopted a more favorable view
of the anti-war protesters because "those [beaten-up demonstrators]
were our children."
Top and senior editors are expected to attend New York parties,
where they can meet public officials, leaders of various professions,
assorted celebrities, and, occasionally, intellectuals. One candidate for
a top editorship was deemed ineligible by some of his colleagues
because he refused to attend these functions. While journalists rarely
come back with an immediately usable story idea, they nevertheless
make contact with people who are often in the news, and they hear
what newsworthy people are talking about. One magazine decided to
run a cover on malpractice partly because an editor, who lived in a
suburban community full of doctors, reported that it was a central
topic of conversation at the parties he had attended. 10 Then, too,
journalists have friendships that were made at college or at the start
of their careers, and these individuals sometimes become exclusive
sources. In 1975, Newsweek was able to run an exclusive cover story
on the making of the film Nashville because its film critic was a friend
of Robert Altman's; that same week, Time devoted its cover to the
making of Jaws, its film critic being an old friend of Steven Spielberg's.
Journalists also treat themselves as sources. Although their long
work hours do not leave them much time for other pursuits, what they
experience at home and in their communities becomes grist for the
story-selection mill. Journalists are not immune from familial problems; and while these are not often discussed at editorial meetings or
in office conversations, their existence creates a ready interest in stories about the problems of two-career families, child-rearing difficul-
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ties, and adolescent "dropouts." The occasional but recurring interest
ofjournalists in stories about "male menopause" may reflect the feelings of writers and reporters in their mid-forties who realize that they
will never become editors or famous freelancers.

Logistics and Availability
I should note that the foregoing analysis has emphasized the social
aspects of source availability, but in a production process dominated
by deadlines, sources are sometimes unavailable for a variety of logistic reasons. People who want to be in the news or whom journalists
want to reach may be out of town; camera crews may not be in the
right place at the right time, often because there are too few of them,
especially in Washington. Cameras can break down, and film is sometimes overexposed or underexposed; before foreign film was transmitted by satellite, Vietnam battle film occasionally could not be used
because the couriers bringing it into the West Coast studios were
caught in late-afternoon traffic jams in San Francisco or Los Angeles.
The networks suffer more from such problems than do magazines,
but from time to time, all news media lose stories they want because
the sources are unavailable. These difficulties loom large for journalists, but they are rarely publicized, for admitting to them reflects on
the journalists' ability to get the news. However, they do dominate the
post-mortem discussions that journalists hold when they are finished
with their work and can see what their competitors have done; if
problems continue, people are fired and production processes are
reorganized.

Suitability: Source Considerations
The suitability of available sources is determined by the journalists,
who make their judgments on the basis of a number of interrelated
source considerations. The considerations are interrelated because
they have one overriding aim: efficiency. Reporters who have only a
short time to gather information must therefore attempt to obtain the
most suitable news from the fewest number of sources as quickly and
easily as possible, and with the least strain on the organization's
budget.
Source considerations come into play at the start of story selection,
when little is as yet known about the stories but the sources relevant
to them may be familiar and can be evaluated. Even so, these consider-
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ations are always applied in conjunction with others, especially story
suitability. Altogether, I identified six major source considerations at
the news media I studied.
1. Past suitability. If sources have provided information leading to
suitable stories in the past, they are apt to be chosen again, until they
eventually become regular sources. However, regulars are liable to
supply repetitious information over time; as a result, journalists become "bored" with some of them, dropping them from the news
"because we've seen them too often lately." To be sure, story selectors
cannot often be bored by the president of the United States, but they
can be bored by sources representing single-purpose organizations,
who must continually deal with the same issue. This helps explain why
black militants and leaders of the poor during the 1960s were newsworthy for only a short time. Experts who dwell on the same theme
continually suffer the same fate. In 1975, Newsweek's top editors hung
a map of a fictitious island in their editorial meeting room, to which
they "banished" sources who, in their judgment, had appeared too
often in their magazine. The normal term of banishment is one year.
2. Productivity. Sources are judged by their ability to supply a lot
of information without undue expenditure of staff time and effort.
Although reporters do not shrink from whatever legwork is necessary,
they and their superiors must keep logistics in mind; as a result, they
try to minimize the number of sources to be consulted. This partially
accounts for the predominance of high public officials in the news: as
spokespersons for their agencies, they can spare journalists time and
effort by eliminating the need to interview other agency members.
Productivity also explains the emphasis on government plans and new
policies in the news; these can be obtained from the official announcing
them, whereas stories about the implementation and effects of policies
require interviews with many people. Of course, if the story calls for
a large number of interviews, they will be done, in which case, reporters will seek out central clearing houses that can quickly supply
names. In 1968, Newsweek planned an education cover that included,
among other things, biographies. of a number of college graduates.
Bureau reporters who were assigned to locate possible candidates
headed for the alumni offices of nearby colleges, which provided them
with the names of their more successful alumni; this biased sample
forced the senior editor to request a second round of interviews, to
discover alumni who had not-or at least, not yet-achieved the
American Dream.
3. Reliability. Story selectors want reliable sources whose information requires the least amount of checking. However, if a story or a
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fact is controversial or not readily believed, reporters are then expected to gather proof from at least two separate and independent
sources.
When reporters can explicitly attribute information to a source,
they do not have to worry about reliability (and validity), the assumption being that once a story is "sourced," their responsibility is
fulfilled, and audiences must decide whether the source is credible. A
magazine writer once pointed out that "we don't deal in facts but in
attributed opinions." Nevertheless, an unreliable source can damage
journalistic credibility.
4. Trustworthiness. When reliability cannot be checked quickly
enough, story selectors look for trustworthy sources: those who do not
limit themselves to self-serving information, try· to be accurate, and,
above all, are honest. Reporters keep a continuing check on the
honesty of sources, remember when they have been lied to, and inform
story selectors accordingly while selling them story ideas.
Journalists harbor a pervasive distrust of their sources, since so
many come to them with self-serving motives that they are not always
inclined to be completely honest. Much of the cynicism attributed to
journalists is actually their distrust of sources, and the greatest distrust
is felt for politicians, who are deemed to be inherently "two-faced"
and inconsistent.
Journalists often have difficulty in judging the trustworthiness of
their sources. Those they talk with frequently can be evaluated over
time, which is another reason why story selectors prefer regular
sources. When they cannot get to know their sources and thereby get
a "feel" for them, they rely on other indicators. Sources who cooperate
with journalists and treat them cordially are apt to be trusted more
than others; so are sources who take reporters into their confidence
and explain why they must be inconsistent. Sources in positions of
formal authority are considered more trustworthy than others; beyond that, journalists apply the same criteria professionally that they
and others use in everyday life, placing greater trust in people who are
similar to them. Accordingly, conservatives and liberals are trusted
more than ultraconservatives and socialists, pragmatists more than
ideologists; upper-middle-class people more than others. This is why
socially proximate sources, such as peers and friends, are so frequently
used.
5. Authoritativeness. All other things being equal, journalists prefer
to resort to sources in official positions of authority and responsibility.ll They are assumed to be more trustworthy if only because they
cannot afford to lie openly; they are also more persuasive because their
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facts and opinions are official. When stories become controversial,
journalists can defend themselves before news executives by having
relied on authoritative sources. Moreover, story suggesters can sell
stories from these sources more easily than from others.
6. Articulateness. When sources are interviewees, they must be able
to make their point as concisely, and preferably as dramatically, as
possible. Television interviewers achieve conciseness to some extent by
rehearsing; in fact, all interviewees, famous or otherwise, are normally
"fed" questions off-camera until they have fonnulated a concise answer. Television reporters also look for interviewees who speak in the
standard (national middle-class) English dialect that most of the audience is thought to understand most easily; unless absolutely necessary,
they try to stay away from sources using lower-class dialects.
The newsmagazines also look for articulate sources, but conciseness
and standard English can be achieved through editing. Editors are
allowed to alter quotes accordingly, a practice one of them called
"helping the quoted guy." Sources given to poor grammar or convoluted syntax are normally helped in this fashion; in 1968, a college
president who was thought to have become incoherent as a result of
student protest on his campus was edited to satisfy the expectation
that college presidents are coherent. 12 Nevertheless, the magazines
also prefer sources who speak standard English; an education editor
pointed out that "the best schools give us the best interviews."

Beat Reporters and General Reporters
Source considerations are applied mainly in story selection, but
sources also help shape the news during story production. I did not
systematically study what sources do and say-or do not do and say
-in front of reporters, but I was able to examine how reporters deal
with sources.
Reporters are normally divided into two categories: beat reporters,
who cover a specific and bounded turf; and general assignment reporters (here called general reporters), who cover everything else and
therefore appear on many different turfs. Beat reporters and general
reporters bring different levels of prior knowledge to bear on their
contacts with sources and enter into different relationships with them,
out of which come different kinds of information.
Most beat reporters are locational; they cover either a region or,
in Washington, a federal agency. (The latter I shall hereafter call
agency beat reporters.) Other beat reporters are substantive: they
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report on education, the law, science, or the economy.
A concurrent classification of reporters divides them into generalists and specialists; and while all general reporters are generalists, so
are many beat reporters. The bureau staffers who collect the news
from an entire region must keep up with so many different substantive
topics that they remain generalists. Reporters with agency beats, such
as White House correspondents, become specialists on White House
politics but remain generalists about the specific issues with which the
president deals from day to day. Substantive beat reporters are the
only true specialists, but even they must range over wide territories.
A science reporter who is a specialist in the natural sciences becomes
a generalist when assigned to a story about the social sciences.
Only a few news media have set up substantive beats. Television is
at one end of the spectrum; it has only a handful of substantive beats,
in science, health, ecology, and the economy. The newsmagazines are
at the other end of the spectrum, for the back-of-the-book sections are
written by people who become specialists on most stories. Although
they are not supposed to do their own reporting, they sometimes do
so nevertheless, since the bureau reporters may not understand the
experts who are the major sources for the back-of-the-book sections. 13
While substantive beats have increased manifold in the last twenty
years, all journalists are still expected to be generalists, able and
willing to cover anything and everything at a moment's notice. (They
are also expected to have one universal specialty: politics. This is one
reason why domestic news pays less attention to issues than to the
politics surrounding them.) General reporters may be assigned substantive beats without knowing anything about the subject and, consequently, do not become specialists until they have occupied the beat
for some time. (Section writers at the newsmagazines sometimes go off
to a relevant professional or graduate school for six months or a year
to hasten the acquisition of specialist knowledge.) Nevertheless, specialists do not necessarily stay on a beat permanently; they may become bored with it, but more often, they give it up when it is no longer
newsworthy. Education, for example, was a lively and prestigious beat
during the period of campus growth and unrest, but during the 19708,
it has become a less desirable beat to cover.

Agency Beat Reporters '4
Since the predominant amount of domestic news originates from
Washington, the agency beat reporters who cover the White House,
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Capitol Hill, and the federal agencies playa far more central role in
national news than the reporters attached to other bureaus. Washington's agency beat reporters virtually live in and with their beat, and
thus develop close relationships with their sources. They function
much like participant-observers in sociology, and their sources become what sociologists call informants, keeping reporters up-to-date
on what is happening inside the beat and supplying unofficial, "inside," and secret information to them. In addition, the beat reporter
quickly picks up the gossip and rumors that are generated in every
social setting.
Being on the inside enables beat reporters to gather information that
lends itself to dramatic inside stories; but at the same time, they must
concentrate on stories that please their sources, since angering them
may endanger their closeness or rapport, thus ending the reporter's
usefulness on the beat. As a result, beat reporters are drawn into a
symbiotic relationship of mutual obligations with their sources, which
both facilitates and complicates their work.
This symbiotic relationship develops in almost all beats, but it
becomes particularly problematic for agency beat reporters whose
stories have political implications. They can make news out of inside
information that aids an agency in its competition with other agencies
or helps it get its message ~nto the White House, but they cannot so
easily propose stories which can hurt the agency.
Consequently, beat reporters must often practice self-censorship,
keeping their most sensational stories to themselves in order to protect
their beat. Reporters have some leeway: if they cannot get newsworthy
information, they cannot sell their stories, and thus their sources will
not receive publicity. Sources must occasionally grin and bear it when
reporters file displeasing news, especially if they need the reporters'
good will-and the publicity. When all reporters on an agency beat
have arrived at the same story, they can (and must) report it, for even
if their sources are displeased, their displeasure is less serious than that
of their editors or producers, who would not forgive them for failing
to cover a story that everyone else has reported. Moreover, at the
magazines, writers (who lack contact with or obligations to sources)
can be more critical than beat reporters, and sometimes, beat reporters
can feed them the necessary information without their sources holding
them responsible. Television reporters cannot hide behind writers,
however; and while they sometimes risk their rapport with sources for
the sake of a scoop, the source may then put pressure on a news
executive to restrain the reporter in the future (see Chapter 8). Indeed,
presidents and other public officials have periodically tried to have
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uncooperative reporters removed from their beat, but they have rarely
succeeded.
Nevertheless, sources have somewhat more power in the relationship than reporters, since they can punish reporters by withholding
information, thereby putting them at a disadvantage with peers from
competing news media. Consequently, beat reporters must frequently
calculate the costs and benefits of displeasing their sources with a
story, deciding whether to report it or to pass it up so as to maintain
the relationship for another day, when a much bigger story may come
their way that will justify the disruption of the rapport. Tom Wicker,
in explaining the beat reporter's resultant emphasis on "official" information, has suggested that "the political reporter would not be allowed the kind of leeway that any critic of the arts is allowed."ls
The need for beat reporters to censor themselves creates a vacuum
in the news that is filled by such columnists as Jack Anderson and the
late Drew Pearson. These journalists are free from any symbiotic
relationship because they do not occupy beats; instead, they get their
information from many sources, often on an unsolicited basis and as
anonymous leaks. Although many of the journalists I studied disparaged people like Anderson as gossip-mongers, they fill an important role in national journalism, even if some of their revelations
eventually tum out to be erroneous. 16
Politicians, of course, are well aware of these symbiotic relationships and try hard to co-opt reporters for their own purposes, "wining
and dining" them, giving them exclusive stories, or plying them with
secret information they cannot publish. Experienced beat reporters
seem to be able to escape co-optation, even while they enjoy being
flattered with invitations and unpublishable secrets; and they learn to
endure a politician's wrath when his or her flattery does not stave off
a critical story.
In Washington, the greatest temptation is always offered by the
president, for he can dispense exclusive interviews and invitations to
private White House parties; moreover, even the most jaded White
House reporter remains susceptible to the presidency's quasimonarchical mystique. Some politicians use charm to attract reporters, just as they attract staffs and constituents; John Kennedy, for
example, was able to form friendships with a number of journalists. 11
Surrendering to temptation may give reporters short-run advantages
over their colleagues, but it is fatal in the long run, for once reporters
have developed a reputation of having been co-opted, they lose the
confidence of their peers and superiors, and eventually are transferred
to another beat.
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The White House beat is atypical, however; elsewhere, beat reporters are somewhat more likely to be co-opted. Some federal agencies
demand agency loyalty from beat reporters; the Pentagon, for example, has long been known to withhold information from or to banish
reporters who do not adhere to the Pentagon "line." In less visible or
controversial agencies, co-optation proceeds almost unconsciously.
Beat reporters become identified with the sources with whom they
spend so much time, and they have little contact with an agency's
adversaries. They may not personally share the political values and
objectives of their sources, but they accept agency practices and let
themselves be used to advance agency objectives, particularly when
the result is a dramatic or exclusive story.
The reactions I have described are not unique to agency beat reporters, however, for bureau reporters covering a region begin to grow
fond of it, and reporters who cover a war zone identify with the people
to whom they are closest. An experienced war correspondent in Vietnam pointed out that despite his strong personal doubts about the
Vietnam War, "you get caught up, you are involved with the people
you are with-the GI's-not with the people being killed or the
civilians, but the G I's and you can't help that."
Whether reporters are restrained by symbiotic relationships with
sources or are co-opted or get "involved," their work may be affected
in the same manner. A number of media observers have argued that
the support of the national news media for the Vietnam War until the
1968 Tet offensive can be explained by the fact that as a result of
symbiotic relationships or co-optation, senior Washington reporters
communicated the government's information and line on the war to
their superiors in New York.
While many Saigon reporters began to express their doubts that the
war could be won long before the Tet offensive, their television reports
and magazine files were given less weight in New York, partly because
these reporters were younger and less experienced. Equally important,
New York considered them too close to the war itself, too affected by
the bloodshed they observed, and thus unable to obtain a sufficiently
broad view of the overall war effort. In addition, the Saigon reporters
were far away; and unlike their seniors in Washington, they could not
make their case often enough and in sufficient detail with top producers and editors in New York. The Tet offensive had a traumatic impact
on New York, and several national news media sent top people, including Walter Cronkite, to South Vietnam to assess the situation for
themselves. Subsequently, virtually all of them began to question, in
editorials or story conclusions, whether the war could be won. Some
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even suggested it should not be won, although none became so dovish
as to agree with the anti-war protesters. 18
A similar pattern developed at the time the civil-rights movement
set up Resurrection City in Washington to dramatize the demands of
the black poor. Reporters from the Washington bureaus, accustomed
to the relatively tidy bureaucracies of their beats, were upset by the
chaotic administration of Resurrection City, whereas Atlanta reporters on the scene were more tolerant, for having covered the civil-rights
movement regularly, they were used to the chaos in which the movement, like all underfunded and understaffed groups, operated.
All bureaus see America from a somewhat different perspective,
and New York always assumes that bureaus are too close to the trees
to see the forest. New York is the final arbiter because it is "headquarters"; but some journalists argue that New York is the best arbiter
because it is not a major source of national political news. As Harry
Reasoner put it: "I think there is a kind of incestuous journalism in
Washington. That's why I'm glad that ... the network broadcasts
come out of New York, which is a non-town. It's not anybody's
hometown."19
New York recognizes the dangers of co-optation on some beats; as
a result, war reporters, and White House and foreign correspondents
are periodically rotated to other beats, as are reporters traveling with
a presidential candidate, who are routinely switched to covering his
opponent midway in the campaign. More often than not, reporters
welcome the change in assignment, for many are generalists at heart
and eventually become bored with contacting the same sources and
doing what they perceive as the same story day after day.
Some reporters stay on the same Washington beat for many years,
however; and because of their seniority and their ties to senior government officials, they become, and encourage their news organizations
to become, a fourth branch of government. 20 Still, even beat reporters
serving briefer terms are drawn into quasi-governmental roles, indirectly because their stories have implications for future agency decisions and directly because their sources may use them to fight their
rivals or to launch policy trial balloons. Washington reporters also
become representatives of the citizenry, for when the statements and
actions of agency heads, particularly the president, are intended to
affect public opinion, they are often designed most immediately to
affect the reporters. The White House press corps is thus assumed to
react for the country as a whole.
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Substantive Beat Reporters
Substantive beat reporters-and at the magazines, section writers,
who also occasionally function as reporters-are responsible for a very
broad range of subject matter, since "specialties" such as science or
education include many disciplines, agencies, and institutions, some
local, some nationwide. Substantive beat reporters therefore cannot
become participant-observers in one agency; instead, they must keep
up with many more sources and on a less intense basis than agency
beat reporters. They identify with their beats, but less so with individual sources. Nevertheless, they develop close relationships with a few
regular sources, especially those knowledgeable about many subjects
in the reporter's beat, which is, of course, why these sources are
sometimes banished when they are interviewed or quoted too often.
Substantive beat reporters also develop symbiotic relationships with
their most regular sources; but while they may gather "inside dope,"
it is normally of interest to so few people, among their superiors or
the audience, that reporters gain little and lose much by disrupting
their rapport with sources on whom they depend. Scandals in a public
agency are always newsworthy, but those in a professional organization, an academic discipline, or a university are much harder to sell
to story selectors, who must keep a lay audience in mind.
Substantive beat reporters are also co-opted but for a different
objective. Insofar as they popularize technical knowledge and publicize experts, they become ambassadors to the lay world for the specialties they cover. When sources in these specialties value publicity, the
journalists who cover them become more important than, say, Washington reporters, for there are relatively fewer journalists who report
on religion or education to a large national audience than there are
White House correspondents. Nonetheless, their ambassadorial power
is always limited. While they are expected to report and write so as
to maintain the attention and respect of experts, they are working
primarily to inform a lay audience. Experts who would like to communicate their ideas and findings to the nation are often stopped short
when reporters tell them that stories which may be highly newsworthy
within the expert's circles cannot be sold to a producer or editor who
must consider the lay audience. In recent years, many social-science
disciplines have tried to bring their findings to the attention of that
audience, only to discover that journalists are unable to help. Although both newsmagazines have established social-science beats (re-
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ported in Time's Behavior and Newsweek's Ideas sections), most of
the stories originate from that nonacademic discipline called pop psychology. Economists have a somewhat easier time breaking into the
national news media, but usually only those ready to be quoted on
topics that interest· consumers, victims of inflation, or investors.
General Reporters 21
A sizable proportion of the news is actually suggested and produced
by general reporters, and that proportion is dramatically increased by
the many beat reporters who are themselves generalists about much
that takes place in their beats.
General reporters differ from beat reporters in that they pursue
their work without significant prior knowledge about their assignments. They neither know much about the sources from whom they
obtain information nor spend much time with them. As a result, they
do not become involved in symbiotic relationships and are thus free
of the obligations to which beat reporters are subject. Like their eventual audience, general reporters are outsiders vis-a-vis most of the
sources they contact, coming to them with the same kind of lay
curiosity and knowledge. This affects what they observe, the questions
they ask when they interview, and the stories they produce.
Except for the rare cases in which they have done prior legwork on
stories they have suggested, general reporters come to their work de
novo. They are briefed quickly by assignment editors, or at the magazines by the persons who have drafted the queries; but they themselves
may be new to the story. In any case, general reporters almost never
have time to read background materials; usually, they do not even
have access to a morgue or library.
Some general reporting involves observation, but for the most part
it requires interviewing sources. Unless general reporters have been
instructed to interview specific people, they apply the source considerations. Not knowing the actors and activities they are to cover, they
naturally head for authoritative sources, whose productivity and trustworthiness are assumed. These sources, who are often public officials,
know that they are expected to give the reporter information without
demanding time-consuming efforts at creating rapport; but in the
process, they can also manage the reporter, who may lack the knowledge to ask searching questions.
When general reporters are observing, they add other reporters to
the list of sources. Whenever I accompanied reporters on assignments
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requiring observation, they spent as much time as possible with peers.
Competing reporters will not reveal information that promises to
result in an exclusive or a distinctive angle, but they will exchange
other observations, particularly on information about which they are
uncertain. They swap impressions on the trustworthiness of sources
and get together to try to make sense of ambiguous statements. At
demonstrations they always compare crowd estimates, so that they
can legitimate their own counts-or rather, guesses-by adjusting
them to those of peers.
This practice, which is pejoratively called the herd instinct, or
fraternization, is employed whenever uncertainty must be reduced,
and by beat as well as by general reporters. Crouse has shown to what
extent information and angles are swapped, compared, and agreed
upon in the reporting of presidential campaigns. 22 Sometimes fraternization becomes a protective device for reporters who have unearthed
a story that New York may not consider credible. When a number of
Saigon reporters exposed the corruption of the Diem government in
the early 19608, I suspect that their stories would not have been
believed if the men had been unable to exchange ideas. Given the
strong denials from American officials in Saigon, their respective editors in New York must have been reassured that other reporters had
reached the same conclusion.
When they are observing and interviewing at meetings, other public
events, and demonstrations, general reporters also talk with people in
charge and major speakers, but they rarely speak with ordinary people
or even participants in a demonstration unless absolutely necessary.
At anti-war demonstrations, television reporters sought out unusual
participants, such as people carrying National Liberation Front flags,
but they, and magazine photographers, normally stayed away from
rank-and-file demonstrators. I once spent a day with a respected magazine reporter at a civil-rights march; although he was there to do a
"mood piece," he never spoke with an ordinary marcher. The one time
I did observe a reporter talking with everyone he could buttonhole was
at a routine press conference held by a Democratic party leader; the
reason he did so, he explained later, was that he .was laying the
groundwork for his forthcoming assignment as a beat reporter: coverage of the party in the upcoming presidential election.
The reluctance to make contact with other than official and familiar
sources should not be surprising. Rushed reporters do not have time
to develop rapport with unfamiliar sources and go through the routines by which strangers become informants. Even when rapport is
quickly attainable, as it is for television reporters whose cameras offer
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the promise of getting on the air, unfamiliar sources may provide
information that cannot be assessed, thereby creating uncertainty.
Perhaps more important, unfamiliar sources may provide new or
contradictory information that complicates the general reporter's abil..
ity to generalize and summarize. All journalists must resort to data
limitation so as not to be flooded by more information than they can
process quickly and fit into limited air time or print space. Producers
encourage reporters not to shoot unnecessary footage for this reason,
while editors ask reporters to keep their files short. But general reporters have a more urgent reason for practicing data limitation. Coming
to their assignment with little advance knowledge, they have a slender
repertoire of angles that can easily collapse under the weight of too
much, or conflicting, information; moreover, they have little time to
reflect on the information they have gathered before completing their
story and going on to the next assignment.
The general reporters' lack of prior information also affects what
they see when observing. For one thing, being new to the scene, they
can be managed so that they observe only what sources want them to
observe. Television reporters are most easily managed, since they are
accompanied by highly visible camera crews. The occasional practice,
by American troops, of cutting off the ears of dead North Vietnamese
soldiers as souvenirs did not become news until very late in the war,
partly because American soldiers did not do so when the cameras were
around. But even print reporters are not likely to witness such scenes.
In addition, as transient and unprepared visitors, general reporters
often observe only the dramatic incident, not the routine social process. To be sure, this is what they are assigned to look for in the first
place; but even when their assignment is less specific, they are most
sensitive to the unexpected deviations from what they know or consider to be an accepted value, or to behavior which is abnormal or
unusually dramatic. In short, they see highlights.
In many ways, general reporters are like tourists, albeit in their own
culture; they seek out what is memorable and perceive what clashes
with the things they take for granted. Unlike sociologists, who can
spend enough time in the field to distinguish recurring from idiosyncratic behavior, reporters can see only the latter. Sent to report on a
political speech, they can observe the speaker becoming emotional,
but they cannot recognize the hidden agendas in the -speech or the
phrases that have double meanings.
When they interview sources, general reporters work under similar
conditions, with similar results. Assignment editors or queries ann
them with a few questions, but many are made up on the spur of the
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moment. Some are standard questions, developed by the profession for
specific types of sources; other questions derive from the reporters'
own conventional wisdom and common sense. As a result, the questions often reflect their professional or personal values. When they
interview experts, reporters draw on the lay knowledge they have of
the interviewee's expertise; when they interview people whose values
they do not share, their questions may be tinged with antagonism.
Because they deal with strangers, however, general reporters are
freed from the restraints under which beat reporters operate; they do
not have to worry about maintaining rapport with people they will
never see again, and can more easily ask leading, loaded, or provocative questions. Sometimes, such questions merely demonstrate the lay
knowledge of the general reporter, but often they are designed to draw
out sources in order to obtain a dramatic television spot or magazine
quote. A television reporter known for his bristling style explained:
"You want to get questions that force the person you're interviewing
to say something interesting; you have to do it to get him to expose
himself, to get him angry so he'll say something interesting. We don't
necessarily feel the way we sound." Beat reporters must remain more
polite. White House correspondents, for example, need to maintain
decorum, which puts them in a difficult bind. They cannot readily ask
the president searching questions that will produce news, for these
may anger him; and if the news conference is being televised, they
themselves are likely to be accused of being disrespectful. 23
The extent to which general reporters are free from restraints is
illustrated by what happens when they come to a community to
transform a local story into national news. National reporters are sent
out mainly for social and moral disorder stories; but as strangers
without prior knowledge, and lacking obligations to local sources,
they are free to emphasize the highlights. Assigned to report the most
dramatic incidents, they are often not around long enough to observe
the less dramatic ones. More important, they can ignore local rules
which obligate local reporters to minimize the disorder, either to
prevent it from escalating or to preserve the positive image of the
community.
The result almost always is a national story which, by local standards, is inaccurate and exaggerated. When the networks visited
South Boston in 1975 to report on the interracial violence generated
by school bussing, local reporters objected to the networks' failure to
note the calm amidst the storm and to abide by local rules against
escalating community conflict. 24 After Iowa school officials sought to
bus Amish children from their own school to the public school, they
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complained that the networks showed only the children running away
from the bus. According to a local journalist: "When our officials tried
to enforce the school laws that the Amish were breaking, the national
news media made it look like we were running a police state out
here."2s
The role that national reporters play is also demonstrated by their
absence. In an exhaustive study of the newspaper coverage of the
Santa Barbara oil spill of 1969, Molotch and Lester found that once
the dramatic oil spill had been reduced to a prosaic but nonetheless
permanent trickle, the out-of-state press withdrew its own reporters
and stopped using the locally written reports. Instead, they returned
to the sources they regularly consulted for stories on oil-the federal
government and the national oil companies-and subsequently reported only their claims that the spill was no longer a problem. 26 As
a result, local attempts to effect a permanent cleanup, as well as
conservationist policies to prevent future spills, never received national publicity.
Although the national news media frequently come to highlight
disorder, they may not always remain to see that in the long run order
restoration can also be a return to the status quo. At the same time,
they are often criticized for coming in the first place, for when disorder
news publicizes the plight of the powerless, local power holders charge
the national media with unwarranted meddling.
Finally, the general reporter's brief contact with unfamiliar sources
helps explain the many inaccuracies-some major, most minor-that
regularly creep into the news. Beat reporters also make mistakes, but
general reporters have to work hard just to get names right, and they
often lack time to be accurate about titles or biographical details. Not
knowing their sources well e~ough to discount self-serving information, they may report an opinion or a hopeful guess-for example, the
size of an organization's membership--as statistical fact. In this way,
enterprising politicians sometimes get inflated estimates of their support into the news, thus making themselves seem more powerful than
they actually are, while their opponents can only object to this misrepresentation. Occasionally, general reporters may cover only one
side of a story without ever knowing that there are other sides. Consequently, controversies of great importance to a small number of people
may be reported in the news from an unintentionally biased perspective; and unless letter writers provide corrective feedback, neither the
reporters nor their superiors ever learn what they have done. And even
when corrections are published, they rarely receive as much attention
as the original inaccuracy.
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Generalists and Specialists
Journalists commonly believe that America and other industrial
societies are becoming ever more complex. Although this belief is
hardly distinctive to journalists, journalism has been under pressure
to make use of more specialists. Nevertheless, the news is still gathered
mostly by generalists. One reason is economic, for general reporters
earn less and are more productive. Beat reporters can rarely produce
more than one story per television program or magazine issue, while
general reporters can be asked, when necessary, to complete two or
more assignments within the same time period.
Generalists also remain dominant because they are audiencerelated. Unlike specialists, they cannot become source-related, for
their contacts with sources are far too fleeting. Also, insofar as their
reporting relies on lay knowledge and preconceptions, they are likely
to ask questions which at least some audience members may also have
thought of asking. More important, the use of generalists ensures that
the audience will not be given more information, especially technical
information, than it is thought ready to pay attention to. According
to one top producer: "If a reporter is too close to a subject, he is
considered an expert. He does the audience no good, for he is too far
away to communicate with it. ... If the reporter moves into contact
with the audience, however, he establishes some communication with
it. Yet he is still closer to the news event than the audience. He is just
lucky enough to be in a more informed position."27
Of course, even specialists must be able to communicate with their
audience, and the specialists who write the magazine back-of-the-book
sections are apprised by their senior editors when they become too
"technical." Conversely, when important running stories dominate
the story lists for a considerable time, they are usually assigned to
generalists (both reporters and writers), who then become temporary
specialists. Even so, they are eventually taken off the story, either
because they become bored with it or because editors and producers
want a "fresh approach" so as to retain audience interest in it.
The continued reliance on generalists is supported by the inclinations, and the audience-related tasks, of top producers and editors.
Themselves generalists, they are never entirely comfortable with specialists. When an executive producer congratulated his economic reporter for a concise story on a complicated economic topic, he ended
his praise by adding: "You scare me with your information; I think
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we'll put you on another beat." As a result, specialists always worry
that they are becoming too technical for the audience or their superiors, and that they are being locked into a specialty that may lose its
newsworthiness in the future. For status reasons alone, specialists
cannot easily return to being general reporters; but at the same time,
they are often not thought suitable for promotion to producer and
editor positions, for these go to people who have remained generalists.
At present, then, specialists lead an uneasy existence in a generalist
profession.

Sources and the News
The means by which sources gain access to journalists, source considerations, and the relationships between reporters and their sources
feed into each other to create a cumulative pattern by which journalists are repeatedly brought into contact with a limited number of the
same types of sources. Eager and powerful sources which need to
appear in the news first become suitable because they can always
supply information, and then because they satisfy the source considerations for authoritativeness and productivity. The most regular
sources develop an almost institutionalized relationship with the news
organization, for beat reporters are assigned to them. The beat reporters become virtual allies of these sources, either because they develop
symbiotic relationships or identify with them in a process that anthropologists call going native. General reporters usually go to the
same kinds of sources and are managed by them as a result of their
own transience and lack of knowledge.
There are exceptions, to be sure. When breaking stories develop,
general reporters are freed to find the most relevant sources; and when
powerless sources can supply dramatic news, the standard source
considerations are temporarily set aside. Agency beat reporters can
occasionally alienate their sources without suffering a permanent loss
of rapport. Even so, on a day-to-day basis, they must side with their
sources. The Watergate scandals were not uncovered by White House
correspondents but by general reporters, who were then given the time
and resources to develop the expose. And when Watergate later became a beat, the reporters assigned to it did not gather their facts at
the White House. During this period, White House correspondents
could do little more than report the denials that came from the Oval
Office whenever a new scandal was uncovered.
The cumulative pattern that determines availability and suitability
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makes the public official the most frequent and regular source. I did
not count the number of times he or she appeared in television and
magazine news; but Sigal analyzed the origin of 2,850 domestic and
foreign stories that appeared in The New York Times and Washington
Post, and found that public officials were the source of 78 percent of
the stories. 28
The reliance on public officials, and on other, equally authoritative
and efficient sources, is almost sufficient by itself to explain why the
news draws the portrait of nation and society I reported in Part 1.
Sources alone do not determine the news, but they go a long way in
focusing the journalists' attention on the social order described earlier.
Neither do sources alone determine the values in the news, but their
values are implicit in the information they provide. Journalists do not,
by any means, parrot these values, but being objective and detached,
they don't rebut them either.
The one source that best fits the cumulative pattern is the president
of the United States. He and, even more so, those who can speak for
him or the White House are almost always and easily accessible. In
fact, they are available virtually round the clock, except during evening and other hours when "the lid is on," so that no one is available
to any reporter. The White House centralizes and releases a great deal
of information from other federal agencies; in addition, it regularly
creates "photo opportunities" and media events for the electronic and
print media. The president's position involves him in a sufficient number of conflicts and world-shaking issues so as to generate a steady
supply of suitable and, occasionally, dramatic news. The president is
thus also the most productive source of news. At the same time, he
is deemed the most authoritative and reliable-if not always trustworthy-source, as well as the best-known a"d most prestigious.
The president is a particularly suitable source for national news
because he is thought to be "speaking for the country," as one editor
put it; and according to an executive producer: "For all practical
purposes, he is the country." He is also the most economical to cover,
for he is almost always to be found in the White House; in addition,
he has a large staff of assistants who, paid from federal funds, are
responsible for the preparation of suitable news. Besides,. White House
beat reporters, cameras, and other tools of the trade are already in
place and no further funds need be spent to bring source and journalists together. Last but not least, the president is also the source for the
biggest story of all. As a Washington bureau chief once told me: "We
cover the president expecting he will die."

====5----Story SUitability

The New York Times announces every day that it contains "All the
News That's Fit to Print." The wording is arrogant, but the phrase
makes the point that the news consists of suitable stories. To determine story suitability, journalists employ a large number of suitability
considerations, all of which are interrelated. These can be divided into
three categories: substantive considerations judge story content and
the newsworthiness of what sources supply; product considerations
evaluate the "goodness" of stories; and competitive considerations test
stories for their ability to serve in the continuing rivalry among news
organizations to provide the most suitable news.
I distinguish among the various suitability considerations to emphasize that story selection involves more than story content. This is not
accidental, for if story selectors had to rely solely on substantive
considerations, they would need many hundreds, and in ranked order,
to be able to choose stories from the mass and variety of available ones.
Indeed, many suitability considerations are of the exclusionary type;
they exist to help story selectors cope with the oversupply of available
news. The~ are also relational: on a "slow news day," story selectors
may use stories they would ordinarily dismiss, though never happily
so.

Substantive Considerations
Story suggesters and selectors begin with substantive considerations. Stories are bought and sold on the basis of their content
summaries; once they enter the story list, the summaries are con146
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densed further, to four-to-six word labels. In this way, story selectors always remain aware of story content.
Substantively, stories can be either "important" or "interesting,"
the ideal being an important story that is also interesting. All journalists learn to distinguish these qualities in stories, but in and of themselves, the two terms are meaningless. Since an actor or activity can
be important to some sectors of America but not to others, or of
interest to some while boring to others, importance and interest are
not useful considerations until they acquire subjects and objects which
indicate to whom and for whom a particular story is important and/or
interesting, and by what criteria. When story selectors apply substantive considerations, they do so in terms of subjects and objects, thereby
making the considerations operational.

Story Importance
Importance judgments are applied to both actors and activities; for
domestic news, to be discussed here, the judgments are usually determined by four considerations. Stories become important by satisfying
one, and increase in importance with every additional one they satisfy.
1. Rank in governmental and other hierarchies. The federal government and its activities are always important, but the higher an actor:
is in the governmental hierarchy, the more his or her activities are of
importance. Although this consideration endows the government and
its hierarchy with journalistic legitimation and has numerous ideological implications, it exists for very practical reasons. National news
media cannot report all stories that affect the nation or the national
audience they serve; consequently, they need an exclusionary consideration that automatically limits the number of suitable stories.
Of course, journalists could attribute importance to other national
hierarchies: those based on power, wealth, or prestige. These are
difficult to identify or to agree upon, however. The governmental
hierarchy is visible and nicely rank-ordered, which facilitates journalists in making importance judgments. Equally relevant, it is widely
accepted as a symbol of the nation.
It goes without saying that the president is most important. In
the past, the newsmagazines ran a special subsection informally titled "The President's Week"; and although it has been eliminated,
much of the president's week is still reported. One summer, when
the president was on vacation and was clearly not minding the
ship of state, a top editor decided to break with tradition and omit
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the customary weekly picture of the chief executive. Although his
assistants supported his decision, he later changed his mind.
Journalists do not slavishly follow the governmental hierarchy
below the presidency; for instance, the Speaker of the House is not
important solely by virtue of his being fourth in line of succession. He
and other federal officials are judged by the extent to which they affect,
change, or oppose the president's policies, or affect the nation or the
lives of other Americans. On a slow news day, even a minor official
can become newsworthy by proposing a new policy or making a
dramatic statement; but story selectors may wait until the last moment
before reporting it in the hope that a more important story will suddenly break.
Actors outside the governmental hierarchy are harder to evaluate,
since journalists have no easy way of determining whether the head
of one corporation is more newsworthy than the head of another when
both do or say the same thing. This is one reason why nongovernment
officials appear in the news less often. Another, perhaps more significant reason is their sheer number: there are so many corporate heads
that journalists cannot report on more than a small fraction at best;
consequently, they need quickly and easily applied exclusionary judgments.
The most efficient criterion is, once more, the governmental hierarchy. Nongovernmental leaders who come into contact, and particularly into conflict, with that hierarchy become important. Moreover,
the higher their governmental contact, the greater their importance.
When corporate heads attack a presidential policy, they are more
likely to appear in the news than when they challenge an administrative regulation of a lowly government agency. All other things being
equal, their general visibility and the size of their organizations are
also taken into account; leaders of larger or more prestigious organizations outrank those of smaller or less prestigious ones.
Although this importance consideration overlaps with the source
consideration that encourages the use of authoritative officials, it does
not simply rationalize the choice of sources but functions as a separate
component of news judgment. That the two coincide only facilitates
and accelerates story selection.
2. Impact on the nation and the national interest. What affects the
nation-its interests and its well-being-is a complex question which
can be answered in many ways, but journalists resort to answers that
enable them to make fast story-selection judgments.
In the case of foreign news, the solution is easy: America is a unit
as it deals with other nations, and American citizens or organizations
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overseas become representatives of that unit when their constitutional
rights are threatened. In fact, journalists often follow American foreign policy in selecting foreign news because it supplies a quick and
easy importance consideration and because no other equally efficient
model is available. This solution also discourages State Department
criticism. While journalists do not generally make story choices to
minimize government criticism, they gain nothing by unnecessarily
provoking official criticism. They know that their audience is not
particularly interested in foreign news and would be unlikely to support them if the government chose to attack the news media for
harming the national interest.
The criteria that can easily be applied to foreign news, however, do
not suit the domestic scene, for the nation cannot often be treated as
a unit. Nor is there an efficient way to determine whether and in what
ways domestic actors and activities express the national interest. (This
is an additional reason why the president is thought to represent the
nation.) Story selectors assign importance to activities which are carried out by the entire nation, such as voting; and those which are
carried out in behalf of the nation, such as space exploration and
national anniversaries.
Because elections and anniversaries occur only periodically, journalists need more frequent domestic news, which they find in actors
and activities that express, represent, or affect the nation's values.
They do not have a list of national values, however; nor do they have
time to decide which of the values constantly pressed on them by
sources are truly national. Instead, story selectors fasten on the laws
of the land, which are beyond argument most of the time and can be
construed as official national values. But in the process, they add the
enduring news values (some of which I described in Chapter 2) that
they assume to be national values as well: ethnocentrism, altruistic
democracy, responsible capitalism, small-town pastoralism, individualism, moderatism, the preservation of social order, and the need for
national leadership.
Hundreds of magazine pages and hours of air time would be needed
if story selectors were to report every actor or activity expressing these
values. Instead, they apply an exclusionary consideration that is virtually part of the definition of news; national values become important
only when they are threatened or violated. The role of journalists is
to report, in the words of one top producer, "when things go awry,
when institutions are not functioning normally." This definition of
news awards importance to a wide variety of natural, social, and moral
disorder stories.
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A finding that institutions are not functioning normally requires
standards of institutional normality and abnormality, which can be set
either on empirical grounds, value grounds, or both. Political patronage jobs may be awarded frequently enough to be viewed as empirically normal, and they may be evaluated as normal by heads of pOlitical organizations but abnormal by political reformers. Story selectors,
having neither the time nor inclination to debate standards of normality, rely upon their own expectations about what is, and should be,
normal, often mixing the two. 1 These expectations, in turn, involve
reality and value judgments that journalists make intuitively (see
Chapter 6), but they are particularly guided by the enduring values
which suggest what ought to be normal. Accordingly, patronage remains abnormal, and therefore newsworthy.
Many more instances of abnormality occur, however, than can
possibly be considered important news. Consequently, story selectors
apply a further exclusionary consideration, which regards the rank
and power of those acting abnormally. High public officials who engage in abnormal behavior that violates national values are always
important news, but lesser Americans who do so must concurrently
threaten or engage in conflict or violence. Likewise, high officials make
important news when they disagree, but lesser Americans must resort
to protest;2 and the more highly ranked the target of protest or violence, the more important the story becomes. This is why the assassination of a president is the biggest story journalists can conceive, at
least in a nation in which revolution is an unlikely prospect.
Protest, especially the violent kind, is an easily applied indicator of
abnormality, whether the abnormality resides in the protesters or the
target of protest. But since considerations are always relational, indicators change in importance depending on the supply of available
news. During the late 19608, when protest stories were plentiful, story
selectors often ignored peaceful protests. During the 1970s, when they
became scarcer, protest of any kind once more became a prime indicator of importance; sometimes, new issues did not become important
until protest erupted. Medical malpractice developed into important
national news only after doctors resorted to demonstrations for the
first time. When New York City was threatened with default in 1975,
a scheduled mass protest by municipal employees persuaded one top
editor to put the default story on the cover; but when the demonstration was called off, the cover story was postponed.
Although the violation of national values is most newsworthy when
it involves national institutions, the number of such institutions is
limited. Consequently, journalists apply an inclusionary consideration
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in which they nationalize various institutions and symbolic complexes
(see Chapter 2). As a result, even the smallest locality can generate
important national news. In 1975, the decision by a tiny California
county to drop out of state and national welfare programs appeared
in several national news media because it represented an initiative
against Big Government. That same year, when five children living in
the ghetto of a small southern town died because the city had failed
to spray the area against mosquitoes, a top producer told the reporter
who suggested it that "you don't even have to sell me."
3. Impact on large numbers ofpeople. The most important story of
all is one that affects every American. The assassination or attempted
assassination of an American president is such a story because it is
thought to touch the entire population. But such news is rare; consequently, journalists assign importance to stories that affect large numbers; and the larger the number, the more important is the story.
During the stagflation of the early 1970s, for example, story selectors
paid more attention to inflation than to unemployment; at the start of
the energy crisis, they gave more play to gasoline shortages and price
increases than to other ramifications of the crisis.
Lacking data about how many people are affected by an event,
journalists make impressionistic judgments. One indicator is their
perception of the population, which is derived in part from the people
tl)ey know best. One newsmagazine often evaluated stories by the
extent to which they were thought to affect "our kinds of people," the
well-educated upper middle-class to which journalists belong and
which is a major constituency in the magazine readership.
A second indicator is the number of people who might eventually
be affected. Stories about floods, forest fires, and epidemics become
important news, because even if the number of victims is small, the
thought that a similar disaster could strike almost anywhere will affect
a much larger number of people. A related third indicator assumes a
similarity of interests among large sectors of the population. Television producers look for stories relevant to old people, assuming interest on the part of the many older viewers in the audience; thus, a story
about a new welfare program for rural old people was deemed important for the urban aged as well.
A final indicator applies journalistic values directly. Perceiving
America as a unit, journalists believe that people ought to be interested in important news because they should be informed citizens,
even if the news does not directly affect them. The national news
media continue to report foreign news for this reason alone, even
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though journalists know that many viewers and readers do not pay
close attention to it.
4. Significance for the past and future. News about the American
past is usually important, but it can be dealt with easily by keeping
track of anniversaries. The future significance of today's news is more
important; but because it is more difficult to assess it, journalists may
disagree. When, in 1977, James Schlesinger, then a presidential assistant, testified before a Senate committee about the president's proposal
to create a Department of Energy, one network's Washington bureau
felt that his testimony "didn't amount to anything"; but the other
networks decided that his prediction of future energy shortages was
important because they could affect the lives of many people. 3
Prediction is risky, and it is generally eschewed because an incorrect
guess impairs the journalists' credibility. Nor do journalists see their
role as writers of history; but at the same time, they do not want to
be accused later of havjng ignored events which, in retrospect, ultimately achieved historical significance. This is why they assign importance to record-breaking events and to firsts. Both are easily applied
indicators. Firsts are also automatically novel and therefore news
almost by definition. The first presidential primary remains important
news despite its ambiguous role in, and meaning for, the presidential
nomination process. 4
Variability in Importance Judgments
In the final analysis, importance judgments are made by individuals
or small groups; and even if all are journalists, their assessments,
particularly in estimating the future significance of a story, will inevitably differ at times. Also, because importance considerations are
general but must be applied to specific stories, individual story selectors may arrive at different conclusions as they proceed from the
general to the specific.
Moreover, inasmuch as story selectors are competing against their
peers at another network or magazine, they may assign news higher
importance on the basis of product or competitive considerations,
although usually these judgments affect the emphasis given a story
rather than its inclusion or exclusion. If a news program or magazine
has particularly exciting film or still pictures, or an interview with a
high official, the story may be given more importance; and its priority
will be further increased if the story is an exclusive. Organizational
factors also come into play. If an anchorperson argues strongly for the
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importance of a story, executive producers may not want to disagree.
CBS News has, over the years, given more play to space exploration
because Walter Cronkite is an enthusiastic space buff.
At times, story selectors react simply like the people and the members of nation and society that they always are. In the spring of 1975,
for example, Newsweek decided to run a cover about Ted Kennedy as
a possible presidential candidate, partly because the top editors felt the
current list of hopefuls was undramatic and they wanted to add some
excitement to the race. But the need for excitement was also journalistic, for little important domestic news that could excite the journalists
was available at the time, and they were remembering the good old
days of Watergate, which had been an unusually exciting period i~
every newsroom.
Importance in the Back of the Book
Whenever possible, back-of-the-book sections try to use the importance considerations that prevail in the front of the book. At both
magazines, two sections can do so easily: the legal section, which
emphasizes federal law and the federal government; and the education
section, which covers the campuses that train the nation's leaders and
the public schools that affect large numbers of people. In addition,
both sections can report violations of national values. Other sections
adapt these considerations to their own turfs; Time's Press and Newsweek's News Media sections, for example, often deal with the ways
in which various news media have reported nationally important stories.
In sections which do not readily lend themselves to front-of-thebook considerations, such as science, medicine, religion, and the "critical sections" on the arts, two conflicting importance considerations
are applied. On the one hand, section writers try to go along with what
the professional leaders, who constitute their major sources, deem
important; on the other hand, editors prefer stories which will have
an impact on large numbers of people. Writers also apply a historical
consideration, arguing that the magazine cannot afford to ignore currently "far-out" ideas which may one day become as significant as
those of Freud or Darwin.
In the critical sections, writers can define importance by the judgments of other critics, so that even unknown artists who have been
praised by other critics will be considered important by editors. 5 Still,
writers are constantly encouraged to look for news about well-known
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people in publishing, the arts, and the film industry, since top editors
feel that such stories have more popular appeal than reviews. The
conflict over whether the professionals or the audience determines
importance is endemic to all news organizations. When Newsweek
decided to run its cover on Nashville, a critical success even before its
release, some senior editors argued that the cover should wait until
there was some evidence of audience enthusiasm. At Time, meanwhile, audience enthusiasm for Jaws was already virtually assured;
however, there the cover choice was questioned because the film had
been panned by the critics.
Since fewer agreed-upon importance considerations apply to the
back of the book, there is more discussion and negotiation among
writers and editors, and more diversity in the stories finally selected
by the two magazines. Even so, people working on the back of the
book must overcome one additional hurdle: however important they
judge their stories, top editors must find them sufficiently interesting
or else stories, or entire sections, become prime candidates for prekilling. Since top editors are often chosen from front-of-the-book senior
editors, they are usually first given some responsibility in the back of
the book so that they can gain experience in handling its more ambiguous importance considerations.
Television Leads and Magazine Cover Stories
Leads for the nightly television news, and the initial stories in the
magazines' domestic sections, virtually choose themselves most of the
time. When a breaking story is not available, whatever domestic story
meets one of the four importance considerations will be selected. Top
producers rarely have the luxury or dilemma of having to rank the
four considerations; if they must do so, they prefer to choose a story
that touches large numbers of people, if only to evoke audience interest. More often, no story meets any of the four, in which case, top
producers may choose the latest installment in a major running story.
Back-of-the-book subjects are rarely television leads; one day in 1975,
a top producer was visibly upset about a rival's news judgment because
he had chosen to lead with the death of a prize-winning racehorse.
Most magazine cover stories are national or international breaking
or running stories; consequently, the four types of importance considerations can usually be applied. Covers also serve feedback, commercial, and competitive purposes; and more significantly, they are viewed
as giving national recognition and assigning national importance to
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individuals or subjects. As a result, it may be a long time before
controversial figures like Ralph Nader appear on magazine covers;
others may never appear. One Newsweek editor put it diplomatically
when he rejected a cover on Paul Goodman, then the elder statesman
of youthful protesters, arguing that it "would confer a degree of
importance and universality on Paul Goodman which I don't think
he has." Another 1968 leader who did not make the cover was Eugene
McCarthy. During the spring and summer of that year, he was always
on the magazine's long-term list, but the editors could not agree on
his importance and kept postponing the decision. McCa(thy's last
chance came with the issue appearing the week of the Democratic
National Convention, but then the editors rejected him because they
feared the choice might either influence the outcome of the convention
or be taken as the magazine's endorsement of his candidacy.
Back-of-the-book covers must feature individuals or subjects which
are easily recognized, as well as important. Few artists or writers meet
this criterion, which is why popular entertainers are more readily
chosen. Vladimir Nabokov "made the cover" of Time only because
a top editor overruled senior editors who said they, and the audience,
had never heard df him. Unfamiliar and "dry" subjects are also at a
disadvantage. One senior editor spent virtually a year persuading his
top editor to run a cover on recent advances in the prediction of
earthquakes.

Interesting Stories
Important stories are sometimes called necessities, signifying the
extent to which their selection is obligatory. Interesting stories are,
prototypically, "people stories." A top producer, himself a space buff,
bemoaned the end of space stories during the Apollo-Soyuz linkup in
1975 and rejected those on the exploration of Mars then already in the
works, because "that's with robots; I want men there."
Interesting stories are used for two reasons. First, important news
is often "bad" and must be balanced by interesting stories which either
report "good" news or are light. In addition, interesting stories are
timeless, so that they can be used when last-minute replacements are
needed.
If an interesting story evokes the enthusiasm of story selectors, it
is assumed that it will also interest the audience. As a result, journalists do not think about the audience when selecting interesting stories
any more than when selecting important ones. The choice of interest-
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ing stories is usually a group decision; and if anyone thinks that a story
is "boring," it is not likely to remain on the list, unless a top producer
or editor announces decisively that he likes it. Because the selection
is based on shared personal reactions, it is not governed by considerations; rather, story selectors gravitate toward a handful of story types.
1. People stories. These feature ordinary people acting or being acted
upon in unusual situations, and public officials acting in unofficial
ways or behaving "like people rather than politicians." Thus, the news
media always report on the president when he performs in a familial
or private capacity, thereby allowing the public a glimpse at his private
persona, even if it is created or made visible for public consumption.
For much the same reason, the private activities of the president's
family are also regularly newsworthy.6
2. Role reversals. Most people stories are actually what journalists
call man-bites-dog stories; they are often humorous features about
people who depart from expected roles, such as a college professor
who becomes a janitor upon retirement. Role reversals can be serious,
too, depicting "hard-core" criminals who go straight or juvenile delinquents who become involved in community development projects. A
story about the president's private activities is interesting precisely
because politicians are rarely thought to behave "like people."
3. Human-interest sturies. These are people stories in which ordinary peop~e undergo an unusual experience that evokes audience sym~
pathy, pity, or admiration, such as victims of tragic illnesses or people
who act heroically in disasters. 7 Story selectors choose them because
they expect the audience to "identify" with a victim or hero; nonetheless, they themselves are often moved. 8
4. Expose anecdotes. These report, and by implication condemn,
actors and activities which story selectors dislike, usually because they
violate the enduring values. Lowly public officials who behave like
callous bureaucrats or invade people's privacy, members of the business community who desecrate wildernesses, and malfunctioning
computers are favorite journalistic villains. Time's Americana section,
a page of short items in the Nation section, sometimes uses these
anecdotes as miniature editorials.
5. Hero stories. Ordinary people who overcome these villains are
ready subjects for interesting stories; so are amateur and professional
adventurers who climb a previously unclimbed mountain or set an
endurance record, thus showing that human beings can overcome
nature without hurting it. Charles Kuralt likes to find harmless eccentrics who flaunt social pressure toward conformity and offer testimony
to the continued resilience. of individualism.
6. "Gee-whiz" stories. This is a residual category that includes all
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stories which evoke surprise. Although role reversals and hero stories
are sometimes labeled gee-whiz stories, these stories are, typically,
reports of unusual fads, cults, and distinctive vocations or avocations.
One producer defined the genre as "an extraordinary, unusual, but not
terribly important item; a story we had one night of a hen laying green
eggs."
The selection of interesting stories is free of the tensions· and costs
that surround important stories. Story selectors cannot be criticized
for having missed an interesting one; in fact, because access to them
is often a matter of luck, the reporter who is in the right place at the
right time can scoop the competition. Reporters who are adept at
unearthing interesting stories are therefore held in high regard, especially if they can dig up the humorous ones .with which top producers
like to end their news programs. These are highly prized, and occasionally executive producers are so excited about them that they will
personally edit them, leaving the important news stories to subordinates for more than an hour. The morale in the newsroom always rises
when a good, humorous "closer" is available, and even more so when
the journalists discover later that the competing network had to end
its show with a serious feature.

Product Considerations
Suitable news is, among other things, a product, and journalists
want to come up with good stories. "Good" is a simple word, but the
"goodness" of a story is judged in several ways. Stories must fit the
particular requirements of each news medium, as well as the format
within which the news is presented. (The New York Times also contains all the news that fits the print medium.) In addition, journalists
aim for several kinds of novelty and quality, and they want to provide
a balanced product. These product considerations are applied to every
story, but the less important a story, the more product considerations
enter into news judgment. They also allow story selectors to choose
between stories of equal substantive merit; and because these considerations have built-in devices to attract the audience, journalists are thus
relieved from having to think about it.

Medium Considerations
Medium considerations connect story selection to technology.
More to the point, they enable story selectors to exploit the technologi-
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cal distinctiveness of their news media and to achieve the purposes
which news organizations set for themselves to distinguish themselves
from and compete with organizations using a different technology.
Television journalists see themselves as providing a headline service, which is meant to supplement the newspapers; but their main
purpose and competitive weapon is the offer of "immediacy," bringing
the viewer "into" or near important and interesting events through the
use of film. Consequently, all suggested stories are automatically
judged for whether they lend themselves to filming; and when top
producers compile their lists of selected stories, they always begin
with, and give most thought to, the films they hope to run that day.
At this point, however, quality considerations also come into play, for
producers want good film rather than any film, and the prime measure
of quality is "action." Action is "something happening," "an incident,
not a situation," such as a battle, an interpersonal conflict, or people
struggling against nature. Action is also emotion, either a display of
anger or other strong feelings, or an activity that evokes an emotional
response, such as pity. Conversely, producers eschew undramatic film,
and they prefer to avoid "talking heads," that is, interviews or discussions. Even so, for an important story, dull film is better than no film
at all.
As a result, television has been accused of emphasizing news that
lends itself to filming. The truth, however, is more complicated. When
film is not available, the news is presented as a tell story, although then
producers worry that the "opposition" has filmed the same story.
More important, words are as essential as film. The "text" with which
a reporter narrates the film is often the real story, with the film chosen
to accompany and illustrate the text, just as still pictures accompany
magazine text. Television news, therefore, has rightly been described
as visual radio. Also, tell stories are an intrinsic part of the news
program. They supply news which producers are unable or unwilling
to film, and they complement or update the film story. In fact, a film
story is often chosen to fit the tell story, thus becoming its appendage.
Since the anchorperson is thought to attract a significant number of
viewers, almost a third of the program is given over to independent
tell stories, unrelated to available film. At CBS, the practice is institutionalized in "the magic number," which is 6 to 8 minutes of tell
stories when Walter Cronkite is the anchorperson, and somewhat less
when he is on vacation. 9
To be sure, television news is dominated by film, but film is chosen
after substantive considerations are applied. Exciting film cannot be
used if the story for which it provides immediacy is unimportant. Of
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course, when exciting film is available, producers try to convince
themselves of the story's importance, or else they look for an important tell story that justifies the use of the film, even if the connection
is tenuous at times. However, using action film that is unimportant is
condemned as sensationalism.
The charge against television news is accurate in one respect. Immediacy often requires producers to film dramatic highlights that may
be parenthetical to a story's importance, which in turn requires the
reporter's narrative "standupper," or the accompanying tell story, to
supply the important news. For example, television reported the unrest of the 19608 through films of demonstrations and riots; and important economic news is almost always accompanied by films that
feature supermarket cash registers or vignettes of victims of inflation
and unemployment.
Television news can be criticized for accompanying important text
with unimportant film, but the significant question is whether viewers
pay closer attention to the text or the film. Television journalists
defend the use of film as the best method of attracting and holding
viewer attention, and some studies show that when viewers are asked
to state a general preference, they choose film over tell stories. Still,
in practice, they may pay as much attention to text as to film, particularly since many are eating dinner or are engaged in other activities
while they are watching the news (see Chapter 7).
The newsmagazines lack television's singularity of purpose, but
their primary aim is still to summarize the week's news for people
unable to obtain high-quality newspapers or unwilling to read them.
As a result, their medium considerations are closer to those of television than the differences in technology would suggest. The magazines
seek the equivalence of immediacy through "color," an array of important or interesting details about important stories that rival media
cannot find or use for lack of time or space. To this they add clever
text and a large number of dramatic quotes to create what one writer
called "prose pictures."
Equally important, the editors consider still pictures as important
as text. In choosing them, they look for precisely the same dramatic
action as television producers, the rule being that "you lead with a
strong picture to catch the reader; the stronger or more unusual, the
better." When stories are of lesser importance, top editors frequently
pay more attention to pictures than to text; and periodically such
stories are chosen to justify the use of a strong picture. (This practice
has become somewhat more frequent with the advent of color pictures.) Once, a story about the best young artists of the year led to a
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debate between a writer, who wanted to select the best artists, and a
top editor, who preferred the artists in the best or strongest photographs. The outcome was a compromise, but the example suggests
that the determination of who will receive national publicity does not
always hinge solely on a person's merit.

Format Considerations
All communication media-including this book-develop a format,
or structure, within which to present their messages. As a result, they
also develop format considerations, which both organize and structure
the messages and leave out information that does not fit the format.
Format considerations are, in theory, tied to medium considerations,
but they undergo change from time to time, even though the medium
remains the same.
Formats exist for several reasons. They concretize medium considerations and provide the audience with a familiar structure, enabling
it in advance to decide whether, when, and how to pay attention to
the news. For story selectors, the format is yet another device to
facilitate and speed up story choice, and to cope with the oversupply
of news, since it dictates certain decisions even before stories are
actually selected. Every executive producer knows that he will use
between six and eight films, and that most of these should normally
deal with domestic news; every senior editor can ignore stories that
do not conform to the mandated topics of his or her section. Finally,
formats allow journalists to signify levels of story importance, for both
television and the magazines arrange their stories roughly in order of
decreasing importance. The abandonment of the format signals news
of utmost importance; when John Kennedy was assassinated, the
television news programs lasted for three days.
The Television Format
Format considerations govern both individual stories and the aggregate of stories that constitutes the program or magazine. Until NBC's
1977 format change, to be described below, television news had traditionally been organized into five segments, with the distribution of
stories so "formatted" that, in the words of one top producer, "80
percent of the show determines itself."
Segments are usually organized by story type, with foreign news
generally clustered together. Domestic news may be grouped geo-
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graphically, with all Washington stories in one segment, or topically.
For instance, during the 19608, "trouble" stories were often presented
together, reflecting the journalists' assumption, at the time, that all
protest, whatever the cause, was inherently similar.
Story format considerations are equally uniform. Tell stories, hardnews film, and features all have prescribed lengths (see Introduction
to Part 1), which are violated only by stories of unusual importance.
Brevity, however, is not entirely a matter of format, for the deadline
limits the amount of information that can be gathered, and the briefness of the program limits that which can be presented. Even so,
whenever one-hour news programs looked feasible and top producers
developed prototypes, they chose to fill the extra time with more brief
stories. Brevity is also an audience consideration, for viewers are
thought to lose interest in a long story. This is the main product
consideration which television journalists regard as a restraint they
would like to abolish; nonetheless, they, too, become restive when a
story is overly long.
Stories which require lengthy description or explanation are therefore sometimes dropped from story lists. In the 1960s, economic stories were often omitted for this reason. By the 1970s, they were too
important to be killed, even though producers disliked their "talkiness" and despaired because unexciting films of oil fields or supermarket cash registers had to accompany them. They continue to hope that
someday an innovative film maker will devise a more dramatic alternative.
Television's reluctance to use long and therefore complicated stories
would appear to be a medium consideration, resulting from the inability of viewers to go back over them. Nonetheless, newsmagazines also
emphasize short articles, because it is feared that the audience will not
finish longer ones. Consequently, there is the same reluctance to take
on complex issues, although magazines are obviously freer than television to expand story length and to supply detail should the story be
sufficiently important.
The most basic format consideration, which is shared by all news
media, is that news becomes suitable only when it is transformed into
a story. The networks and the magazines set virtually the same requirements for the structure of a story. Every story must always
include a lead, a narrative, and a closer. Leads, which are also "hookers" designed to attract audience attention, normally state an empirical highlight, raise a moral issue, or question a common expectation
(or stereotype). The narrative, whether film or the "body" of the
magazine story, documents or illustrates the lead. Often the illustra-
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tion is a case study, which is or becomes a symbolic signifier. For
example, NBC followed the announcement of President Carter's new
urban policy in March 1978 with a longer film about how that policy
might or might not help Newark, a city regularly chosen as the symbol
of urban "decay." Finally, the closer assesses the significance of the
original highlight, offers a momentary resolution to the issue, or debunks or reaffirms the expectation.
This story format therefore creates or reinforces symbols, makes it
possible for the news to become a morality play, and enables literary
content analysts to see the news as today's equivalent of traditional
legend or myth (see Chapter 9). Journalists are not aware that they
are creating such forms; they often resort to current symbols because
these are already well known and therefore likely to interest the audience, even while they save valuable air time or print space. But casting
news as a "story" is taken for granted, although it is a major ingredient
of news judgment.
In television, news which does not fit the story format, such as
stories "which do not make a point" or which lack an ending, can fall
by the wayside or be relegated to brief telling unless they rank high
on other grounds. During the Vietnam War, news about the possibility
of peace negotiations was occasionally dropped from the story list
because it was deemed "inconclusive." Battle stories, however, were
almost never dropped, even if the reporter's closer indicated the battle
itself was inconclusive. An experienced reporter or writer can usually
find a point to make in or think up an ending for an inconclusive but
dramatic film. The magazines are not fond of inconclusive stories
either, but their writers have more time and freedom to find endings
because they are not limited by preceding film scenes or, for that
matter, by the reporters' files.
The Magazine Format
Newsmagazines, having more space to fill than televisi~~, divide the
news into many sections; but despite their permanent titles, some are
less strictly formatted than television's segments. Front-of-the-book
sections are further divided into subsections, which can be created on
the spur of the moment to include stories that are not applicable to
established ones. The back-of-the-book sections are somewhat less
flexible, although some have overlapping topic mandates.
The prime format considerations regulate section dominance and
approach. Domestic news is the leading section, not only because it
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is the first in the magazine, but also because it has the largest readership. Although its approach is political, it is the most general section.
If a back-of-the-book story becomes a national issue-such as a Supreme Court decision on an important or controversial case-it moves
almost automatically into the domestic section. When Newsweek established its new section on the Cities, its editors frequently lost their
most important stories to the domestic section; this partially accounts
for the section's short lifespan.
Other sections are thought to have narrower constituencies, and
therefore more distinctive approaches are used. Stories in the business
section normally stress angles relevant to businessmen and women,
and top editors must sometimes decide whether an important story
about the economy should be approached from these angles or from
the more general and political angles of the domestic-news section.
Back-of-the-book sections have similarly specialized constituencies;
when they lose stories to the front of the book, these are, in consequence, rewritten to appeal to general readers.
Still, story selection is most affected by the format considerations
that deal with limited space. The front-of-the-book sections are normally allotted twenty-one to twenty-four columns, and more if they
can justify their claim; the back-of-the-book sections are allotted up
to six columns but quite often end up with three. 10 As a result, they
can usually include only two stories. If the top editor finds only one
story of sufficient interest or importance, the section becomes a prime
candidate for prekilling; otherwise, the senior editor must find one or
two very brief stories (75 to 100 words) with which to round out the
section. This creates a perennial cry for "bright shorts"; and in the
process, complex stories lacking wide appeal are left out.
The space shortage in the back of the book produces a variety of
exclusionary considerations that affect story selection. The book editors, for example, can review only a few of the fifty to one hundred
new books that arrive every week. They normally ignore scholarly
books, poetry, and first novels; and they do not run negative reviews
of the work of little-known authors. As one editor explained: "Why
tell anyone about a book he's never heard of if only to say it stinks?"

Format Change
The basic formats are, in most news media, remarkably stable. Of
the seventeen sections proposed in the original 1922 prospectus for
Time, fourteen continue to be published today; likewise, the evening
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news program has not changed fundamentally since the beginning of
the half-hour show in 1964. At the same time, however, all news media
make periodic format changes. Most are small, resulting primarily in
new ways of packaging the product, which make little difference in
story selection. When news media encounter serious economic difficulties, however, more drastic format changes may be instituted. As I
pointed out earlier, Newsweek underwent extensive renovation in the
early 1960s, adding new sections and reorganizing old ones; Time
followed suit, on a smaller scale, beginning in 1968. 11
Drastic format change is rare, for news organizations worry that an
innovation will interfere with meeting the deadline. Vested interests
also develop around formats, as around everything else, one being the
audience, which sometimes responds to format change with angry
letters. Paul Friedman, an executive producer appointed to alter
NBC's Today program, was quoted as saying: "It's very scary when
you start tampering with an American institution."12 Although audience anger usually abates once people become used to the new format,
there is no guarantee that the change will increase the size of the
audience. Other vested interests are less easily placated. For more than
ten years television journalists have urged the lengthening of the
evening news program to an hour, but their proposal has never been
adopted because it would cut into the profits of local stations.
Whether it is minor or major, most format change is instituted in
the hope of enlarging the audience. ABC News, which has always been
last in the ratings, has over the years made more format (and other)
changes than its rivals. NBC, in turn, has made more changes than
CBS, which, being the ratings leader since 1967, has made none.
ABC has also made the most dramatic changes. When Barbara
Walters was hired in 1976 to co-anchor the evening news program
with Harry Reasoner, ABC's evening news program began to use
more interviews with public officials, Ms. Walters having earned fame
with this story format while she was at NBC. In 1977, the anchorpersons were downgraded in favor of on-air reporters; and in 1978, Harry
Reasoner was replaced by three regional reporters. This has encouraged television columnists to predict that the era of the anchorperson
is coming to an end.
Eliminating the role of anchorperson would constitute a drastic
format change, but ABC's recent moves could reflect its inability to
recruit anchorpersons capable of raising its ratings. There is no evidence to suggest that anchorpersons have become less popular with
the audience in recent years; consequently, it is entirely possible ttat
when CBS and NBC replace their present anchormen, they will look
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for people who can attract an even larger audience, particularly
among younger viewers. CBS must make a change if Walter Cronkite
retires, at age 65, in 1981; but NBC will probably make the first move,
since John Chancellor has already indicated his desire to relinquish
his anchor post.
Regardless of the final effect of ABC's changes on the ratings, they
have, intentionally or otherwise, put an end to the long format uniformity among the three network news programs. NBC's 1977 format
change, to a four-segment program with "Segment 3" as its centerpiece, was deliberately made to distinguish the NBC Nightly News
from its competitors. Indeed, the executives and journalists who
created the new format were encouraged, as one top producer explained, "to reinvent the half-hour program all over again." They
considered an entirely ad-libbed program, and one with no film whatsoever; but they finally settled on a format that has slightly rearranged
the traditional order of film and tell stories, placing them into permanent and titled segments. This in turn has brought the news program
closer to the newsmagazine format. The principal innovation, "Segment 3," established a regular daily "slot" for the 3- to 6-minute
"in-depth" story, although the in-depth story itself has been around
since the 196Os. NBC's new format has raised staff morale-and
required enlarging the staff-but like earlier format alterations, it has
not increased the ratings.
Occasionally, change comes about as a result of what might be
called format rut. Given the pervasive routinization of both story
selection and production, journalists become bored with the assembly
line and demand changes in the routine. Anchorpersons, who have the
most repetitive task but are either unwilling or unable to relinquish
their posts, are particularly subject to format rut; in the mid-1960s,
for example, NBC News invented "cross-talk," a semi-rehearsed adlib interchange between anchorpersons and/or reporters, in large part
because the executive producer and his two anchormen fo~nd the
format tedious. At the newsmagazines, sections sometimes disappear
because everyone is bored with them. In addition, newsmagazines
revise their graphics and makeup every so often, "for the same reason," according to one top editor, "that women buy ·new clothes."13
Nevertheless, the principal newsmagazine format change is the addition of new sections, the change taking place when news which does
not fit easily into the existing array of sections appears regularly on
story lists. The establishment of new sections is a momentous decision,
for they require new staff, add to the number of sections that must be
prekilled, and once started, are not easily eliminated. Newsmagazines
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do not like to imitate each other, however; and if one starts a new
section, the other may abort its plan to do likewise. After the ghetto
disorders, both magazines began to plan for a Cities section, but
Newsweek inaugurated the section first, causing Time to cancel its
plan. Instead, it started a section on the Environment.
When new top producers or editors take over, they may institute
small format changes to place their personal stamp on the product.
Staff protest can also produce a change: unhappy writers at Time and
Newsweek pressed for longer, and therefore fewer, stories (see Chapter
3); and Time's section on the Sexes was instituted partly in response
to demands from women staff members.
Not all format changes survive, however. In 1967, Newsweek's
editor was moved by the ghetto disturbances to publish an "advocacy
issue," which analyzed the condition of blacks in America and proposed policies to improve it. Several editors and writers then requested
a similar issue on Vietnam; but it took longer to prepare and resulted
in a good deal of internal argument between hawks and doves.
Thereafter, ·the idea was abandoned, although both magazines do
periodically publish unlabeled advocacy stories and "special sections." Time considered running editorials once Life, which had an
editorial page, ended publication; but it gave up the idea after its initial
editorial, which urged Richard Nixon to resign.
Technological improvements come into being from time to time,
but they do not seem to alter the format or story selection. The
replacement of television film by tape has not visibly changed story
content. Conversely, videotape cameras, which allow journalists to
put breaking news on the air live and could enable television to compete with radio's speed, have not, thus far, been used extensively.
Resorting to unexpected live interruptions would make it virtually
impossible to preschedule the rest of the program and would thus
essentially destroy the present format. The new camera has been used
in local news programs, but because they last an hour or longer, their
story lists can be rearranged more readily.
At the newsmagazines, improvements in print technology have led
to the replacemen~ of black-and-white photographs by color. The
magazines have long used color pages for advertising; but when Newsweek published a special color-picture issue for Christmas 1976, Time
decided to shift to color on its news pages as well, after which Newsweek followed suit. (Time, which was also replacing its managing
editor during this period, departed from its tradition of in-house promotion choosing as its new "M. E." the editor of Sports Illustrated,
who was a pioneer in the use of color photography there.) Although
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the change to color was costly, both magazines felt it was necessary
(and inevitable), partly to keep up with television, and partly to encourage reader attention to the news. As one news executive put it:
"If Walter Cronkite has Zaire in color, the newsmagazines can't have
it in black and white."
Initially, some writers felt that color was an "editor's toy," which,
like television film, further reduced the primacy of text. While some
stories are still chosen because of the availability of strong color
pictures, by 1978, the toy had begun to lose its novelty. Like most
format changes, the packaging of the news has been affected more than
the news itself.

Novelty
Because medium and format considerations are virtually built into
story selection and production, journalists do not often have to give
them much thought. However, while they are deciding whether a
story is sufficiently important and interesting to be chosen, they also
ask themselves three other questions: Is the story new? Is it good?
Does it contribute to a well-balanced program or magazine?
Novelty is part of the definition of news and is circumscribed by the
period between the previous and current deadlines. However, exceptions to this frame are made. For hard news, television producers will
use film which has been shot one or two days earlier if it is good and
if a more recent tell story can be found to precede it; features can "stay
on the shelf" longer because they are timeless. The newsmagazines
must often hold stories due to lack of space, but postponed ones are
always rewritten before being considered anew, and thrice-postponed
ones are usually killed outright. Not all suitable stories can be timed
by these measures, however; and journalists must therefore apply
other novelty considerations.
1. "Internal" novelty. Journalists judge novelty by whether a story
is new to them, assuming that it will then also be new to the audience.
Many stories, such as scientific discoveries or new fads, may already
be old-hat to their sources. More important, journalists create novelty.
Unlike sociologists, who divide external reality into social processes,
and historians, who look at these processes over long periods, journalists see external reality as a set of disparate and independent events,
each of which is new and can therefore be reported as news. They
increase the supply of novelty further by being ahistorical; in the
19608, for example, they "rediscovered" American poverty and hun-
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ger-although they did not do so by themselves. More recently, some
have begun to rediscover the existence of economic classes, making it
news as though classes had not previously existed.
Although it is assumed that what is new to journalists is also new
to the audience, television producers realize that some of their viewers
have heard the day's major headlines on the radio or from the local
news programs that normally precede the network newscasts. Attempts to discourage stations from prior use of national and international news are made from time to time, but these always fail because
the networks cannot dictate to their affiliated local stations; neither
can the network news division dictate to the five local stations that
each network is allowed to own. The network news programs can,
however, monopolize the film about national and international stories,
forcing local stations that wish to cover this news to limit themselves
to tell stories. 14 The need to compete with local news programs is
another reason why producers are reluctant to report the big news
merely as tell stories, and use film instead.
2. The peg. Although story selectors want to maximize the supply
of new stories, they must also cope with the resulting oversupply. The
primary exclusionary consideration they use in this situation is the
peg, a recent event or a public official's statement which is used as a
"handle" on which to "hang" their stories, particularly features that
can be used at any time. Important news is automatically pegged to
the day on which it appears, but all news media keep a supply of
features on hand, waiting for a peg to make them topical. When top
producers and editors make up their story lists, they prefer to choose
pegged features, and pegless ones are almost always the first to be
eliminated in order to shorten an overly long story list. This practice
raises objections from some journalists because it kills stories they like;
however, periodic efforts to de-emphasize the peg have not succeeded,
for it is easier to hold the pegless wonder in abeyance, with the hope
that a peg can be found for it the next time.
Pegs are useful because they are easily applied. Any actor or activity
can be a peg, particularly when journalists are fearful that a competitor is readying the same story. Journalists also have a supply of
acceptable pegs on hand: the beginning of the school year is a good
peg for educational features; and science stories are often pegged to
conferences. Breaking news can serve as pegs for related features, so
that a major airplane crash may be used to peg a feature on airplane
safety. Most pegs are tied to and, in fact, are often generated by,
publicity-seeking sources who know that journalists need pegs; this
helps explain why the newsmagazines often notice a new entertainer
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at the same time. Although some story selectors would prefer to peg
stories to audience interests, they cannot easily determine when their
audience becomes interested in a new topic. As a result, journalists
schedule crime features when the FBI releases its latest statistics
rather than when there is rising public concern with crime.
3. The repetition taboo. Journalists often see their work as reporting
the same story over and over again, perhaps because they obtain most
of the news from a small number of sources. The resulting lack of felt
novelty is manifested in the journalists' feelings of boredom with a
story, and it is assumed that the audience shares these feelings as
well. 15 To prevent this situation from arising, a taboo is placed on
repetition; stories are thus judged repetitive if similar ones, making the
same point or coming to the same conclusion, have been used within
the past twelve or even twenty-four months. Story selectors have an
excellent memory for past story lists; and while they reject repetitive
stories to ward off criticism from peers, they also fear that the audience
will switch channels or turn the page-and then question the journalists' competence for tolerating repetition. No one knows how well the
audience remembers or whether it objects to repetition; but when any
suggested story elicits a "we've-done-it-before" response, it is usually
killed on the spot.
Repetition is also discouraged because it wastes scarce air time or
print space; but even so, the repetition taboo is applied differentially.
Important public figures, as well as dramatic news-such as natural
disasters, social disorder, and battles-are exempt from the taboo.
Although producers admit that one flood looks much like another,
flood stories are almost always newsworthy. During the 19608, journalists at both media began to feel that they and the audience were
becoming bored with protest demonstrations; thereafter, they reported only the largest ones, and those marked by trouble. But stories
which do not bore journalists are not defined as repetitious. For example, in the spring of 1975, the news media continued to report regularly, and in some detail, on the final stages of the Vietnam War,
arguing that people should be informed about it, despite the fact that
story selectors "had some indication, from friends and neighbors, that
the audience was no longer following it. Likewise, violations of the
enduring values are not considered repetitious.
4. ''Freshness'' versus ''staleness. " Like bakery products, news can
be fresh or stale, although staleness is more often a synonym for
repetition than for old age. A stale story can become fresh again if
novel actors or activities are involved; but usually, freshness has to be
supplied by the journalists, as in the form of a new angle. Conse-
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quently, both news media continually look for journalists who have
a fresh approach: reporters who can think of new sources to contact,
film makers who use innovative camera techniques, and writers who
can apply new ideas and metaphors to old topics. The newsmagazines,
which compete by retelling already known news, are particularly
eager for freshness. The portfolios of job applicants are looked over
for examples of imaginative writing; and one editor explained that he
preferred to hire people who write poetry or parody on the side.
A new story is fresh by definition, but thereafter, it follows a cyclical
pattern: the same actor or activity becomes familiar, then boredom
sets in. New social movements receive considerable coverage when
they first become known to story selectors but are eventually dropped,
much to their chagrin, when news about them becomes stale. Moreover, once the movements drop out of the news, they are perceived by
others to have become less significant, even though they have only
become repetitious to story selectors. Crime news follows a similar
cycle. An unusual crime story is particularly fresh, so much so that
reporters are encouraged to find further examples, establishing a journalistic crime wave that may bear little relationship to the actual one.
In 1964, thirty-eight of Kitty Genovese's neighbors watched her being
murdered without calling the police; subsequently, reporters had little
difficulty finding similar instances elsewhere, until finally the story
became boring and was dropped. 16
5. Excessive freshness. The pursuit of freshness, and of novelty in
general, however, is hemmed in by other considerations, which can be
illustrated by the handling of trend stories. The magazines actively
engage is trend spotting and actively pursue news about the arrival of
a promising new entertainer or lifestyle. But trend stories can also be
risky, for coverage of a highly touted new personality who does not
catch on, or a quickly rising star who declines with equal rapidity, is
thought to impair the journalists' credibility. Consequently, the prudent story suggester waits for another news medium to take the lead,
then sells the idea partly on the basis that it has been reported elsewhere.
Like fresh news, the trend story is cyclical, and story selectors view
both it and its appearance in the media in terms of a bell-shaped curve,
which they picture as "ripening, cresting, and declining." The curve
does not measure the diffusion of a trend among participants, however, for they are thought to be "trendy" people; instead, the curve
measures receptivity to the trend among more conventional people,
that is, journalists and their audience. When newsmagazines put a
popular entertainer on their cover, they choose one who has already
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"declined" among adolescents. The journalists' teenage children may
scorn the magazine for being behind the times, but top editors are
reassured, because they are editing for an adult audience. 17
The ideal time for selecting a trend story is just before it is thought
to crest. If it is selected too early, trend spotters feel they are "too far
out." Because editors do not want "to do kooks," suggested fad stories
from California are checked out with eastern and midwestern bureaus,
and are selected only if "the fad makes sense to them." If a trend is
selected after it has peaked, trend spotters expect peer criticism for
being imitative. A Newsweek editor said it succinctly: "We don't want
to be late, but we don't want to be too early either, and mostly we don't
want to be scooped by Time."
The risks of trend spotting are increased by the fact that the curve
journalists use becomes evident only ex post facto; moreover, story
selectors are constantly bombarded by press agents and others who are
selling a new trend and want the journalist to ignore the curve. Conversely, the risk is reduced by the minimal requirements for legitimating a trend; only a few people need to resort to a new fashion to
demonstrate its existence. 18

Story Quality
Important and interesting stories should be new, but they must also
be good. The less important, interesting, or novel the news, the more
story selectors worry about story quality, which is judged by five kinds
of considerations.
1. Action. I have already noted that the best story reports dramatic
activities or emotions. Active stories are believed to attract and hold
the audience, but they have the same effect on journalists. When
journalists are bored by the daily or weekly routine, an exciting story
boosts morale; and when there is a long drought of exciting stories,
they become restless. In the spring of 1978, some magazine writers,
left "crabby" by the drought of dramatic domestic news, joked about
their readiness to be more critical of the president and other public
officials for their failure to supply news that would "make the adrenalin flow."
News judgment is partly a matter of feel, and excitement is the most
easily recognized feeling. As a reporter explained: "Action is a lazy
man's way out. Whether in Vietnam or in a ghetto riot, news is
happening right in front of you, and you only have to cover it." News
judgment also calls for the identification of highlights; and for story
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selectors, action is the most easily recognized highlight.
2. Pace. However, most news lacks' action; consequently, journalists
try to add what they can during story production. For example,
interviewers sometimes ask leading questions in order to obtain dramatic answers from sources. But the main substitute for action is a
proper pace that will keep a reader or viewer involved in the story.
Television uses a variety of camera angles and cutting techniques to
speed up the slow pace of talking-head film; and although the newsmagazines resort to vivid language, they rely heavily on dramatic
quotes to interrupt the "tick tock," one editor's label for straight but
dull narrative. 19
3. Completeness. Since action is scarce, the most frequent measure
of story quality is not very different from that used in all empirical
disciplines: the extent to which all possible angles have been considered, all available sources have been consulted, all important issues
have been dealt with, and all feasible highlights have been exploited.
Television also measures completeness by speed; plane-crash stories
are judged by how quickly reporters arrive at the disaster, and how
many victims and eyewitnesses they can interview on the scene. Newsmagazines judge completeness by the amount of important or interesting detail journalists can unearth.
4. Clarity with parsimony. Whether the medium is film or print, the
good story must make its point-what some magazine editors call the
billboard-quickly, and set the scene through what television calls
establishing shots. The body of the story should strategically locate
scarce dramatic components between less dramatic ones; and the ideal
ending should make the audience sit up and take notice. It is therefore
called. the kicker.
Television language must be simple; and writers cannot, unlike their
peers at the magazines, play with or on words. Both media also aim
for a logical structure that will lead the viewer or reader from beginning to end.
5. Esthetic and technical standards. 20 Good film should follow the
standards of documentaries but with the pace of the entertainment
film; film producers, however, rarely have the time or the" cameras to
achieve these goals. Also, film and text must be coordinated, the
former supplying pictorial evidence for the latter. Underexposed or
overexposed film, even with action footage, is never used unless it is
an exclusive that cannot be reshot. Films that are out of synch (not
completely synchronized lip movements and speech) are also killed if
they cannot be corrected. The technical standards for film quality are
set by and for peers, and imperfections which cannot possibly be
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detected by viewers make television journalists groan with disgustor with pleasure when it is the competitor's film which is flawed. 21
Magazine journalists are equally attentive to esthetic and technical
standards, but these playa lesser role in story selection, since stories
can be endlessly rewritten. On the other hand, although television film
can be edited, poorly exposed film cannot be repaired and films cannot
normally be reshot. But then, magazine journalists can do nothing if
the printers have performed poorly after the last galleys have been set.
When stories do not sufficiently meet one or another quality consideration, they sometimes undergo various forms of restaging, a practice
which is considered permissible as long as it does not alter observed
events or interviews-or, at least, their meaning. Television interviewers often rehearse their respondents off-camera in order to obtain
shorter and more dramatic on-camera answers. Magazine editors follow the same practice ex post facto by shortening or editing quotes.
In the past, television interviews were often cut so as to begin with the
most important or dramatic rather than with the initial question or
answer, but the networks halted the practice after it was criticized
during a congressional investigation of the CBS documentary "Selling
of the Pentagon." Print journalists have not been criticized, however,
and thus continue the practice.
Presidential and other ceremonies are sometimes repeated for the
cameras, usually if camera crews were in poor position for the actual
ceremony. Because some people are self-conscious when they repeat
an activity for the camera, producers dislike this type of restaging and
are critical of rivals whom they suspect of having done so. Camera
crews arriving late for a dramatic incident have been reported asking
participants to re-enact it. 22 No one is proud of restaging, but it is
treated differently than deliberately creating incidents for the camera
(see Chapter 4).

Balance
Top producers and editors select not only individual stories, but
also the group of stories that makes up a news program or magazine
issue. As a result, they must pay attention to another set of quality
considerations, which can be called balance. A balanced news program or magazine issue presents a diverse collection of stories, the
assumption being that audience attention is best held by diversity.
Balance considerations are therefore a form of audience consideration.
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I. Story mixture. News programs and magazine issues are governed
by pacing requirements similar to those that govern stories. Since most
news is serious, bad, and lengthy, it must be balanced and interspersed
with light, good, and short stories. to avoid depressing or boring the
audience and the journalists. Audience feelings remain unknown, of
course, but the journalists react to their own, and producers like to
end their programs with humorous closers in order to cap off the day's
work with a laugh.
2. Subject balance. Story selectors also look for diversity of subject
matter. Television producers will not, for example, use films on two
court trials unless both are "clearly compelling." Although editors
will combine similar topics or events in a single story, a book editor
will not review two biographies the same week, nor will a science
editor include two stories on biology. A writer had to postpone an
article on ethnicity in America because his magazine had just run a
story on the Holocaust, which the top editors had treated as an ethnic
story.
3. Geographic balance. Both media ensure that domestic news originates from all parts of the country; in fact, features are occasionally
selected because they come from communities or states which rarely
get into the news. The two media especially minimize New York
stories to compensate for their Manhattan location. "I have to think
twice about New York stories, because of my own interest, because
it's so close," one top producer (who actually lived in the suburbs and
had no particular interest in the city) pointed out. Journalists want to
avoid a "New York bias"; as a result, both news media were slow to
emphasize New York's fiscal crisis. (The New York bias which upsets
critics is not, however, geographical; they are unhappy with stories
which reflect excessive liberalism or cultural sophistication.)
The attempt to downplay New York stories is not always successful.
Because the journalists live--<>r at least work and play-in the city,
they are more familiar with it and with New York happenings, which
subsequently become overrepresented in story suggestions. In addition, breaking stories are always close at hand; consequently, minor
floods and disasters in the New York area will appear on television
more frequently than similar disasters farther away. The magazines
nationalize New York suggestions by ordering a bureau "roundup,"
and the suggestion becomes a story only if other bureaus find the same
phenomenon in their areas.
4. Demographic balance. Television producers try to find occasional
features about old people. The newsmagazines, on the other hand,
look more energetically for news about and for young people. In this
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case, they see eye to eye with their business departments (see Chapter
7); they also want to attract young people as a regular and long-term
audience. Section writers take constituency balance into account. Religion writers, for example, balance stories on Catholicism with those
on Protestantism, and seek out stories on Judaism.
Since the late 1960s, stories which feature or quote several ordinary
people as well as public officials have aimed toward racial and sexual
balance. In this instance, at least, the balance sought is also political,
for journalists are responding to, or anticipating demands and criticism from, sources, the audience, and others. Racial and sexual balance did not become a consideration until blacks and women began
to protest their coverage by the news media, although now journalists
are seriously trying to become aware of and eliminate their own racial
and sexual biases. But religion writers do not have to maintain balance
by reporting on minority religions. Generally speaking, then, the
search for demographic balance follows outside criticism.
5. Political balance. The Federal Communications Commission's
"Fairness Doctrine" has made political balance a quasi-legal requirement in television, but it is practiced at the newsmagazines as well.
Journalists believe that if they fail to maintain political balance, they
will be accused of bias, which undermines their credibility.
Political balance is usually achieved by identifying the dominant,
most widespread, or most vocal positions, then presenting "both
sides." Producers and editors see to it that both Republican and
Democratic politicians are filmed or quoted; that ecology stories quote
both environmentalists and businessmen or women; and that an interview with an Israeli leader will soon be followed by an equally lengthy
one featuring an Arab leader. Newsweek's columnists are chosen to
balance "liberals" and "conservatives"; contributors to the magazine's
"My Turn" column are selected in the same way. Sometimes the
media strive for balance by counterpointing, or "playing off," stories
against each other, juxtaposing a story about black achievements with
one about a white anti-bussing demonstration. At times, they will kill
a story in order to achieve balance. A Washington reporter explained
why his network decided against live coverage of the October 21,
1967, anti-war demonstration at the Pentagon: "We want to do this
one because it is news, but next week you may have to do six to eight
hours on a pro-war group, and we may not want to do that one. Also,
I'm not sure if this demonstration deserves six to eight hours. You
have to think who these people represent; they are only a minority."
Reporting both sides of an issue is an easily applied method not only
for creating balance, but also for anticipating protest-at least when
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the chosen sides could be expected to criticize the news media were
their positions ignored. In addition, the news is more objective when
there are two sides to a story, and it is often more dramatic as well.
When the sides involved are not apt to protest, journalists are likely
to select two extreme positions in order to achieve highlighting. A
television reporter pointed out that "at anti-war demonstrations, we
shot the Viet Cong supporters and the Nazis because they were interesting, and also because they are what sells. You always go after the
extremes; the same in the South, where we shot the black militants and
the Ku Klux Klan." When journalists are unaware that there are at
least two sides, letters from the overlooked side are likely to come in;
and if they arrive in sufficient numbers, journalists soon become acquainted with at least one other position. 23 Groups on the Far Right
and Left, which are normally ignored by the prevailing politicalbalance considerations, establish their own news media.

Competitive Considerations
The news firms for which journalists work engage in economic
competition, but as I will suggest further in Chapter 7, journalists
themselves are only tangentially involved in economic competition.
Although they do compete with each other, competitive considerations function largely as a form of quality control.
Competition is endemic to the profession. Colleagues compete with
each other to make the story lists, and with other news organizations
in the same firm. Evening news programs try to prevent morning
programs from using a film which they would like to use first. In 1975,
the executive producer of the NBC Nightly News had to compete with
himself in deciding whether to use a feature for the weekday program
or hold it over for the weekend shows, which are always in need of
features, since the sources for important news rarely work on weekends. Newsweek journalists try to beat, colleagues at the Washington
Post to the punch, and Time's journalists occasionally compete with
other Time, Inc. publications.
Story selection, however, is more affected by external competition,
between news organizations within the same medium. That competition is dyadic, probably because the participants lack the time and
energy to worry about more than one competitor. Time and Newsweek
compete with each other but ignore U. S. News and World Report as
well as other weeklies; NBC and CBS watch each other carefully but
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pay no attention to ABC-although this might change if ABC catches
up in the ratings.
Dyadic competition affects story selection in at least three ways.
Rivals still try to scoop each other, but because competing news media
have reporters in virtually the same places, the opportunity to be first
with a story that, in days past, "stopped the presses" has diminished.
Instead, news media compete by getting exclusives, by thinking up
original feature-story ideas, and by making small scoops on details. 24
(This undoubtedly hastened the final exposure of the Watergate scandals.)
In addition, competition sets up mutual expectations; as a result,
story selectors may choose stories because they expect the rival to do
so. From time to time, story selectors use stories they do not consider
particularly important or good, for although they can justify their
omission to each other, they cannot risk the possibility that an executive will later ask why they left out a story carried by the opposition.
They fear that executives give higher priority to competition than to
quality; consequently, story selectors are always pleased when executives are recruited from the ranks of journalism, although they are
frequently disappointed when it turns out that ex-journalists behave
like other executives. The mutual expectations become a common
bind: they discourage innovations in story selection that could produce objections from "the brass"; and this in turn contributes to the
similarity of the news in competing programs or magazines.
To avoid being viewed as imitating or falling behind the competition, magazine story selectors will also drop or play down a story that
has already been used by a rival. The magazines routinely stop work
on features the rival publishes first, but they compete most intensely
over their covers. Both race to be first to run a back-of-the-book cover
on a new trend, and the winner feels superior both in the timeliness
of his news judgment and the speed with which that judgment was
implemented. The loser, who most likely has been working on the
same idea, must now drop the story from the future covers list or at
least postpone it for several months.
Front-of-the-book covers are exempt from competition when an
important national or international story breaks early in the week;
then, top editors expect both magazines to have the same cover subject. If such a story breaks toward the end of the week, however, both
top editors must decide whether to "order up" a new cover. If the new
story breaks after the cover deadline, each must then determine
whether the extra effort and expense involved in making the change
is justified. All the while each is wondering if the rival is doing the
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same thing. In the 1960s, when budgets were looser, last-minute
changes were frequently made. After General Charles de Gaulle died,
Time killed its initial cover even though the presses had already begun
to roll, and was pleased to discover that Newsweek had not made a
change. A week later, the journalists were once more gratified when
they noticed that Newsweek had buried the story in the next issue, an
admission that it had been scooped. On the other hand, in 1975, when
Indira Gandhi reorganized India's government, Newsweek put the
story on the cover at the last minute, while Time did not. The following week Time's top editors debated whether the story was sufficiently
important to deserve a belated cover, a decision that would put them
at risk for being judged imitative; they finally decided that it was not.
Once in a while, therefore, a world-shaking event may never appear
on the cover of one of the newsmagazines.
Cover competition is spurred by the fact that the two magazines
make their decisions independently of each other. Periodically, they
learn mid-week that they have both chosen the same cover, usually
because a common source will tell one magazine's reporter or photographer that the competitor had been there earlier. By the time editors
learn that their covers will be identical, it is usually too late to change;
besides, not knowing the rival's plans, they lack the incentive to spend
the time or money to come up with a new cover. However, if one
magazine learns that both are working on a similar cover for a future
issue, it may attempt to come out with the story earlier than planned.
Such races are less often run than proposed because a hurriedly commissioned cover may be inferior in quality or because the professional
journals make an expose story out of the race. 25 More often, one
magazine will run a shorter, inside story on the same subject the week
the competitor's cover appears. In this fashion, the loser admits defeat
while at the same time depriving the winner of a complete victory.
When front-of-the-book covers are similar, magazine journalists are
not surprised, although they are embarrassed if the titles, or "slashes,"
are identical. Back-of-the-book covers resulting from similar pegs are
taken for granted and are similar for that reason. After the Nixon
Administration launched its attack on the news media, however, editors became nervous about having identical covers because they
thought, with some justification, that the general public believed them
to be in collusion, thus providing evidence of the "media conspiracy"
on the part of the "liberal Eastern Establishment," which the Nixon
Administration sought to expose.
The anxiety incited by the Nixon Administration remains, inasmuch as the image of a conspiratoral liberal Eastern Establishment is
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still au courant. Even so, journalists, at least in New York, refrain not
only from collusion but also from fraternization common among reporters. 26 The offices of Time and Newsweek are only a few blocks
apart, and their staffs see each other at midtown restaurants, at parties, and, during the summer, at the games of a journalists' softball
league; but they do not discuss their respective shops.27
Despite the lack of collusion, attempts to discover the rival's cover
plans are made, either to help in the planning of future covers or, more
immediately, to schedule a brief story on the other magazine's cover
story. Besides, editors and others like to verify the aptness of their own
choice for the week, want advance confirmation that they have
planned a more important or attractive cover, and are simply curious.
By the end of the week, information or rumors about the rival's cover
are always circulating; in fact, sometimes the information comes from
high places. Ben Bradlee, writing of the period when he was Newsweek's Washington bureau chief and a close friend of President
Kennedy's, reports that "several times, when the editors of Newsweek
felt they really had to know what Time had on its upcoming cover,
I was able to get the answer from the President, and he was never
wrong."28
Television producers do not compete over lead stories because leads
are chosen late in the day, and they do not find out about their
competitor's leads until air time. For the same reason, there is no
concern about imitation, although producers are aware that they can
be accused of being in collusion when leads are similar. Besides,
television is more ephemeral; and inasmuch as the news programs are
scheduled at the same time in most cities, only dial twirlers or viewers
with three television sets can spot common leads.
Although dyadic competition involves peers and exists to determine
which news organization has better journalists, it is not entirely free
ofcommercial motives. Journalists hope that the winner will, by virtue
of its victory, persuade segments of the audience to switch their allegiance, thereby increasing sales or ratings. 29 Their hope may be illusory, for only in some cities can television viewers watch both the CBS
Evening News and NBC Nightly News on the same night. Magazine
readers, however, can keep up with both rivals,. and fragmentary
Simmons data suggest that about a third of each magazine's readers
also read the other. 30 But no one knows how many viewers or readers
are aware of the competition, or whether those who are aware of it
judge it by the journalists' standards, and then switch to the winner
for those reasons. 31
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Competition as Quality Control
Journalists use competition to evaluate their own performance,
particularly if they are uncertain about their news judgments. They
always compare their own work to that of their rivals, and most of the
time they believe their stories to have been superior; but they do not
deny, among themselves, when they have been beaten in some way.
Competition thus creates consensus about the most crucial considerations and supplies the only feedback that journalists take seriously.
Audience feedback is sparse and, in any case, not deemed valid or
reliable (see Chapter 7); and feedback from superiors is taken into
account but fully accepted only when journalists and executives agree.
Dyadic competition has one drawback, however: it is limited to
rivals working within the same medium and format considerations.
This prevents journalists from judging their work by the more general
considerations, notably substantive and quality judgments, which are
shared by the profession. Consequently, journalists seem to need a
more general standard setter; and that role is played, both in television
and at the magazines, by The New York Times and, to a lesser extent,
by the Washington Post.
The Times is treated as the professional setter of standards, just as
Harvard University is perceived as the standard setter of university
performance. When editors and producers are uncertain about a selection decision, they will check whether, where, and "how the Times has
covered the story; and story selectors see to it that many of the Times's
front-page stories find their way into television programs and magazines.
Book editors will make sure to review a book that has received a
big play in the Times Book Review, or they will review it because they
expect it to be prominently reviewed there. Back-of-the-book writers
and editors keep up with Times feature stories, especially in the Sunday magazine section. The imitation taboo that operates between the
two magazines is ignored as well, so that when Times stories wind up
on story lists, no one worries about imitation. The role of the Times
extends beyond story selection, however, for at the magazines, Times
stories are required reading for writers. Reporters are expected to do
as well or better than their peers at the Times, and must be able to
defend their files if these conflict with what has appeared in the
Times. 32
When television and magazine journalists use the Times as a stan-
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dard setter, they make the assumption that the Times applies only
substantive and quality considerations, and need not concern itself
with medium, format, or audience considerations. When pressed,
story selectors will admit that the assumption is dubious, but they
make it because they need to believe that someone is certain about
news judgments-and perhaps more important, that there are professional considerations which transcend those of individual news organizations and firms. If the Times did not exist, it would probably have
to be invented.

====6----Objectivit¥ Values,
and Ideology

Journalism resembles other empirical disciplines and professions in
its aim to be objective: to be free from values and ideology; accordingly, journalists practice value exclusion. Of course, objectivity is
itself a value, but journalists try to exclude values in the narrower
sense of the term: as preference statements about nation and society.
Editorials, commentary, and at the magazines, the endings of some
stories are exempted from value exclusion; the primary task in story
selection, however, is, as one top editor put it, "to tell the readers this
is what we think is important, and we hope they'll feel the same way,
but our aim isn't ideological." Yet, because the importance judgments
include national values as well as the enduring values, journalists do
make preference statements about nation and society. Value exclusion
is therefore accompanied by value inclusion, both through story selection and as opinions expressed in specific stories.
The enduring values are built into news judgment; as a result, most
values and opinions enter unconsciously (in a non-Freudian sense).
"Every reporter operates with certain assumptions about what constitutes normative behavior, if not the good society," Peter Schrag has
written, "and the more 'objective' he tries to be, the more likely those
assumptions will remain concealed." I Since journalists can no more
operate without values than anyone else, the ones concealed in their
work make it possible for them to leave their conscious personal values
"at home."
182
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Value Exclusion
Journalists seek to exclude conscious values, and they do so in three
ways: through objectivity, the disregard of implications, and the rejection of ideology (as they define it). Value exclusion, however, is not
solely a goal but also a practical consideration, for it defends journalists against actual or possible criticism, and protects them against
demands by powerful critics for censorship and self-censorship (see
Chapter 8).

Objectivity and Detachment
Journalists justify their right to individual autonomy by the pursuit
of objectivity and detachment; in away, they strike an implied bargain, which allows them autonomy in choosing the news in exchange
for leaving out their personal values. The outcome restricts the news
to facts (or attributed opinions), which, journalists argue, are gathered
objectively. This objectivity derives from the use of similar fact-gathering methods; like scientific method, journalistic method is validated
by consensus. Equally important, the methods themselves are considered objective because journalists, being detached, do not care how the
story comes out.
Most journalists fully realize that objective methods provide no
guidelines for the selection either of stories or of which facts go into
stories. Nevertheless, in making the selection, journalists strive to be
objective, both in intent, by applying personal detachment; and in
effect, by disregarding the implications of the news. 2 They do not
choose the news on the basis of whom it will help or hurt; and when
they cannot ignore implications, they try to be fair.
Objectivity so defined even enables journalists to reach evaluative
conclusions and to state opinions. As long as their intent is to exclude
conscious personal values, then opinions become "subjective reactions," which follow from objectively gathered facts. 3 Journalistic
values are seen as reactions to the news rather than a priori judgments
which determine what becomes newsworthy. Investigative reporters,
who always end with explicit value judgments, often pick a topic
because they smell a good story, not because they have already passed
judgment on the target of their investigation. (In addition, the expose
story typically judges the exposed against their own expressed values,
and these can be determined empirically by the reporter; as a result,
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even his or her value judgment is considered objective. 4) Although
journalists may not be aware of it, they are perhaps the strongest
remaining bastion of logical positivism in America.
Whether journalists can be truly objective will be discussed in Chapter 10, but they try hard to live up to their definition of objectivity.
Most train themselves, or are trained, to practice value exclusion, and
many do not vote in order to preserve their political detachment. I
found some exceptions: some older journalists described themselves as
anti-Communist liberals worried about the dangers of American fascism, and of the Far Right generally; a few were fervent supporters
of racial integration, a couple described themselves as moderate segregationists; there were some Zionists and some anti-Zionists; during the
Vietnam War, a handful were hawks, and a somewhat larger number
were doves; before elections, some became devotees of one or another
candidate.
These journalists expressed their values freely in office discussions
and, like the "house radicals" and "house conservatives" to be described later, became known for and by them. If they were unwilling
or unable to keep their values out of their work, they asked to be taken
off a story or were not assigned to it in the first place. Sometimes,
however, editors would assign writers with known personal values to
work on a story in which their values were relevant, which would
ensure their bending over backwards to remain detached. When their
values coincided with an organization's conscious stands, they did not
need to be excluded; when their values were at odds with a stand but
the story had been assigned to them because of seniority or special
expertise, discordant values were "edited out" or "toned down." This
happened rarely, since experienced writers are also experienced at
value exclusion.
However,joumalists with conscious values were in the minority, for
the news media I studied seem to attract people who keep their values
to themselves. Those unable to do so seldom look for work in these
media, especially when their values are discordant; and those who
come with discordant values do not remain long. But equally important, the national media, and journalism generally, appear to recruit
people who do not hold strong personal values in the first place. They
have no prior values about the topics which become news, nor do they
always develop them about topics on which they are working. Many
of the reporters and writers constantly immersed in American politics
did not seem particularly interested in it apart from their work. Even
womenjoumalists who felt strongly about sexual equality in their firm
and profession, and who pressed male colleagues to choose more
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stories about women, often indicated that they did not share the values
of the feminist movement. The abstention from values extended to
story preferences, for when I asked people about their favorite story
subjects, hoping in this manner to obtain clues to their values, almost
all pointed out that they had no favorites. They were only interested
in getting the story."
Although most of the people I studied discovered their future occupation in high school, they did not become journalists to advocate
values or to reform society.s Some liked to write, and a few magazine
journalists are frustrated or "failed" novelists. Others wanted to be
storytellers, enjoying the idea of reporting news to an audience; a few
saw themselves as teachers, instructing people in current events. But
for the majority, journalism offered the opportunity to be in the midst
of exciting activities without having to be Involved. Daniel Schorr has
written: "Participants took positions, got excited, shaped events for
woe or weal, but ended up losing perspective on reality. I remained
the untouched observer, seeing the whole picture because I was not
in the picture.... The notion of being the invisible stranger always
appealed to me."6
A variety of organizational mechanisms exist to reinforce objectivity and detachment. Journalists are rewarded for getting the story, and
personal interests or values can interfere. General reporters move so
quickly from story to story that they do not have time to develop
attachment, while those covering emotionally charged stories like
wars and election campaigns are rotated frequently to preserve detachment. Story selectors, on the other hand, rarely are out of their
offices long enough to become involved; they are detached by their
duties.
The high salaries and perquisites enjoyed by many, if hardly all,
national journalists also foster the feeling of objectivity. A Time
writer, reporting on his own loss of detachment during the 1976 strike
at the magazine, noted that even though he himself had covered many
strikes as a reporter, he had never felt the need "to choose between
capital and labor. In the print and electronic sweatshops of the Manhattan idea business, there are no class divisions."7 I doubt that many
of his colleagues would agree about the absence of class divisions, and
he himself describes the news organization, perhaps unwittingly, as a
sweatshop. Still, the income and prestige that go with being a national
journalist encourage conscious feelings of being "above" many social
and political conflicts. Needless to say, being above them is not equivalent to objectivity, but it may feel that way.
Like social scientists and others, journalists can also feel objective
U
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when they assume, rightly or wrongly, that their values are universal
or dominant. When values arouse no dissent or when dissent can be
explained away as moral disorder, those who hold values can easily
forget that they are values. Similarly, the journalists' facts remain facts
as long as the unconscious value and reality judgments that go into
them are not questioned by trusted critics, or when, as Tuchman
points out, they are validated by "common sense."8
But above all, objectivity is reinforced by necessity: the need to
protect journalistic credibility. Ifjournalists were not viewed as being
objective, every story could be criticized as resulting from one or
another journalistic bias, and the news would be distrusted by even
larger numbers of viewers and readers than is now the case. "For this
reason, objectivity is also a commercial consideration; indeed, the
Associated Press is often credited with having invented objectivity in
order to sell uniform wire-service news to a politically and otherwise
diverse set of local newspapers. 9
Nevertheless, most journalists see objectivity in positive terms.
Proud that it once helped eliminate the partisan news of party newspapers and of journalists bribed by their sources, they also feel a professional obligation to protect audiences, who cannot gather their own
news, from being misled by people who, having "axes to grind," would
withhold information contrary to their values. Journalists believe,
furthermore, that their role is to supply information that will enable
the audience to come to its own conclusions. 10 As a result, they were
not in favor of either "personal journalism," which includes personal
feelings, or "advocacy journalism," which includes personal values. 11
Television journalists were not even fond of commentary, but mostly
because it slowed down the pace of the news programs.
Journalists questioned objectivity, however, when it prevented them
from reporting what they knew to be lies, although since Watergate,
they have been less reluctant either to find sources who will expose
liars or to attribute information in such a way that readers and viewers
will hopefully realize that the journalists are reporting lies. 12 But much
of the time, journalists cannot prove that sources are lying, for they
have not been able to do the necessary legwork; this is why investigative reporters, who have done the legwork, are permitted to identify
liars more explicitly. Nor do journalists know how to report politicians who are either unaware that they are lying or powerful enough
to define honesty to suit their needs.
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Compensating for Objectivity
From time to time, journalists have strong opinions about individual issues which they can neither express in their stories nor keep
bottled up inside. They voice these opinions in a variety of ways.
Magazine editors can reprint cartoons that mirror their feelings, some
journalists write on the side for journals of opinion, and most anchorpersons have brief daily radio programs of commentary. 13
Other journalists express themselves in conversations. In the 19608,
for example, office opinions about the war were more negative in
group discussion than in print or on the air. Indeed, one day some CBS
journalists were so angry that they rewrote a lead story to read: "The
President of the United States today cheapened the nation's highest
military decoration for bravery by using a Medal of Honor award
ceremony as the occasion for a spite-ridden attack on Americans who
dare to disagree with him." They even considered slipping the rewrite
into the final script just before air time, but they could not have
obtained access to the teleprompter from which the anchorperson
actually reads the news. But whatever their feelings about the war,
many journalists also objected to the anti-war protesters; at NBC, they
were labeled "Vietniks."
In the 19708, they were mainly upset about the economy; informal
discussions usually produced much harsher criticism of inflation, corporate corruption, and greed than could be put in the news. At the
same time, the journalists were then, as earlier, privately less comfortable with the racial tolerance of the news and_ its advocacy of integration, at least judging by the plethora of racial-and ethnic-jokes
which were exchanged in informal banter. They also looked askance
at the undeserving poor, the very rich, doctors and lawyers who seek
an undue amount of profit and publicity, and Pentecostal ministers
and faith healers, among others. At all times, however, the main topic
of professional discussion was the dishonesty and incompetence of
politicians, regardless of party or point of view.
Opinions were also expressed through stories, editorials, and cartoons that appeared on newsroom bulletin boards. At Newsweek,
many journalists decorated their walls with posters; some were chosen
on esthetic grounds and others to shock colleagues. Many, however,
were used to take stands, particularly by the researchers, who are less
neutral than their superiors-but then again, they are not consulted
on the stands their magazine takes. During the Watergate period,
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some posters were so intensely anti-Nixon that the top editor asked
they be taken down, lest nonjournalistic visitors to the magazine get
the wrong impression about its objectivity.

Freedom from Implications
Because objectivity is defined as a matter of intent, it includes the
freedom to disregard the implications of the news. Indeed, objectivity
could not long exist without this freedom, for the moment journalists
are required to consider the effects of the news on sources and others,
they would have to begin assessing their own intent and to relinquish
their detachment, especially if they wanted to prevent injury to someone.
Journalists realize, of course, that news has myriad effects, many of
which cannot even be anticipated; consequently, they feel that they are
entitled to choose stories, and facts, without first considering the
possible consequences. 14 Once more, the crucial ingredient is intent,
for objectivity requires only that journalists avoid intended effects.
They adopt what Reuven Frank has called an artificial innocence,
". . . the refusal of journalists to alter the story for the purpose of
controlling its effects [and] ... the newsman's necessary deliberate
detachment from aiming his work or letting someone else aim it to
changing society-even for the noblest motive."ls But journalists want
to be equally free to ignore unintended effects and not to be obligated
to consider either the manifest or latent functions (or dysfunctions) of
their work.
Freedom from implications exists, like objectivity, to protect journalists from undue criticism, for it makes irrelevant the objections of
those who see themselves disadvantaged by the news. As a result,
freedom from implications almost becomes an imperative for story
selection and production. Story selectors are exempt from the responsibility of worrying whom their choices will help or hurt; and reporters
are able to gain access to sources for whom the news might have
negative effects, and to ask them any and all questions they regard as
newsworthy. Above all, the right to ignore implications eliminates the
possibility of paralyzing uncertainty. If journalists had to assess the
implications of the stories or facts they choose, and had to determine,
much less anticipate, the not immediately obvious implications, they
would be incapable of making news judgments-at least, not in time
to meet their deadlines.
Objectivity as intent is not difficult to implement at the conscious
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level, for journalists can know and control their own intentions; however, implications, which are determined by the people affected by the
news, are not within their control. Effects cannot be turned on and off
by journalists, and they accompany the news regardless ofthejoumalists' intentions or actions. While journalists do not systematically
predict story implications, and are therefore less aware of them than
nonjoumalists think, they also know, from experience, that implications can be expected.
Therefore, in practice, they are not free from implications. The only
freedom they have-and it is limited-is the choice of implications
(among those expected), which they do take into account. The general
consideration has military overtones: to protect the innocent. Accordingly, journalists may sometimes kill or alter stories that can endanger
the lives or livelihoods of people who are seen as innocent bystanders
at the events that make the news. However, they do not care how the
news affects publicity seekers or people whom they consider socially
or morally disorderly. Of course,journalists shy away from news that
could hurt their own firms, themselves, or their ability to obtain the
news; nor do they want, if at all possible, to endanger the national
interest or well-being. In wartime, they do not report news that may
damage the war effort, and in wartime or peacetime, what may genuinely jeopardize national security (see Chapter 8); and at all times,
they seek to prevent panic among the population.
When implications fall outside these areas or are unpredictable,
journalists apply a further consideration, which they call fairness.
Fairness, like objectivity, is a matter of intent, and journalists who
believe they have acted fairly can ignore charges to the contrary.
Generally speaking, fairness is determined in accordance with the
enduring values, which is why socially and morally disorderly actors
need not be treated fairly. Fairness is also regulated by the libel laws,
in television, by F. C. C. rules, and more important, by the balance
considerations described in Chapter 5.
Producers and editors function as additional enforcers of fairness,
for most of their non-stylistic editing is devoted to "softening," the
altering of a writer's harsh judgments and/or adjectives thought to be
unfair. By softening, reactionary politicians become "conservatives,"
and lobbyists are sometimes described as "advocates." Conversely,
editors rarely "harden" judgments; and if they agree with a writer's
critical adjectives, they will not edit them. Unpopular actors and
activities may be unfairly described without anyone recognizing, or
caring, that the adjectives are pejorative.
The magazines compete against each other and the remaining news
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media with dramatic writing, and unfair but picturesque adjectives
sometimes remain because they liven up a story. Unflattering pictures
are chosen for somewhat the same purpose, although Time once
selected them to put down its political enemies. The safest way to be
unfair is to use a cartoon, for it is a reprint; and while cartoons are
chosen primarily because they are dramatic, no one can be certain
whether or not they represent an editor's opinion.

The Exclusion of "Ideology"
The exclusion of conscious values implies the exclusion of conscious
ideology, but the ways in which journalists reject ideology and deal
with it when it appears provide further insight into the workings of
objectivity-and an understanding of how unconscious values, and
thereby unconscious ideology, enter into news judgment.
Unlike European peers working for party or government news
media, American journalists do not formulate conscious and consistent political viewpoints; they are not ideologists. This is true even of
columnists and commentators. While they tend to develop a set of
viewpoints, they do so because they must write or broadcast on a
regular basis, and cannot possibly approach every column or program
de novo. Moreover, they compete with each other by their points of
view, particularly now that newspaper "Op Ed" pages, network radio,
and local television feature a "spectrum" approach.
In America, conscious ideological thought is mainly left to intellectuals and political activists. Journalists are neither; nor do they have
much contact with ideologists and their publications. As a result, most
journalists have only a cursory acquaintance with the ideological
debates in which activists and intellectuals engage. Although the news
constantly touches on ideological issues of moment, journalists are, for
the most part, not even aware of this, as I was surprised to discover
when I first began my fieldwork. The few American journalists with
ideological concerns either work for journals of opinion, the papers
and magazines of political parties that stress ideology, or here and
there serve as advocacy journalists.
The dearth of ideologically inclined journalists reflects the general
dearth of ideologists in America; as many observers have pointed out,
America's economic and political structures have thus far not created
conditions to encourage the plethora of ideological thought and politics found in Europe. Nor are the news media, including those I
studied, likely to attract people with ideological interests. As far as I
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could tell, few apply for jobs there either because they do not want to
work there, their opinions being too far to the right or left of the
opinions expressed in the national media, or because they do not
expect to be hired. However, even people with conscious centrist
ideologies are absent.
More important, ideologists are not wanted by the news media, for
most journalists believe ideology to be an obstacle to story selection
and production. They see ideologists, rightly or wrongly, as doctrinaire people with axes to grind, and therefore committed to choosing and reporting stories which would advance their ideological interests. While magazine journalists would have liked them around to
enliven office discussions, they and their colleagues in television considered them to be inflexible and incapable of applying the source and
suitability considerations, especially balance. They would, it is felt,
continually pursue the same kinds of stories and sources, which
would, among other things, produce boring news. Such news might
attract other ideologists, but they constitute only a tiny part of the
audience. In addition, ideologists would impair efficiency in story
production. "I wouldn't hire a Goldwaterite," a senior editor explained to me in the 19608. "It would be too much work to argue with
him and edit him." But, of course, ultraconservatives (and socialists)
would consume precious time and energy only because their political
values diverge from the enduring ones.
The view of ideology as rigid doctrine is complemented by the
journalists' definition of ideology which, although hardly unique to
the profession, identifies ideology with political values at the extreme
ends of the political spectrum. In their view, ideology is to be found
among the "extremists" of the Far Right and Left rather than among
liberals, conservatives, and moderates. However, liberal and conservative groups which support principles rather than explicit economic or
political interests, and are therefore viewed as reluctant to compromise in the pursuit of votes or government funds, are also defined as
ideological. As I suggested in Chapter 2, the news is suspect about
highly principled politicians, and so are journalists.
Nevertheless, ideology is primarily associated with extremism; and
while journalists make this association without much deliberation, it
also provides a useful defense against outside political pressure, for it
automatically excludes political values which, if they entered the
news, could generate protest from parts of the audience, management,
advertisers, and the government. At the same time, the journalists'
definition of ideology is self-serving, if not intentionally so, for it blinds
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them to the fact that they also have ideologies, even if these are largely
unconscious.
Recruitment and the Exclusion of Ideology
Ironically, hiring procedures do not consciously exclude people
whom journalists would label "ideologists," for news organizations
try to ignore ideology altogether. I studied these procedures more
closely at the magazines than at the networks, but both media hire
people mainly on the basis ofjournalistic skill. Other factors are taken
into account, notably the amount, type, and quality of college training,
and in recent years, race and sex. Editors and personnel officers, as
well as recently hired journalists, indicated that values, political or
other, were never discussed in job interviews.
Since job applicants must submit samples of previous writing, those
who worked solely for ideological publications could have been turned
down quietly on other grounds, and perhaps they were. I know of one
radical journalist who applied for a network position during the 19608.
He was rejected on the advice of network lawyers because he was
facing federal indictment for an illegal trip to a Communist country,
but this decision was made over the protest of a news executive--or
so he was told-who evidently wanted a radical on the staff. Conversely, at the same time, the presence, at both magazines, of house
radicals, as well as other journalists whose portfolios included contri~
butions to radical publications, suggests that ideological screening did
not take place regularly.
Although top editors and producers agreed, virtually without exception, that if they had the choice, they would not hire ideologically
committed journalists, they were not prepared to delve into the political values of either applicants or colleagues, insisting that such values
were irrelevant to the journalistic task. Almost all claimed ignorance
of the political values held by colleagues (even those with whom they
had worked for years) other than writers whose work required toning
down. Nor were they playing dumb; journalists do not ask each other
such questions, since values are expected to remain at home. At Time,
one ultraconservative writer was toned down for years without either
him or his editor ever discussing the matter.
Ideological screening is avoided because it implies doubt about the
ability of professionals to be objective; it is also unnecessary, for the
conformity pressures described in Chapter 3 have the same result. In
the end, they drive out ideologists as well as other nonconformists. 16
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The dynamics of these pressures are illustrated by the fate of the house
radicals.

House Radicals and House Conservatives
During the late 19608, both Time and Newsweek hired a small
number of young people of vaguely Marxist bent who were known as
house radicals; during my 1975 fieldwork, I found several journalists
who were then identified as house conservatives, although most had
already been on staff since the 1960s. By nonjournalistic standards,
they were not really ideologists, but they were sufficiently interested
in political values and sufficiently extreme in their values to be so
perceived by their colleagues.
The house radicals worked as reporters or researchers, and had
been hired in part to keep the magazines informed about the anti-war
movement, much as black reporters had been hired to report on the
ghettos when they became newsworthy. The house conservatives were
usually writers or editors. Both represented their position in office
discussions but also served two important latent functions. By being
publicly identified as ideologists, they enabled the other journalists to
feel they were free of ideology, and therefore objective. Also, they
defined boundaries; in the 1960s, the house radicals stopped their
colleagues from going too far to the left in their opinions; in the 19708,
the house conservatives, who had not been so labeled in the sixties,
established a point beyond which their colleagues would be too conservative. In fact, one house conservative actually agreed with a number of liberal positions; but because he served as a boundary marker,
his colleagues attributed opinions to him which he did not hold.
The house radicals did not remain long at the magazines. Although
they had the requisite journalistic skills and were not judged to be
prima donnas, they did not fit in. The nonconformity to which their
colleagues objected had less to do with politics than lifestyles; they
were teased and criticized for their informal dress, sexual attitudes
(and alleged practices), and alleged or actual drug (marijuana) use, all
of which were, in the late sixties, still disapproved. Even so, the house
radicals were more bothered by the political differences; they complained primarily about their inability to participate freely in office
discussions or to speak their minds without feeling out of place. 17 In
addition, the radicals were uncomfortable about working in the Establishment. They were pleased that they could obtain media visibility for
their activist friends, but they felt guilty about their handsome salaries
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and expense accounts, and about "selling out" instead of being activists themselves. 18
Had they stayed, conformity pressure might have slackened, because their lifestyle became more acceptable in the years that followed.
But political and other differences would have remained, and the
inability to conform leads to isolation. Most black journalists who
arrived at about the same time but were not deviant in lifestyle left for
much the same reason: they could neither persuade editors that news
about the black community was newsworthy nor could they find
anyone with whom to discuss their interests in the culture and politics
of the black community.19
The house conservatives have remained, however. Being writers
and older, they had more power and status than the radicals, and
could better handle disagreements. Moreover, resembling their middle-aged colleagues in lifestyle, they were readily accepted, even if
some younger journalists thought them square. They also fit in more
easily politically, for the magazines I studied could live with the values
of the house conservatives but not with those of the radicals. 20
Ideological Editing
The lack of attention to ideology and the dearth of ideologically
inclined journalists combine to minimize ideological judgments, either
in story selection or production. Of course, source and suitability
considerations, notably importance judgments and the enduring values within them, have aI,ready established ideological boundaries, and
the perception of ideology as a form of extremism reinforces these.
Consequently, during my fieldwork, I observed the direct entry of
ideology into story selection only once: a Time story about how the
Spanish Communists continued to function during the Franco era was
killed because "it made the Communists look too good." Perhaps
other stories were left out on ideological grounds in foreign sections,
which I did not observe regularly, but none were killed in the domestic
sections for this reason. This was also true at the networks.
Ideological editing during story production is also rare. The house
radicals did no writing, and thus presented no editing problems. On
the other hand, several conservatives prized for their writing skills
were often assigned major stories, even though the editors knew them
to hold "strong" opinions on some issues. Experience had taught them
to keep their personal values out of stories; when they did not, their
work was toned down.
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The editors, used to the idiosyncrasies of creative people, treat
ideological interests as only another, and not very troublesome, idiosyncrasy. As one senior editor explained: "I have one writer who's a
bit of a cold warrior, and another who is a conventional Harvard
liberal [his term for left-liberal]; but ideological problems rarely come
up, and if they do, I just change a sentence or two." However, that
same "Harvard liberal" had already, though perhaps not intentionally, reduced the possibility that problems would come up. He told me
that he had once criticized South Korea's economy as being based on
"the exploitation of cheap labor," but he had actually written that
"rapid economic growth had exacted a high social cost. ... It is based
in part on very cheap labor." Later he said that he had never thought
of using the phrase he mentioned to me, assuming that "the readers
could figure it out for themselves."
Conservative senior editors have more autonomy by virtue of their
rank. Newsweek's foreign section was, for a time, edited by a house
conservative; the top editor did not interfere because he was more
interested in domestic news and because the Cold War was still sufficiently hot to justify the section's fervent anti-communism. However,
when the foreign editor wrote an article strongly supporting the Vietnam War in 1968, his opinions were toned down. Another conservative editor, in the back of the book, often fought with his writers; and
periodically, the top editors softened the positions he had taken in
editing the work of his writers. At Time, Henry Luce had appointed
a conservative managing editor in the early 19608; as a result, those
senior editors who were less conservative frequently argued with him
and sometimes were able to tone him down-although they would not
have put it that way.21
The unwritten rule is that conclusions or opinions which are
deemed to be ideological can survive if they are supported by evidence.
During the Vietnam War, television reporters on the scene of a fruitless battle or a search-and-destroy mission resulting in large numbers
of civilian casualties could end their stories with critical comments
about the war without anyone questioning them. In 1975, a senior
NBC reporter sent in a film that favorably reported Castro's domestic
economic policies; while one New York producer objected to the
reporter's conclusion, the top producer ruled that the reporter had
provided sufficient evidence to justify it, and the film was shown
without change. The reporter, being a senior journalist who had long
covered Central and Latin America, and was trusted for being objective, had a free hand in choosing what to film; but needless to say,
favorable stories about a socialist economy are rarely assigned or
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self-assigned. What is newsworthy about socialist countries is the
absence of civil liberties, and the same reporter's first film from Cuba
had dealt at length with political repression.
The magazines also house a few invisible ideologists, who are not
seen as having ideological interests. Researchers or reporters, they
actually are more successful than writers in occasionally getting their
point of view into print because they deal in facts rather than in ideas.
Moreover, often they alone see the ideological significance of these
facts. Once a researcher added an uncomplimentary fact about the
CIA to a story about that agency; and although the editor deleted it,
the researcher was not sure whether it was the ideological point to
which he objected or whether he merely wanted to shorten the story.
The researcher considered arguing with the editor, but inasmuch as
too much disagreement with superiors types people as "cranks," she
decided to save her scarce political capital for an issue about which
she felt more strongly.

Value Inclusion
In Chapter 2, I suggested that empirical disciplines must have
concepts through which facts can be grasped, and that the concepts
themselves incorporate assumptions or judgments about external reality which cannot be tested. Also, no empirical discipline ever has the
time or resources to universally apply its methodology, so that many
factual statements are actually reality judgments.
In addition, empirical disciplines concerned with their own nation
and society contain values, if only in what they choose to study and
to ignore. Empiricists can be detached, of course, setting aside conscious personal values; and they can be reflexive, aware of the values
they are unable or unwilling to set aside. But journalists cannot write
or film some stories without expressing some values; and these take
the form of conscious opinions, unconscious opinions, reality judgments (which are sometimes preference statements), and above all, the
enduring values.

The Enduring Values
The values that enter the news regularly and most often are the
enduring values (see Chapter 2, pp. 42-64). They are included unconsciously, as I argued previously, because they are built into importance
judgments; as a result, they do not conflict with objectivity-in fact,
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they make it possible. Being part of news judgment, the enduring
values are those ofjournalism rather than ofjournalists; consequently,
journalists can feel detached and need not bring in their personal
values.
The values are enduring in large part because the basic considerations that underlie news judgment do not change significantly over
time-or, at least, have not changed over the last several decades. But
not all enduring values are applied at any given moment, for they enter
as subjective reactions to available news; and if such news is not
available, the values become dormant. When American politics functions according to the dictates of altruistic democracy, this enduring
value is not violated, and there is no story to report.
Nor are the enduring values uniformly shared by journalism as a
profession. In addition, because they are unconscious values, they are
interpreted somewhat differently by every news organization and,
insofar as journalists have individual autonomy, by every journalist.
The enduring values are, needless to say, political values, and not
all journalists or news media hold the values I found at the networks
and magazines I studied. The journals of opinion, for example, earn
their living and serve their audience by developing explicit political
viewpoints and taking stands on many issues of the day. Consequently,
they attract journalists who have developed explicit political values,
but even these journalists apply some of the enduring values. They also
seek to expose incompetent or dishonest leaders: journals of the Left
emphasize moral disorder among business leaders, while those of the
Right concentrate on public officials in the liberal wings of the Republican or Democratic party. Even Marxist publications, which argue
that moral disorder inheres in the economic and political structures
of capitalist society, nevertheless write about moral and other deficiencies of individual economic and political leaders. In that sense, at least,
they, too, are under the sway of the enduring values.

Conscious Opinions-Taking Stands
The newsmagazines compete with other news media partly by taking stands. They express opinions, which are topical or story-specific,
but these rarely become permanent enough to be called values. True,
Time still aims to speak with a single voice, but no one examines
whether all stands are consistent. Indeed, consistency is sought largely
through what both magazines call their "voice" or "attitude." A
Newsweek senior editor once described his magazine's attitude as that
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of a "well-educated, decent liberal, in the sense of being an openminded, fair person, but also one who is bemused and ironic."
Most magazine stands are formulated by individual writers, but
they know that they represent the top editor and act accordingly,
although sometimes they express their own opinions, expecting the
top editor to change them. On major political and economic issues of
the day, the top editor determines the stand, sometimes reviewing it
with his superiors; occasionally, executives formulate the firm's opinion. As long as Henry Luce was editor-in-chief of Time, Inc., Time's
stands favored Republican candidates and causes, even though many
Time writers were Democrats. Until the early 19608, Newsweek's opinions resembled Time's; but when Philip and Katharine
Graham purchased the magazine, it at once began to take more liberal
stands.
Television does not take explicit stands, but it does express opinions.
One top producer explained: "I don't want to come out with editorial
positions ... but every night we are saying things. I don't believe in
total objectivity." However, evening news programs do not offer a
single or consistent voice. Commentators are free to state their own
opinions; and anchorpersons can, as autonomous stars, say whatever
they want, even when there is protest from local stations affiliated with
the network (see Chapter 8). In the 1960s, NBC News was anchored
by Chet Huntley and David Brinkley. On days when Huntley wrote
the major war story, the program was apt to be hawkish, since he
wholeheartedly supported the war effort; when the assignment fell to
Brinkley, however, the war news often reflected doubt about the war,
not because Brinkley was a dove, but because he was (and is) skeptical
about all activities undertaken by Big Government. 22
Even so, commentators, anchorpersons, or top editors and producers do not always take personal stands. They perceive themselves as
public figures, and their stands are thus personal interpretations of
public stands. An anchorman indicated that while he stated opinions
on the air, he limited himself to "only those already held by others";
and Eric Severaid, the recently retired CBS News commentator, was
often disparaged as "Severalsides" for this reason.
Individual positions are also mediated by audience concerns. A top
producer of the 196Os, discussing his program's stand on black power,
said: "It's a national audience and it's national subjects we are dealing
with, and we can't simply say black power is good. Even if you think
it is in Atlanta, you are not sure it is good in Chicago. We've said the
opposite quite mildly, that black power is perhaps not quite good." A
top editor suggested that his stands were less his own than "a response
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to the public mood," which he determined from discussions with his
senior colleagues and from his reading of other news media. But he
also indicated that even his own mood depended "on what I feel as
a customer or reader"; he was thus shaping his individual opinions by
his role as an audience representative.
Nevertheless, journalists who worked for him often perceived his
stands as impositions of his own personal values, and undoubtedly
they were correct insofar as, ultimately, he determined what he took
to be either the public mood or his own feelings as a reader. Likewise,
the top producer who took a stand against black power was obviously
not concerned that the audience in Atlanta or Chicago might feel
differentty.
Actually, most of the opinions are derived from the enduring values. Opinions about individual politicians stem from the expectations
of political behavior that inhere in the journalistic conception of altruistic democracy. Even if the public mood is favorable to national
health insurance, journalistic opinion is not likely to stray too far from
the dictates of responsible capitalism. The stand against black power
could have been predicted from the journalistic endorsement of racial
integration; equally important, the militancy of black power advocates
conflicted with the high value placed on the preservation of social
order.

Unconscious Opinions
Still, the vast majority of opinions in the news enter unconsciously,
largely through the use of connotative, often pejorative words and
phrases (see Chapter 2). When journalists describe participants in civil
disturbances as "mobs" or "hordes," when they dourly report a rise
in the cost of living, or when they describe adolescent behavior in
sardonic tones, they are offering opinions, but they are unaware that
they are doing so. These opinions are shared by enough journalists so
that they are taken for granted; only when they become controversial
do journalists realize that they are opinions, after which they may be
abandoned, moderated, or transformed into stands.

Opinion Change
Being story-specific, opInIons are subject to change. Journalists
however, are reluctant to change conscious stands, fearing they will
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then be charged with inconsistency, which undermines their credibility.
Consequently, conscious opinions generally change only in the
wake of highly visible and traumatic events, for positions can then be
altered without loss of credibility. Even so, these events are often the
culmination of a series of less visible events which had led journalists
to doubt their earlier stands. Perhaps the most significant example in
recent times is the change of stands toward the Vietnam War, taken
by almost all major news media after the Tet offensive of 1968. I noted
earlier that many Saigon reporters had long expressed their doubts
that the war could be won, and some news organizations were embroiled in internal conflict over whether to listen to them or to their
more senior-and more optimistic-reporters in Washington. The Tet
offensive was thus the last straw in a lengthy process of increasing
uncertainty, not only about the war, but about the government's
honesty in informing journalists about it. 23
A similar process occurs when opinions about presidents and presidential candidates change. Early doubts about President Carter's political abilities were crystallized by the so-called Lance and Marston
affairs. After George McGovern forced Thomas Eagleton to withdraw
the day after claiming to be 1000 percent behind his running mate,
most journalists described McGovern as just another politician; but
the strategies of the McGovern staff at the 1972 Democratic convention had already suggested that the candidate was not above using
standard campaign tactics.
When journalistic opinions change in response to highly visible
~vents, the events themselves are made visible by the journalists. Furthermore, most of the journalists who alter their positions are not
reacting to the events per se but to the news stories they read or see
about them. 24 They participate, therefore, in an essentially intraprofessional process, responding to opinion change among large numbers of
peers. Dramatic events are necessary to initiate the process but insufficient to complete it. The early exposure of South Vietnamese dictatorship and corruption by Halberstam and his colleagues did not persuade many journalists that the war was a dubious venture, and
several years passed before a critical mass of events and the 1968 Tet
offensive convinced them otherwise. In this process, journalists are
reacting to the same news as their audience while supplying the very
information that impels the change in audience opinion. 2s
Unconscious opinions also change with highly visible events, but
equally often, they become conscious and may then be altered in
response to peer or public criticism. I reported earlier that male maga-
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zine journalists consciously reduced their use of sexist terminology
after protests from women colleagues, while unconscious racism
began to be excised after black criticism of the news media. Some
journalists stopped describing the North Vietnamese as the enemy
when peers commented on the practice in professional journals, but
these commentators were in turn responding to the criticism of the
news media by anti-war protesters, and perhaps even more so to the
widespread reappraisal of the war reportage after the Tet offensive.

Reality Judgments
Values enter the news most pervasively in the form of reality judgments, the assumptions about external reality associated with the
concepts which journalists use to grasp it. 26 These are innumerable;
and rather than being preference statements, most are assumptions
built into the considerations that journalists apply. When journalists
must decide what is new, they must also make assumptions about
what is old and therefore no longer newsworthy; when they report
what is wrong or abnormal, they must also decide what is normal. If
they favor the old or the new, and if they believe that what is normal
should be normal, reality judgments then become preference statements.
In any case, journalists cannot exercise news judgment without a
composite of nation, society, and national and social institutions in
their collective heads, and this picture is an aggregate of reality judgments. When journalists perceive California as the fountainhead of
bizarre new fads; look at adolescents as exotic; or, at the magazines,
universalize the lifestyles of upper-middle-class Americans and project them onto the entire population, they are making reality judgments. In so doing, they cannot leave room for the reality judgments
that, for example, poor people have about America; nor do they ask,
or even think of asking, the kinds of questions about the country that
radicals, ultraconservatives, the religiously orthodox, or social scientists ask as a result of their reality judgments.
Many reality judgments are stereotypes, accurate or inaccurate,
which journalists borrow from elsewhere because of their availability
and familiarity. both to the journalists and the audience. As Walter
Lippmann pointed out many years ago, the news depends on and
reinforces stereotypes. At times it also invents them, although more
often than not, the stereotypes journalists create coincide with those
invented independently by many other people. The stereotype of
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adolescents as exotic-and highly libidinous-beings is not, after all,
limited to journalists.
Strictly speaking, reality judgments develop apart from preference
statements, but even so, they are often interconnected. The interdependence of reality judgments and values, and their effect on story
selection are perhaps best illustrated by the initial-and continuingconception of the Vietnam War. From the very beginning, journalists
saw the war as a conflict between America and its allies, and a Communist enemy, from which followed the value judgment to support the
American side.
It could be argued-and rightly, I think-that the news media
should have perceived the American role in the war as a late chapter
in a foreign civil war that had been raging for over a generation, but
this conceptualization would have required a reality judgment that
American journalists-and Americans generally-could not easily
make. Civil wars of the kind fought in Vietnam and other developing
countries have not been part of the recent American experience from
which reality judgments originate. The American Civil War was too
distinctive to serve as a model for Vietnam, and the nostalgic image
now held of the Revolutionary War ignores the extent to which it was
a guerrilla war somewhat similar to that fought in Vietnam.
Prior to American intervention, journalists might have reported
Vietnam as a civil war, but even that reality judgment probably would
have been accompanied by a value judgment. For at least fifty years
now, the first question many Americans have asked about civil wars
has been whether Communists were involved in them, and civil wars
with Communist participation have rarely been called civil wars either
by public officials or journalists. Most often, they have been seen as
instances in the Cold War.
The reality judgments about Vietnam and the values associated
with them however, were accompanied by a substantive consideration:
that domestic news is always more important than foreign news. This
consideration preceded the reality judgment, for it discQuraged journalists from paying attention to Southeast Asia before the American
involvement-and later, to the nonmilitary aspects of South and
North Vietnamese life. Once American troops arrived, Vietnam was
classified as domestic news, a decision that made the resulting reality
and value judgments almost mandatory.
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The Journalistic Paraideology
Taken together, the enduring values, conscious and unconscious
opinions, and reality judgments constitute what I defined as
paraideology-and distinguished from ideology-in Chapter 2. The
paraideology that I saw in the news comes, of course, from the journalists, although it expresses the values of the workplace and the profession more than it does the journalists' personal values.
The journalistic paraideology is not inflexible, but then, neither are
ideologies, unless they are forcibly imposed party lines. Conformity
pressures encourage paraideological homogeneity; but individual autonomy, as well as the organizational divisions of labor and power,
makes for diversity. On the whole, top editors and producers adhere
to a politically and culturally more conservative conception of the
paraideology, just as they take more conservative stands than other
journalists, if only because they must keep in mind potential or actual
protest from conservative critics and audience members.
When all is said and done, however, the journalistic paraideology
is an ideology, an untested and often untestable set of beliefs. That it
is an ideology can be illustrated, if not demonstrated, by the fact that
those who adhere to it do not conceive of it as ideology. Like other
empiricists working within a dominant paradigm, journalists believe
themselves to be objective.

The Origins of Journalistic Values
That journalistic news judgment includes values raises the question
whether these values are professional correlates of journalistic expertise or lay values that originate from outside the profession. Ifjournalists apply lay values, however, they are selecting stories not only as
professionals but also as citizens; in that case, one can ask whether
they should do so and whom they are representing when they act as
citizens. Furthermore, if professionals are making lay judgments, their
claims to autonomy become a matter of debate. These are questions
of news policy, to be discussed in Chapter 10, but they presuppose a
prior and empirical question: Where do the values that journalists
apply originate?
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The Enduring Values and the Progressive Movement
The enduring values are part and parcel of news judgment; but even
so, they are not, strictly speaking, professional values. They do not
reflect technical expertise; rather, they are ingredients in a vision of
the good nation and society. As such, they are also lay values, presumably of lay origin.
At the close of Chapter 2, I proposed that these values resembled
turn-of-the-century Progressivism. A detailed historical study may
show that the resemblance is coincidental, but there is at least one
good reason to believe otherwise, for journalists were an intrinsic part
of the Progressive movement. Whether they or citizen reformers "invented" the movement's values is another question; but in any case,
I suggest that the enduring values originated in the Progressive movement.
This is not the place to consider the origins of Progressivism itself,
but its heyday was concurrent with the era of the muckrakers; and the
principal muckrakers-among them Ida Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens,
and their editor, S. S. McClure-had considerable contact with, and
were active supporters of, the national leaders of the Progressive
movement. 27 Journalists themselves were part of the national leadership; Chandler's study showed that thirty-six of the 260 Progressive
leaders he identified were editors. 28 In addition, many local journalists
participated in movement activities in their cities and states. 29 But
perhaps the best illustration of the tie between the Progressive movement and the journalism of the period is given by the late Richard
Hofstadter:
The fundamental critical achievement of American Progressivism was
the business of exposure, and journalism was the chief occupational
source of its creative writers. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the
Progressive mind was characteristically a journalistic mind, and that its
characteristic contribution was that of the socially responsible reporterreformer. 30

Why Progressives allied themselves with journalists is not hard to
guess. Political movements need to communicate with actual ·and
potential supporters; and the Progressive movement came into being
at about the time that the mass-circulation newspaper and magazine
became the dominant news media. Many of the Progressives were
small-town Americans of upper-class or upper-middle-class status
who sought to control what they viewed as the corrosive influences of
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the urban-industrial society into which the economic changes and the
immigrations from Southern and Eastern Europe had delivered them.
A detailed historical study would be necessary to ascertain why
journalists allied themselves with the Progressives; but those who did,
and many other leading journalists of the time, came from backgrounds similar to those of the Progressives; and perhaps they, too,
were disturbed by the changes taking place in America. Incidentally,
many of today's journalists still come from these backgrounds. The
previously cited st~dy of a national sample ofjournalists by Johnstone
and his associates showed that 49 percent were children of professionals and managers (and thus presumably from upper-middle-class
homes), and almost three fourths were either "Anglo-Saxon" or descendants of the "old" German, Irish, and Scandinavian immigration. 3l (These data also apply to the news media I studied, except that
many top editors and producers, as well as news executives, are Jewish. 32 )
That modern journalism should invoke values from the tum of the
century does not suggest that the profession is operating with oldfashioned ideas, for Progressivism is hardly dead. Although no longer
a movement, its ideas remain central to many political, social, and
cultural reform efforts. More to the point, these ideas continue to be
salient for journalists today. The values signify and maintain a proud
chapter in American journalism, for during the Progressive period,
journalists achieved a level of power and influence in American life
they have not held since, except during the years of the Watergate
scandals.
Today these values also serve journalism as a profession, giving it
a respected social role. Insofar as journalists are defenders of a set of
values, they are more than technicians who transmit information from
sources to audiences. Contemporary journalists do not, for the most
part, see themselves as reformers; but the ones I studied were proud
whenever a story resulted in official investigati9ns and in legislative or
administrative reform. Then, too, Progressivism was, among other
things, a professional movement that aimed to bring experts into
politics and government; and its values enhance the professionalism
ofjournalism, particularly since journalists are not yet certain whether
they deserve to be called professionals. Also, Progressive ideology
sidesteps or cuts across the partisanship of the political parties; it was,
and continues to be, attractive to people who, like journalists, regard
themselves as political independents.
In addition, the enduring values are shared by other segments of
society, especially those public officials who are the journalists' major
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sources. In fact, the enduring values coincide almost completely with
the major themes of political rhetoric, which is also centered on the
nation as a unit, advocates much the same kind of capitalism and
democracy, pays allegiance to small-town pastoralism, supports individualism and moderation, and preaches order. Political rhetoric is
not political action, but then news is also a kind of rhetoric; and
journalistic assumptions about the need for leadership are often expressed in the speeches politicians make during election campaigns
and at ceremonial occasions.
The audience may not agree with all the opinions expressed in the
news, but it is not likely to find fault with the enduring values. Middle
Americans, for example, also favor social order, honest leadership,
pastoralism, moderatism, and individualism. Not all may have faith
in responsible capitalism, but neither are they happy with government
welfare policies that add to their taxes. It appears as if the original
upper-class and upper-middle-class Progressive vision of America has
by now diffused to a larger portion of the population.
At the same time, the enduring values also serve the business interests associated with journalism, be they sponsors or news firms. Progressivism was (and is) not antagonistic to private enterprise per se,
and the journalistic vision of responsible capitalism does not diverge
sharply from the notion of corporate responsibility which, as overt
ideology, is supported by the large corporations themselves. Moreover, the concept of individualism in the enduring values not only
legitimizes the desirability of entrepreneurship but also views the
shortcomings of private enterprise as "bad apples." As a result, the
enduring values are blind to possible structural faults within the system, which in turn reduces the likelihood of stories that question the
legitimacy of the present economic order.

Values and Working Conditions
The enduring values are values of the journalists' workplace; consequently, their origins must also be sought in the conditions under
which journalists work. Journalists themselves argue that values
which enter their work are consequences of professional practices and
thus value implications rather than values in their own right. Journalists emphasize the president, so the argument goes, because he is a
productive and efficient source of news, not because they value leadership; they report social disorder because they are expected to deliver
dramatic news, not because they value order; and they stress modera-
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tion because, being outsiders who come into contact with diverse
sources, they are encouraged to be "open-minded." In a 1970 speech,
John Chancellor pointed out:
Reporters, I think, probably have . . . a bias toward pragmatism and
common sense. Reporters are people-and tney tend to appreciate
... competent and honest men; they tend to be hard on scoundrels and
buffoons. They learn-firsthand-that things must be done (in effort and
money) to solve problems, and that gets them in trouble with the conservatives. They learn-firsthand, in the wars and the riots-that violence
and radicalism seldom solve anything, and that gets them in trouble with
the new left. Most reporters are members of the extreme center-I am
-and it's a difficult place to be these days. . . . If the people in this
country could spend their days the way reporters spend theirs, they
would turn out the way reporters do: somewhat suspicious of oratory;
a bit skeptical of grand plans; committed to rational programs to solve
problems; against violence and war; and very worried about the future
of the country. 33

Suspicion of oratory and grand plans, and a commitment to rational
programs are not, however, the only possible reactions reporters could
have to their work. Journalists might conclude that the slow, incremental change in government is irrational, and they could observe
that "violence and radicalism" sometimes force government to act.
The appreciation of "competent and honest men," and the hardness
toward "scoundrels and buffoons" is Chancellor's personal statement
of a major enduring value.
Journalists do value the president as a productive and efficient
source, and they do report social disorder as dramatic news. But that
is only part of the answer, for all regular sources become productive
and efficient, and journalists could choose other regular sources. If
enduring values were not involved, disorder stories could side with the
participants in disorder rather than with the restorers of order. While
story selection and production cannot be explained by the enduring
values alone, neither can these values be left out of the explanation.
Work requirements push journalists in certain directions, but their
values pull them along as well.
Nevertheless, some values may stem directly from working conditions. For example, the high value placed on civil liberties is almost
an instrumental necessity, since journalistic autonomy depends on
freedom of the press. Journalistic anti-communism may have a similar
basis, at least in part, since Communist journalists lack what American professionals define as autonomy.
Furthermore, it is possible that the journalists' antipathy to bu-
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reaucracy does not derive solely from the enduring values but also
from the journalists' position as unwilling members of bureaucratic
organizations, although they are not alone, either among professionals
or Americans generally, in disliking bureaucracy. The journalistic
concern with responsible leadership, likewise, may stem from the
central role which top editors, producers, and executives play in the
working lives and morale of journalists.
Even the journalists' advocacy of individualism and moderatism
may relate to working conditions. Group journalism and conformity
pressures notwithstanding, news organizations reward the productive
individualist; and for many journalists, the self-employed freelance
writer-the individual par excellence-eontinues to be a career ideal,
even if it can rarely be achieved. Moderatism is probably a defensive
value, inasmuch as journalists subject to criticism are safest near the
center. During the 196Os, journalists often said that if they received
critical mail both from "Nazis" and "Communists," they saw no need
to worry about the stands they were taking. However, moderatism is
work-related in yet another way, for journalists who drink heavily or
exhaust their energies off the job in other ways cannot maintain the
work pace for long. 34 The hard-drinking journalist is a venerable
stereotype, but he or she was rarely in evidence at the news media I
studied.
The work environment also affects reality judgments, for these
judgments derive partly from the small aggregate of sources from
whom journalists obtain most of their news. Even when their work
places them in an adversary role vis-a-vis public officials, they are still
similar in social, economic, cultural, and other background characteristics. They know less about people different from them, and often
their information about them comes from secondhand sources. Lacking contact with working-class sources, for example, the journalists'
conception of them was influenced by the hard hats who made news
during the Vietnam War, and by Archie Bunker, a fictional workingclass character developed by upper-middle-class professionals in Hollywood.

Values and Personal Experience
Some reality judgments and values also coine from personal experience and background; and from the lifestyles journalists experienced
as children, and now as adults, in their own families and communities.
The reality judgments they use to determine newsworthy abnormali-
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ties generally reflect their own expectations of what constitutes normal
parent, neighbor, friend, club member, churchgoer, and other everyday behavior. However, their definition of normality is taken, more
often than not, from what they perceive as normal in the upper middle-class. For example, in the last few years, the journalists' perception
of the bright side of city life has centered on "urban revitalization,"
for the journalists are more aware of affluent young professionals (now
sometimes called gentrifiers) who restore old inner-city houses than of
the remaining 99 percent of urban homeowners. These experiences,
frequently translated into story ideas, help explain why the magazines
universalize upper-middle-class lifestyles.
But personal experience and background do not explain the enduring values. As I noted before, these values are built into news judgment, and journalists do not have to accept them personally. Perhaps
the values they leave at home, which I did not study intensively, differ
from the enduring values; but I spent enough time with people in
informal conversation to be convinced that th"is is not the case. In any
event, the journalists have no difficulty in going along with the enduring values. 35
Nor is there any reason why they should disagree with these values,
for most journalists are members of the upper-middle-class, middleaged social order I sketched in Chapter 2. By all the conventional
indicators, national journalists are solidly upper-middle-class. All but
a small handful of older men and women are college graduates, and
many have postgraduate degrees. Newsmagazine journalists still are
educated primarily at the Ivy League schools or equivalent private
universities in other parts of the country; even most television journalists, some of whom grew up in lower-middle-class homes, have attended "quaiity" schools. 36
Journalism was once a poorly paid profession, but now most national journalists are comfortably off. In 1975, reporters and writers, both at the magazines and the networks, were earning between
$25,000 and $40,000, depending on seniority, although some network
correspondents received considerably more. Senior editors, producers,
and bureau chiefs in both media were paid salaries ranging from
$30,000 to $50,000 or more; top editors and producers were estimated
to earn between $75,000 and $120,000; and anchorpersons, between
$300,000 and $400,000. Even magazine researchers, whose starting
salaries were then set by the Newspaper Guild at about $12,500, were
often earning closer to $20,000 after a few years. These figures do not
include either on-air fees paid to television reporters or year-end
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bonuses and stock options, which benefit mainly the higher-echelon
journalists. 37
Most national journalists, however, are not rich; and in 1975, they
were hard-pressed by inflation. Nor do they feel rich, but this stems
partly from work-related reasons. As reporters or party guests, many
are occasional visitors into the world of the affluent and have seen the
public lifestyles of the economically and politically powerful. Equally
important, perhaps because their work requires constant attention to
novelty, many journalists have an unusually lively interest in the latest
fashions, entertainment, and other appurtenances of the "good life."
Large numbers live in the fashionable suburbs around, or the more
fashionable neighborhoods in, New York City; and by the time they
reach their forties, many own weekend or summer homes on Long
Island, "the Cape," or elsewhere. Generous expense accounts also
expose even people who live modestly to "high living." Perhaps irregular schedules and limited leisure time encourage a compensatory
interest in fashionable goods and places; on the other hand, affluent
academics and other professionals are also active consumers, although
their standards of what is "fashionable" may differ.
National journalists, being at the top of their professional heap,
have been upwardly mobile almost by definition. Most grew up in
middle-class, or at the magazines, upper-middle-class, homes; and
their mobility has often been geographic as well as socioeconomic.
Television anchorpersons and reporters aspiring to their jobs in the
future come from small towns in the Midwest and the South, whereas
most other journalists come from larger cities, and the younger ones,
from the surrounding suburbs. Like many professionals now working
in New York, they left home to attend a college with a national
reputation, and began their careers in smaller cities. Their mobility
has left them with considerable empathy for the upwardly mobile, as
well as with some nostalgia for their hometowns. Still, even those who
grew up in large cities or in New York are not particularly cosmopolitan in their tastes or "urbane" in lifestyle; in any case, whatever tbeir
origins, they have no difficulty accepting the small-town pastoralism
of the enduring values.
Relatively few journalists came from working-class homes, and
those who did lost touch with their origins long ago. However, working-class people are found in the news media, but they work as disseminators. Their values and opinions are often at o~ds with those of
the journalists; and although they express them vocally, they do not
participate in editorial decisions.
Journalists from upper-class homes can be found, with a few exceptions, only at the newsmagazines. Some top and senior editors, as well
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as writers and reporters, are from socially, economically, or politically
influential families (including Social Register ones); and daughters
from such families sometimes work as researchers after college and
before marriage, sprinkling famous names through the magazines'
mastheads.
Upper-class status is not an obstacle, especially at the executive
level, but the newsmagazines make fun of the very rich as often as do
the television news programs. Being in a minority, upper-class colleagues are also laughed at-but behind their backs. They may set a
style, after hours, to which others can aspire; but in the office, they
are apt to hide their origins. A magazine reporter working on an
article about the affluent discovered that colleagues of rich parentage
were unwilling to help her with information; similarly, children of the
politically or otherwise famous will not use their relatives as sources.
At the networks, one seldom finds people from prestigious or famous
families; for instance, the production assistants, who are roughly
equivalent in rank to magazine researchers, are women who come
largely from working-class "ethnic" backgrounds.
Personal Political Values
Being upper-middle-class does not automatically lead to the adoption of upper-middle-class values, but the political values people expressed or implied in informal discussion and in private interviews
were consistent with the enduring values. Journalists generally describe themselves as liberals, but liberalism is a synonym for being
independent, open-minded, or both. "I am a classic liberal in the
ability to see both sides," one anchorman pointed out. "I don't have
a party affiliation, but I am not sure if I would even if I were not in
the news business."
Johnstone and his associates, reporting on a subsample of journalists in "prominent" publications (which included the networks, newsmagazines, and the more prestigious daily papers), found that 40
percent described themselves as "a little to the left"; 30 percent,
"middle of the road"; and 12 percent, "pretty far to the left." Conversely, 17 percent placed themselves "a little" or "pretty far" to the
right. 38 The study left it up to the journalists to define the positions
on the spectrum; but while one news-media critic has used these data
to conclude that the journalists were "leftists," my fieldwork suggests
the few who were "pretty far to the left" agreed at most with the
left-liberal positions of the Americans for Democratic Action. 39
My impressionistic data support the findings of the national study.
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Some of the people I observed were conservatives, a few were ultraconservatives, and a handful (not counting the house radicals of the
196Os) could be considered democratic socialists; however, the vast
majority were independents or liberals. Perhaps the most accurate
portrait came from a top producer who, talking about- racial integration, said: "We tend to be liberal on civil rights, though not necessarily
if a Negro moves next door." But then, journalists are not alone in
taking a more liberal position in general than on specific issues. In the
end, most of the people I studied could be classified as right-liberals
and left-conservatives; they occupy the same positions on the ideological spectrum which I ascribed to the enduring values in Chapter 2. But
people in the higher ranks who determine which stands will be taken
on major issues are somewhat more conservative.
The conventional ideological spectrum is not always an accurate
representation of people's values, however, partly because it does not
take into account class position. In America, liberalism is often associated with upper-middle-class values; and positions taken by upper-middle-class people on "ecology," "consumerism," marijuana
use, and abortion are defined as liberal. On "social" issues, many of
the journalists were clearly liberal, even while they were, at the same
time, less interested in, or more conservative on, economic issues or
government welfare policies. By the same token, they often favored
politicians with upper-middle-class constituencies or backgrounds,
some of whom have also been automatically identified as liberal. During the 1950s, I was told, many magazine journalists sided with Adlai
Stevenson, and later with John Kennedy, rather than with the populist
Estes Kefauver. In 1968, when, for a brief period, liberals had a choice
between Eugene McCarthy and Robert Kennedy, most liberal journalists favored the former, but at the time Kennedy was courting
blue-collar voters.
If journalists are neither quite as liberal, especially on economic
issues, as their critics on the Right believe them to be, or as conservative as critics on the Left think, they are, on the whole, more liberal
than their superiors and their colleagues in the business departments,
as well as their sponsors and advertisers. Whether they are more
liberal than the American people as a whole is doubtful, for while a
plurality of people now describe themselves as conservatives when
responding to pollsters, they concurrently take quite liberal positions
on many economic issues. 4o However, journalists are more liberal than
their vocal audience, inasmuch as the people who write letters of
criticism are predominantly conservative (see Chapter 7), which helps
explain why journalists are frequently under attack.
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Lay Values and the News
News judgment, then, is composed to some extent of lay values and
lay reality judgments. Like other professionals, journalists practice an
expertise that is not and cannot be purely professional. But the lay
components of news judgment come from the larger nation and society to which journalists also belong. Even if they conceive of themselves as outsiders, journalists, both as professionals and laypersons,
react to the news with the same attitudes and values as some, if not
all, members of their audience.
This is not to say, however, that lay values-or the upper-middleclass status-of most journalists can explain the shape of the news, or
that the news would be different if othe~ people selected and produced
it. True, ifjournalists were henceforth recruited solely from the working class, they would see America from a different vantage point and
would therefore begin with other reality judgments. Bringing with
them other lay values, they might also be skeptical of some enduring
ones. But they would still have to apply the considerations I described
in earlier chapters. In the process, some would have difficulty communicating and establishing rapport with present regular sources, few
of whom come from the working class or are sympathetic to its values.
They could, I suppose, find more compatible sources; but as I suggest
in Chapter 9, present sources might use their power to remain sources.
In that case, journalists would have to adapt to these sources. Even
if the new journalists were blue-collar conservatives, they would have
cultural and other conflicts with their superiors; and while workingclass news executives could be imagined, corporate executives are not
likely to be recruited from lowly origins.
But barring larger economic and political change in America, journalists could not be recruited from the working class in the first place
unless middle-class youngsters decided against entering the profession. Even then, the present educational and credentialist prerequisites
for journalistic employment would recruit upwardly mobile, workingclass youngsters likely to have shed many of their working-class values
and reality judgments. The prerequisites could themselves by altered,
however, but not without currently inconceivable occupational and
educational transformations. And what applies to hypothetical working-class journalists would apply equally to recruits from other backgrounds or with other political values. In the last analysis, the lay
ingredients in news judgment make a difference, but the current ingredients are not there by accident.

====7----Profits and Audiences

Since national news is produced commercially, one might imagine
that story selectors are under constant pressure to choose news which
will attract the most profitable audience. In practice, however, they
are not. In the news media I studied, as in most others, editorial and
business departments operate independently of each other. Businessdepartment officials would like to influence editorial decisions in order
to increase audience size and attract advertisers, but they can only
make proposals. Although some feel that journalists do not understand what the audience wants, they also know that they cannot
interfere.
Corporate management, which oversees both departments, can of
course persuade the journalists to take heed of the economic wellbeing of the firm, but they have not interfered either. True, the news
programs and magazines I studied were in good economic health, but
Friedrich's account of the final days of the Saturday Evening Post
suggests that even when that magazine was going under, the editors
remained free from business-department intervention. 1

Commercial Considerations
Nevertheless, story selectors must attend to some commercial and
audience considerations. I distinguish between the two, for commercial considerations are intended to reduce the costs of story selection
and production, or to increase revenue from the audience and/or
advertisers. Audience considerations, on the other hand, exist to hold
the present audience; and while they also have commercial consequences, journalists apply audience considerations for other reasons,
214
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as I suggest below. Although journalists pay little direct attention to
the audience, they pay even less to costs and profits.

Cost Cutting
Top producers and editors, unlike the rest of their staffs, are expected to consider the cost of producing the news, inasmuch as they
must live within budgets not entirely of their own making. During the
stagflation of the early 19708, most news firms tightened their belts,
but story selection and production were not visibly affected. Periodic
job freezes were instituted; but for the most part, costs were cut by
reducing ancillary newsroom services.
The major expenditure items in news budgets are not easily scaled
down. Important stories must always be covered, if only because the
competition is likely to do so; breaking stories create the greatest
havoc on budgets, but again, competitive pressures and organizational
pride force the expenditure of additional funds.
The television networks have long been highly profitable ventures,
taking advertising, and to a lesser extent, audiences, away from the
print media. The evening news programs have also been moneymakers
for years; but until recently, the other news programs-and therefore
the news divisions themselves-have run in the red. According to
Variety, however, the three network news divisions showed a 1 percent profit in 1975 and 1976, after having lost 15 percent in 1972. 2 The
dramatic change is largely attributed to CBS's 60 Minutes, the first
news program to compete successfully with entertainment programs
during prime-time hours.
By 1978, ABC and NBC had also scheduled weekly "newsmagazines" in the hope of imitating the success of 60 Minutes. Hour-long
news documentaries that are costly to produce but attract comparatively small audiences are still being made as well, but the kind that
arouse controversy and scare away sponsors have been rarer in the
19708 than in the 19608, although the current decade has also generated less controversial news. However, the production units that make
the longer documentaries have been reduced in size, and recent predictions about the eventual demise of these documentaries may someday
tum out to have been correct.
News specials, which are usually half-hour reports on a breaking
story, are not likely to disappear, but they are cheaper to produce than
documentaries, since the stories are already being covered for the
evening news programs. Also, the specials are almost always shown
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late in the evening, after the end of prime time. Live news-specials
have always been rare, and only the president of the United States is
able to persuade the networks to preempt profitable daytime or evening programs on a regular basis. 3
The newsmagazines have also been profitable. In 1975, Newsweek
had its best year ever, according to Diamond, earning about $12
million on revenues of about $128 million, while Time earned "well
over 10 million dollars" on revenues of about $157 million. 4 Even so,
the magazines appear to have reacted more to the stagflation of the
early 19708 than the networks. 5
Both magazines, however, have sought economy in dissemination
rather than in story selection and production-for example, by computerizing printing. Back-of-the-book deadlines have also been advanced so as to prevent the need for overtime payments to disseminators, and Time instituted prekilling partly for reasons of cost. Earlier
deadlines have some effect on the news, since back-of-the-book stories
can no longer be quite as up-to-date as before. The front of the book
remains exempt, however. In 1975, when a top editor sent a reporter
and photographer on an expensive trip for a minor foreign story, and
I asked whether he had to worry about exceeding the budget, he said
that "if I had to think about money all the time, I'd be an accountant,
not an editor." But post-deadline cover changes are not made quite
as often as in the ·past. Time has also cut its editorial staff: in March
1969, its masthead listed 261 editors, writers, researchers, and reporters; by March 1978, it showed 201. 6 During the same period, Newsweek's staff grew slightly, from 221 to 234.

Increasing Income
At the networks, revenue can be increased by enlarging the audience, which in turn raises the price sponsors pay for commercials. The
magazines are as much concerned with upgrading the "quality" of the
readership--its income and purchasing power-as they are with increasing readership size. Added circulation raises advertising revenue,
but it also raises the ever higher costs of mailing issues to subscribers.
In fact, many magazines have tried to reduce their total circulation,
hoping to discourage less affluent readers whom neither advertisers
nor journalists want.
In theory, story selectors could alter story choices in order to enlarge or upgrade the audience; they have not done so, however, out
of the belief that they should not choose the news on commercial
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grounds. Most journalists pay little attention to audience size, although top editors and producers are kept informed of the latest
figures, and their staffs know generally whether the numbers are rising
or falling. People might begin to worry were sharp declines to take
place, but so far, the total audience has continued to rise. Simmons's
studies indicate that between 1965 and 1975, the combined audiences
of the CBS and NBC evening news programs rose from 14.6 million
adults to 26.4 million; those of Newsweek and Time, from 23.4 million
to 38.5 million.' The NBC program has, however, lagged behind CBS
in the ratings since 1967, and Newsweek has never quite caught up
with Time (see Table 6).
Journalists argue that their job is to inform the audience and to
make the news sufficiently attractive so that viewers and readers will
become informed. They are opposed to resorting to sensationalism and
yellow journalism-stories about crime and sex that might attract a
larger audience. Network journalists also object to the various format
and other changes that have been instituted by local stations in recent
years, such as the informal banter among on-air personnel, called
happy news. They lash out frequently and publicly, particularly when
they speak at network meetings or during campus lecture tours,
against what they consider "show business."
Unless they themselves are under great pressure to increase profits,
executives are reluctant to incur the wrath of the journalists, in part
because they express it publicly. More important, neither the journalists nor the business departments know how to enlarge the audience
(no one can even prove that more sensationalism or show business
would be effective); and while there is no dearth of theories about how
to accomplish this, existing audience research has not proven them.
A proven theory would still have to be accepted by the journalists,
however, and for reasons to be discussed below, they are wary of
research.
The networks have so far used a trial-and-error approach to audience enlargement, but until now, it has not been successful. Although
they have concentrated on format changes, viewers seem to choose
one network news program over another largely because of anchorperson or channel preference. 8 Network researchers have conducted studies on the popularity of anchorpersons, but their findings are not often
implemented. Anchorpersons are too powerful to be fired easily; their
departure could make matters worse; and besides, new faces do not
necessarily raise the ratings. 9 After Chet Huntley retired, NBC relied
on John Chancellor as sole anchorman; the ratings did not improve.
Then NBC brought David Brinkley back as co-anchor, but with simi-
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larresults. ABC's hiring of Barbara Walters made no noticeable difference either, although it engendered considerable, and somewhat sexist, journalistic protest that it constituted an undesirable resort to
show business.
Channel preference is even more difficult to alter, for it is actually
a mixture of three viewer decisions: (1) habitual preference for one
network; (2) an involuntary choice, based on which channel viewers
can receive most clearly on their television screens; and (3) a decision
to stay with a channel because of preference for the preceding program, a phenomenon called audience flow. 10 The first two reactions are
beyond the control of news executives and journalists, but the networks have sought to influence audience flow by altering the local
news .programs-at least on the five stations they own-which appear
just prior to the network news. NBC, for example, overhauled its local
news program in New York by extending it to two hours, altering the
format, and hiring new anchorpersons in the hope of raising both local
and national ratings (the New York audience constituting 10 percent
of the total Nielsen sample), but to no avail. The only sure way of
increasing the viewing audience isJo persuade additional local stations
to show a network's news program, but the NBC and CBS newscasts
are already carried by virtually all of their affiliates. However, ABC,
which has taken some affiliates away from the other networks as a
result of its highly successful entertainment programs, is hoping to
attract other affiliates by improving its news programs. Indeed, ABC's
recent format changes in the evening news progranl were made largely
for this reason. Journalists can make a program more attractive to
affiliates, although they do not try to do so, but they themselves have
nothing to do with persuading affiliates to carry it.
Newsmagazine editors are no more knowledgeable than their colleagues in television about how to enlarge the audience. Although they
suspect that increases in sensational news and gossip might help, many
magazine journalists are displeased with the amount of gossip they
already print.
However, magazine editors are able to act in two ways that serve
their own purposes, while also pleasing business departments. First,
because the magazines are as interested in upgrading as in enlarging
their audience, their business departments compete feverishly to prove
to advertisers that each attracts a younger, more affluent, and bettereducated reader: "more upscale," in business jargon. Story selectors
participate in this competition, notably in the back of the book, because they themselves prefer an upscale audience. A better-educated
reader is easier to write for and requires fewer space-consuming expla-
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nations; more important, journalists are themselves upscale, and can
thus write and edit for themselves.
They also try, periodically, to discourage "downscale" readers-for
example, by omitting detailed explanations in stories which these
readers are thought to need-and they hope that risque stories and
"sex ~overs," which graphically report on erotica or the liberalization
of sexual attitudes and behaviors, will anger them sufficiently to cause
them to' cancel their subscriptions. Nevertheless, the basic demographic makeup of the readership of both magazines has remained
remarkably stable over the last fifteen years, despite changes in format
and longer stories, as well as the liberalization of Newsweek's voice in
the mid-1960s, and Time's a few years later. For example, in 1975,
as in 1965, Simmons reported that about 12 percent of the readership
of each magazine consisted of people with less than four years of high
school education.
A second, and more frequent, opportunity to satisfy business departments occurs in cover selection, for editors would also like to
maximize the number of newsstand sales. Newsstand sales constitute
only about 5 percent of total paid circulation (the rest comes from
subscriptions), but high sales figures please the business department
because newsstand sales are more profitable than subscriptions. Top
editors are also pleased because newsstand sales also serve as a feedback mechanism to gauge reader reaction. It is assumed that newsstand buyers make their choice on the basis of the story title and the
picture they see on the cover; it is also assumed that their decisions
are indicators of how subscribers feel about the covers. Although both
assumptions are untested, news editors make them in order to obtain
signals about what stories interest the readers on a weekly basis. (This
judgment is based on comparative sales figures, since top editors know
that some cover subjects always sell poorly.) Moreover, strong cover
sales boost morale, suggesting that the magazine is being read. "Newsstand sales are signs of vitality," a top editor pointed out. "If they are
up, that also means subscribers are paying attention."
Still, opportunities to be commercial-and to beat the rival-by
choosing a better-selling cover are few, for importance considerations
take precedence. A breaking foreign-news story will therefore make
the cover even though editors know that sales will be poor. Importance judgments being what they are, most covers are about bad
domestic news, and these rarely sell well either.
Balance is also a prime consideration. While sex covers are always
successful and at both magazines hold the newsstand sales records
(together with several Watergate covers), top editors choose them
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only once every three or four years; they are also unwilling to put
"pretty girls" on the cover more than once a year. Nor do they know
what will sell (other than sex, health, and religion). They always try
to estimate newsstand sales figures for the next cover, but they are as
often wrong as they are right. 11
Then, too, top editors are aware that their colleagues and peers will
be critical if too many covers are chosen with commercial motives in
mind; in fact, writers at both magazines regularly suspected their
superiors of "going commercial" even when they made cover choices
for other reasons. As a result, the frequency with which top editors
go commercial is difficult to judge, for feeling that it is wrong, they
are unlikely to admit to it. 12
Some back-of-the-book journalists, especially in the critical sections, feel an unspoken pressure "to keep things light in order to build
circulation," as one book reviewer put it. "But there's no direct pressure; Ijust feel it because my senior editor isn't 'serious.' " At the same
time, however, other reviewers want to keep things light in order to
encourage readers to pay attention to articles about the arts.
Still, t;r1ost journalists can ignore commercial considerations.
Nonetheless, they are communicators who need an audience; and
while they are reluctant to treat it as a source of income, they must
take the audience into account. Before discussing how they do so,
however, I want to describe the actual audience.

The News Audience
Determining the number and characteristics of television viewers
and magazine readers is a complicated and very expensive undertaking. As a result, the networks and magazines do little audience research on their own, relying instead on commercial research organizations which provide data for a large number of firms. Most of the data
to be reported here comes from W. R. Simmons & Associates Research, whose annual studies both of television viewing and magazine
reading make it possible to compare the characteristics of viewers and
readers, and with data collected by the same methods. 13 I used the
1974-1975 Simmons report so that I could relate the actual audience
figures Simmons collected in 1974 to what I learned about the journalists' images of the audience in 1975. Although some of the percentages
have changed by a few points in later reports, the basic patterns have
remained constant. 14
My description will ignore most of the methodological complexities
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involved in gathering audience data, as well as most shortcomings of
the available data. Television sponsors, for example, are not interested
in old people, so that the age breakdown for viewers, both in Simmons
and in the more widely known A. C. Nielsen reports, ends with people
"55 and over."
The actual data come from diaries which people fill out and/or from
interviews with them; but whatever the method, researchers are, in
reality, studying what the audience reports about its viewing or reading habits. Although researchers can discourage respondents from
inflating their reports about how much they read or watch, they
cannot determine how completely people attend to the newswhether they watch an entire news program or read an entire issue.
Some information on regularity of news consumption and attentiveness is available (see below); but Simmons, like others, asks respondents whether they have "looked at" a program or magazine. Consequently, many of the people who are identified as viewers and readers
may be watching only segments of a program and reading only portions ofa magazine. In magazine studies, audience researchers identify
readers rather than subscribers; in fact, the largest number of readers
are "pass-alongs," who get the magazine from the subscriber or purchaser, and may read it at home or elsewhere. In 1977, for example,
Time had 4.3 million subscribers and newsstand buyers, but according
to Simmons, it had 21.2 million readers; Newsweek had a circulation
of 3.0 million but 17.8 million readers}S

Viewer and Reader Characteristics
Table 6 (pp. 222-23) presents Simmons data about the numbers and
characteristics of the average adult audiences of Newsweek and Time,
CBS Evening News and NBC Nightly News. 16 Although there are
slight differences in the audiences of each magazine and program, the
greater difference is between the magazines and the programs. 17
Whereas magazines have a somewhat larger male than female readership, television news programs attract slightly more women than
men. More important, the magazine audience is fairly equally divided
among all age groups, the median being 36 to 38, with a sharp decline
at age 65 (when people may have reading difficulties); television, on
the other hand, serves an older audience, for the median is well over
50. Scattered evidence from studies of the aged, as well as inferences
which can be made from the levels ofeducation and income of viewers,
suggest, in fact, that many of the people whom Simmons and Nielsen

TABLE 6: Selected Characteristics of the Adult Audience for Newsmagazines
and News Programs in 1974
Percentages
Evening News Programs
Newsmagazines
Newsweek
NBC
CBS
Time
Total number (000)

19,013

19,488

16,019

10,395

Sex
Male
Female

58.2
41.8

55.5
44.5

47.5
52.5

46.8
53.2

Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
Median (years)

23.4
24.5
16.8
18.2
10.0
7.1
36.3

20.8
24.0
17.2
19.5
11.4
7.1
38.0

8.4
12.6

9.2
14.7

28.3

28.9

50.7

47.2

55.0

53.0

Education
College graduate
1-3 years of college
High school graduate
1-3 years of high school
Grade school only

27.9
26.1
34.3
7.9
3.8

31.1
26.4
31.1
7.7
3.7

28.1

28.3

31.2

39.3

40.8

32.4

19.6

2a.8

24.2

20.1

17.7
14.0
14.1
19.9
14.8

20.4
12.9
10.7
19.3
16.0

5.9

6.9

36.1

39.6

33.8

33.3

34.2
20.2
20.8
7.9
9.1
7.8
$16,091

36.8
19.2
20.6
7.7
8.4
7.4
$16,545

15.3
14.6
17.9
9.6

16.0
16.1
18.5
13.3

42.6

36.1

$9876

$10,030

8.2
21.4
24.9
45.5

10.2
22.6
25.1
42.0

Occupation, Men
Professional, technical
Managers, administrators,
proprietors
Clerical, sales
Craftsmen, foremen
Other (blue-collar)
Not employed
Household income
$20,000 and over
$15,000-$19,999
$10,000-$14,999
$8,000-$9,999
$5,000-$7,999
Under $5,000
Median (dollars)
"Index of Social Position"
I: "Upper class"
II: "Upper middle-class"
III: "Lower middle-class"
IV-V: "Lower class"

Not available
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Newsweek

Time

CBS

NBC

90.7
7.9
1.4

91.1
7.4
1.5

89.8
9.4
0.8

93.5
6.0
0.5

Race
White
Black
Other
SOU RCE:
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Simmons reports. See footnote 16.

describe as over 55 are much older. My 1967 study of New York
viewers found that 61 percent of the men and 91 percent of the women
over 60 watched a network news program nearly every day.18
The second major difference among viewers and readers is along
class lines, for magazine readers are better-educated, more likely to be
employed in prestigious jobs, and more affluent than television viewers. Even so, readers are not quite as upscale as they appear to be, for
over 40 percent have not attended college. To be sure, almost twice
as many male readers as male viewers function in professional or
managerial capacities (although not all of these are necessarily prestigious); at the same time, however, well over 40 percent of all male
readers hold clerical, sales, and blue-collar jobs. The percentage is
virtually the same among television viewers, but a greater number of
them are blue-collar rather than white-collar workers. (Twice as many
male viewers as male readers are not employed, however; and since
viewers generally are older than readers, many of them are probably
retired. 19) These occupational and educational characteristics are summarized by Simmons' Index of Social Position, originally developed
by August B. Hollingshead, the Yale sociologist. The index is computed only for readers, but the plurality of readers falls into what
Simmons calls the lower class, now called the working class by most
sociologists.
Class differences among readers and viewers are reflected in income
data. In 1974, the national median family income was about $13,000.
Although this is not quite the same as Simmons' household income,
the magazine audience was about $3,000 above the national median;
the television audience, about the same amount below it. A plurality
of magazine households had incomes of over $20,000 that year (and
20 percent were earning $25,000 and more), whereas the largest group
of television households earned less than $8,000. Still, more than 15
percent of magazine readers were in the same income bracket; and of
readers over 55, about a third were living on $8,000 or less. 20 Moreover, the median income from individual jobs was below the median
household income: about $11,000 for all adult readers, and $13,000
for all male readers. 21 The two income medians differ partly because
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of multiple earners and partly because many adult readers have other
sources of income: a third derive additional income from stocks and
bonds; a fifth, from real estate. But almost a quarter were drawing on
social security, unemployment, and welfare payments. 22
Statistical data do not lend themselves to the development of audience profiles; but as Table 6 and other figures I have cited suggest,
readers and viewers can be divided into three categories: 1) affluent,
well-educated professionals, technicians, and managers; 2) median
and moderate income, high school educated white-collar and bluecollar workers--or Middle Americans; and 3) poorer (but not poverty-stricken), less well educated older people, many of them no longer
working. All three types are represented in both media, but the first
two types are dominant in the magazine audience. The magazines also
attract a numerically small but otherwise significant audience from the
national elite: a study of American business, political, media, and
other leaders found that Time and Newsweek were the magazines they
read most frequently.23 Television viewers come more often from the
last two categories, however, and especially the last. Of course, some
people get the news from several media; and researchers have often
found that regular users of one news medium are particularly likely
to use others as well. Many television news viewers, however, do not
patronize other news media. 24

Audience Regularity and Attentiveness
The total audience consists of both regular and irregular readers
and viewers, with the irregulars in the majority. Simmons collects data
on the frequency with which weekly magazine issues are read and
daily programs are watched. Table 7 indicates that only about a fifth
of all readers look at every issue and a twentieth of all viewers at every
program, but over 60 percent see at least half of all issues or programs. 25 Regularity of magazine reading does -not vary with age, but
it is greatly affected by education: more than a quarter of magazine
readers with college degrees, as compared with only 6 percent of those
with grade school diplomas, say they read every issue. 26 Conversely,
television regularity is higher among women of all ages, older viewers,
and the poorly educated. 27
What portions of a program or magazine people look at is not
studied regularly. Some years ago, one magazine asked its subscribers
(who are of somewhat higher socioeconomic and educational status
than the readership as a whole) what sections they read most often.
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TABLE 7: Frequency of Magazine Reading and Program Viewing in 1974

Magazine issues read (of four):
1
2
3
All 4
Evening news programs seen (of ten):
1
2
3
4

5-6
7-9
All 10
SOURCE:

Percentages
Newsweek
41.2
24.4
18.4
16.0

Time
37.7
23.3
18.9
20.1

CBS

NBC

27.6
15.7
10.9
7.7
16.3
16.5
5.3

35.4
15.4
10.6
9.2
11.4
12.9
5.1

Simmons reports. See footnote 25.

I was told that about half responded that they always read the national
news; 40 percent, the international news; and nearly 60 percent, the
"gossip" section. In the back of the book, regular readership was
about 30 percent; higher for the medicine section and lower for the
sections on the arts. About 10 percent of the readers reported that they
read national news rarely or not at all; but in some of the arts sections,
the figure rose to over 50 percent.
Simmons also asks viewers how much attention they pay to the
news; three fourths of the men and two thirds of the women claim to
give "full" attention. 28 Other studies have shown, however, that only
a fourth to a third gave undivided attention to the news, the rest being
distracted by concurrent reading, talking, or dining. 29
A few studies have asked people how dependent they are on the
national news media. One third of Albany, New York, viewers
studied by Levy reported that they would be bothered a great deal
if the news programs were unavailable for a time, and a third each
said that they would be bothered somewhat or not at all. 30 A 1969
Harris survey showed, however, that 11 percent of readers would
be very upset by the unavailability of their newsmagazine, and 65
percent would not be upset at all. 31 These figures suggest that
many people are willing to use other news media instead, but some
studies suggest that regular viewers and readers are less willing
than others. The Harris survey indicated that 71 percent of the
people preferring television news above all others, and 25 percent
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of those preferring the newsmagazines, would be upset if their favorites were unavailable. 32
The Uses of National News
That many viewers and readers do not pay regular or undivided
attention to the national news should not be surprising, for it may not
be very important or relevant to them. Most people do not live in the
nation (and society) reported in national news, but in small and localized micro-societies. The actors and activities which matter most to
them are to be found among family members, friends, and neighbors;
in the places where they work; and in the churches, unions, and clubs
to which they belong. News-preference studies generally show the
audience to be more interested in local news than in national or
international affairs. 33 Even so, the news which most people consider
most important and interesting is probably the kind they gather for,
and report to, each other about the actors and activities within their
micro-societies.
The national and nationwide phenomena reported in national news
impinge only periodically, and then indirectly, on the micro-societies
in which people live. Admittedly, the federal government and the
national corporations, among others, often touch the micro-societies
directly; but national news is so general that it cannot be tailored even
to the most numerous types of micro-societies. For instance, the news
rarely indicates how a new presidential policy will affect different parts
of the country, or whether it will have dissimilar effects on highincome and low-income micro-societies. (Even local news must limit
itself to general news about the locality; indeed, only the local weather
forecast, which helps people decide what clothes to wear, is of direct
and immediate relevance to the audience as a whole.) In addition, few
people have any control over the actors and agencies which appear in
the national news, and are unable to influence national policy merely
by becoming regular viewers or readers. Many people could carryon
their lives without national news; and in any event, their need for it
is not often urgent.
Yet at the same time, people seem to want national news. No one
knows to what extent they care to find out about the actors and
activities that dominate it, but Levy concluded from his study of
television news viewers that "many watched to be reassured that the
world both near and far was safe [and] secure, and that . . . it demanded no immediate action on their part. "34 On the other hand,
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audience studies suggest that people want to be kept informed about
news that affects their lives, such as news about the economy and
health. 3s In an oligopolistic economy, nationwide increases in the cost
of living are apt to be similar for many micro-societies, and all audience members are subject to roughly the same illnesses.
People also use national news to keep up with nation and society.
Professionals and managers-and intellectuals-may do so because
they participate in, or feel themselves to be a part of, the national
agencies which the news monitors; people who participate regularly,
however, often subscribe to the specialized newsletters which supply
personally or occupationally relevant news to them. For the rest of the
population, keeping abreast with the news does not, like a soap opera,
require regular attention. Some people also seem to use the news for
diversion, not so much as entertainment but as escape from their own
problems. They want to learn that their problems are not as severe as
the problems of others; but when the news is not reassuring, some
people object. A nationwide study made in 1970 found that older,
poorly educated, and politically conservative viewers wanted less bad
news about social upheavals, sex, and violence. 36 Judging by the letters
written to magazines and television networks (see below), this reaction
has continued.
Some people appear to be "news buffs"; they become involved in the
news as others become involved in hobbies or sports. Such buffs seem
to be concentrated among the older population. Perhaps they pay such
close attention to the news because they have a good deal of time to
fill; or perhaps their involvement is based on more solid existential
ground: becoming isolated from, and being made to feel useless by, the
micro-society in which they functioned in their younger years, they
establish instead a vicarious connection with the larger nation and
society. Other television news buffs become fans of the anchorpersons,
either developing a one-way "parasocial" relationship with them or
perceiving them as public figures who appear to share their own
opinions on issues of politics and culture. 37

Audience Mail
Viewers and readers make their existence known to journalists
mainly as statistics in ratings and research reports, but a tiny number
also write letters. In 1977 (as in the two preceding years), Time
received about 60,000 letters, Newsweek about 38,000 (up from 32,000
in 1975). Television viewers are less active correspondents; on the
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basis ofa study I made of all letters written during October 1975 about
the NBC Nightly News, either to the program or to others at NBC,
I estimated that the program prompted some 4,600 letters that year. 38
One likely explanation for the larger number of magazine correspondents is that readers are better-educated and thus more likely to write;
another is that the magazines publish a weekly letters section, spurring
on readers who would like to see their communications in print.
About a fifth of the mail consists of story suggestions and requests
for further information, and some letters are written by lonely people
calling attention to themselves and their problems. Only a few women
write love letters to anchormen, but some write every day. Network
news programs, far more than magazines, also receive mail from
people who appear to be mentaUy disturbed. I judged 9 percent of the
letters sent to the NBC news program in October 1975 to be partly
incomprehensible, and another 9 percent to be totally incomprehensible. These writers were also very active correspondents, six of them
accounting for 14 percent of the mail sent to the news program. 39 In
addition, television seems to attract what journalists define as crank
mail: letters from highly religious people forecasting an apocalypse or
the millenium, viewers with paranoid conspiracy theories about government, and those who consider journalists to be Communists.
But most of the mail, to both media, is comprehensible-and critical. In 1974, the chief of Time's letters department wrote: "The single
common mood that runs through Time's mail is,'indignation ... from
mild annoyance to almost incoherent outrage ... split between those
readers disturbed by Time's reporting and those whose indignation
stems from events themselves. During 1973, as always, the mad-atTime group was the more vociferous. "40
The principal targets of indignation are profanity, sacrilege, politics, and above all, sex. At both magazines, sex covers hold the record
for cover-story response. Time's 1973 cover on the film Last Tango
in Paris generated over 12,000 letters, 6,700 of which indicated that
the writers had canceled or would not renew their subscriptions. (The
previous record response to cover stories [3,500] was held jointly by
"Sex in the U. S." and "Is God Dead?"41) A 1977 story which featured
bare-breasted Playboy bunnies drew only a handful of critical letters,
however, reflecting either a change in reader attitudes or greater tolerance for stories not featured on the cover.
The domestic news section, which deals mostly with politics, always
draws far more letters than all other sections, but the record for
political letters is held by Watergate. Of the 80,000 letters (itself an
all-time high) sent to Time in 1973, 23,000 concerned Watergate
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stories, with a large number critical of the magazine's reportage or its
continued emphasis on the subject. 42 At Newsweek, I was told, the
mail ran 10 to 1 against the magazine's coverage of Watergate. The
networks also received an above-average amount of mail during Watergate; and Daniel Schorr reports that 150,000 people wrote or called
the three networks after Vice-president Agnew's 1969 speeches, two
thirds supporting his attacks on television news. 43
Much of the mail comes from people who object to excessive politicalor cultural liberalism on the part of the magazines and networks,
and a member of Time's letters department suggested that this pattern
has not changed since the 19508: "Even when Time was conservative,
most of the letters came from conservatives, and for them, no one can
ever be conservative enough." People who describe themselves as
liberals write less often; my analysis of the NBC mail showed, for
example, that of the letters which demonstrated an identifiable ideological position, only 7 percent were clearly liberal or populist. The
majority of letter writers were explicit conservatives, defenders of
Richard Nixon, and above all, critical of government for high taxes,
unjustified expenditures, excessive red tape, or interference with personal economic activities. 44
People who perceive liberal or pro-government biases in the news
seem to be more frequent correspondents to the news media than those
who see other biases or none at all. People who object, however, are
always readier to write than those who praise-and they are writing
to news media they consider to be liberal. Sussman has argued that
"people write more often when their goals are endangered than when
they seem assured"; and the letters to NBC I read were largely from
people swimming against one or another tide. 4s Perhaps most important, letter writers are characteristically atypical of the total audience,
for a number of studies have shown them to be generally older, better
educated, more affluent, politically more conservative, and more involved in community and public affairs than people who do not
write. 46 Although most of the studies have dealt with people who write
to daily newspapers, the findings probably apply to magazine correspondents as well. But many of the people whose letters to NBC I read
appeared to be poorly educated, not affluent, and elderly.

Journalists and Audiences
I began this study with the assumption that journalists, as commercial employees, take the audience directly into account when selecting
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and producing stories; I therefore paid close attention to how the
journalists conceived of and related to their audience. 41 I was surprised
to find, however, that they had little knowledge about the actual
audience and rejected feedback from it. Although they had a vague
image of the audience, they paid little attention to it; instead, they
filmed and wrote for their superiors and for themselves, assuming, as
I suggested earlier, that what interested them would interest the audience.
That people hired to produce the news for many millions of viewers
and readers actually work for themselves may seem incredible, but
there are good reasons why they do so. For one thing, journalists
cannot keep the audience in mind because of its massive size; for
another, they do not believe it to be capable of determining what news
it needs; above all, the product considerations, which take the audience into account, exempt journalist,S from having to do so directly.

The Rejection of Formal Feedback
Journalists have access to formal feedback from the audience, but
they use it only rarely. Magazine journalists see the monthly reports
analyzing the mail and can request copies of all letters. The networks
do not monitor viewer letters as systematically, but televisionjoumalists have access to them because newsroom secretaries are responsible
for answering them. 48 In addition, journalists can obtain televisionrating and magazine-circulation figures, as well as results of audience
studies.
Attitudes Toward the Mail
Top producers and editors see all letters written by powerful or
well-known correspondents; top editors also keep abreast of the letter
reports, and top producers and anchorpersons see a regular but tiny
sample of the letters that come to the news programs. Except for one
top editor who carefully monitors letters about the magazine (but not
those about the state of the world), the journalists ignore or dismiss
most of the mail. One executive producer pointed out: "I see the letters
about mistakes, and the rest of the mail calls us 'Communist' or asks
for a photograph of C. [an attractive woman reporter]."
The lack of interest in the mail stems largely from its predictability.
Journalists expect to receive mostly critical letters, particularly from
cultural and political conservatives, and their expectations are usually
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realized. These letters can be disregarded because most journalists
believe the writers to be unrepresentative of the total audience and
therefore need not be taken seriously. In addition, critical letters are
often thought to be unjustified or unfounded, since many accuse the
journalists of personal bias or of ignorance about what "really" happened. Televisionjoumalists are even more dubious about their correspondents, believing them to be largely "nuts" or "cranks."49 Their
belief is understandable, inasmuch as such people write regularly, and
secretaries often tell them about the more bizarre letters.
The cultural conservatives are not ignored entirely because the
principal audience consideration, to be discussed shortly, is a set of
taste taboos, which inhibit journalists from using words and pictures
that offend them. These taboos anticipate audience feedback and undoubtedly reduce the amount of critical mail that would come if the
taboos did not exist; the cultural conservatives who are still offended
are dismissed as representing an atypical "hinterland." Equivalent
taboos to placate the politically conservative correspondents are not
necessary because the various forms of value exclusion (see Chapter
6) already inhibit "extreme" ideas, and the political conservatives who
nevertheless remain unsatisfied are dismissed as insatiable.
In both media, however, letters which describe factual mistakes are
read carefully; as is critical mail when it arrives in unprecedented
numbers or when it is unexpected, dealing with topics that do not
usually anger letter writers. For example, during Watergate, letters
which deplored the use of satirical anti-Nixon cartoons on the cover
of Time were taken seriously, although the decision to stop using
"cartoon covers" was also influenced by staff objections to them.
The Rejection of Audience Research
Top producers and editors keep up with the ratings and circulation
reports, but they pay only cursory attention to the audience studies
that come across their desks, and the remaining journalists never see
them. Many-perhaps most-journalists are suspicious of audience
research. First, most of them come from a liberal arts or literature
background, and dislike statistics of any kind, even in their own
stories. In the 19608, they refused to accept the possibility that anything useful (or reliable and valid) could be gleaned from studies of
small random samples; however, now, as polls are increasingly used
for news stories, their disbelief in sampling and probability theory has
been somewhat reduced. so
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Second, journalists have yet to be convinced that audience research
is useful, for either it reaffirms the professional "audience lore"-the
conventional wisdom about the audience that all journalists come to
learn-or it is not relevant to story selection. As one top editor put
it: "The studies tell me that the most popular cover is a pretty girl on
a red background, but how often can I run such a cover on a newsmagazine?" Also, journalists who keep up with existing audience
studies know that the demographic makeup of the audience changes
very little over time, regardless of format and other changes made in
news programs or newsmagazines; consequently, they doubt that audience research can help. Their doubts are not entirely unjustified, for
useful research is not easily designed. Researchers can only report on
recurring patterns, whereas journalists must make decisions about
individual stories.
Even so, the selection considerations are recurring patterns; more
significant, they embody assumptions about the audience that have
never been tested systematically. Professional audience lore notwithstanding, no one knows whether viewers always prefer film over tell
stories, action film over talking heads, and brief magazine stories with
pithy quotes; or whether the audience is bored when journalists are.
Nor does anyone know the variations in viewing and reading habits
between regular and irregular audience members.
But there is a third reason for the journalists' rejection of research:
they are reluctant to accept any procedure which casts doubt on their
news judgment and their professional autonomy. When a network
audience-research unit presented findings on how a sample of viewers
evaluated a set of television news films, the journalists were appalled
because the sample liked the films wpich the journalists deemed to be
of low quality, and disliked the "good stories." In fact, the viewer
sample made its choices on the basis of film topics rather than film
quality, preferring films about personally relevant topics to those
about important national and international news. The journalists were
so involved in judging the films from their own perspective, however,
that they did not notice that the viewer sample applied a very different
one.
Fourth, journalists are wary of research because it is under the
auspices of nonjournalists: of business departments at the magazines;
and at the networks, of research departments that report to corporate
executives. As a result, journalists are concerned that research
findings might be used by nonjournalists to enlarge the audience with
people who want more sensationalism or show business. Nor is their
concern completely unfounded, for while audience researchers do not
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view themselves as representing business or management, their own
careers depend on impressing them. Their interest is scientific, but the
results of their work are evaluated by executives charged with achieving commercial objectives.
Since NBC had established a news audience-research section some
years ago, I was able, in 1975, to gather at least some impressions
about the relationship between journalists and researchers. The researchers presented their findings with the belief that because everyone wanted higher ratings, the journalists would be interested in their
studies; but the journalists were suspicious and, once the researchers
left, hostile. The researchers were eager to enlarge the audience by
attracting people who disliked the present news programs or did not
watch them at all, but the journalists were prepared to add only those
viewers who would accept their news judgments.
The conflict between researchers and journalists is over the priority
of commercial versus professional considerations in story selection.
The news executives are caught in the middle, for while they report
to network management, they want to protect their own autonomy
and that of the journalists. Besides, they are still journalists and therefore share the journalists' doubts about research.
In 1975, at least, corporate management was also caught in the
middle, since it did not want to interfere with the journalists' autonomy. Besides, many executives, like others in the communications and
entertainment industries, believe that their trained intuition is superior to research. Perhaps they also fear that the researchers could
threaten their autonomy as well. Consequently, the researchers were
in a Catch-22. They had findings (about audience news-preferences,
as well as criticisms of present formats, stories, and anchorpersons),
which they could not prove, having sufficient funds only for small pilot
studies. But the widespread skepticism about research prevented them
from securing the funds for larger studies that would enable them to
come up with firmer findings and stronger recommendations.
Audience research therefore presently plays a marginal role in the
news. I reported in Chapter 3 that executives and top producers and
editors can be fired or transferred on the basis of declining ratings and
circulations. At NBC, anchorpersons have so far not been deposed as
a result either of low ratings or audience research attesting to their
inability to achieve Walter Cronkite's popularity; but Gates reports
that ABC hired Harry Reasoner on the basis of a study demonstrating
his audience appeal. S1 Local news formats and anchorpersons have
been changed following network studies as well as research carried out
by consulting firms.
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Moreover, the traditional antagonism to research is beginning to
erode; and by 1978, NBC's news-audience researchers appeared to
have won the journalists' trust. Partly as a result of earlier conflicts
with the journalists, the researchers now restricted themselves to research and did not make recommendations; in addition, they eschewed studies intended to cast doubt on the journalists' news judgments. At the same time, a new generation of top producers and news
executives, who have some academic training in communications and
who want audience research to test their decisions, are coming to
power. Then, too, the competition between the three network news
programs has sharpened, and it is always possible that research
findings can lead to new ideas and a competitive advantage in the
ratings race. Even at the magazines, one or two editors who are ready
to use audience research can be found; and if their magazines run into
financial difficulties, they might be allowed to go ahead. At present,
executive and professional intuition remains dominant; but should
commercial considerations become more urgent, the researchers may
find themselves with sufficient funds to demonstrate whether they can
enhance the corporate balance sheet.
Fear of the Audience
The journalists' reluctance to take formal feedback into account,
however, is more than doubt about the representativeness of letter
writers or hostility to research. It also reflects fear of the audience and
its potential power. One source of that fear is audience size. While
critics imagine that national journalists feel great power determining
what news millions of people will see or read, story selectors are
actually cowed by the magnitude of their audience and by the responsibility of producing news for it. "If we had to think about how our
readers feel, all twenty million of them," one top editor said, "we'd
freeze." A top producer who made the same point went on to distinguish between what he called the known and unknown audience:
"You do the show for a cell of people-the office staff, the wife, and
the kids. These are the only known audience. I know we have twenty
million viewers, but I don't know who they are. I don't know what
the audience wants, and I don't care. I can't know, so I can't care."
Perhaps more important, story selectors feel, as one said, that "you
can't edit by readership survey, so we have to take the lead." Journalists see themselves as professionals working for a predominantly lay
clientele; and like members of other professions, they believe that they
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must give the audience what it needs, not what it wants. In addition,
they are convinced that the audience cannot know what it wants
because it is not at the scene when journalists cover the news. Moreover, viewer or reader reactions to today's news would not be relevant
for the future inasmuch as neither the audience nor the journalists can
predict tomorrow's news.
Underlying the rejection of audience wants and preferences lurks a
further fear, also embodied in journalistic audience lore, that many
viewers and readers are not particularly interested in the news they
now receive, preferring gossip about celebrities to important activities
of important actors. "They only want to know how the astronauts shit
while they are in space," a producer working on a space-mission story
once pointed out. Television journalists are also fearful that many
viewers would prefer attractive or cheerful "news readers" to experienced journalists; and anchorpersons who supply opinion to those
who report objective news. In short, they fear that if audience wants
were considered, journalistic news judgment would go by the wayside.
These fears are not completely unreasonable either, for while journalists may overestimate the demand for gossip, it is conceivable that
were the audience given a choice, a significant -proportion would opt
for more personally relevant news and less of the current product.
Journalists who argue for fewer Washington stories reflect these audience preferences, but even they reserve the right to decide what stories
are most important and interesting. Nor do they look for research
evidence to support their "news philosophy," for once audience wants
become relevant, then journalistic news judgment must be complemented by audience news judgment, and journalists would then have
to surrender some of their control over the news.

Informal Feedback
Although journalists reject letters and studies, they make some use
of informal, self-generated audience-feedback mechanisms. The primary supplier of journalistic feedback is, of course, the person (or
persons) who hold power over the journalists. When I asked journalists for whom they were writing, producing, or editing, they always
began with their superiors, and some went no further. Insofar as these
superiors are themselves paid in part to be audience-related (see Chapter 3), their feedback has some, albeit indirect, connection with the
audience.
A second source of informal feedback comes from what the previ-
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ously quoted top producer called the known audience. For the most
part, these are family members, friends, neighbors, and people journalists meet at parties. "I go after reactions from my neighbors," said one
producer, "from my sister in the Midwest, and from my brothers out
west." Producers and editors sometimes were concerned about their
wives' and children's responses to stories critical of organizations to
which they belonged or public figures whom they admired; and a few
magazine writers indicated that they occasionaliy asked their neighbors for their reactions to the magazine. Journalists who seek out or
take in feedback from the known audience assume that it is a sufficiently representative segment of the total audience. While this assumption is surely inaccurate, the known audience is recruited from
the better-educated people whom the journalists want most to reach.
Feedback is also sought from journalistic and nonjoumalistic colleagues who adopt a lay role for the purpose and become what Riesman has aptly called a "near-audience." Secretaries and technicians
on staff may be observed by a producer as film is reviewed on newsroom monitors before the show; professionals become a near-audience
when they are asked whether they find a story boring or interesting.
I reported previously that Time top editors sometimes tested sports
and entertainment cover stories on colleagues known to be uninterested in these topics.
From time to time, however, informal feedback seems to be insufficient, and the journalists are overcome by what might be called audience hunger. At this point they will generate feedback from the unknown audience. Not trusting "the numbers," and concerned whether
anyone "out there" is watching or reading, they select stories guaranteed to produce calls or letters: a risque magazine story or, on television, a human-interest story certain to elicit letters and donations for
a deserving victim. 52

The Journalist as Audience Representative
Feedback from the known audience is not often used; and the
journalists, especially seniors, who rarely get feedback from superiors,
indicated that they wrote, filmed, and edited for themselves. In reality,
they did so only partially, however, for they always worked within the
limits set by the suitability considerations. Nonetheless, they felt as
though they were working for themselves. Even when they judged a
story by whether it would "grab" or bore the reader or viewer, and
I asked them how they made this judgment, they would generally
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respond: "Well, if it bores me, it will bore them." Although one top
producer went so far as to suggest that "the conception of our audience is a reflection of ourselves," most journalists take the congruence
of their own and the audience's feelings for granted. In the process,
they become representatives of the audience, reacting for it vis-a-vis
their sources. "Ego-centered as we are," one reporter commented, "we
think we are the delegates of the audience to what is happening. The
audience doesn't have independent resources for getting the news; we
do it for them."
When journalists decide that what bores them will also bore the
audience, they are, in effect, suggesting the equivalence of professional
and lay reactions. A. M. Rosenthal has argued to the contrary. Writing about his reaction to a murder story, he pointed out:
I experienced then that most familiar of newspapermen's reactions, vicarious shock. This is a kind of professional detachment that is the
essence of the trade. . . . The reporter or the editor need not [be] and
usually is not shocked . . . himself, but he experiences the flashing
realization that readers will be. B

My impression is different, however, for the journalists I studied were,
for the most part, reacting as if they were readers or viewers themselves, rejecting grisly still pictures or overly bloody battle film, for
example, because they were personally shocked by· them.
But whether or not they project professional or lay feelings, when
journalists become audience representatives, they need neither contact
with the actual audience nor feedback from it, so long as superiors
approve their work and the audience gives no sign of overt or massive
displeasure. To be sure, the news media I studied have not experienced
significant audience protest or, more to the point, audience shrinkage;
and magazine journalists work with the knowledge that subscribers
are bound to them for at least a year. Actually, the audience does not
have much choice, given the similarity of news programs and magazines; and perhaps it is neither aware of its right to be displeased nor
sufficiently involved in the news to care about that right. S4
Nevertheless, ultimately, journalists can only stand in for the readers and viewers who are most like themselves, sharing their involvement in the news and their political and cultural interests. If and when
journalists please this segment of the total audience, it does not need
to write critical letters; and insofar as the represented audience, being
better-educated, is most likely to resort to letter writing, the journalists thereby help forestall criticism. But the fact remains that the
informal feedback mechanisms, and the ways by which journalists act
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as self-appointed and unaccountable audience representatives, do not
represent the entire audience, and probably not even the majority.

The Journalists' Audience-Image
Even ifjournalists do not have to keep the actual audience in mind,
they must be aware of it. Knowing little about it, however, they
construct an image of the audience, which does not always mesh with
the reality. But then it does not really have to do so, for what interests
journalists is how the audience (that is, their image of it) reacts to their
work.
When I asked the journalists to tell me about the actual audience,
they often described their known audience and assumed that it was
similar to the unknown one. Others brought up the audience prototypes that exist in some news organizations. Generally, these are
professionals outside New York-for example, "a lawyer and his wife,
who heads the PTA in a middle-sized town," mentioned by several
NBC journalists. 55 A top editor combined his known audience with
the magazine's prototype: "I basically edit for my wife. She is vox
populI: bright and curious but not one of your New York intellectuals;
she's not very interested in that, and we're not a cerebral magazine in
any case. She's not political, but if a story interests her, it'll interest
others-for example, the professional's wife from Winnetka [an affluent Chicago suburb] and the junior-college teacher in the Midwest. "56
When I pressed the journalists for additional information about the
actual audience, they indicated that it spanned all age, income, educational, and other levels; but when I pressed still further, they described
what in essence constituted their upscale audience. The magazine
journalists saw their readers primarily as affluent and collegeeducated, with the men holding professional or managerial jobs; at the
same time, they were not aware of the white-collar and blue-collar
readership shown in Table 6. Some television journalists thought that
many of their viewers were older, but others could not understand
why so many of the commercials featured denture adhesives and
laxatives. Virtually all imagined their viewers to be basically middleclass; the most detailed description was given by a producer: "It's a
fairly well-educated group that stays with the show, but there's also
a lot without higher education, high school graduates who have the
set on and perk up their ears for an occasional piece." But even this
dichotomized image overestimated the socioeconomic and educational levels of the actual audience. In fact, I met only one television
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journalist who correctly saw the audience as consisting of persons
mainly of working-class background. Having himself come from a
blue-collar home, he argued that television news should be made more
attractive to blue-collar viewers; but he also added that he did not
know how to do so, having long ago lost track of the people among
whom he grew up.
Many other professionals overestimate the status of their clientele,
perhaps to raise their own status. Journalists also keep less prestigious
viewers and readers out of their audience-image to justify their assumption that they can represent the audience; but in addition, they
do so to discourage '·'writing down," which they assume the audience
will recognize and will respond to by rejecting programs or magazines
that treat them as inferiors. This is also one reason for the journalists'
reluctance to resort to experts who, like academics, are thought to call
attention to their informational superiority.
The Effective Audience-Image
The only characteristic of the audience that journalists do keep in
mind is its receptivity of the news. This audience-image, which also
bears an uncertain relationship to the actual audience, divides viewers
and readers into four types, whom I label the interested, uninterested,
rejected, and invented audiences.
The interested audience is imagined to care about the news, to keep
up with it on a regular basis. The uninterested care less; they are
irregular viewers and readers whose attention must be sought and then
held, and who are interested mostly in local news.
Journalists, naturally, are most enthusiastic about the interested,
for they--or the journalists' image of them-accept journalistic news
judgments, thus allowing the journalists maximal autonomy. But
when they take the audience into account, they think about the uninterested, who must be pursued continuously. Journalists are often
fearful of losing or upsetting them, and many of the product considerations analyzed in Chapter 5 and the audience considerations to be
discussed below exist to hold their attention.
The uninterested are treated with a mixture of disdain and resignation: disdain because they care insufficiently about important news,
and resignation because they cannot be ignored. Disdain is stronger
at the magazines, where the uninterested are thought to be a minority
of the readers, than at the networks. They are "not our kinds of peo-
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pJe," a senior editor said, "but the others, and you have to throw some
crumbs to them."
These images also contain assumptions about audience characteristics. The interested audience is imagined to be well-educated and
younger; the uninterested, to be poorly educated, older, and to share
the cultural and political conservatism of the hinterland. Whether
these images are accurate is uncertain, since audience interest in the
news has not been sufficiently studied. If journalists are correct in
assuming that the interested audience is equivalent to the regular
audience, the magazine journalists are guessing correctly, for the regular readers are better educated. But the television journalists are mistaken, given the previously cited data which suggest that regular
viewers are apt to be elderly.and poorly educated.
The rejected audience consists of people whom journalists would
like to extrude. One group is made up of "would-be intellectuals," who
are thought to want more detailed or more analytic-and thus boring
-stories than the journalists are willing or able to supply. In addition,
they are assumed to be experts who might write letters accusing the
journalists of oversimplification. Magazine journalists, however, are
ambivalent about would-be intellectuals. On the one hand, they want
such readers because they are interested in the news; but on the other
hand, they fear they cannot please them without losing the attention
of nonintellectual readers.
The second group of rejectees is made up of people thought to be
interested solely in sensationalism-viewers who, for example, want
only to know about how astronauts defecate in outer space. Television
journalists are particularly fearful of this audience, for they worry that
because it is numerous, management might therefore want to cater to
it in the quest for higher ratings.
The invented audience is one which journalists construct to satisfy
themselves that their news judgments guarantee them viewers and
readers. In Chapter 5, I showed that all story types are assumed to
have built-in constituencies, but perhaps the principal invention is the
assumption that the total audience spans all ages and educational
levels. On the one hand, this invention enables journalists to ignore the
audience altogether; on the other, it allows them to assume that every
story is sure to appeal to someone.
In addition, the invented audience can be adjusted to coincide with
the journalists' own judgments. When one magazine decided to run
a sports cover, the editors decided that at the moment, their readers
were utterly bored with politics. They also thought "everyone" was
currently following the baseball star who was to be featured on the
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cover. Every July, magazine story selectors send their readers on
vacation, foreign editors seek out news about overseas tourist adventures, book editors review "more light books suitable for hammock
reading," and theater critics turn to summer theater "because people
are on the road now, going to the festivals." Perhaps they are responding to actual reader interests, but they lack evidence about how many
readers are on vacation and whether their reading habits have
changed. They do, however, work faster during the summer weeks so
that they themselves can get away to the hammocks and festivals of
the Hamptons and the Cape.

Audience Considerations
By "audience considerations," I mean those story-selection judgments in which journalists explicitly think about and act on their
audience-images. As noted above, most audience considerations are
invoked for the uninterested audience, and these fall into two categories: one set exists to attract the audience; the other, to protect it and,
in the process, the journalists and the social order.
Most of the time, journalists do not think about the audience while
choosing stories but apply audience considerations ex post facto when
someone suggests that a story could upset, displease, or confuse some
viewers or readers. In such cases, the imagined audience becomes a
veto group, although most of the time, the story survives and is edited
during story production so as to eliminate offending components. At
other times, if not very often, stories that do not particularly interest
story selectors but are imagined to grab the audience will be chosen
solely for that reason.

Attracting the Audience
In one sense, journalists strike a bargain with their audiences, especially the uninterested one. They want viewers and readers to pay
attention to important news because "people should know what is
going on in the world"; in exchange, they will supply interesting
stories to please them. The essential provisions of this contract are
already incorporated into the suitability considerations, but journalists also make a special effort to find stories that will attract and then
hold audience attention.
1. "Identifying" stories. Journalists believe that some stories, notably action stories, are inherently able to engage the audience. Other
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stories achieve this aim if people can identify with the news, either
because it has personal relevance or because it creates feelings about
a hero, villain, or victim. When Reuven Frank developed the initial
prototype for I:'lBC's evening news program, he wanted to go further,
to "irritate" the viewers, because "irritation means getting the audience involved, not just passive." Years later, he felt that television
news had unwisely ignored his objective. If possible, journalists also
want "memorable" stories which people will remember and discuss
with others. These stories, journalists hope, may generate word-ofmouth advertising, which could enlarge the audience.
2. Service stories. The audience can also be attracted by service
stories: news of personal relevance, such as health and consumer
stories, or periodic reviews of complicated phenomena. In 1975, for
example, Newsweek ran service stories summarizing the various investigations of the CIA and reviewing funding regulations for presidential campaigns. In both cases, journalists thought the stories dull, or
"eyeball-glazing," and chose them reluctantly to "service our confused readers," although they admitted to being confused about the
topics themselves.
3. Non-burdening stories. Another aspect ofthejoumalists' bargain
with the audience is to not burden it excessively with complicated
stories, excessive detail, or news in which even interested viewers and
readers might lack interest. Journalists' unending effort to achieve
clarity exists mainly to minimize the audience's burden; and their
belief that the audience must not be burdened reflects their awareness
that they are sometimes imposing an unwanted product.

Protective Considerations
A larger set of audience considerations exists to protect the audience from being unduly upset. Some considerations are meant also to
protect the social order from the audience, the fear being that news
which upsets the audience could lead it to act out its anxieties.
1. Shock. Since viewers cannot go back over a story, television
journalists are careful to guard them from unnecessary personal upset.
News of commercial plane crashes will not be reported until a flight
number is available, thereby eliminating potential worry by all viewers
whose relatives and friends are currently in the air. News of medical
advances must not give false hope to ill viewers. "You have to be very
careful with cancer stories," a top producer pointed out, "because
people with cancer listen very closely and see a cure where you don't."
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2. Panic. Television journalists also take pains to discourage panic
among viewers as a result of disasters or civil disturbances. In Chapter
2, I suggested that during the hours immediately following the assassination of President Kennedy, television journalists were extremely
apprehensive that people might panic in response to the assassination,
and repeatedly sought to allay such a response. Local stations are even
more concerned about panicking viewers and listeners. Newsmagazines, on the other hand, do n,ot need to worry, since they appear after
possible panic-generating news has already been reported. Why journalists fear audience panic despite the absence of actual panic in the
past deserves study; however, they are also concerned with discouraging rumors that could cause panic; and there is some evidence that
during newspaper strikes, rumor adds to the fear of crime in crimeridden cities. 57
3. Imitative behavior. Journalists also worry that some audience
members might imitate the news, and they take care to reduce this
possibility. Time and Newsweek were criticized for putting Lynette
Fromme on their covers after her abortive attempt to assassinate
President Gerald Ford, some critics feeling that it prompted Sara Jane
Moore to subsequently attempt the same act. As a result of the criticism, neither magazine elected to put her on the cover.
During the 19608, television and magazine stories on the hippies
purposely emphasized the darker side of hippie life to discourage a
mass exodus to Haight-Ashbury. Stories speculating on the likelihood
of summer ghetto disturbances are also shunned, since journalists do
not want to be accused of initiating self-fulfilling prophecies.
Journalists are not alone in fearing imitative behavior; in fact, public
officials, religious leaders, and others have voiced such fears since the
invention of the first mass media. Accordingly, the journalists' considerations aim less to protect the audience than the larger social order
-and, of course, the news media themselves. Local news media have
from time immemorial played down local civil disturbances for fear
of attracting spectators who might join in them once they arrived on
the scene. The national media are concerned with the national diffusion of local disorder; in 1967, television was accused of having encouraged the nationwide spread of ghetto disturbances by its coverage
of the Detroit and Newark disorders. The networks worry most about
being criticized for publicizing disorder, but the people who attack
them do so because they fear the news will incite imitative behavior.
4. Taste. The major protecting consideration, and in fact the most
important audience consideration, guides the exclusion or editing of
stories on the grounds of what journalists call taste. This consideration
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is applied by taboos, mainly against nudity, profanity, sacrilege, and
the depiction of bloodshed, which exist to protect both the audience
from being upset and the news media from massive audience anger.
While journalists feel free to anger the audience with important
stories, and are sometimes impelled by audience hunger to violate the
taste taboos, they do not wish to unnecessarily encourage a flood of
critical mail. They prefer not to risk complaints from executives concerned about the cost of answering the mail, and in television, from
owners of local affiliated stations who become aggravated whenever
journalists ignore the taste taboos. Consequently, the audience is perhaps most seriously considered on matters of taste.
Television journalists operate with more restrictive taste considerations than do their peers at the magazines, mainly because the evening
news is broadcast at the dinner hour, when children are assumed to
be watching. As a result, erotic stories are taboo; and although the
networks can use stories about nude beaches, nude bathers are filmed
only from the neck up and the knees down. However, women's breasts
can appear in medical stories and in foreign news. "We can do like
the National Geographic, " one producer explained. "We can't show
American girls topless, but we can show bare-breasted Africans."
Nor can television journalists use profanity. In recent years, interviewees have been allowed to say "hell" and "damn" on the air; but
when the CBS evening news program included three "goddamn's" on
a single night in January 1970 (all used by interviewees), the network
received a "record-breaking" amount of critical mail from affiliated
stations. 58
At the present time, the magazines can occasionally use photographs of totally nude women, but male genitalia continue to appear
only in reproductions of sculptures and paintings. Profanity taboos
have also been loosened considerably over the last decade; and while
writers still cannot use profanity, only a few words are now excised
from quotes. "Good taste," however, remains a major consideration
for cover art.
People being wounded or killed during disasters or battles are virtually never shown. During the Vietnam War, film editors routinely cut
the bloodier scenes from battle and patrol film before top producers
reviewed it; and presumably, camera crews did not bother to shoot
carnage scenes that they knew to be unusable. 59 Although television
has been credited with-and attacked for-showing its viewers the
horrors of war, the networks actually reported a highly sanitized
version of it. 60 In fact, sometimes the magazines described, with text
and pictures, the bloody scenes that were censored by television.
"Taste" is defined broadly enough to also include some political
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taboos. For one thing, journalists cannot show disrespect to the president or the presidency. Violations almost always elicit audience mail
and, of course, White House protest. Journalists can, however, be
mildly disrespectful to a president who is losing the respect of the
audience, as in the case of Richard Nixon during the latter days of his
administration. President Ford's lack of physical coordination was
also excluded from the taboo, although magazine editors rejected
pictures of the grossest presidential stumbles.
The same taboo extends to other highly placed public officials. Nor
do journalists often make disrespectful comments about American
wars, patriotism, and democracy. While criticism is permissible and
journalists resort to it despite anticipated audience protest, they shy
away from satirical comment because it implies disrespect. I reported
previously that Time ended its use of satirical cartoon covers partly
because of sizable audience objection to them.
News about deviant personal behavior of public officials is also
off-limits, although many journalists accept this taboo because they
deem such news trivial. Off-the-job drinking, premarital and extramarital affairs, homosexuality, and the like are thus kept out of the
news, provided journalists do not consider them to interfere with an
official's public responsibilities. Until the 1970s, however, even personal behavior that did interfere was usually not reported, except by
columnists such as Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson. To this day,
journalists are still reluctant to report evidence of alcoholism or senility among members of Congress.
The major national news media finally broke with this long-standing practice to report President Kennedy's alleged involvement with
a woman reputedly linked at the same time to two leaders of organized
crime; and Congressman Wayne Hays's use of public funds to hire a
mistress. Still, both incidents became newsworthy because they involved the men's public roles. But when Time and other national
media reported President Kennedy's other liaisons which did not
impinge upon his public role, some audience members thought they
had gone too far. Time's story generated more letters to the magazine
in 1976 than any other single story, 750 of the 1,076 letters criticizing
Time's decision to report these affairs. 6 1
Even so, the taboo was never applied uniformly to all public figures;
the private lives of radical activists, for example, were always newsworthy. After Martin Luther King's murder, FBI leaks suggesting
that he carried on extramarital affairs were reported; but at that time,
no national news medium deemed similar affairs by President
Kennedy fit to print.
In recent years, taste considerations have expanded to include
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taboos on religious, racial, and sexual stereotypes. The news media
have long been careful to eschew anti-Semitic stereotypes because
Jewish organizations have monitored them closely, but other stereotypes were not excised until the news media were criticized for being
racist and sexist. After Vice-president Agnew's 1969 speech attacking
the news media, story selectors omitted, for a time, stories that could
reinforce ethnic stereotypes-for example, those associating ItaloAmericans with the Mafia. (This was probably the major effect of
Agnew's attack on the news media.) Yet when an NBC producer
argued, in 1975, that a film about old people was unnecessarily patronizing, he was ignored, perhaps because the aged had not yet criticized
the news media.
Taste taboos exist almost entirely because of the audience, but some
are accepted by the journalists themselves, notably those proscribing
stereotypes and grisly or bloody scenes. But journalists would jettison
the political taboos if they could, and younger journalists continually
argue for relaxing the strictures against nudity and profanity. Indeed,
these taboos have been relaxed partly because top editors and producers finally succumbed to their pressure. Picture-picking sessions at the
magazines were frequently marked by negotiations over the taboos,
and although top editors are paid to be cautious, they may sometimes
have given in to "spice up" their pages, hoping that reader reaction
would be minimal. And younger top editors and producers adhere to
the taboos only because they fear audience protest. In 1975, when an
astronaut underlined his eagerness to get out of the space capsule with
the word "fuck," and the network journalists feared he could be heard
(or seen by lipreaders), one top producer nevertheless wished his
expletive had been audible. If a respected public figure used the word,
he argued, journalists should, on freedom of press grounds, be able to
report it. Magazine journalists have made the same argument, but
while-sources can now be quoted as saying "bullshit," sexual profanity
was still off-limits in 1978.

Audience Enlargement and
Cultural Democratization
My observations about the journalists' independence from commercial considerations and their sparse attention to the actual audience
hold for the present. But in the last analysis, news organizations are
overseen by corporate executives who are paid to show a profit. News
judgment is resistant to change, and journalists will fight hard to
preserve their autonomy; but if corporate economic well-being is
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threatened, executives may insist that their news organizations adapt.
For one thing, corporate executives can always demand cost cutting. During the 1975 strikes at NBC and Time, they undoubtedly
noticed that a small number of producers and editors, supported by
nonunionjoumalists, were able to put on programs and publish magazines without visible effects on quality or ratings and circulation. 62
In addition, management can call for more profitable news, if only
to offset other corporate losses, and thereby require the news programs and magazines to enlarge their audience. Even now, television
news appears to be in a period of transition; and if the format and
personnel changes being tried at ABC are reflected in an upswing in
the ratings, they will most likely be imitated by the other networks.
Nor can anyone predict the future behavior of advertisers and
audiences. Present or new advertisers may demand a different or
larger audience. Viewers might decide to obtain the national and
international news from radio or local television programs; magazine
readers might decide to exchange the magazines for the syndicated
features that now appear increasingly in daily papers. In that case,
enterprising or desperate news firms might shift to include a greater
percentage of celebrity biography and gossip, hoping to duplicate the
success of People magazine.
America itself could change, with consequences for all involved in
the news media. Were the country's economic or political problems
to worsen, for example, audiences might prefer more entertainment
and less news than at present-particularly less bad news about the
national and societal phenomena beyond their control. Conversely,
they might also decide that they need more analytic news or news
which relates national phenomena to their own circumstances and
problems. (Political crises may, in fact, attract audiences; Watergate
led to a temporary increase of about 10 percent in the number of
viewers and readers.) As the population ages, the television news
audience will increase, assuming present audience habits persist; as
education levels rise, the interested audience may prefer less action
and more analysis, driving the news programs and magazines a little
closer to the journals of opinion and forcing them to find new ways
of holding the rest of their constituency. Audience behavior is only
part of the story, however; several magazines died in the 19608, not
because they lost readers but because their advertisers shifted to television.
Journalists fear audience enlargement, for they view it as a threat
to their autonomy. Nevertheless, it can also be viewed as cultural
democratization, extending to yet larger numbers of people the services of a profession that began centuries ago by supplying news solely
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to a small elite. Putting it another way, audience enlargement means
extending the national news audience much further into the adult and
young adult sectors of the lower middle-class, the working class, and
the poor than is now the case. However, cultural democratization
would concurrently require journalists to pay less attention to upperclass and upper-middle-class sources, and to pay less homage to the
social order of these classes.
Elsewhere, I have argued that America is divided into a number of
esthetic or taste subcultures and publics, which are differentiated
largely by class, principally by education. 63 This observation also applies to the news. Local newspapers and electronic media are already
stratified by class, at least in some larger cities. There is no mistaking
that the New York Daily News is written for a very different set of
readers than The New York Times. The national news media are less
differentiated, if only because they are few in number; more important,
in form and substance, national news has so far obeyed the dictates
of the subculture of the upper middle-class, even though most viewers
and readers are not of that class.
The national journalists have been able to maintain a kind of cultural hegemony because they are a national professional elite. The
audience has accepted their hegemony, either because it does not care
sufficiently to try to alter its present lack of choice; or because it
believes that in order to be informed, it must be supplied with news
about and by people of superior status. Perhaps being informed also
means that the news must be about high public officials, even when
their activities are of little personal relevance. 64 But possibly, viewers
and readers would come in larger numbers if the news surrendered
some of its upper-middle-class content and tone.
Be that as it may, when journalists worry about increasing sensationalism and show business, they are also reacting to the possibility
that the taste subculture of national news will move down a notchand no one likes downward mobility. Because downward cultural
mobility normally goes hand-in-hand with higher corporate profits, it
can easily be ascribed to and attacked as an expression of corporate
greed. But at the same time, downward mobility is also cultural democratization. I see nothing wrong with either a more attractive
anchorperson reading the same news if he or she will attract a larger
audience, or more personally relevant news, or more news about
Americans who are currently not newsworthy. A greater amount of
sensation or gossip would not be desirable, although I am not sure that
it would have the deleterious effects journalists predict. But these are
issues of news policy, to be addressed in the last chapter.

===8----Pressures, Censorship,
and Self-censorship

Through the news, journalists give helpful or harmful exposure to
the actors whose activities they report. Since many of these actors
need publicity to perform their roles, they are, in a sense, dependent
on journalists. Thus, journalists' power stems largely from their ability
to determine what news enters the symbolic arena, the public stage on
which messages about America are presented.
As a result, news organizations are surrounded by individuals and
groups wanting to get their messages into the arena with a maximum
of helpful and a minimum of harmful publicity. If necessary, they will
use their power to pressure journalists for this purpose. By "pressure,"
I mean criticism, organized or unorganized protest, as well as threats
against journalists, their organizations, and their firms. Pressure is
applied in order to force journalists to change the news (or to omit a
story), which constitutes censorship; or pressure is used to create what
journalists call a chilling effect, with the hope of inducing journalists
to volunteer the change or omission, which becomes self-censorship.
Of course, not all criticism is pressure-for example, when sources
request factual corrections. However, when journalists are not convinced that they have been incorrect or when correction is demanded
rather than requested, they feel themselves to be under pressure.
Journalists can react to pressure in three ways: they can fight; they
can give in, altering the news to placate the exerters of pressure; or
they can anticipate their critics, giving in sufficiently and in advance
to avoid being pressured.
Story selection and production is, therefore, a power struggle over
what messages enter the symbolic arena. Most Of the time, the power
249
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struggle is covert, for it is built into news judgments; but it becomes
overt when unhappy sources, audiences, and others express their displeasure with the outcome of news judgments. This chapter deals
mainly with the overt struggles, whereas Chapter 4 can be read as an
analysis of the covert ones. Sources try to exert control over the
symbolic arena by managing, leaking, and withholding information;
journalists try to do so by applying source considerations. Chapter 7
suggests that audiences aim to affect the symbolic arena with critical
mail, and by canceling subscriptions or switching stations; journalists
fight back by ignoring audience feedback or give in by anticipating,
using both audience considerations (mainly those governing taste) and
audience-relevant suitability considerations.
The concept of pressure comes from the political arena, where
pressure groups try to influence politicians. The term itself implies
disapproval of those exerting pressure and sympathy for those having
to endure it. Journalists object to pressure, although they rarely use
the term. I shall use it, however, without attaching a positive or
negative connotation; and in Chapter 10, I will suggest to what extent
pressure may be desirable.
In this discussion, I am concerned only with the external kind of
pressure, which initially comes from outside the news firm, even
though it may be transmitted to journalists by insiders, that is, executives. (Internal pressure, which takes the form of story or editing
suggestions from executives, was discussed in Chapters 3 and 6.)
Insofar as the exerters of pressure want to alter what appears in the
symbolic arena, their pressures are political; to those concerned with
ideology, they are also ideological. For management, the pressures are
almost always commercial as well, for whatever the intent behind the
exercise of pressure, management must worry about the consequences
for the firm. Journalists rarely need to fear these; for them, the primary threat is a reduction of their autonomy, even if, occasionally,
individual careers are on the line. But most of the time, they are
exposed only to criticism, which they endure no more easily than
anyone else, and perhaps less so. Journalists believe their skins to be
unusually thin-and they are, but for good reason. Their activities
being more visible than those of other professionals, they cannot easily
hide from criticism, although it is also true that they often jump too
quickly to the conclusion that every criticism is a potential threat.
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Problems of Studying External Pressure
Studying external pressure and its outcomes presents both empirical
and definitional problems. Surrender to pressure is viewed as an act
of cowardice and a sign of powerlessness, and those who must surrender are loath to discuss it. However, journalists are not reluctant to
talk about having to accede to a superior's suggestions. Sometimes
they suspect that these were prompted by external pressure, but often
they do not know for certain, since superiors are not likely to tell them.
Daniel Schorr reports that when William Paley urged the CBS Evening News to shorten the second installment of an early Watergate
story, he did not reveal that he had been under pressure from Charles
Colson in the White House. To this day, only Paley knows whether
and how much his decision was influenced by White House pressure. I
Censorship and self-censorship are difficult both to define and identify. Journalists generally define censorship as killing or altering a
story as a result of external pressure, whereas self-censorship is the
conscious response to anticipated pressure from nonjournalists. But
self-censorship can also be unconscious, in which case journalists may
not be aware they are responding to pressure. When journalists announce that chilling effects are in the air, they are pointing out that
self-censorship is being demanded of them; however, they are reluctant to admit conscious surrender to these effects, and it is hard to
determine when they are responding unconsciously.
Journalists define these terms narrowly, since they are primarily
concerned with conscious and perceived censorship and self-censorship. An outside observer can define them more broadly to include the
built-in limits to journalistic autonomy. By that definition, value exclusion and other mechanisms that anticipate, and thereby avoid,
pressure (to be described below) become institutionalized forms of
censorship and self-censorship. 2 I shall move back and forth between
the narrow and broad definitions in this chapter; but at its end, I will
return to the definitional problem, for it reflects more fundamental
issues about the journalistic enterprise.

The Extent of Pressure and Censorship
Journalists believe themselves to be under frequent pressure, with
demands for censorship and self-censorship (as they define the terms)
always on the horizon. But my fieldwork suggests that successful
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pressure, leading to censorship or self-censorship, is rare. Beat reporters are, to be sure, often under pressure from sources and must sometimes give in; but other reporters are less easily pressured, since they
lack responsibility for what information finally becomes news. The
pressures that reach New York are addressed mainly to news and
corporate executives, and are usually not passed on to journalists.
Specific complaints that question the accuracy of the facts in a story
are passed on, however; and journalists are expected to defend themselves, drawing on their files and notes to demonstrate that the story
"holds up."
Chilling effects are also few and far between. Moreover, when they
appear, they are frequently followed by what I call heating effects, for
the journalists, angered by pressure attempts, then seek out news with
harmful publicity for the exerters of pressure. They are not always
successful, but the Watergate scandals were exposed so quickly in part
because investigative reporters increased their efforts after being angered. Probably the most persistent chilling effects come from the
audience, whose refusal to view or subscribe is a more direct threat
to journalists and their firms than a sponsor's or politician's attack.
This is why taste considerations may be the major form of self-censorship. But here I invoke the broader definition, for journalists themselves subscribe to some taste taboos and do not perceive the rest as
self-censorship devices.
Successful pressure takes two forms. First, there is occasional censorship and self-censorship of marginal operations, such as television
news documentaries. This is not meant to minimize the danger of
pressure, however, for attacks on the marginal operations of any
institution can weaken the expression of minority viewpoints, which
are themselves already on the periphery. But the problems of news
documentaries, to be described below, are not transferred to the evening news programs; and there is no equivalent marginal operation at
the magazines.
Second, pressure sometimes results in the dismissal or forced resignations of individual journalists. In theory, their departure should
produce intense chilling effects, but in practice, this does not appear
to be the case, partly because journalists, like other workers, tend to
look askance at colleagues who "rock the boat" for the rest. Also,
some of the dismissed journalists were previously disliked by colleagues for other reasons. Finally, the role which pressure played in
their departure often becomes known only many years later, if at all.
Although Edward R. Murrow has long been a hero to journalists for
standing up to Senator Joseph McCarthy, it is just now being sug-
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gested that his departure from CBS in 1960 was partly a result of
corporate surrender to actual or anticipated government pressure. 3

Business Pressures: Advertisers
and Affiliates
Pressure from Advertisers
Advertisers can try to bring pressure to bear on story selectors by
demanding that stories which they perceive to hurt them be killed or
altered; alternatively, they can withdraw their advertising in the hope
that it will have a chilling effect on the journalists. Although local
news media and the producers of network news documentaries have
been subject to both kinds of pressure for years, the evening news
programs and the newsmagazines are virtually free of them.
Perhaps top producers and editors will not admit to having been
influenced by advertiser pressure, but other journalists readily talk
about this topic. While they occasionally suspect their superiors of
using commercial considerations, there is never any suspicion that
they had surrendered to advertisers. In our discussions about successful advertiser censorship, the journalists could think of only a few,
well-publicized cases, many dating back to the 19508. 4
In any case, top producers and editors would not consider killing
a story or story suggestion because it might antagonize advertisers;
nor do chilling effects lead to unconscious self-censorship. Given their
values, journalists do not constantly look for stories that could upset
advertisers or the business community, although in light of their
feelings about the former (see below), they do not mind upsetting
them. However, they are apt to be more cautious in processing news
that could antagonize advertisers, making sure that convincing evidence supports their stories. In case of pressure, they must be able to
defend what they choose to make news.
Journalists' freedom from advertiser pressure derives from the
previously mentioned separation of editorial and business departments. As a result, story selection and the placement of advertising
take place independently, so that story selectors do not know until late
in the production process what advertisements will run alongside the
news.
Top producers and editors are informed in advance of how much
advertising they will carry. They know their most regular advertisers
but think about them only in cases of possible conflict. If a top pro-
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ducer chooses a story on smoking and lung cancer, he checks whether
a cigarette company is listed as one of the day's sponsors; and after
first proposing, tongue in cheek, to place the story immediately before
or after the cigarette commercial, he informs the business department
of the story, which in tum allows the sponsor (or the advertising
agency) to postpone the commercial for another day. If the agency
decides to run the commercial nevertheless, it will be placed as far
away as possible from the cancer story. The procedure is much the
same at the newsmagazines, although top editors, having more
makeup alternatives than top producers, can always move advertisements elsewhere and do not need to request postponements.
Advertisers cannot, however, put pressure on story selectors to kill
or alter stories, since they do not have advance information on what
will appear in the news. If they are unhappy, they can complain only
ex post facto, and if sufficiently upset, they can cancel future advertising. Such cancellations take place from time to time at the magazines,
but they are usually temporary, for most advertisers need the newsmagazines as much as the magazines need the advertising. At the
networks, I heard of no cancellations due to dissatisfaction with the
news; moreover, with multiple sponsors, no single one is that important, provided there is no dearth of interested sponsors. Weekend news
programs often have single sponsors, however. An NBC news executive pointed out that Exxon, which sponsors the network's weekend
programs, has never complained or interfered; but he also suggested
that if a major oil spill occurred on a Sunday, he would have to cancel
the day's commercials, "and that might be very difficult."
Interestingly enough, none of the magazine advertisers canceled
because of displeasure with news about their own products or firms;
rather, they canceled, like subscribers, for reasons of taste or "liberal
bias." Some small companies pulled their advertisements because they
objected to sex covers; others were unhappy with the magazines'
emphasis on Watergate. The only economically motivated cancellation took place in 1974, after Time ran a satirical cartoon cover on
the economic crisis; in this instance, a major advertiser felt that the
cover was an unduly cynical commentary on the crisis. However, even
this objection was largely on grounds of political taste.
At that time, many local business people complained about all
national media, arguing that news which publicized rising inflation
and unemployment could only worsen both; but as far as I could tell,
none exerted direct pressure on the news media I studied. In 1975, a
southern automobile dealer published newspaper advertisements picturing the three network anchormen and accusing the networks of
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fostering recession, but these only amused the network journalists.
I could not determine whether the advertiser's discontent with the
satirical cover on the economy affected Time's decision to "go slow"
on future satirical covers, because both it and earlier cartoon covers
(on Watergate) had been criticized by readers and journalists as well.
The objections from advertisers to the plethora of Watergate news
were not taken seriously, however. Although corporate executives
were sometimes nervous about the continuous attention paid to the
story, they did not interfere with the journalists; and later, after Richard Nixon's resignation, some advertisers actually apologized for their
earlier criticisms.
As might be imagined, journalists resent advertiser interference.
Many are also unhappy about advertising sui generis because advertisements take up time or space that could otherwise be devoted to
news, and because they fear that the lack of credibility of advertising
will damage their own credibility. Television journalists will not read
or introduce commercials on the air for this reason. Then, too, journalists dislike some advertisements on esthetic grounds: journalists in
television often wished they could replace the commercials for laxatives and denture adhesives, which dominate the evening news.
At the magazines, the dislike of advertisers seemed strongest in the
business sections, and one writer told me that years ago the business
writers informally competed to see how many advertisers they could
enrage to the point that they would cancel their advertisements. The
story may have been apocryphal, but it symbolizes the attitudes which
exist among journalists. Business critics of the news media have
pointed to these attitudes as evidence that journalists are anti-business;
but the journalists' hostility is limited to advertisers and is not extended to the business community in general.
In fact, there is little reason for advertisers to protest how their firms
and products are reported. Television carries little business-related
news in any case, while the magazines' business sections are, on the
whole, written for business readers. Domestic news sections are less
reverent toward business, but neither they nor other sections have
much reason to choose anti-business stories. Journalists readily run
news about business corruption when it becomes available, much as
they do about political corruption, but private firms have been fairly
successful in blocking access to investigative reporters out to expose
business misdeeds. Still, the journalists' importance considerations
and paraideology rarely lead to the general attacks on private enterprise that infuriate advertisers and the business community as a whole.
The freedom from advertiser interference enjoyed by television
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news and the newsmagazines does not extend, however, to hour-long
network news documentaries. For one thing, the high cost of producing documentaries, at least relative to the ratings they earn, sometimes
encourages the networks to find sponsors before the final decision to
produce a specific documentary has been made." and the sponsors' lack
of enthusiasm for news documentaries generally, and those on controversial topics specifically, can discourage their production. Once produced, however, sponsor reluctance does not prevent their being
shown; all networks have run their share of virtually unsponsored
documentaries, including those in which sponsors backed out a few
days before their showing.
Since news documentaries, even when not controversial, are
screened in advance so that affiliated stations can decide whether to
broadcast them, sponsors as well as sources can view them early
enough to protest their content. In 1970, when NBC prescreened
"Migrant," its expose of the treatment of migrant farm workers, the
Coca-Cola Company learned that part of the expose criticized its
Florida citrus farms and demanded changes in the program. Perhaps
because it is a major television sponsor, some of its demands were met,
although its confrontation with NBC executives also became a subsequent news story, resulting in positive publicity for the documentary
and negative publicity for the network and the Coca-Cola Company.5
Although investigative reporters prefer their exposes to appear on
the evening news programs, where they will reach a larger audience,
sponsors and sources appear to be more threatelled by exposes reported in hour-long documentaries. These are longer and less ephemeral than five-minute segments on the evening news; they are usually
reviewed in advance by television critics; and perhaps most important,
they are thought to attract an influential audience, including Washington officials. And perhaps they do, for documentaries occasionally
inspire speeches on the floor of Congress as well as legislation; and two
documentaries, "The Selling of the Pentagon" and "Hunger," became
the subjects of congressional investigations. 6
The journalists' freedom from advertiser pressure actually extends
to business in general, since the power that corporations have in
America does not seem to permeate the newsroom. To be sure, the
corporations have little need to extend it there, but when they do, they
seem to be stymied. Instead, business leaders hold conferences on how
to influence the news media, appeal to each other to present a more
positive image of business, and make speeches on the journalists' lack
of enthusiasm about the business point of view. But these are symbolic
gestures.
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Only one business has the power to censor: the finn to which each
news organization belongs. No program or magazine will carry uncomplimentary news about itself or about its finn, except to publicize
the finn's defense. Schorr points out, for example, that his story about
the study of television violence conducted by President Johnson's
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence was
killed by the president of the news division, and that his interview with
Sig Mickelson, a fonner CBS news executive, about CBS cooperation
with the CIA was canceled on order of "higher authority.'" Censorship of uncomplimentary news, however, does not extend to all parts
of the firm. During the. Vietnam War, for example, NBC News did not
omit stories that might have displeased RCA subsidiaries holding war
contracts; and CBS News once produced a documentary exposing
corruption at CBS Records. (The investigative reporter involved in it
wanted it shown on the evening news, however, and lost his job in the
resulting argument with a news executive. 8)
Nonetheless, the freedom from successful business pressure enjoyed
by the national news media is not shared by local newspapers, radio
stations, and television stations. Advertisers and other business people
unhappy with the news travel in the same social and political circles
as the owners, managers, and news executives of local media, and
consequently have easy access to them. More important, they have the
economic leverage to demand censorship and to instill a nearly permanent chilling effect on the journalists, who cannot always be protected
by the executives.
Although national professional journals constantly publish exposes
of local advertiser interference, these do not appear to intimidate local
advertisers. During good economic times, when jobs are plentiful,
journalistic job seekers can avoid the news media which are under the
thumbs of the local business community; but when jobs are scarce,
they have little alternative.
National news firms can usually replace advertisers who try to
interfere too often; besides, the advertisers are restrained by the glare
of national publicity that only national journalists ~an create. Local
journalists are, by contrast, in much the same position as academics
in small, "local" colleges, who must also submit when their academic
freedom threatens local power holders. The freedoms available to
professionals in national news organizations, as in "national" universities, do not always trickle down to the local level.
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Pressure from Affiliated Stations
The networks are, however, vulnerable to one kind of local pressure:
that from affiliated stations. Since networks can own only five stations,
the approximately two hundred stations affiliated with each network
not only constitute most of the literal network, but can both refuse to
carry network shows and switch their allegiance to other networks.
They hold annual meetings with the network, at which time they can
make their complaints known; in addition, they are organized into
affiliate associations, and their officers, as well as individual station
owners, can put pressure on the networks at any time.
Local station owners are local business people, but their pressure
on the news has been overwhelmingly political and almost entirely in
a conservative direction. During the early 1960s, southern affiliates
criticized network coverage of the civil-rights marches; later on, affiliates argued that the evening news paid too much attention to ghetto
disturbances and anti-war protestors, and in 1970, about 60 percent
of NBC's affiliates voted that the news division was "slanted against
the war in Vietnam."9 Later in the decade, affiliates were upset about
the attention paid to the economic crisis and the Watergate scandals.
Network journalists view the affiliate owners as hidebound conservatives who are expressing their personal objections to network news.
This view has some justification, for affiliates who were strong supporters of the Nixon Administration also supported Vice-president
Agnew's attacks on the networks. Some owners seem to have worked
closely with the Nixon White House staff, presenting its opposition to
the networks' war coverage as their own. lO Not coincidentally, ABC,
which until its recent ratings successes in entertainment programming
had the shakiest hold on its affiliates, almost never offended the Nixon
Administration and was consequently not criticized by its affiliates for
its news coverage.
Nevertheless, in some cases, local owners are also transmitting the
views of local power holders; thus, one owner who attacked NBC's
Vietnam War coverage at the 1970 network-affiliate meetings indicated that "there are a lot of important people in my town who are
very conservative, and we have to keep that in mind."ll When affiliates
object to the occasional violation of taste taboos, they may be transmitting the objections of those viewers who hold the affiliate station
responsible. 12
Affiliates were never mentioned during the time I conducted field-
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work at the networks, and the executive producers I asked said they
had not experienced any pressure. True, at the time the news was not
upsetting to affiliates; but even when it is, executives usually handle
the complaints, and anchorpersons condemn affiliate criticism at the
annual network-affiliate meetings. 13
While affiliates do not seem to effect censorship or self-censorship,
they have been able to bring about, or hasten, the removal of individual on-air reporters. The blacklisting of television entertainers during
the McCarthy era, which was itself supported by affiliate pressure, also
cost some journalists, then identified as liberals, their jobs, among
them Martin Agronsky, Elmer Davis, Don Hollenbeck (who subsequently committed suicide), Chet Huntley, and Raymond Gram
Swing. 14 And surely many job applicants with controversial political
pasts were not hired during this period. Howard K. Smith was forced
out of CBS in the early 19608 because southern stations objected to
his support of black civil-rights marchers. 15
More recently, some affiliates were highly critical of Dan Rather,
who was White House correspondent during the Watergate era, although both he and the network have insisted that his transfer to the
prestigious but rarely shown CBS Reports after Richard Nixon's resignation had nothing to do with affiliate pressure. 16 Conversely, Daniel
Schorr, who was asked to resign from CBS in February 1976, felt that
some affiliates, concerned about pending congressional legislation on
pay TV and cable television, had urged CBS to get rid of him because
he had antagonized several high-ranking congressmen by leaking a
secret committee report to The Village Voice. 17
Dan Rather's and Daniel Schorr's experiences appear not to have
produced a chilling effect on other journalists. The reasons for
Rather's departure from the White House post remain uncertain; and
Schorr, who had a reputation as an "abrasive" colleague to begin with,
antagonized several co-workers by the way in which he leaked the
congressional report. Consequently, colleagues and peers could play
down possible political threats that might endanger their own careers.
They could also note that both Rather and Schorr became national
celebrities as a result of their experiences, writing successful books and
garnering well-paying lecture invitations. In addition, the total number of journalists who have so far been forced out by affiliate or other
pressures over the years has been small. But that is no guarantee for
the future, because if news that displeases the affiliates breaks at a time
when ratings are low (when networks must find ways of discouraging
them from signing with a rival network), the news divisions might be
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asked to help out by responding to affiliate demands to fire offending
journalists.

Political Pressures: Government and Interest
Groups
Government Pressures
Journalists are under pressure to censor and self-censor from public
officials more often than from business. Private firms can retaliate
against harmful news by running self-justifying advertising, but government must defend itself in the same news media that attack it, and
defensive statements or denials are never as credible as the initial bad
news. Perhaps as a result, public officials are extremely sensitive to
news about themselves and are as thin-skinned as journalists when it
comes to criticism. The outcome is a predisposition to exert pressure,
if only in self- (and agency-) defense.
I shall not detail instances of government pressure, for they have
been reported in an ever-growing literature, largely written by worried
journalists, covering in particular the McCarthy era, the Vietnam
War, and the Johnson and Nixon Administrations. 18 These have been
complemented by a handful of defenses of government pressure,
mainly by former members of the Nixon Administration. 19 Instead,
my analysis will focus on the types of pressure and their effectiveness.
Public officials have five ways of communicating their displeasure.
First, and probably most often, government officials complain to a
news or corporate executive; but as I have already suggested, executives may not relay the message to the editorial staff. The most widely
reported, and partly successful, attempt at political pressure in recent
years was the previously noted shortening of the second segment of
a two-part October 1972 CBS Evening News story on Watergate. In
this instance, Charles Colson put pressure on William Paley, charging
the CBS journalists with "in effect, working for George McGovern,"
and threatening revenge against the network. 20 Although Paley did not
pass on Colson's criticism and threats, the journalists were finally
persuaded, after long and bitter discussion, to reduce the length of the
second segment. But in the end, the pressure attempt backfired for all
concerned. The White House, which had demanded the killing of the
second segment in its entirety, was still angry at CBS. And Paley,
according to Schorr, was furious because his network's reputation for
"hard-hitting independence" had been damaged when CBS's decision
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to cut the segment became a news story of its own, even while the
White House continued to "[ache] for vengeance."21
Watergate may be a poor example for demonstrating the limits of
effective government pressure, for the escalation of the scandals, as
well as the audience's interest in them, frustrated White House attempts to use pressure to discourage the news media from reporting
further scandals. 22 Government pressure can rarely be effective when
there is widespread interest in a story.
A second type of pressure threatens to hurt the firm economically
if its journalists do not report the news more to the liking of complaining officials. Threats against the firm are, of course, implied in the
pressure exerted on executives, although instances of successful
threats are few. Still, the Nixon Administration made many threats
during its first term and might have implemented them during its
second term had it not been for Watergate.
The networks are most vulnerable to economic threats, for their
owned stations and affiliates are licensed by the FCC and can be
charged with violations of the "Fairness Doctrine." Only one license
has ever been withdrawn for violating the doctrine, however, and the
networks have considerable power of their own inside the FCC. Perhaps this explains why the Nixon Administration resorted to other
threats, such as recruiting wealthy supporters to apply for station
licenses held by the Washington Post Company, and proposing to
lengthen the license period for local stations from three to five years,
allegedly in exchange for more affiliate pressure on network news. The
networks are also vulnerable because the government can threaten to
revoke government contracts with the corporation to which the networks belong. During the Vietnam War, RCA executives were said
to have been concerned that the government might cancel the conglomerate's defense contracts in retaliation for NBC News's reports
on the war; but if the government threatened RCA executives directly
or indirectly, the executive producers responsible for the NBC news
program at the time never knew about it. Powerful politicians can
exert pressure through friends owning affiliate stations, as did the
Nixon Administration; and they can get in touch with corporate
friends who are also major advertisers. "LBJ could tell the Business
Council it's un-American to advertise," a top editor pointed out many
years ago, "although if it got out, LBJ would be in trouble. But the
threat is always there."
Third, government can pressure the news media by launching investigations. Three recent examples are noteworthy: two which followed
the CBS documentaries "Hunger" and "The Selling of the Pentagon,"
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and one which resulted from Schorr's leaking of a secret congressional
committee report to The Village Voice. The investigations of the two
documentaries were impelled by the federal agencies whose practices
were criticized in the programs (Agriculture and the Pentagon) but
were supported by their defenders in Congress.
Neither investigation resulted in legislation or official sanctions, but
the networks and the individual producers spent considerable time
and money defending themselves. 23 Perhaps the investigations further
eroded the enthusiasm of network management for expose documentaries, and some documentary producers have hinted at being sufficiently chilled to drop story ideas that, they felt, would never be
approved by news executives. Even so, 60 Minutes has not eschewed
exposes of government. But Peter Davis, who produced the Pentagon
documentary and was associate producer of "Hunger," finally left
television altogether; and the congressional investigation of Daniel
Schorr supplied the initiative for his departure from CBS. These examples suggest once more that a major effect of pressure is the extrusion
of individual journalists.
A fourth kind of pressure, which threatens the journalists themselves more than their firms, is legal. Angry sources and others regularly will bring suit to restrain the journalists from gathering and
reporting news that harms their interests. Despite the constitutional
guarantees of the Bill of Rights, legal action, if sustained by the courts,
can void ancillary rights, thereby restricting and chilling the journalists. 24 In 1970, for example, the Department of Justice attempted to
subpoena magazine files and television outtakes about the Black Panthers and other activist groups in order to obtain evidence to be used
against them. Had the attempt been upheld by the courts, journalists
would have lost access, perhaps permanently, to all activist sources. 25
From time to time, local journalists have been tried, and in some
instances briefly jailed, for refusing to reveal their sources. So far, the
pressured journalists have been successful in protecting their sources,
but the issue is still before the courts. Were they to rule that journalists
do not have a privileged relationship with sources, the effects on the
news would be immediate and extensive.
Meanwhile, in June 1978, the Supreme Court ruled that the police
have the right to search newsrooms in their hunt for evidence of
criminal activities. If the ruling is enforced systematically and energetically, the police can identify sources themselves, even ifjoumalists
refuse to reveal them. In any case, sources who wish to withhold
information, and their identity, from the police will have good reasons
for not talking to reporters.
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Two weeks later, the Supreme Court ruled further that journalists
could be denied access to a California jail in which, a lower court had
decided, living conditions were so debasing that they amounted to
cruel and unusual punishment for the inmates. This ruling can set an
equally far-reaching precedent, restricting journalistic access to other
public agencies which prefer not to be in the news. 26
Although the eventual consequences of the recent Supreme Court
decisions cannot now be estimated, journalists are worried because the
Burger Court appears to believe that the Bill of Rights does not
require the protection of either journalists or journalist-source relationships. Not only do court decisions stimulate further lawsuits to
prevent journalists from carrying out their responsibilities, but these
decisions are a form of pressure which journalists cannot fight.
Most lawsuits are brought against local journalists, although adverse court decisions may also chill national journalists. Moreover,
whatever their outcome, lawsuits can be used to harass journalists,
forcing them to spend time, money, and effort to defend themselves.
Riesman, writing in 1942, suggested that libel suits offered a "convenient weapon to punish outsiders coming down to stir up trouble. "27
In the 19608, lawsuits and investigations sometimes harassed radical
publications-which, like other radical groups, lacked the funds to
hire lawyers--out of existence. The national news media can afford
lawyers, but lawsuits can result in a corporate loss of enthusiasm for
future controversial projects. When lawyers make their presence felt
in the newsrooms, journalists think twice before making legally risky
news judgments.
A fifth type of pressure goes over the heads of the journalists, when
critics appeal to the audience in an attempt to impress it with the
journalists' failings. Politicians have used this approach through the
ages; one of its aims is to generate an outpouring of audience mail that
will chill journalists. The prime recent example was Vice-president
Agnew's 1969 speeches attacking the networks and other news media,
which elicited an immediate response from viewers who had already
been upset by bad news about the ghetto disturbances, the Vietnam
War, and the anti-war protests; and the number of people (100,000)
who contacted the networks to second the vice-president was unprecedented. Their impact was reduced, however, by the fact that the
networks had already been receiving audience protest along this line;
in addition, Agnew's support was temporary. A poll taken for ABC
a month after his first speech indicated that while 52 percent of the
respondents agreed with his charges, 60 percent also thought that the
news media were fair to the White House.
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Meanwhile, the Agnew speeches generated considerable sympathy
for the journalists from their peers, from civil libertarians, and above
all, from their superiors. When I visited NBC the day after Agnew's
first speech, the journalists were cheerful, for the president of the
network had, for the first time, spoken out publicly in their behalf. 28
Whether the Agnew speeches had the chilling effect he intended is
doubtful. Stein, making an informal survey of network journalists
about a year later, found that they were engaged in more "self-evaluation," by which they meant concern with the implications of their
written and filmed stories about conservatives and the "silent majority."29 Even though Agnew had attacked television news as being
produced by a "tiny and closed fraternity of privileged men," no
changes were made in the news organizations; nor did the networks
end the "instant analyses" of the president's speeches which Mr.
Agnew had criticized. 30
While journalists feared a chilling effect, it does not· appear to have
taken place, perhaps because everyone was afraid of it happening.
Lowry studied a sample of network news stories before and after the
Agnew speeches, and found, among other things, a 9 percent increase
in statements attributed to an identified source. Perhaps journalists
were more careful, but Lowry's expectation that they would be less
likely to draw inferences from the news was not borne out by his
data. 3 !
My own impression is that Agnew's impressive audience response,
and his impact on the news, may have been generated by his populist
charge that the journalists, being representatives of an East Coast elite,
were ignoring the news preferences of Middle America. His criticism
was quickly picked up and developed by other news-media critics of
conservative political bent. 32 It was also accepted by the journalists
themselves; and Middle America, white ethnics, and Spiro Agnew
himself became more newsworthy for a time.
Presumably, the constant availability of a conservative audience
which is unhappy both with the state of American society and the
journalists, and which is unusually vocal, guarantees that in the future, other politicians may imitate the Agnew approach or a similar
one used by Governor Wallace. 33 I doubt that it can effectively chill
the journalists because they already expect and discount that audience.
Should the conservative audience grow measurably larger and angrier, however, the Agnew approach could be successful, although the
news media might respond to the change in the audience even before
a politician attacked them. On the evening news programs which
reported that California voters had overwhelmingly approved Propo-
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sItton 13 mandating automatic tax reductions, both David Brinkley
and Howard K. Smith endorsed the proposition. Of course, they did
not do so to ward off an attack on the networks; they voiced their own
feelings. In fact, they had previously expressed their low opinion of
high taxes, but this time, they took an explicit stand.

Interest-group Pressures
Journalists are also under surveillance by a variety of organized
interest groups, which will protest if they consider the news unfair or
inaccurate on issues in which they have taken an interest. They express their objection mainly through letter writing, press conferences,
and public meetings. Organized letter-writing campaigns are discounted by the journalists, but letters from officers of major national
organizations are taken into account and are apt to be answered by
an executive. If sent to a magazine, they may be published in the letters
section.
Interest-group pressure appears to be effective when it obtains political support, in Congress or elsewhere; when it threatens advertisers
and local television stations; and when it is persuasive to the journalists. However, pressure from powerless groups is ignored.
News documentaries seem to be most vulnerable to interest-group
pressure, and for the same reasons that they are vulnerable to other
forms of pressure. Robert MacNeil recounts the successful efforts of
the National Rifle Association, a powerful national lobby, to
strengthen its on-air rebuttal of a 1967 NBC documentary favoring
gun control; some years later, similarly effective pressure was exerted
on a documentary about hunters;34 and in 1975, pressure from the
American Jewish Committee following a mini-documentary about
Syrian Jewry on 60 Minutes led to an "amplification" in a later
program.
Most interest-group pressure has actually been mounted against
entertainment television. Child welfare and church organizations, the
P. T. A., viewer groups, and most recently the American Medical
Association have been successful in reducing the amount of physical
violence in prime-time network programming. These groups have not,
however, pressured the networks to reduce news violence; they are
either sufficiently liberal or unwilling to open themselves to charges
of proposing news censorship. Besides, journalists already edit out
violent scenes of the kind that appear in entertainment programs. 35
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Pressures from Peers
Like all professionals, journalists are also under some pressure from
members of their own profession, especially media reviewers and critics. Although some pressure is aimed against the journalists themselves, much of it is addressed to management.
Most media critics are themselves journalists, but their impact depends on who employs them. At least among the journalists I studied,
critics employed by competing media were rarely attended to. Even
though they were fellow-professionals, they were almost always
thought to express their firm's desire to make the competition look
bad. This reaction may be cynical, but it is not inaccurate, for many
news-media critics seem to be harshest on other media with which
they are in competition.
Magazines and newspapers critically review their major rival, television (and both newsmagazines have television sections); network
and public television have, from time to time, carried programs which
chastised their primary competitor, the daily press; and other "class"
magazines publish critical articles about the newsmagazines. Only the
journals of opinion are impartial in choosing their targets; they find
flaws in the reportage of all large national news media.
The contents of the newsmagazines and evening news programs are
not regularly reviewed anywhere, but news documentaries are almost
always reviewed in the daily papers. Some reviews carry weight both
with producers and network executives, since the networks schedule
documentaries to obtain prestige rather than high ratings. The primary indicator of prestige is a favorable review in The New York
Times.
During the last few years, the print media have also begun to keep
up with personnel changes at the networks, reporting the hiring and
firing of anchorpersons and news executives (but not executive producers). These stories are now newsworthy because some journalists
have become celebrities. Also, journalists look gleefully at turmoil in
the network executive suites, while ignoring similar turmoil in their
own.
From time to time, journalists become ad-hoc media critics, taking
their peers and even their superiors to task in public-although sometimes they are then punished for attacking their firms. 36 But as I
reported previously, network journalists are allowed to criticize local
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news programs which strike them as muddying journalism with show
business.
News that evokes widespread discussion is also likely to generate
ad-hoc media criticism from journalists. Editorial writers for conservative newspapers and nationally syndicated conservative columnists
have criticized the national-news media on the same stories, and along
the same lines, as the conservative audience. These criticisms are
ignored for the most part, not only because they come from competing
news media, but because they are predictable and expected. A dramatic and more effective instance of this took place early in the
Vietnam War, when some senior journalists, including Joseph Alsop,
Richard Tregaskis, and Margaret Higgins, paid brief visits to Vietnam. Having concluded that America was winning a justified war,
they criticized a number of young Saigon reporters for their pessimistic stories. Subsequently, two Time reporters resigned from the magazine when its: managing editor published a story expressing his agreement with Alsop et al., thereby impugning the credibility of his own
men. 37
A very different and more regular form of news-media criticism is
supplied by professional publications, such as the Columbia Journalism Review, More (now defunct), and Nieman Reports. These journals, local equivalents that have appeared in a number of cities, and
unofficial in-house newsletters that occasionally spring up in national
news organizations provide supportive criticism, reporting and condemning commercially or politically motivated management interference with journalists. Supportive critics assume that story selection
should be based as much as possible on substantive considerations;
and while this assumption is in practice unworkable, it establishes a
norm that supports the journalists vis-a-vis management and upholds
their claim to autonomy.
These journals also award what the editors of the Columbia Journalism Review call "darts" and "laurels" to individual media and
journalists. They criticize empirical and conceptual sloppiness, such
as the use of unreliable sources and stereotypes; laziness in relying on
handouts; and corruption, going on "junkets." At the same time, they
laud energetic legwork, thoughtful analysis, persistence and extraordinary effort, and the willingness to take risks in reporting on the
powerful or in standing up to publishers, advertisers, politicians, and
other nonjournalists who pressure them.
In effect, these stories apply the enduring values to journalism itself;
they are, in many instances, moral disorder stories which identify
villains and celebrate journalists who have clearly behaved heroically
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in struggling against often overwhelming pressure. Most case studies
deal with local villains and heroes, and are thus of little direct relevance to national journalists; but they reinforce journalistic ideals,
which journalists can use to inspire themselves to greater effort or to
demonstrate to management that journalistic autonomy must be preserved.

Journalistic Reactions to Pressure
As I suggested earlier, journalists have three ways of dealing with
pressure: they can fight back, give in, or avoid it by resorting to several
kinds of anticipatory mechanisms. Some of their reactions to pressure
have already been discussed in this chapter and elsewhere, and require
only summary here.

Fighting Back: Defenses Against Pressure
When overt pressure is exerted against journalists, they defend
themselves by asserting their moral right to freedom of the press.
However, rights do not implement themselves whatever' their moral
power; but the journalists' claim to autonomy is supported by constitutional guarantees and by a general consensus on the part of the
public. These supports in turn restrain exerters of pressure and executives who may, on commercial grounds, prefer to give in to them. As
a result, journalists were always surprised when management gave in,
while I was surprised by how rarely it did so.
Journalists also use their moral, legal, and consensual power to fight
back. They speak out quickly against threats to their autonomy and
predict chilling effects so as to discourage anyone from trying to chill
them. Despite their reluctance to take stands on current issues, journalists do not hesitate to do so when freedom of the press is at stake.
Equally important, journalists have some power to hurt the exerters
of pressure; as I pointed out earlier, they can report attempts to
pressure them as news.
Journalists can also resist pressure by ignoring it, notably from the
audience. Although they give in on matters of taste, they do not
respond to the charges of political or other bias that come regularly
from the vocal audience. They ignore audience criticism because it is
ever-present and unchanging, regardless of what is in the news; and
because in the end, letter writers can hurt them only when they
complain en masse to advertisers or affiliates.
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In theory, freedom of the press, like academic freedom, is total; for
that reason, journalists claim the sole right to determine when it
should be limited in practice. Press freedom, however, is total only for
the journalists themselves; they are less concerned with similar freedoms for sources, audiences, or, for that matter, executives.

Giving In: Forms of Journalistic Surrender
At times, journalists or their organizations give in to pressure. Even
so, they often try to camouflage their surrender; for example, when
individuals are forced to resign, their departure may be delayed or
ascribed to other reasons. In much the same way, journalists respond
to criticism, but after the fact and on their own terms. Once the
heating effect wears off, they may take criticism to heart, although
they are not always aware that they are doing so. After journalists
were sometimes criticized for publicizing the ghetto disorders and
anti-war demonstrations of the late 196Os, they paid less attention to
the smaller disturbances, claiming that they did so because they felt
themselves and the audience to be bored with them.
In 1972, Nixon supporters criticized the networks for giving too
much time to George McGovern and not enough to the "surrogates"
campaigning for Richard Nixon. Although journalists deemed the
criticism unjustified, they were careful, in 1976, to give equal time to
both candidates. During Watergate, journalists were occasionally
charged with reporting unverified charges against members of the
Nixon White House staff. As a result, during the expose of the CIA
and FBI scandals in 1975, they were careful not to arouse the same
criticism, and held their stories until they had accrued sufficient evidence.
But as already noted, journalists do not pay close attention to
criticism from powerless quarters, responding only when the same
charges are made by more authoritative, if not necessarily more powerful, people. As long as only anti-war activists charged that the news
failed to report the Atnerican bombing of North Vietnamese civilians,
journalists gave little credence to their complaints; but when New
York Times editor Harrison Salisbury and others visited Hanoi and
supported the charges, the story became newsworthy. Likewise, black
and anti-war activist reports of police brutality were discounted until
more trustworthy sources also reported it. In this case, as in others,
however, the powerless critics may evoke journalistic curiosity, and
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reporters who sense a fresh story may go out to investigate on their
own.
Journalists also ignore criticism to which they cannot respond for
various reasons. During the Vietnam War, television was often accused of using too much battle and patrol films; but while some
journalists agreed privately, the networks ignored the criticism, partly
because they were neither willing nor able to develop a new approach
to covering the war.
In Chapter 6, I indicated that although journalists claim the freedom to disregard the implications of the news, they sometimes violate
that freedom. Like most other people, they respond more attentively
to criticism from those who can hurt them and ignore criticism they
cannot deal with. But because they are able to decide what criticism
is justified, they can also give in on their own terms. Thus, they do
not have to take the power or relevance of their critics into explicit
account.

Anticipatory Avoidance of Pressure
Since journalists have neither time nor energy to react to all the
possible pressures they might encounter, they anticipate some of them
and take steps to avoid them. Some avoidance mechanisms, however,
are built into other considerations, resulting in self-censorship (in the
broader sense of the term) without the journalists perceiving it as such.
Consequently, felt pressure is reduced, as is the likelihood of conscious
censorship and self-censorship.
Cooperation with Power Holders

The most effective way to avoid pressure is to cooperate with those
who can exert it; and journalists often cooperate with the powerful,
even if not solely to ward off pressure. When story selectors postpone
or separate advertising that clashes with the news, they are cooperating with their advertisers, both to maintain their good will and to
avoid protest and loss of income. At Time, stories about the law and
medicine are reviewed by a lawyer and doctor before they are sent to
the printers. The aim of this practice is to ensure accuracy, although
the reviewers are free to question-but not to censor-eriticism of
their professions. 38
Since government is the primary source of pressure, however, it is
also the recipient of most journalistic cooperation. These days, jour-
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nalists and government are commonly thought to be in an adversary
relationship, although government is not an adversary most of the
time. As the major source of news, it is in many ways a member of
the journalistic team; and even during the Watergate years, journalists
continued to cooperate with many segments of the government, including the White House.
The principal form of cooperation is built into the source considerations, through their skew toward official sources; and into the symbiotic relationship between beat reporters and their sources, which inhibits reporters from displeasing them. In addition, journalists
cooperate with government by resorting to self-censorship on matters
of national security. In recent years, they have done so in connection
with the preparations for the Bay of Pigs invasion, a number of Vietnam War ventures, and many CIA activities. When the CIA tried to
raise a Russian submarine from the bottom of the ocean, William
Colby, then the director of the CIA, visited the major national news
media personally to request their self-censorship; but the story came
out because columnist Jack Anderson failed to cooperate, and the
other news media then reported it for competitive reasons.
National security self-censorship, even at the expense of scoops, has
a long history. Journalists accept it because, as citizens, they are also
concerned with national security; and as journalists and citizens, they
do not want to contribute to the possible loss of American lives. Even
when they are not convinced that the national security is at stake, they
may give the government the benefit of the doubt, if only to discourage
criticism that they are unpatriotic. Self-censorship is also a selfregulating device that wards off government regulation, that is, official
censorship. Journalists justified their cooperation with the military
during the Vietnam War by noting that it was the first war not
governed by official censorship. Journalists, however, bitterly resent
public o·fficials who use national security for political purposes. The
Nixon Administration's attempt to stop Watergate leaks on nationalsecurity grounds only spurred the journalists on in their pursuit of
further scandals.
Many journalists and news organizations cooperated with the government in various ways during the Cold War, evidently without
thinking twice about it. Perhaps no one thought twice because the
Cold War itself was taken for granted and supported; in addition,
cooperation did not interfere with getting the news. The CIA apparently co-opted a number of journalists in ways that are still only
beginning to come to light. In some instances, CIA agents used a
journalistic role as a cover; in others, journalists worked for the CIA
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on the side or allowed themselves to be debriefed by the agency. While
some foreign correspondents who were suspected of cooperating with
the CIA had difficulties obtaining news from sources who considered
them spies, many others found CIA ties helpful. Agency officials were
well informed and could therefore supply tips, stories, and occasional
scoops. During the Vietnam War, I was told, the CIA sometimes
provided news about the North Vietnamese, and on an exclusive basis.
Recent congressional investigations, as well as my own fieldwork,
also suggest that CIA agents, looking for information in television film
outtakes and magazine reporters' files, may have infiltrated some national news organizations without being invited, at least by journalists.
Invitations seem to have been extended by some executives, however;
Schorr reports, for example, that William Paley allowed the CIA to
use both network staff and facilities. 39 During the 19608, CIA and FBI
agents obtained press passes from local news organizations, presumably with executive compliance, to spy on anti-war protesters. At the
time, local television stations voluntarily supplied outtakes of films
made at anti-war demonstrations to help the CIA, FBI, or local police
"red squads" identify individual demonstrators; but I could find no
evidence, pro or con, of network cooperation along this line. 40 As long
ago as 1967, a documentary producer reported in a public lecture that
the CIA had requested that the network allow agents to join camera
crews of news documentaries being shot in Eastern Europe. In 1975,
a former ABC reporter brought suit against the network, in which he
charged, among other things, that it had censored a story about the
CIA.
Many of the charges against the CIA have been denied, but then
they always are. Conversely, Miles Copeland, a former CIA official,
corroborated some of the charges in a letter to The New York Times,
at least those applying to "every American correspondent serving in
the Middle East or Africa from 1947 up to the witchhunts of 1975 and
1976." He pointed out that "foreign correspondents in those good old
days were on our side, anxious to help their country by passing on
such information to its Government as came their way in the normal
course of their investigations, and . . . the CIA 'station chief' is
normally the safest and most effective conduit."41
Journalists often cooperate with the government to gain a competitive advantage in the search for news, but executives do so for other
reasons. For one thing, they are the major targets of pressure and may
have more difficulty saying no; for another, corporate executives, like
their peers in other firms, sometimes play concurrent government
roles. They move in the same social circles as highly placed public
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officials, and they are asked to assist their government or political
party in one or another way. Like other corporate officers, they cooperate in order to be responsive to friends and peers, as well as to create
good will for their firms, which may occasionally help in dealing with
pressure. Some executives have volunteered their services, and for the
same reasons. During the mid-1960s, however, one television news
executive was described by journalists as a press agent for Lyndon
Johnson because he wanted a job in the White House-and eventually
he got it.
Founders and owners of news firms have been especially active in
cooperating with the government. Halberstam, whose most recent
work has chronicled the political activities of founding owners, shows
that both Henry Luce and William Paley played a variety of roles in
government and Republican party affairs, and that both occasionally
used their news organizations to further their political aims. Luce used
Time to lobby for his China policy, to help elect President Eisenhower, and in his later years, to support the Vietnam War-often over
the protest of his staff. 42 Paley encouraged Murrow's departure from
CBS, as noted earlier, because of complaints about him from Paley'S
friends in the Eisenhower Administration and to reduce the threat of
government pressure on his network. Later, Schorr reports, Paley
helped the CIA in undescribed ways, but as a private individual rather
than as the head of CBS.43
When appointed executives "replace founding owners, cooperation
with government slackens, for although they continue to take on
periodic government duties, they appear to be less willing or able to
use their news organizations for personal political aims. 44 Journalists
are aware of their executives' ties to government; and these ties probably chill them more, if still not significantly, than the angry threats of
public officials. In the end, executives have greater and more immediate power over the journalists than politicians.
Maintaining Empirical Credibility

Journalists also forestall pressure by preserving their credibility.
They work within the limits permitted by libel laws, of course, although these currently favor journalists at the expense of sources,
notably public officials. Even so, the news media I studied had lawyers
on call to review stories which might initiate lawsuits; and newsmagazine stories reprinted verbatim in their international editions must be
written with foreign libel laws in mind.
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More important, journalists are aware that their stories have to be
based on convincing evidence. They are constantly offered tips which
would make dramatic stories, and even scoops, about illegalities and
conspiracies but for which convi~cing and legally defensible evidence
is not available. Yet, what makes evidence convincing is not always
a purely methodological question. Since journalists usually need only
convince themselves and their superiors, the rules of evidence are
shaped by their own beliefs and, indirectly, by the power of sources
as well. Authoritative sources are believed simply because they are
authoritative; those which are not must provide evidence for their
claims before reporters and editors will accept them.
Story suggestions and stories that could generate controversy or
pressure naturally require more convincing evidence than others, particularly if they must be reviewed by executives. In effect, the standards for what makes evidence convincing become stricter at the
higher levels of the organizational hierarchy; top editors and producers, as well as executives, must be more cautious than their underlings. 4S
News that might upset people without power requires less convincing evidence, however. Journalists occasionally report news from distant foreign countries based on slender evidence-for example, most
recently, the number of people killed by the postwar Communist
government in Cambodia. They also report allegations about criminals, or culturally and politically deviant groups, because they believe
these to be true. Stories about the Mafia seem to require less evidence
in order to be convincing than other news, although it is also true that
convincing evidence in this case is difficult to obtain. During the
19608, black militants and anti-war radicals were sometimes accused
of political and personal activities in which they took no part. Reporters heard rumors from the police or from bystanders and, believing
them, failed to collect convincing evidence.
Credibility is further maintained through a taboo on "unbelievable
news," so that stories are self-censored when journalists doubt their
veracity. The taboo exists because even a normally convincing amount
of evidence is not sufficient to persuade journalists that they are true.
The phenomenon may be unique, the information may come from
untrustworthy sources and could therefore be a hoax, or the story may
transcend the journalists' expectations of what people are capable of
doing. Every empirical discipline suppresses findings that contradict
its common sense, and journalists are trained by experience to develop
a cynical attitude toward the incredible.
I have already suggested that although the radical press published
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expOses of illegal CIA and FBI activities as far back as the 1960s, the
national media considered them unbelievable until 1975. For much
the same reason, American atrocities in Vietnam, as in other wars,
were underreported, for even when reporters had collected evidence
that convinced them, New York would have considered the stories
sufficiently unbelievable to reject them as "atypical." When CBS
finally carried a story about American soldiers collecting the ears of
dead North Vietnamese soldiers, the reporter's text was almost entirely devoted to an apologetic statement, explaining the incident was
atypical. Many now famous stories, such as Nader's early exposes, the
Mylai massacre, and at the very start, the Watergate scandals, were
initially slow in becoming national news because they were not considered credible. 46 But even when journalists are persuaded by the evidence, parts of the audience may still consider the stories unbelievable,
in which case they write angry letters doubting the journalists' competence and credibility.
Built-in Anticipatory Avoidance
Finally, journalists forestall pressure by a number of devices which,
being built into news judgment, serve other purposes as well. Value
exclusion is practiced for several reasons, but as I suggested in Chapter
6, objectivity and detachment enable journalists to avoid taking stands
that could result in pressure; and the rejection of ideology as "doctrinaire" and "extremist" allows them to claim that they are free of
ideology. Ignoring the implications of the news does not avoid pressure and may even encourage it, but journalists need not respond to
it. By being fair, they can accommodate the implications that might
otherwise anger sources or audience members. And when editors or
producers tone down writers, they do so in part to protect their
reputation for fairness and their credibility among professional peers.
If value exclusion did not already exist for other reasons, however,
it might have to be invented to avoid pressure. As long as journalists
are involved in competition and must deal with heterogeneous sources
and audiences, the constant expression of conscious values and opinions would surely enrage some sources, viewers, and readers all of the
time. Only monopolistic news organizations, in some European countries and some American cities, can disregard value exclusion, for
neither sources nor audiences can go elsewhere for the news.
But even some of the enduring values help prevent pressure. I
suggested earlier that moderatism is an inherently defensive value; and
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if journalists stopped favoring ethnocentrism, individualism, and
small-town pastoralism, the now vocal audience might be even more
vocal. If journalists played down the need for leadership, they might
face pressure from their most regular sources, who are, after all, public
leaders; if they favored· disorder, they would be flooded with protest
from these same sources, who are also in charge of maintaining order.
The enduring values did not come into being to anticipate pressure,
but by their very nature they do.
In addition, criticism is already warded off by source considerations, and in at least two ways. By preferring authoritative sources,
journalists pay attention and give publicity to powerful public officials
who would be upset were they not deemed newsworthy and who
would react accordingly. By avoiding sources which lack authority
and those which evoke dissent, journalists also exclude news from, if
not about, those individuals and groups whose ideas might result in
pressure.
Suitability considerations serve avoidance functions as well. When
journalists report controversies from both sides, and elections as contests, they free themselves from having to take sides. Other balance
considerations are applied so as not to create unhappy sources and
audiences from unreported parts of the nation or the society. And in
the final analysis, product considerations, which make the news ,more
attractive to the audience, also reduce pressure, for ultimately, what
hurts journalists most is a shrinking audience.

Is There Censorship and Self-censorship?
As the preceding pages have suggested, conscious censorship and
self-censorship are rare, as is the unconscious self-censorship that
follows a chilling effect. Indeed, successful pressure is surprisingly
infrequent; while 100,000 letters to the networks supporting Spiro
Agnew's criticism did not materially affect journalistic news judgments, about the same number of letters to the White House forced
Richard Nixon to make his tapes public.
By the journalists' definitions, then, there is no serious cause for
alarm. But by a broader definition, it appears that through various
forms of anticipatory avoidance, journalists are restrained from straying into subjects and ideas that could generate pressure, even if their
own inclinations, as professionals or individuals, do not often encourage them to stray in the first place.
The journalistic definition allows journalists to have their cake
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while eating it. They either do not recognize anticipatory avoidance
mechanisms as restraints or, in some cases, they believe them to be
desirable. As a result, they do not perceive themselves as forestalling
pressure and can therefore feel autonomous.
But are they unrestrained? To be sure, their reliance on unconscious
or built-in restrictions puts the lie to simple conspiratorial theories
that journalists are "kept," either by monopoly capitalists or by "the
liberal Eastern Establishment." Such theories are based on the selfserving assumption that if the journalists' chains were cut, they would
line up with the opponents of capitalism or the liberal establishment;
that they are, in effect, radicals or ultraconservatives who are forced
to suppress their own political values in order to hold their jobs.
But by the broader definition, journalists practice self-censorship;
and my observations support the structural analyses of the news media
proposed more often by activists or social scientists on the Left than
on the Right: that journalists are restrained by systemic mechanisms
that keep out some news. These analyses are, typically, combined with
a critique of news media, which argues that the systemic restraints
prevent journalists from dealing with what radicals-and I use the
term loosely--eonsider to be the fundamental questions about, and the
inherent contradictions of, America.
Whether or not journalists accept, endorse, or even recognize the
limits under which they work is irrelevant. What matters is that
journalists do not ask the questions which are assumed to be important by the framers of this critique: why America fought the Vietnam
War; why wealth and power are so unequally distributed in America,
and between the developed and developing nations; why corporations
have so much power, and citizens so little; why unemployment, inflation, and poverty remain; and why women and racial minorities continue to occupy an inferior position,47
At one level, this critique is accurate, for the questions which radicals believe to be vital do not often concern journalists. (The same
point can be made about the ultraconservative critique of America, for
the news media also ignore its questions.) But the radical critique also
has several shortcomings. First, it assumes that news should be based
on a conscious and integrated ideology. However, journalists may be
correct to argue that such a base would impair their flexibility in
covering nation and society. Whether an ideology is of the Right or
the Left, it makes some topics more newsworthy than they are at
present, but at the expense of those not salient to the ideology. To be
sure, the journalists' less integrated paraideology is also an ideology,
but in the final analysis it encourages them to be somewhat more
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open-minded than would an integrated ideology. The journalistic
paraideology need not be as conservative as it now is, but ideological
news is apt to produce even more propaganda than paraideological
news.
More important, news organizations that serve an audience of many
millions cannot be expected to operate with an ideology-whatever its
location on the ideological spectrum-that is accepted by only a small
number in the audience. (Opponents of this argument might reply that
the correct ideology should guide the news even if it is not accepted
by large numbers, but that raises issues about democracy, to be considered in Chapter 10.) Of course, the news firms serve large audiences
to make a profit, but European government-funded news organizations which are unaffected by profit motives do not frame the news in
ideologies that are unpopular with large numbers. This is true, at least,
in democratic nations. 48
Third, and even more important, the radical critique is unrealistic,
as is the broader definition of censorship and self-censorship. These
definitions suggest that journalists can stand outside nation and society, free to report news, raise issues, and present ideas without limit.
But no one, including journalists, can stand on the outside. 49 Moreover, while they should be free of restraints, perceived or other, they
cannot ignore, any more than anyone else, the existence of pressure
and of the power behind it. Were they able to do so, they would be
all-powerful themselves and unaccountable to anyone.
As an outside observer, I am not bound by the journalists' definition
of censorship and self-censorship; but while the broader definition is
empirically more relevant, I cannot fully accept its implications.
Whether the anticipatory avoidance mechanisms are called self-censorship or not matters little; however, if pressure and power are inevitable participants in the journalistic enterprise, the more sisnificant
issue is whose pressures should be taken into account. This is an issue
of news policy and will be pursued further in Chapter 10.

=====9----Conclusions: The News
and the Journalists

This chapter attempts a synthesis of Parts 1 and 2 to suggest which
considerations are most significant in news judgment, and therefore in
explaining the news. But because an empirical analysis looks at the
status quo of the moment and can ~hus overestimate its permanence,
my conclusions are immediately followed by an analysis of how much
leeway journalists have to change the news. I ask how much the news
could change; and Part 3 then suggests how I think it should change.
Because my study has concentrated on journalists, perhaps slighting
less visible social processes that may impinge on them and on the
news, I append a discussion of some national and societal functions
of the news and of the journalists.

The Significant Considerations
My identification of all the considerations that go into news judgment has ignored an important point: not all are relevant to every
story. If they were, journalists could not do their work, for they lack
the time to take them all into account. The preceding chapters have
therefore made story selection and production appear to be more
complicated than it actually is. Some considerations are virtually
always relevant, but the number and mix that go into specific stories
vary.
The most significant considerations show up most clearly in the
major running stories. To illustrate with one brief case study: I suggested in Chapter 6 that the overall reportage of the Vietnam War was
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shaped by an initial importance judgment-that it was a domestic
story-and by subsequent reality and value judgments, which framed
the story as an American war against a Communist enemy. But the
coverage was also affected by source considerations, notably the tendency, until Tet, to favor official sources. A variety of source availability factors came into playas well; these ranged from the news management, and saturation, strategies of the Saigon and Washington Pentagons, as well as the White House, to the inaccessibility of National
Liberation Front and North Vietnamese sources, particularly once the
news media had described them as the enemy.
The war coverage was further shaped by product considerations,
because the search for dramatic action films, pictures, and stories led
both television and the magazines to report the war mainly through
battles, search-and-destroy missions, and patrols. But once all news
media had chosen to emphasize dramatic action, they were locked in
by competitive considerations, and no one was prepared to depart
from the basic formula. Audience considerations forced television,
more so than the magazines, to sanitize battle pictures.
Organizational considerations played a supporting role, for the
skew toward official sources was complemented by the practice of top
producers and editors placing their faith in the optimistic reports
about the war from senior Washington reporters. On the other hand,
if the news media h~d listened more closely to the pessimistic reports
from some young Saigon reporters, they would have encountered
more pressure than they did from government, as well as from the
vocal audience, advertisers, and affiliates, all of whom were predominantly hawkish.
The anti-war protests were, for most of the war, treated as social
disorder news. In this instance, journalists applied their own enduring
values; they would have been under pressure-from government,
sponsors, and the vocal audience-had they done otherwise. As it was,
they were often accused of giving the protesters too much publicity
and of slanting the war news in their behalf.
Case studies of other running stories would indicate somewhat
different mixes, but every story requires a judgment about the availability and suitability of sources, story importance or interest, as well
as novelty, quality, and other product criteria. In addition, every story
must be judged for its salience to the medium and format of the
television program or newsmagazine. These considerations are necessary not only because they prescribe the essential ingredients of any
story, but also because they express and represent the interests of the
major participants in story selection and production.
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All considerations exist, of course, to routinize the journalistic task,
thus making it possible for news organizations to function. For example, source considerations represent sources; importance considerations, which are the essence of news judgment, represent journalists.
However, the considerations that assume major significance do so
because they serve multiple participants simultaneously. Thus, importance judgments also represent the public officials whose activities are
usually important. Product considerations, which attract the audience, thereby also benefit the news firm; value exclusion both serves
an audience with diverse values and protects journalists from pressure.
In fact, considerations that represent only a single constituency are
hard to find.
Some considerations turn out, in the end, to be subsidiary. For
example, organizational considerations are generally adaptations to
the imperatives of story selection and production. More often than
not, these imperatives shape the structure and operations of the news
organization. The journalists' enduring values are also subsidiary.
However essential values may be in putting a story together, and
however important the enduring values are to journalism, specific
values can be chosen only because they represent other interests. In
Chapter 8, for example, I pointed out that many of the values help to
anticipate pressure; if journalists did not hold them, these values
might have to be invented. The journalistic concern with disorder and
order has additional rationales; for instance, disorder news, being
dramatic, almost always grabs the audience.
I do not want to explain away the enduring values as mere responses
to other interests; like other considerations, they exist because they,
too, serve multiple constituencies. 1 Yet, some values do so less than
others, notably those which transform journalists into reformers. To
be sure, a small constituency for reform is always on hand, for if
journalists alone supported these values, they might not get into the
news.

Toward a Final Explanation of the News:
Power and Efficiency
The length of this book alone should demonstrate that there is
no single or simple explanation of the news; but if a handful of explanatory factors had to be singled out, I suggest that of all the
considerations, those governing the choice of sources are of prime
significance. Most national news, after all, concerns the routine
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activities (and routine conflicts) of leading public officials.
These sources are chosen because they have power: both to supply
the information that makes national news and to exert pressure. Most
of the continuing pressures I described in Chapter 8 stemmed from
those individuals and agencies which are also the major sources of the
news; they do not have unlimited power, however. Journalists choose
stories rather than sources, and their stories are hardly limited to
handouts from the powerful. While these sources are, therefore, sometimes unhappy with how journalists report them, they would be unhappier still were they not major news sources in the first place. Since
the news media constitute their major communication outlet to the
citizenry, and are essential to the performance of their duties and the
maintenance of their power, they would almost certainly use that
power to pressure the journalists were journalists to rely less upon
them. Suppose story selectors agreed that the president nolonger met
their importance judgments. He and his associates might then resort
to the arsenal of pressures described in Chapter 8, and beyond them,
to more serious threats: mobilizing advertisers and sponsors against
the journalists; encouraging new, more compliant news firms that
would compete with uncooperative ones; proposing government regulation of the news media; or establishing governmentally run news
media that would publicize the president's activities.
Powerful sources usually do not have to resort to such pressures
because the news media chose them for another reason: th.ey are, as
I suggested in Chapter 4, the most easily and quickly available, as well
as most reliable and productive, source of news. The most powerful
sources are also the most efficient. This adds further to their power,
for efficiency is the other major factor that explains the news.
The need for efficiency and the choice of efficient methods pervade
story selection and production. As I noted repeatedly in earlier chapters, many considera~ions are designed to facilitate quick and easy
news judgments, both in choosing stories from the mass of available
ones and in gleaning relevant facts from an equally sizable mass.
Considerations do not exist solely because they are efficient, but they
become significant because they are also efficient.
Journalists do not, it should be emphasized, consciously pursue
efficiency-far from it. Journalistic efficiency is not the rationally
calculated commercial or industrial kind associated with profit calculations or time-and-motion studies; nor is it merely a means to the
highest profit at the lowest cost, if only because news firms are not
conventional manufacturers of conventional products. Their profits
come from the sale of advertising rather than from the product itself.
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Moreover, nonprofit news firms also stress efficiency; the television
journalists at Britain's BBC, for example, apply much the same considerations as their American peers, and the news they choose bears
a close resemblance to the American product. 2
Rather, journalistic efficiency exists to allocate three scarce resources: staff, air time or print space, and, above all, production time.
News organizations must be efficient because they are expected to
deliver the latest news to the audience at a prescheduled time. Efficiency is thus a function of the deadline, for while no one knows
whether the audience wants the latest news or whether it would pay
more for less efficiently produced news, the news must be on the air
or in the readers' mailboxes at a prearranged time.
Of course, profit is sought, and journalistic efficiency has economic
causes and consequences. News firms do not hire unnecessary staff if
they can help it; and air time and print space are scarce resources
because the audience is thought to have a limited appetite for news.
Indeed, efficiency is mediated by a second form of power, that of the
audience, for in the end, the news must be produced in ways that will
create and maintain an audience. Tell stories are more cheaply produced than film, but the assumption is that a program dominated by
tell stories would lose viewers. No one knows whether the assumption
is accurate, but competing networks do not dare to experiment. And
while the audience has power because it is the ultimate fountainhead
of profit, nonprofit news firms are also regulated by audience power.
Efficiency and power are intertwined, and it is difficult to say which
is more important. Efficiency and source power are parts of the same
equation, since it is efficient for journalists to respect the power of
sources. If they did not regularly choose influential sources, news
firms and journalists would have to spend time and monies to fend off
their pressure. Efficiency and audience power are parts of another
equation. Without a large audience, the news media could not exist
in their present form. A smaller audience would lead to smaller budgets; and if the audience became too small, news organizations would
consist of freelance writers, as they do at the journals of opinion.
Source power is greater than audience power, at least presently, for
the national news media appear to supply a good deal of news which
is not preferred by the audience. 3 But the audience consists of consumers, who rarely have as much power to affect the products they buy
as suppliers do. Also, they are spectators, no more able to shape the
news than they are able to determine the actions of powerful sources.
At best, the audience has an influence on story production. But potentially, the audience has greater power than sources, for if it decided
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to reject news from or about the present sources, the news firms would
have to go along. Even so, the audience could exert such power only
by a mass boycott, requiring the nearly impossible task of transforming itself from a heterogeneous aggregate of spectators into an organized and mobilized movement.
Within the twin restraints of efficiency and power, journalists have
autonomy, but that autonomy is itself bounded by the two restraints.
Journalists are free to apply importance considerations, for example,
but these respect the power hierarchy among sources. They can bring
in their enduring values, but only when these are supported by other
considerations and fall within the limits set by value exclusion, which
respects the power of pressure.
Power, as I use it here, is not force, and though unequally distributed, it is not monopolized by a single group. Nor is it predominantly pressure, since most journalists accept the existing distribution
of power. As professionals who deem themselves entitled to autonomy, journalists cope with the realities of power by incorporating it
into news judgment. They work with apolitical source considerations
that are nevertheless sensitive to political power; they apply product
considerations that professionalize the commercial imperatives of
their firms; they practice value exclusion that similarly professionalizes the avoidance of judgments which could upset the powerful; and
in the process, they hide the existence of power even from themselves.
Admittedly, journalists are not alone in this respect, for other
professions also use autonomy as a means of coping with the realities
of power. Nor is it an irrational strategy, since it enables journalists
to feel that they have greater autonomy than they actually have; and
when power holders violate enduring values which are widely shared,
autonomy to expose the miscreants can make journalists quite powerful themselves for the moment.
A simple summary, then, of the first two parts of this book
would suggest that news is about the economic, political, social,
and cultural hierarchies we call nation and society. For the most
part, the news reports on those at or near the top of the hierarchies and on those, particularly at the bottom, who threaten them,
to an audience, most of whom are located in the vast middle range
between top and bottom.
Journalists themselves stand just below the top levels of these
hierarchies, and their position affords them a better view of the top
than of either the bottom or middle. But their best view is of their own
position. When journalists have autonomy, they represent the uppermiddle-class professional strata in the hierarchies, and defend them,
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in their own vision of the good nation and society, against the top,
bottom, and middle.

Journalistic Leeway
As I indicated before, empirical analyses can reify the status quo.
Also, even if the news is shaped by power and efficiency, journalists
have autonomy to reinterpret or alter the considerations that now
guide them. With autonomy comes leeway for change, and it is therefore worth asking how much the news could change. I can best answer
the question by posing some hypothetical changes in the major considerations and by estimating the resulting consequences.
To begin with, journalists could revise their source considerations,
paying less attention to public officials and more attention to economic
and other nationwide groups that also have power, as well as to
ordinary people. Aside from the fact that present sources might object
to being deprived of publicity, reporting on groups requires more staff
and time than does reporting on individuals. In addition, new beats
would have to be established, and some groups can be covered only
by specialists. But beat reporters are more costly and less efficient than
general reporters. Covering ordinary people all over the country
would be more costly than covering Washington officials, and sampling them would require additional time and effort. Furthermore,
ordinary people do not hold easily and quickly reported press conferences.
In the same vein, journalists could alter their current definitions of
importance, assigning more importance to the political and economic
structures-say, of the federal bureaucracy and the corporate economy-and to their often anonymous functionaries and impersonal
social processes that so often limit the decision-making autonomy of
the president of the United States and his colleagues. But if, as a result,
the news also became more impersonal, with fewer people stories and
a larger proportion of abstract description and analysis dominating
the news, audience members unable or unwilling to accept such news
fare might depart.
Current media, format, and product considerations are not immutable either. Television news sans film is probably inconceivable, but
some dramatic action film could be replaced with important or interesting talking heads. Magazines with fewer but longer sections-or
with what the top editor deems to be the best articles produced each
week by his journalists-are also possible. These alternatives would
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even be less costly, for talking heads are more cheaply filmed than
action, and magazines with fewer sections require smaller staffs.
Whether the present audience would accept these changes is an unanswerable question; but so long as there are only three networks and
newsmagazines, it has little choice. Whether the audience cares about
novelty, freshness, pace, and balance is also questionable, inasmuch as
it now accepts-if not willingly, perhaps-the endless repetition of
advertising. Eliminating the product considerations, however, would
complicate the journalistic task and slow down the assembly line.
Dramatic news is efficient, and so are pegs.
Suppose the news media chose to end the competition, with each
network or magazine deciding to go its own way. Network A could,
for example, choose important and interesting news for the besteducated third of viewers; Network B, for the next third; and Network
C, for the least-educated third. Magazine A could be edited for older
readers; B, for the middle-aged; and C, for young adults and adolescents. Each news organization would then have to develop its own
brand of news judgment, thereby splintering journalism as a profession. But before then, a drastic reorganization of the news firms, the
mass media generally, and Madison Avenue would be necessary.
Value exclusion could be waived; indeed, more personal opinions in
the news would probably increase the interest, and perhaps the size,
of the audience. Such a change would likely stimulate debate about
the news, but it might also intensify protest from people holding other
opinions. Eventually, the opinions held by the vocal audience would
dominate the news media, and journalists with diverging ones would
be dismissed. Journalists could also pay more attention to the implications of the news, but only with difficulty. Were they to do so, they
would have to act like politicians, with insufficient time left for reporting the news.
The enduring values "belong" to the profession, but value change
by itself might not make much of a difference. As long as disorder
news is dramatic and source considerations propel journalists toward
leaders, order and leadership values are unnecessary. Changes in other
values, however, might upset the now vocal audience-for example,
if journalists lost their faith in responsible capitalism and began to
supply more critical stories about private enterprise and more information about successful socialist economic policies. Likewise, recruitingjournalists from other class backgrounds or with different personal
values would not, by itself, bring about change (see Chapter 6).
Commercial considerations are currently not within the power of
journalists to change-but suppose they were. News could be supplied
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without advertising, in which case, the funds would have to come
either from government (which would create problems to be discussed
in Chapter 10) or from the audience. No one knows whether American viewers would be willing to pay directly for television through
license fees as do Europeans; but if the fee system were adopted in
America, one could imagine that either politicians or the audience
would use power to restrict journalistic autonomy or to require more
efficiency in order to keep license fees low. European broadcasting
organizations, like their governments, are less responsive to public
pressure than American ones. On the other hand, if the federal government had the power to require the networks and local stations to put
some of their often extraordinary profits into the news organizations,
the television journalists, at least, would obtain higher budgets, which
in turn would lessen their need to be governed by efficiency. In that
event, they would be free to make dramatic changes in the news.
However, if government had power over network profits, it might also
have power to restrain the journalists from making any dramatic
change that could create adverse publicity about government.
To be more utopian: commercial considerations might disappear
entirely if journalists owned their own news organizations and ran
them communally or with some form of worker control. 4 Whether
national news media, catering to a large audience, could be run in this
fashion is an interesting question, especially in light of some successful
instances in Europe. A worker-controlled organization could decide
to pursue a smaller or more congenial audience of only interested
viewers and readers; however, were it to serve today's large audience
in the same competitive environment, the workers would probably
have to reinvent the news firms that now exist.
If journalists could alter the audience considerations, they could
presumably devote most of their attention to the interested audience;
yet, this might result in the departure of the rest of the audience to
newly minted news firms and entrepreneurs who would invent, and
profitably so, a more dramatic and entertaining set of news media with
it in mind. The present journalists would have to be satisfied with a
smaller audience and a lower news budget. If the interested audience
were willing to forego descriptive news, which is expensive, and accept
more news analysis, which is cheaper, its news media would remain
economically viable, but analytic journalism presupposes prior descriptive news.
A less dramatic step would be the elimination of the present taste
taboos, but these could be given up only if the news media could
attract a younger audience while extruding the older one. A fonnula
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for doing so has not yet been discovered; otherwise, it would have been
instituted long ago, given advertiser interest in the young. Television
could shed some taboos by moving the news to the end of prime-time
programming, when children are asleep; but television journalists lack
the power to do so. Besides, the newsmagazines observe many of the
same taboos, which suggests that they will not fully disappear without
a reduction in the hinterland audience or an end to its willingness or
ability to protest.
Finally, journalists could insulate themselves from pressure, but
only by ending their own, and their firms', dependence on advertiser
and audience income. They would have to be funded by extremely rich
and totally independent "angels" who would be willing to grant the
journalists total autonomy and who themselves would be concurrently
immune from government pressure. In addition, journalists would
have to be armed with subpoena power or the threat of force, so that
they could obtain information from sources without incurring obligations which could lead to pressure.
Even then, journalists would still be subject to subtler forms of
pressure, which come from living in society-unless they chose to
insulate themselves from their families, friends, and neighbors as well.
At that point, they would be completely unaccountable, but they
could also no longer either decide what was newsworthy or communicate with the audience or anyone else. They would be complete outsiders.

Obstacles to Leeway
Journalists have leeway to make changes but, as the preceding
observations suggest, with a wide range of consequences. Altogether,
five types of consequences seem to act as obstacles to leeway; and while
none can with certainty be predicted to occur, no one can be certain
that they will not occur either.
1. Audience reduction. Given the lack of audience research, it is
impossible to predict whether altering the news in ways that "burden"
the present audience would result in their departure from the readership or viewership. On the one hand, both television and magazine
news have become more complex-however that term is definedover the past generation; like the entertainment media, the news media
have responded to the population's higher educational levels and increased sophistication. On the other hand, journalists and executives
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are most likely correct in their belief that many of the present product
and audience considerations are necessary to hold the uninterested
audience.
2. Increased pressure. Some changes in the news are likely to increase pressure from sources, the vocal audience, and others. Although journalists have thus far been able to resist or insulate themselves against a good deal of pressure, neither they nor anyone else can
judge their tolerance for increased, more widespread, or more intensive pressure, or to what extent executives will protect them from
escalated pressure.
3. Higher costs. News innovations that require more staff or a larger
proportion ofbeat reporters would require news firms to increase news
organization budgets and audiences to pay more for the news. Journalists do not have sufficient power in the news firms to insist on higher
budgets, but the audience seems to be willing to pay more for the news,
for both newsmagazines have significantly raised subscription rates
and newsstand prices in recent years. Viewers have also paid more for
television news, but that cost is hidden in the prices paid for advertised
goods.
4. Organizational obstacles. News organizations are sufficiently hierarchical to enable executives and journalists at the top to make
changes. However, journalists rise to the top by being cautious, and
proposals for drastic change must be cleared with management, which
is not paid to take unnecessary risks.
5. The "competitive bind. " News organizations work within a competitive bind that encourages them to offer virtually the same news.
Altho~gh news organizations occasionally break out of the bind and
come up with successful innovations, these are often the result of
desperation; firms that are on top rarely try something new but risky.
Furthermore, rivals do not want to be too different from each other,
for an innovation that is not likely to be successful leaves them defenseless against their competitors.
It goes without saying that journalists always have leeway to enlarge the audience and to take more conservative stands, which will
please the vocal audience. In addition, they are relatively free to effect
format changes that enhance the packaging of the basic product. But
they may have less leeway to implement other changes than is commonly imagined. More correctly, the risks of innovation are sufficiently great to inhibit the incentive to take the first steps. True,
journalists, like others, often exhort each other to leadership, but
implicit in such appeals is the expectation that leaders will assume
risks which no one else is willing or able to take. Although journalism
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does not lack its share of heroes, news organizations and firms are not
often heroic.
As a result, the news will probably change only in response to
changing conditions in America which alter audience news preferences or drastically increase the audience's need for national news.
Were people required, by necessity or incentive, to participate directly
in decisions about the national economy or federal government policies, they would need national news in order to function and would
pay attention to the news even if it lacked drama or pace. Indeed, they
might resent drama that hindered their obtaining needed information.
But participatory democracy would first require a very different
America.
More realistically, a drastic economic or political crisis might increase the need for national news, in which case journalists would
respond accordingly. And if, in such a crisis, a significant proportion
of the audience moved to the left, it is conceivable that journalists
would follow, both in their opinions and in the kinds of stories they
judged to be important. Still, if a leftward swing damaged their own
interests or the economic interests of their firms, it is also conceivable
that they would not follow. On the other hand, if a large segment of
the audience moved far to the right, and if a crisis spawned a widespread demand for totalitarian leadership in Washington, journalists
would be under strong pressure to relinquish their belief in altruistic
democracy.
Until there is considerable change in America, however, the journalists' nominal leeway is, in practice, restricted, ultimately for lack
of economic incentives. For the moment, journalists are apt to continue to respond to the ever-present incentives for efficiency and to the
realities of power.

Some Functions of the Journalists
This study has, thus far, largely ignored the intriguing possibility
that journalists and their firms are pawns of larger and more basic
social processes to which they unwittingly respond. Perhaps journalists perform unintended or unrecognized (latent) functions for nation
and society as a whole, which are necessary enough to force journalists
to act as they do.
Despite its many virtues, functional analysis is accompanied by
risks, especially when it ignores, as I shall, concurrent dysfunctions (or
disadvantages). It can reify nation and society, and thereby the status
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quo, legitimating as functionally necessary social arrangements which
are, from another perspective, outcomes of the current distribution of
power. Moreover, functions can be identified only through their
consequences, and very little is known about the consequences of the
news. Whether journalists perform necessary functions can be studied
only if all news media were suddenly to disappear for a time. Consequently, many of the observations to follow are speculative.

Leadership Testers
A functional analysis need not await the disappearance of the news
media to suggest that they have become major mechanisms for recruiting and testing the elected national leadership. By emphasizing presidential and other election campaigns, journalists have begun to take
over, from the political parties and from primaries, the task of winnowing the rolls of political candidates. S The news media do not
directly recruit, of course, for it is up to candidates and their agents
to decide whether to enter the race. But television, more so than other
news media, extrudes candidates who lack the campaign funds to aid
their performance before the cameras. In addition, television does not
look kindly on candidates who communicate poorly on the small
screen, Richard Nixon and Jimmy Carter being exceptions that prove
the rule.
Subsequently, journalists test candidates for their competence to
answer critical questions and to avoid making mistakes; their ability
to conceptualize national issues in a way that will attract an audience;
their skill in developing an appealing and consistent public image; and
their honesty in dealing with contradictions in their campaigns and
their personal lives. Nor do these tests end on Election Day, for
successful candidates and the officials they appoint are subject to
further scrutiny during their administrations. No one has elected the
journalists to participate so intimately in the electoral process; but
then, some party conventions and primaries, past and present, have
not always been perfectly democratic either.

Suppliers of Political Feedback
The news media's primary purpose is to inform the audience; but
elected and appointed officials are, by all odds, the most intensely
interested news audience. The New York Times, the Washington Post,
The Wall Street Journal, and a handful of other print media are,
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among other things, intragovernmental organs of communicationprofessional newsletters for public officials.
Television and the magazines, however, serve public officials mainly
as feedback devices, providing them with early clues to how the general, or the "informed," public feels about their actions and statements. Public officials monitor these media to see how they are received by journalists. Noting how much time or space and how many
leads they obtain enables public officials also to gauge how much
importance journalists attach to them.
In the process, the news media become stand-ins for the national
constituency, at least until public opinion polls or election results are
available. Whether journalists are accurate stand-ins for anyone is an
empirical question, but it is not terribly relevant, since only they can
supply the instantaneous feedback public officials need.
Editorials provide overnight approximations of public opinion; public officials also analyze the news for implicit opinions, believing the
value implications of the news to reflect the journalists' opinions.
When normally objective reporters express an explicit opinion, public
officials become even readier to treat them as agents of the vox populi.
That Lyndon Johnson is said to have decided to forego a second term
after hearing Walter Cronkite disavow the Vietnam War is therefore
not surprising.

Power Distributors
But journalists do more than provide feedback; at times they also
distribute power, particularly when they give individuals or groups
helpful publicity, on television and on newsmagazine covers. Of
course, the news media distribute symbolic power, which does not
automatically lead to material power over the allocation of resources.
In addition, the power is ephemeral, for others may receive similar
publicity the following day or week. But when publicity snowballs,
resulting in multiple appearances in the national media and visible
reaction, either by public officials or the general public, symbolic
power lasts long enough to become political capital, which can then
be invested in material power over resources and public decisions.

Moral Guardians
The ability of journalists to distribute power stems in part from
their moral functions. Since they choose moral disorder stories and
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frame other news as morality plays, they act as a kind of Greek chorus
for nation and society. In fact, this is an intended (manifest) function,
for journalists consider themselves "watchdogs." Even when they do
not act as such, sources and other people try to be on their best
behavior because they are exposed, at least potentially, to public visibility. Consequently, journalists guard not only the moral order embodied in the enduring values but a wide range of ideals, mores, and
customs as well. When sources are interviewed by journalists, they
demonstrate their adherence to national and societal ideals, and they
refrain from picking their noses while on camera.
Moral disorder news therefore reinforces and relegitimates dominant national and societal values by publicizing and helping to
punish those who deviate from the values. In doing so, however,
the journalists repress other values, and other moralities, which
might otherwise come to the fore. If the audience treats journalists
as moral guardians and perceives the morally orderly actors in the
news as role-models, the audience also enables journalists to protect a particular moral order that it might privately find less worthy of protection.
Prophets and Priests
The moral roles journalists play are sometimes deemed religious.
Gerbner has, in fact, argued that television itself is a secular religious
institution. 6 Kelly has also resorted to a religious metaphor: watching
television news is a ritual, with the anchorperson as shaman. 7 Given
the declining power of the churches to influence public morality,
whether secular or sacred, journalists are sometimes described as a
new set of prophets; but the religious analogy must be taken with a
large grain of salt.
Perhaps people do attend to the news media as a daily or weekly
ritual, but I think their usage is more habitual than ritual. Moreover,
if anchorpersons are shamans, they are less powerful and less eager
to use their potential power than the shamans of pre-industrial cultures; nor do they perform the same therapeutic or magical functions.
Some investigative reporters have become moral crusaders; but as
journalists, they do not develop organized constituencies, and their
crusades are usually of short duration. However, commentators, who
can hammer away at the same moral disorder over a period of time,
can become prophets. Other journalists may perform religious functions occasionally; in 1963, for example, television anchormen may
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have been secular ministers who led the nation's mourning over John
Kennedy.
The religious metaphor overestimates the moral potency of the
news; most people attend the news less often than church. Journalists
may be moral guardians for the nation, but they are not priests.
Although the enduring values coincide at some points with what
Bellah has identified as America's civic religion, whether citizens treat
these values as religious and whether they do so with the degree of
consensus usually assigned to religions remains to be seen.

Storytellers and Myth Makers
Because news is transmitted as stories, journalists are sometimes
equated with the storytellers of pre-media times, who passed on the
myths and legends which exist in all societies. According to Kelly:
"An obvious example of the legend is the story of John Kennedy, the
continuous reportage of the young President's quest for the power to
do what was morally right. Many of the events of his Presidency, from
the Bay of Pigs to the Cuban blockade, were reported as legendary
efforts. "8
Kelly is right to suggest that news stories can be seen as legends or
myths, but journalists are more often passive transmitters than active
myth makers. The Kennedy family, which appears to have been
unusually adept in describing itself in mythic terms, was successful not
because of the journalists but in spite of them. Many reporters resented the Kennedys' efforts at persona (and news) management, but
story selectors felt that the audience was interested in them, and thus
continued to keep them on the story lists.
When journalists are more active, they actually draft myths, only
some of which evoke sufficient interest to become memorable and
eventually graduate to myth status. Whether John Kennedy will
achieve this status will ultimately be determined by the journalists and
audiences of the future.
The notion of news as myth reintroduces the religious functions of
journalists; and it implies, concurrently, that America is similar to
pre-industrial societies wherein, we now believe, myths expressed
long-standing and often religious values. In modem societies, however, many myths have a limited lifespan. 9 Also, whether past (or
modern) societies actually needed myths is an unresolved question;
nor is it certain whether myths expressed societal consensus. Today's
news tells stories about the powerful, and the myth makers of old may
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have done the same; but we do not know if past audiences paid them
serious attention. They have left no trace in the historical record, and
only the myths remain.

Barometer of Order
Because journalists regularly select stories of natural, technological,
and social disorders, the news appears also to function as an order
barometer, apprising the audience of the emergence of disorder but at
the same time reassuring it through order restoration stories. 10
Some audience members use disorder news as an early warning
system, which alerts them to possible future complications in their
own lives. 11 Others use such news to fix blame and identify villains.
For example, stories about New York City often provide evidence of
its equivalence to Sodom or Gomorrah, even if other cities have higher
crime rates or similar porno districts.
Journalists are regularly accused of fomenting disorder by publicizing it; but while there is no evidence that this is the case, it is true that
journalists, by highlighting, often exaggerate the extent and intensity
of disorder. When they report the most dramatic portions of a disaster
or a civil disorder, they may be alarming people more than necessary.
On the other hand, journalists often exaggerate the effectiveness of
those who restore order.
I previously suggested that journalists try to prevent audience panic
and to discourage rumors that could panic it further. When professional news, drawn from official sources, replaces unofficial rumor,
journalists assist, and intentionally so, the officials who are charged
with maintaining order.

Agents of Social Control
Social control prevents or discourages people from acting and
speaking in ways disapproved of by holders of power. To the extent
that journalists help maintain order, warn against disorder, and act as
moral guardians, they function as agents of social control-although
they serve a number of power holders, including segments of the
audience. But until sufficient research evidence is available on the
extent to which the news-as distinguished from the actors who
appear in it-affects people's behavior and attitudes, it is difficult to
judge whether journalists are independent agents of social control.
Of course, insofar as the news media carry the messages of official
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controllers, and insofar as news legitimates their messages, journalists
help control the citizenry. However, the distrust of the news media
and the lack of audience involvement in the news also suggest that
journalists may not be effective controllers. Anchorpersons are more
trusted than the news they report, but this trust derives from their
detachment and their attempt neither to persuade nor control.
Because the news media supply their audience with common fare,
which becomes the raw material for shared experiences, they have also
been described as agents of social integration-which can be viewed
positively as encouraging social cohesion and negatively as another
way of imposing control. Even so, no one knows whether the common
fare supplied by the news media is so received or perceived by viewers
and readers. During intense national crises in which people have
shared interests, such as presidential assassinations or popular wars,
the news media undoubtedly contribute to integration, and they do so
intentionally. The war in Vietnam polarized the public, however, even
though the news media supplied common fare about it.
A different argument maintains that the news media control by
depoliticizing their audience. The classic statements of this argument
extend to the mass media generally, and they span the ideological
spectrum. On the Left, Marcuse has suggested that the mass media lull
the audience with modern equivalents of the Roman circus, persuading them to accept the political status quO. 12 On the Right, Ellul has
proposed that the mass media supply propaganda rather than information, confusing a poorly educated audience into becoming unwitting victims of the propagandists. 13
At one level, the charge is accurate, for journalistic objectivity-and
in another way, the ironic style of the newsmagazines--do not impel
audiences to act on what they see or read. Nor does the reporting of
political protest encourage others to join; if anything, order-restoration stories imply the ineffectiveness of protest. Concurrently, journalists celebrate innocuous and nonpolitical citizen participation, such as
grassroots activities. Journalists do not often encourage protest, and
needless to say, they do not advocate revolution.
On another level, however, the charge attributes too much power
to journalists and too little common sense to the audience. If the news
media repress protest, purposely or unwittingly, noticeable reductions
in protest since the rise of modern journalism should be evident; but
as best one can tell; protest has increased in the last generation. Then,
too, even if journalists were able or willing to encourage protest, I
doubt that the audience would follow, especially into activities that are
personally risky. The radical press has not won many adherents to
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radical protest. If enough people are ready to protest, news that provides them useful information and encouragement would perhaps
swell their ranks and reduce the risks of protest, even while legitimizing it. National television appears to have served this function, if
unintentionally, for the southern civil-rights movement in the early

19608.
Likewise, the news media report and publicize the massive power
of the federal government and other large organizations, perhaps
controlling the audience by informing it of its own minimal power.
But people do not need the news media to convince them that they
have little power. Even if the news may confuse some people about
specific actors and activities, particularly people not interested in
nation and society, it cannot often persuade them to alter basic reality
judgments about power and other issues, or strongly held values about
things that matter to them. 14 It is even possible that the news media
boomerang as controllers, for the current public antipathy to government may have been fueled, though not initiated, by the plethora of
news about its activities.
The true test of the journalists' political and economic control
functions must await a catastrophic economic or political crisis in
which large segments of the audience move to the left. I suggested
earlier that journalists would either follow the audience or defend
their own and their firms' economic interests. European journalists
have frequently sided with the Left during major crises, but they are
more overtly ideological than their American counterparts; and besides, some were subsequently fired by their governmental "sponsors."
In any case, the question here remains moot until the audience swings
toward the left and requires that journalists choose sides.

Constructors of Nation and Society
When I first started to think seriously about this study, I began with
the question: What does society tell itself about itself? My fieldwork,
as well as the changes that have taken place in America and in the
social sciences since the 1960s, persuaded me that it was the wrong
question for me, because it anthropomorphizes society. However, it
has led me to the hypothesis that one journalistic function is to construct nation and society, to put flesh on these otherwise vague concepts, and thus to help make them real. 15
Strictly speaking, journalists gather information on what individuals and groups do to and for each other in a wide Tange of institutions,
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agencies, and communities. But as they translate that information into
news, they frame it in a national context, and thereby bring the nation
into being. Needless to say, journalists do not do so by themselves, for
public officials, among others, also nationalize their actions and statements. But journalists help impose unity on what is otherwise a congeries of individuals and groups acting inside a set of geographic and
political boundaries. These boundaries, together with the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution, formally declare America to be
a nation, although the federal government, itself an aggregate of agencies, acts and speaks for the nation. (The same boundaries, but no
equivalent documents, construct America as a society, with a variety
of institutions and agencies proposing to act or speak for it.) But both
nation and society are social constructs which, for all practical purposes, do not exist until someone acts or speaks for them.
Journalists report the ~ctions and statements of those claiming to
represent nation and, to a lesser extent, society, thus constantly reminding us of the reality and power of these constructs. Journalists
do so, moreover, not only to serve interested sources whose legitimacy
is enhanced by representing nation and society, but also to inform an
audience which lives in micro-societies that are often far removed
from nation and society. Whether or not the audience actually needs
information about them is a crucial question I cannot answer. Suffice
it to say that news supplies that information. But when people say they
keep up with the news, they may also be saying that they are maintaining contact with nation and society.

Managers of the Symbolic Arena
Many of the functions I have discussed remain hypotheses until
they are empirically tested, and I have tried to suggest that some strike
me as unable to survive an empirical test. I feel somewhat more
certain, however, about a final one: that one of the journalists' prime
functions is to manage, with others, the symbolic arena, the public
stage on which national, societal, and other messages are made available to everyone who can become an audience member. Although much
of the symbolic arena is given over to entertainment,journalists transmit the only nonfiction that most Americans see, hear, or read.
I argued in Chapter 8 that the symbolic arena is a political battleground, for many people endeavor to get their messages into it and
to keep other messages out. Who manages the symbolic arena, therefore, is a major political issue. In many countries, the issue is fore-
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closed because the government in power is its manager; in other
countries, news organizations and journalists manage the arena, with
the government retaining veto power. In America, the news firms are
the nominal managers, but news organizations and journalists are the
actual ones. In the process, they also regulate individuals and groups
with messages; and, in so doing, they maintain order in the symbolic
arena.

Part 3
News Policy

Introduction
The last chapter is about public (but not necessarily governmental)
policy for the news. More correctly, it develops what journalists call
a news philosophy, the outline of a national news-media system based
on that philosophy, and some specific proposals.
In developing the policy analysis, I have tried to avoid the temptation mentioned in the Preface: that of measuring journalism against
and transforming it into sociology. I have also refrained from translating my personal preferences for the news into policy proposals. Like
everyone else, I have such preferences. If I could design my own
national news media, electronic or print, they would be considerably
more liberal versions of newspapers like The New York Times or the
Washington Post, but far stronger on news analysis and explanation
-and, to help me do my work as a teacher of sociology, carrying far
more news about America as society. In short, I prefer news that fits
my values and information needs.
Personal preferences, however, cannot be used to justify public
policies. These must be based on public values: in this case, the values
of all those who participate in and are touched by the news. The public
values from which I proceed are, to be sure, those I deem most
prevalent and important, but still they diverge from my personal
preferences.
The judgments and proposals that follow deal with national news
sui generis and are not limited to television and magazine news. While
my proposals take into account what I have learned about current
journalistic practices and are not meant to be utopian, many are
presently not feasible. But others could be instituted now.
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Discussions of"news policy are customarily initiated by evaluating
what is good or bad about today's news media and determining how
they can be improved. But this approach often ends up with alternative print and electronic news media modeled on either a thicker and
more serious New York Times or on the journals of opinion-and
sometimes even on academic publications. Such improvements, however, are likely to drive away a significant portion of the present
audience for national news. They also discourage cultural democratization, that is, making the news relevant for people not now part of
the news audience. Consequently, I want to approach policy from
another direction, by asking whether the news is distorted.

News Distortion
"Distortion" has become a loosely used equivalent for "bias." In the
last ten years, the news has been considered distorted because it favored one or another ideology, or was unfair to one or another set of
public officials; because it was overly superficial, too concerned with
personalities at the expense of issues, or overly given to dramatic
action and exaggeration; because it was too preoccupied with official
sources and with media events rather than with "actualities"; or because it reported too much social disorder or other bad news.
Whatever the charges (and some are justified), the assumption is
that distorted news can be replaced by undistorted news; but that
assumption is untenable. Even if a perfect and complete reproduction
304
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(or construction) of external reality were philosophically or logistically feasible, the mere act of reproduction would constitute a distortion of that reality. Thus, objective or absolute nondistortion is
impossible.
The concept of distortion is nevertheless valid, but only as a relational one. News can be judged as distorted in relation to a specified
standard (or ideal) of nondistortion. However, the standards themselves cannot be absolute or objective because they are inevitably
based on a number of reality and value judgments: about the nature
of external reality, knowledge, and truth; about the proper purposes
of the news; and more often than not, about the good nation and
society.l When the news is accused of favoring one ideology, for
example, it is therefore distorted in relation to a standard of ideological balance and the ideal of a pluralist nation of coexisting ideologies.
If news is judged to rely too much on official sources, the standard
rests on an assumption that government is not to be trusted and, more
broadly, on a theory of democracy in which ordinary people are as
important as public officials. But when the news lives up to one standard, it may then be distorted in relation to a different one.
Other standards are involved when journalists are charged with
gathering distorted facts. Frequently, participants in an event claim
that the journalistic account does not agree with their observations;
in those instances, the participants are setting the standard. The
Langs' classic study of the Chicago parade honoring General Douglas
MacArthur demonstrated that television reported a far more enthusiastic and dramatic parade than the one seen by a number of observers
watching on the streets. In the Langs' study, the observers set the
standard; television, on the other hand, chose to portray the exciting
parade intended by its organizers. 2 Social scientists often establish a
scientific or empirical standard; the Glasgow University Media
Group, for example, evaluated British strike news against an independently gathered survey of all strikes, thus setting an empirical standard. 3 In fact, even the notion that news should report what is happening is based on a standard. Radicals who argue that empirical inquiry
into the status quo is a conservative posture propose a different standard, by which news is undistorted when it concentrates on the need
for radical change, on what should be happening.
Relational standards of undistorted news cannot be absolute, but
they can be universal. Since they are based on values, however, they
can become universal only if there is agreement on these values.
Barring such agreement, all anyone can do is choose standards, argue
in their behalf, and debate against those that are different. Identifying
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distorted news and proposing a standard for undistorted news is a
political act; and while the act itself is desirable, the actor ultimately
must take sides.

Facts and Questions
Basic philosophical concerns about the existence of external reality
and about whether it can be grasped by empirical methods are not at
issue here, for most critics of the news agree with journalists and most
social scientists that empirical inquiry about external reality is possible. Thus, 1 shall not debate the possibility of determining what journalists call facts. (I will also ignore the problem that many journalistic
facts are not amenable to empirical testing but are attributed opinions.)
Rather, the issue is what facts should become news. Even empirically determinable facts do not arise out of thin air but are fashioned
out of concepts and specific empirical methods. Concepts in turn are
based on reality and value judgments, and different judgments produce different concepts. But when concepts-or methods-differ, so
do the resulting facts.
To put it another way: facts are, among other things, answers to
questions about external reality. The population of New York City
does not become a fact until someone asks how many people live in
the city. Once that question is asked, in that way, the number of New
Yorkers can be empirically determined; in this instance, there need be
little debate about the empirical methods. Factual answers to the
question of how major party candidates campaign for the presidency
can also be determined empirically, although then, problems of selection and summary that always accompany the reporter's tasks begin
to appear.
Still, these are not the only questions that can be asked. When
journalists emphasize the campaign activities of presidential candidates, they preempt equally significant questions: whether elections
materially affect the policies and politics of the federal government;
why elections do not seem to make as much of a difference as is
commonly assumed, given that a new occupant of the Oval Office
frequently retains old policies.
In short, many questions can be asked about the actors and activities which now appear in, or are omitted from, the news. Consequently, news can be considered distorted for asking questions which
a standard setter considers to be wrong or for using the wrong con-
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cepts to frame correct questions, or for employing the wrong methods.
I want to deal with two of these issues: what constitutes the right
methods and the right questions.

Methods-and Audiences
The notion that journalists are employing the wrong methods is at
the heart of most complaints, by social scientists and others, that the
news is too superficial and overly addicted to dramatic action. Ostensibly, the issue is whether journalistic empirical methodology is the best
way of approaching external reality; yet it cannot be separated from
what questions journalists should ask because superficial facts come
from superficial questions, and in order to obtain dramatic news,
journalists must ask dramatic questions.
But above all, the issue concerns the audience and how it should be
informed. In theory, journalists claim that their responsibility extends
only to supplying information, whether or not the audience accepts it;
but in practice, the product considerations exist to persuade the audience to accept it. Journalism is an empirical discipline but one which
requires that its findings be presented as interestingly and in as few
minutes or words as possible.
Many social-science methods are superior to those of journalism;
but social scientists are blessed with far more time to do their research,
and normally, they delve into narrower topics than journalists. Both
disciplines seek to inform; but the social scientists' methods aim for
explanation and prediction, whereas journalists' methods are concerned mainly with description. In addition, social scientists spend a
larger share of their budget on the empirical phase of their work;
journalists, on the production and dissemination of their findings. But
perhaps most important, social scientists report to their expert peers,
while journalists report to a lay audience.
Charges that the news is superficial or overly dramatic often reflect the implicit standards of experts-and well-educated lay people-who are, in effect, arguing that the news fails to supply the
detailed technical description and the explanatory-predictive information to which they are accustomed. In some cases, they may
also be criticiZing the news for its failure to supply them with the
information they ~'ant or need as experts. While they have as
much right as anyone else to transform their own wants into distortion charges, they are also making three assumptions: (1) that
the lay or popular audience is equally entitled to "expert news";
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(2) that it will accept such news; and (3) that it should do so.
That the lay audience is entitled to expert news is beyond argument;
whether it will accept such news is not. How simple and dramatic the
news must be in order to gain a large popular audience remains in
question, but explanatory-predictive news seems to be most relevant
for people who are, or think they are, involved in shaping nation and
society. Lay audiences are not so involved, however, which is perhaps
why they seem to prefer dramatic description. In addition, expert
concepts and technical vocabularies cannot be understood by people
without the requisite education, although today's journalists have
become adept at translating expert vocabulary into lay language,
which is comprehensible to the better-educated portions of their audience. 4
Whether the popular audience should nevertheless accept expert
news is probably an irrelevant question, since it cannot be forced to
do so-except, perhaps, in a dictatorship. Still, the question is often
raised. If expert news were essential to bringing about a more democratic society, an argument for the abolition of popular news could be
made; however, expert news does not necessarily enhance democracy.
News which explains external reality is superior to news which merely
describes it, and I personally wish more journalists had the training
and time to supply explanation, but understanding the ills of the
nation is not sufficient to ameliorate them.
To be sure, if expert news is superior to popular news, then popular
news saddles the lay audience with inferior merchandise. Even so, the
lay audience cannot and should not, in all fairness, be asked to accept
expert news until it can also expect to play expert roles and secure the
influence, education, and other perquisites that go along with these
roles. Until inequalities between the lay and expert audiences are
reduced, condemning the popular audience for not attending to expert
news is only another form of what William Ryan has called blaming
the victim. Furthermore, the condemnation is reminiscent of the
charges laid against popular entertainment and culture by the defenders of high culture, for high culture is, among other things, the culture
of scholars and other cultural experts. 5 Equality among lay people and
experts is not likely to be achieved soon; in the meantime, the news
is likely to continue its emphasis on drama to attract the lay audience,
although I suspect that experts, too, sonletimes prefer dramatic news. 6
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Is Popular News Harmful?
Whether popular news, like popular culture, is harmful to the audience will remain an open question until research on the effects of the
news is available, and until critics and audience members can agree
on the definition of harmfulness. My guess would be that popular news
is not injurious, even if it fails to discourage some people from behaving in ways that other people consider undesirable. 7
The news has been criticized for hurting people through exaggeration, and there is little doubt that journalistic highlighting (see Chapter 3), which helps transform news into dramatic stories, can produce
an exaggerated construction of external reality (at least as measured
by the social scientists' standard), which could, in turn, be injurious
to people if and when they act on it. If, for example, viewers saw a
highlighted film of a nearby flood, which showed only the worst
flooding, and if they unnecessarily fled their homes as a result, the
news would clearly hurt them.
The problem is that clear-cut examples of harm are few; and
whether exaggerated news is harmful is often a matter of values. The
dramatic accounts of police violence against southern civil-rights
marchers were considered beneficial by the civil-rights movement
because they enlisted public support for federal civil-rights legislation,
but they were deemed harmful by southern opponents of that legislation.
In addition, exaggeration may enhance the journalists' ability to
inform, such as when it evokes audience interest in topics to which
people would otherwise pay no attention. 8 Conversely, highlighting
could make external reality appear so intractable that audiences might
consider change impossible, in which case exaggeration could reduce
audience interest. The trouble is that no one knows. How the news
exaggerates and what effects this has on the audience and the issues
urgently need to be studied. Afterwards, it may be possible to determine whether and how dramatic exaggeration that is agreed to be
deleterious can be reduced. In the meantime, there is some evidence,
although not enough, to suggest that at least part of the audience
protects itself from exaggeration by "discounting" the news, just as it
discounts entertainment. 9
Television news has been attacked for exaggeration more than the
print media, although the magazines' use of dramatic narrative may
have the same consequences. Television often feels distorted because
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its media and format considerations diverge from the linearity of what
Marshall McLuhan once called the print culture; but no one is certain
whether film highlighting is more damaging than that of print. Critics
who are certain assume that viewers are more gullible or vulnerable
than readers, but that assumption also needs to be researched.

The Right Questions
Whatever the discipline, distortion cannot be judged without reference to the audience. Even so, the major issue concerns what questions
are to become facts-and by extension, what sets of facts should be
selected, as stories, for the news. In effect, most critique~ of the news
accuse journalists of asking the wrong questions, and few critics have
difficulty in proposing alternatives. For news policy, however, there
must be agreement on what constitutes the right questions, which
requires prior agreement on the relevant reality and value judgments.
However, such agreement is virtually impossible to achieve, since the
questions all of us consider correct, or relevant, depend on where we
sit or where we stand: on our position in the national and societal
hierarchies, and on the value judgments we make, partly as a result
of our position in these hierarchies.
In the prototypical homogeneous society, which has never existed,
everyone shares the same perspectives; but in a modern society, no one
sits or stands in exactly the same place. Consequently, perspectives on
reality will vary_ Poor people experience America differently than do
middle-income people or the rich; as a result, their attitudes toward
government will also vary. Different perspectives lead to different
questions and different answers, thereby requiring different facts and
different news.
Writing in 1922, Walter Lippmann pointed out that "the facts we
see depend on where we are placed and the habits of our eyes."IO A
decade later, Karl Mannheim, the European sociologist, put it more
systematically, proposing that all knowledge is relational to the
knower's perspective. II He was primarily concerned with how class
position influenced knowledge about society and how it shaped pOlitical ideologies, but today it is clear that other factors are also relevant.
Organizational studies of the news have shown, for example, that how
knowers are organized and for what purposes affect their perspectives,
determining what they look for and what they see. 12 In fact, these
studies, including my own, suggest that it may be easier for knowers
to overcome the perspectives that accompany their class status than
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those which are established by the organizations in which they work
and the manner in which their work is organized. Still, organizational
and class perspectives are not mutually exclusive; organizations are
themselves located in the class hierarchy and reflect the class perspectives of the people they represent.
News is a form of knowledge as well, and what journalists (like
sociologists) know is also perspectival. Of course, never totally so, for
journalists and sociologists obtain and pass along information from
sources with a variety of perspectives. Moreover, empirically gathered
information can cut across perspectives, but only when there is agreement on the concepts and methods by which it was obtained and when
the facts answer a relevant question. The population of New York is
the same regardless of where one sits or stands; but for many people,
it is an irrelevant fact because, from their perspective, they have no
reason to ask the question.
Equally important, where one sits or stands can produce knowledge
relevant to others. Poor people, situated at the lowest levels of all
national and societal hierarchies, have a perspective which the affluent, by virtue of being at the top, cannot have-for example, seeing
how government and private enterprise deal with people at the bottom. However, because perspectives are always partially a matter of
values, they also set limits to what knowledge is relevant to others. The
values of the affluent encourage them to remain untouched by what
goes on at America's lowest levels.
Mannheim's perspectival conception shattered the possibility of
complete knowledge or the whole truth about society. He sought to
repair the epistemological damage by a deus ex machina, the "freefloating" intellectual who, being unattached to any class, could therefore transcend and synthesize the class-bound perspectives of others.
Mannheim's intellectual bears some resemblance to the journalist as
objective outsider, but neither exists in the real world. 13 As observers,
journalists and intellectuals can and do take on the perspectives of
others at times, but they cannot totally transcend their own, for they,
too, are attached to organizations, class, and other positions.
Most important, no one can synthesize all perspectives, since some
are in conflict, and in many cases, taking one perspective precludes
taking others. After all, one cannot be a Marxist and a libertarian
concurrently. But if a synthesis is impossible, there can be no one
absolutely right or true perspective, and no single set of right questions. Individuals must choose their perspectives and, in so doing, take
sides. For public agencies like the news media, which serve large
numbers of people, all perspectives are relevant, and all (or virtually
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all) questions are right for someone. But ifjournalists had to consider
all perspectives and answer all questions, the news would be nearly
infinite in length. News and the news media can exist only ifjournalists restrict themselves to asking a limited number of questions at any
given time.
This book has suggested that journalists limit their questions largely
on grounds of efficiency and power. For an inquiry into news policy,
however, the issues of what are the right questions and how questions
can be limited to make news possible must be reexamined, and their
resolution cannot be grounded solely in current practices. The choice
of right questions is a political act, requiring, among other things, a
decision about the purpose or purposes of the news.
When news has focused purposes, the choice of right questions is
relatively easy. If the major purpose of the news is to hasten the
revolution or the return to traditional values, to publicize leaders, or
to hold nation and society together, some questions are clearly wrong.
But these purposes put the news at the service of specific interest
groups, whose values are not necessarily public values.
Journalists operate instead with an unfocused and more public
purpose: to inform the audience. So stated, however, this purpose is
meaningless. Journalists cannot inform the audience about everything; but in deciding what they should include and omit, they skirt
the issue of what are the right questions. One can narrow the purpose,
as many journalists do, to informing people how to carry out their role
as citizens in a democracy, but that formulation is useless without
definitions of democracy and citizenship. Anyone who believes in the
need for more political equality and economic democracy, and favors
more active and adversary citizen participation in government, will
supply different news to citizens than do today's journalists.
Instead, I would argue that the primary purpose of the news derives
from the journalists' functions as constructors of nation and society,
and as managers of the symbolic arena. The most important purpose
of the news, therefore, is to provide the symbolic arena, and the
citizenry, with comprehensive and representative images (or constructs) of nation and society. In order to be comprehensive, the news
must report nation and society in terms of all known perspectives; in
order to be representative, it must enable all sectors of nation and
society to place their actors and activities-and messages-in the
symbolic arena. Or, as the Commission on Freedom of the Press put
it in 1947, the news should include "the projection of a representative
picture of the constituent groups in society."14
Ideally, then, the news should be omniperspectival; it should pre-
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sent and represent all perspectives in and on America. This ideal,
however, is unachievable, for it is only another way of saying that all
questions are right. It is possible to suggest, however, that the news,
and the l1ews media, be multiperspectival, presenting and representing
as many perspectives as possible-and at the very least, more than
today.

Multiperspectival News
Multiperspectival news is a label, but it also entails a conception of
alternative news, which differs from today's news in five ways.
First, multiperspectival news would be more national Moving beyond the current equating of the federal government with the nation,
it would seek to report comprehensively about more national and
nationwide agencies and institutions, including national corporations,
unions, and voluntary associations, as well as organized and unorganized interest groups.
Second, multiperspectival news would add a bottom-up view to the
current top-down approach. For example, news about federal (and
corporate) policies would be accompanied by reactions not just from
high officials, but from citizens in various walks of life who would be
affected by these policies. If social and moral disorder news remains
a news staple, the bottom-up approach would suggest that what ordinary people consider to be disorder also become newsworthy, be it
petty delinquency in the suburbs or prosaic labor-management unrest
in the nation's factories and offices. At the same time, multiperspectivism would include the disorder that suburban adults create for and
among teenagers. Moral disorder news would cover that which a wide
variety of people perceive to be amiss in society-from Marxists who
see contradictions in capitalism to religious conservatives concerned
with the decline in traditional morality. Although the now highly
selective list of villains in the news would be enlarged, moral disorder
stories would also have to report their perspectives, since these villains, too, are members of society.
Third, multiperspectival news would feature nlore output news,
determining how the plans and programs of national and nationwide
public and private agencies have worked out in practice for intended
and unintended beneficiaries, victims, bystanders, and the general
public.
Fourth, multiperspectival news would aim to be more representative, reporting on the activities and opinions of ordinary Americans
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from all population sectors and roles. (By "sectors," I mean groups
according to age, income, educational level, ethnicity and religion,
etc.; by "roles," I mean what people do as parents and children,
employers and workers, buyers and sellers, medical and legal clients,
homeowners and tenants, members of organized or unorganized interest groups, etc.) As the term implies, representative news would represent people from all walks of life in the symbolic arena: how they see
America and what they deem to be its major problems, as well as what
they deem to be theirs-in other words, what they consider to be
important national news about themselves. Representative news thus
means greater coverage of the diversity of opinion, from many positions in different national and societal hierarchies, and from many
points on the ideological spectrum.
Fifth, multiperspectival news would place more emphasis on service
news, providing personally relevant information for specific national
sectors and roles: what people consider to be important national news
for themselves. For example, people of different ages, incomes, and
occupations who come into contact with different national agencies
and institutions need national news about those agencies and institutions which touch their own lives. Changes in federal tax policy are
of little relevance to people too poor to pay taxes; instead, they need
news about changes in national welfare and jobs policies. Likewise,
homeowners require different news than tenants about federal housing
policies and administrative practices.

Multiperspectival Journalism
Most of the ingredients of multiperspectival news are hardly novel,
but adding them to the national newf., and in larger quantity than they
exist at present, would require changes in the journalistic modus
operandi: For one thing, news would have to be collected from a much
larger number of more scattered and less easily accessible sources.
Ne'edless to say, the total amount of both available and suitabLe news
would increase, which would demand a larger newshole and, as I
suggest in the next section, additional national news media.
The conventional story format would also change. When several
perspectives must be taken into account on any given topic, stories will
naturally become longer. Moreover, journalists would be required to
organize these perspectives and, in some cases, to relate and interpret
them; consequently, news analyses would be necessary more often.
When the news contains greater diversity of opinion from sources,
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additional journalistic commentary may also be desirable, thus allowing for personal and advocacy journalists in national news organizations. In the· process, the news would become more ideological, with
explicit ideological diversity replacing the implicit near-uniformity
that now prevails.
Since sources would be recruited from all levels of society, journalists would also have to be recruited and trained to deal with them. This
is not to say, for example, that only blacks could report news about
and for blacks, or that producers and editors from blue-collar backgrounds would have to choose news about and for blue-collar workers.
Although "insiders" might find it easier to obtain access to sources,
they would also be limited in communicating to "outsiders."15 The
requisite reportorial quality is sensitivity to many perspectives, empathy with diverse sources, and above all, sufficient contact with them
to breed sensitivity and empathy. In effect, beats would have to be
established among different sectors of the population; and for this
reason alone, multiperspectivism would have little use for today's
generalists. Even so, greater heterogeneity in the personal backgrounds of journalists would probably be essential.
As sources multiplied, reporters would almost automatically become more aware of the overt and covert interests that often shape
what sources tell and do not tell. Such awareness is essential even now,
for as Epstein has argued, the axes that sources grind directly affect
what becomes news. 16
As sources, perspectives, and therefore values multiply and diversify, journalistic objectivity becomes even more necessary than it is
today. It may be epistemologically impossible, but it can exist as
journalistic intent. Inasmuch as story selectors cannot include every
perspective and source, their decisions to include or exclude must be
free of political intent. Otherwise, they-and the news-will lose their
credibility.17 Indeed, the differences among objective journalists, news
analysts, and commentators would need to be sharpened. But objectivity would also attain a new meaning, for in the final reckoning, story
selectors can be objective only by choosing news from several perspectives.
Story selectors would continue to set aside personal values, for their
prime value would be perspectival diversity. In the process, the journalists' enduring values would no longer playa major supporting role
in story selection, although commentators could continue to apply
them. Even so, these values would not disappear; rather, they would
be expressed in and by the new diversity of sources. Journalists might
be adversaries less often, but they would automatically choose more
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adversary sources; and in the end, the amount of adversary news
would increase.
Basic media and format considerations need not be surrendered.
Television could still emphasize film, and the magazines could continue to divide reality into sections. Most of the five ingredients of
multiperspectival news could be supplied by current filming and writing techniques. Some, but not all, kinds of representative news could
be obtained from public opinion polls, provided these asked people
what was on their minds rather than eliciting their approval or disapproval of current policies; and provided, furthermore, that they placed
less emphasis on numerical majorities and minorities, and reported
instead those opinions held by a variety of population sectors and
roles. Kuralt's "On the Road" approach, documentary techniques,
and capsule biographies at the print media could be used to alleviate
the "dryness" of too many statistics.
With more newsworthy sources and longer stories,. some current
selection considerations would have to be eliminated, however, and
the most feasible candidate would be novelty. Were story selectors to
apply multiperspectivism, they could not simultaneously supply all
the latest news, even with an enlarged newshole. However, no immutable law requires that a daily television program (or newspaper) or
weekly magazine emphasize the events of the day or week. Television
news even now could eschew the retelling of the day's headlines, for
many viewers know them already. In addition, many stories and
sources deserve less topicality and immediacy than they currentiy
receive. There is no intrinsic reason for the president to be in the news
nearly every day; since the audience is not immediately affected by his
actions or statements until later, these could be dispensed with and
replaced by periodic but regular features which would allow for bottom-up reactions, as well as early estimates of how his words and acts
might affect beneficiaries, victims, and bystanders.
Giving up novelty and the peg would be difficult for story selectors,
for they are easily and quickly applied considerations. Inasmuch as a
major purpose of multiperspectival news is audience exposure to many
different sources, balance considerations would rise in importance.
Story selectors would thus make up their story lists in part by determining which sources had not recently appeared in the news; the kind
and degree of balance-which are crucial issues in making multiperspectivism operational-will be discussed in greater detail below.
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Muftiperspectivaf News Media
The considerable increase in the sheer amount of news could not be
handled by the now existing national news media. The three networks'
radio and television news programs (plus documentaries, specials, and
magazines), the three newsweeklies, a handful of more or less national
newspapers, and a dozen or so weekly or monthly journals of opinion
would be inadequate. True, other media also report national newsfor example, men's and women's magazines, the racial and ethnic
press, and the huge number of magazines that deal with leisure news
of interest to hobbyists, sports enthusiasts, celebrity fans, and the like.
Professional, trade, and union journals supply national occupational
news; and business magazines, as well as industry and Washington
newsletters, report news for business and political leaders. But many
of these either serve an audience of experts and an educated upper
middle-class or do not provide the kind of news I have in mind.
Reaching the millions of people in the lay audience would require
an increase in the total newshole for national news, whatever the
media, and there are at least two possible models. One model is
centralized: it simply expands the present national news media to
accommodate multiperspectivism. Each medium would supply its
own brand of multiperspectival news to the present large and diverse
audience, but one might guess that two-hour evening newscasts, 200page newsmagazines, and currently non-existent popular national
newspapers would be required.
The second model is decentralized: it calls for a much larger number of national news media, each designed to reach different but
roughly homogeneous-and therefore smaller-audiences. There
might be individual national news programs, magazines, and newspapers for adolescents, adults, and old people; for the rich, the middle
class, and the poor; for suburbanites, urbanites, and rural residents;
for blue-collar and white-collar workers, and professionals; for ideologically clustered audiences across the spectrum-in theory, at least,
for a nearly infinite number of population sectors and roles. Each news
medium would supply some uniform news, some stories on the same
topics but from different perspectives, and a great deal of distinctive
news relevant to each audience.
The centralized model has the benefit of exposing large audiences
to a variety of perspectives; moreover, a handful of central media
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would provide visibility and symbolic power to these perspectives in
essentially the present symbolic arena. The decentralized model would
supply people with considerably more news in line with their own
perspectives, but they would not be exposed to other perspectives; the
symbolic arena would thus be decentralized and provincialized as
well.
However, both models are probably unworkable. The centralized
model requires a multiperspectival news organization, but no top
editor or producer could possibly keep all perspectives in mind. The
decentralized model fails on economic grounds. Independent newsgathering organizations are very expensive, and those catering to
small audiences could not summon up the funds or attract the advertisers to meet these costs. While subsidies could be called for, these
would need to be huge, and who would supply them?
A Two-tier Model
A more realistic model, which combines some centralization and
decentralization is conceivable, particularly since it is essentially an
expansion of the currently existing array of national media. This
model assumes the continued existence of the present national news
media, with perhaps one or two additional network news organizations (through syndication and public television), newsmagazines, and
national newspapers to come in the future, each of which would adopt
a modest degree of multiperspectivism.
These central (or first-tier) media would be complemented by a
second tier of pre-existing and new national media, each reporting the
news to specific, fairly homogeneous audiences. Depending on audience size and interest, these could be daily, weekly, or monthly television and radio programs, as well as newspapers and magazines. Still,
many would need to be subsidized (see below); and even then, their
news organizations would have to be small. 18 They would devote
themselves primarily to reanalyzing and reinterpreting news gathered
by the central media-and the wire services-for their audiences,
adding their own commentary and backing these up with as much
original reporting, particularly to supply bottom-up, representative,
and service news, as would be financially feasible. Scattered prototypes
of television and radio news programs for specific audiences are already in existence in a few large cities; the newspapers and magazines
could be modeled (in makeup and staff size) on the journals of opinion,
the publications of the ethnic and racial press, and the newspapers and
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magazines of small political parties as well as informal political
groups. 19
This model would achieve the prime aim of the news: to present and
represent many more perspectives in the symbolic arena. Obviously,
the two-tier model would produce somewhat less than equal representation, for the central media would be most prominent in the symbolic
arena, which is why they, too, would have to become more multiperspectival.

A Modest Degree of Multiperspectivism
The crucial issue for the central media of my two-tier model, as well
as for the national news media as they now exist, is: How multiperspectival should they become? Or, if all questions are right, which
right questions should the national news media ask? Other problems
aside, the issue is how to allocate a scarce resource-the national
newshole-which can never be large enough to accommodate the
sources and perspectives that now dominate the news as well as those
called for by multiperspectivism.
Philosophers and social scientists have given much thought to how
scarce resources are best allocated, but their solutions are difficult to
transfer to the news. If news were an economic good, market rules
could prevail, although sources and audiences without money would
be excluded. If news were a political good, democratic concepts of
representation and majority rule could serve as guides, but then numerical minorities would frequently be neglected. When news is centrally planned, it tends to publicize the central planners.
If the symbolic arena must be both comprehensive and representative, however, and if the arena must be so managed that journalists
can accomplish their work and attract an audience, then new criteria
for allocating the newshole must be developed. I do not know how this
is to be done, for there are no simple formulas, and many of the
judgments must, in any case, be left to the journalists. I can only make
some suggestions that aim toward a modest degree of multiperspectivism.
For one thing, journalists should redefine importance considerations to give greater weight to information that is important to various
sectors of the population, and less weight to nation and society as
units. By that criterion, public officials-and officials of corporations,
national voluntary associations, etc.-become newsworthy when their
actions and statements have significant impact on one or more of the
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major sectors and roles into which America is divided. And stories
grow in importance the larger the number of affected sectors and roles,
or the more drastic the impact on a few. Impact, however, must be
measured by output indicators. Social and moral disorders can be
judged similarly, but they become important in two other ways: when
they affect public or private policy; and when they are the actions of
people who have no other means of appearing in the symbolic arena
or of making their demands known to public officials.
But the essence of multiperspectivism is greater balance, which
requires a higher priority to balance considerations in news judgment.
In effect, journalists have to become knowledgeable about the totality,
or "universe," of all possible sources and perspectives, and all sectors
and roles, in America in order to represent .these in the news in a
balanced fashion. Currently, journalists select sources and perspectives from among those they know; instead, they must learn to choose
from all those known to exist.
However, this proposal requires a complete "mapping" of all
sources and perspectives in American society, by social scientists,
statisticians, and journalists, which is not now, and may never be,
available. In the meantime, the modest solution is to go beyond current practice by ensuring that more of the now unrepresented sources
and perspectives appear in the news.
In some instances, this is relatively simple. For news about government or corporate activities, the prime additional sources, both for
bottom-up and output news, are beneficiaries and victims, although
identifying them requires a good deal of reporter legwork. Similarly,
for the general run of political news, the universe consists of the major
political parties, some minor ones, spokespersons for other groups
likely to be affected by the story, and representatives of various positions on the ideological spectrum.
When the universe of sources and perspectives is very large, as for
representative and service news, feasible balance criteria are harder to
suggest, since journalists cannot possibly supply such news for all
sectors and roles. Even so, story selectors already apply some demographic balance considerations (see Chapter 5); they would, however,
have to add other numerically and politically significant sectors and
roles, which they now omit. The modest and not very difficult solution
is to report more representative and service news about the now
omitted people outside the middle class and professional occupations:
notably the poor, blue-collar and lower white-collar Americans, the
old, children and especially adolescents, racial minorities, and the
people whose economic, political, and cultural opinions are at odds
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with various Umainstreams." Of course, people from these sectors and
roles already appear in the news, but they are either public officials and
spokespersons or deviants and oddities. If the symbolic arena is to be
comprehensive and representative, however, news about and for such
people that treats them, their problems, and their opinions as respectfully as those of high officials must be added for proper balance.
Ideally, multiperspectival balance would be achieved if the news
about and for the principal sectors and roles in America were roughly
equivalent to their representation in the population. For example,
since close to 15 percent of the population is officially designated as
poor, and 20 percent earns less than the median income, balance is
achieved when roughly 15 to 20 percent of the news for and about
income groups deals with the poor. 20 When information about a relevant universe is readily available, journalists should use it, although
I do not suggest that story selection be based on census data or that
story selectors should start using slide rules. Indeed, they should not
be saddled with keeping track of whether they achieve multiperspectival balance; that responsibility properly belongs to media monitors
and critics (to be described below).
These balance considerations would, as now, be applied in conjunction with others. There would be times, however, when other considerations might make balance impossible. If the country were involved
in a major war or beset by a series of catastrophes, journalists could
not supply as much representative or service news. Conversely, if the
government were to launch a major anti-poverty effort, story selectors
would be justified in paying more attention to the poor than their
percentage in the population might otherwise warrant. Then, too,
presidents, other major public and corporate officials, and criminals
will always be more newsworthy than their number.
Even these proposals overtax the newshole; in addition, journalists
will never have sufficient time or staff to apply this kind of balance for
a single story. Accordingly, multiperspectival balance can be achieved
only over time-for example, over the duration of running stories and,
for other news, over a year's time. In that period, journalists should
be able to include some stories about all major sectors and roles, both
in the news and in commentary.
As a goal, multiperspectivism resembles equality. Both are impossible to achieve completely, but each offers a target toward which to
move. Just as changes in income distribution provide a feasible indicator of movement toward economic equality, so increases in the diversity of sources and perspectives in the news provide a feasible indicator
of movement toward multiperspectivism.
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Nevertheless, the national news media can go only so far. One of
the purposes of the second tier is to continue where the central media
leave off: to supply further and more detailed news for and about the
perspectives of the audiences they serve. In the process, these media
would also function as monitors and critics of the central media,
indicating where and how, by their standards, the central media have
been insufficiently multiperspectival.

Who Should Select the News?
When scarce resources must be allocated, and practical as well as
fair formulas are not readily available, who should allocate them
becomes a relevant question. Consequently, it is proper to ask who
should be responsible for story selection and production. The news
may be too important to leave to the journalists alone.
Journalists have always insisted that they should retain sole responsibility over the nation's news. Freedom of the press and the audience's right to know can be preserved, they argue, only if journalists,
detached from the political process, are free to decide what is newsworthy. But in reality, journalists are not detached, for their enduring
values are political values, which imply the advocacy of one kind of
social order. Moreover, because news has political implications, and
because journalists choose the news in response to source power, they
are unwittingly part of the political process. Whatever their political
functions, however, they have not been elected by anyone, nor are they
directly accountable to the citizenry.
The issue is not, as Spiro Agnew once put it, whether a small clique
of Eastern establishment liberals should select the news but whether
that responsibility should be monopolized by a single set of commercially employed professionals. In the last fifteen years, the same issue
has been raised repeatedly about many other professionals: about the
right of doctors to determine the nature of medical care, of educators
to decide what children should learn, of social workers to control the
lives of welfare recipients, and of social scientists to decide what topics
should be researched. 21 In reality, the question extends beyond the
professions, for it concerns the differential rights of all suppliers and
users of goods and services. Whether industry can pass the indirect
economic and social costs of its operations on to the general public,
or whether businesses should sell their goods on a caveat emptor basis
are only other versions of the same general question.
That question, however, must be answered separately for every set
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of suppliers and users. Doctors, for instance, have a far greater monopoly over the shape of medical services than journalists have over
the symbolic arena: and social workers can exert more control over
their clients than journalists can over their audience. Educators deal
with a captive audience, whereas journalists must attract and hold a
voluntary one; businessmen and women sell their goods and services
in ways that journalists do not.
In principle, I would argue that like other professionals, journalists
should share their responsibility with others. But principles must
acknowledge the real world, wherein the first and most energetic
claimants to a share in news selection would be advertisers, powerful
sources which prefer to exclude harmful publicity from the news, and
the best organized or most vocal audience members. In a world of
unequal power, the principle could well enhance the power of those
groups which already exert pressure on journalists.
The principle of shared responsibility remains defensible, but only
if its implementation results in a widespread and democratic sharing
of responsibility by the powerless and the powerful, by those who can
express their interests easily and those who cannot. Sharing of responsibility would therefore have to be regulated, but who would regulate?
Professional self-regulation has often been proposed, but it tends to
regulate the profession first in terms of its own interests. Nor has it
been especially effective, for professionals are reluctant to regulat~
themselves and their peers, except to avoid the possibility of government regulation.
Government regulation has been effective in some professions and
commercial enterprises, but government also has a vested interest in
the supply of news, being itself a major source and user of news.
Sufficient evidence, even from democratic nations, exists to suggest
that when government regulates the news media, journalists can be
co-opted as spokespersons for the government in power. Those who
propose that regulation by elected officials is preferable to regulation
by unaccountable corporate executives may have a point, but many
elected and appointed officials are themselves insufficiently representative and accountable; moreover, corporate executives have so far
maintained a virtually complete hands-off policy toward their news
organizations. The journalists' adversary relationship with government, even in its present limited or intermittent form, is too precious
to risk, although it should be complemented by a more adversarial
relationship with business.
Other alternatives for sharing journalistic responsibility seem to
hold little promise. Nonjournalists could be placed on the boards of
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directors of news firms, just as community control has placed citizens
on policy boards to oversee professionals in local communities; but
corporate boards do not influence everyday news judgment. Full-time
citizen boards designed to oversee top producers and editors are conceivable, but they would probably be co-opted by the exigencies of the
assembly line, if by nothing else.
Suppose top editors and producers held elected positions. Requiring
them to campaign would open up the political issues in news selection,
but the electorate would' be difficult to demarcate; and in any case,
interest groups with the strongest incentive to influence the news
might pack the ballot boxes. The present ways of democratizing organizations are not likely to work in either the existing news media
or my proposed central media, but they might be tried in the second
tier, for these media would, by definition, be expected to represent
their audiences more directly. Indeed, their credibility and their effectiveness in the symbolic arena might be heightened were they democratically organized and were they to use lay people, at least sometimes, to report and comment on the news.
Indirect Sharing of Responsibility
Under present political and economic conditions, I see no ready
alternative for continued journalistic responsibility for the news. However, that responsibility can be shared indirectly by giving now unrepresented sources greater access to journalists, strengthening criticism of the news media and the news, democratizing the opportunity
to exert pressure, and expanding audience feedback.
If news organizations had extra funds, they could reach out beyond
their present array of sources; but sources must also be aided in
gaining access to journalists. The difficulties are enormous, for journalists cannot afford to be flooded by sources; and the national media
are not easily accessible. In the last analysis, effective access is gained
by the provision of suitable news. Now unrepresented sources must
therefore avail themselves of the same media specialists that large
public and private organizations use to supply anticipated news, create
media events, and make newsworthy sources available to journalists.
And this requires funds.
News-media criticism is already available but largely within the
profession. It could be moved outside, and thus made more visible,
were television and radio programs, as well as independent publications, established to review the news. The limitations of intraprofes-
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sional criticism could be breached by the use of some lay reviewers.
Media criticism can be encouraged further by establishing commercial, academic, public-interest, and other agencies to monitor the
news. Monitors would carry out regular studies of the content of the
news in order to evaluate balance, which would help journalists evaluate their success in achieving multiperspectivism. Monitoring studies
should be published-and in lay language-so that they are available
to the audience and to media critics. Ideally, such studies would be
funded and carried out by individuals and organizations disinterested
in the results, but I see nothing wrong with ideologically or politically
motivated analyses, provided values and value implications are clearly
spelled out and the analyses represent all parts of the political and
ideological spectrums. Unless monitoring agencies are themselves balanced, however, monitoring may be dominated by more affluent, and
therefore more conservative, agencies.
Nonjournalists already have the right to exert pressure on journalists. The problem, as in the case of political pressure, is to expand and
equalize the opportunity to be heard and listened to. Until pushbutton devices are invented to permit audiences to talk back instantly
to top producers and editors, letter writing will have to suffice; but
letter writers will probably always remain a skewed sample of the
audience.
However, that skew can be partially corrected by encouraging more
letters that offer reasoned criticism and constructive comments on
what perspectives have been omitted from the news. After all, journalists pay serious attention only to these kinds of letters. Because writing
them requires careful viewerIreader attention to the news, as well as
the time and resources to communicate, such letters are probably
better written by organizations than by individuals, and by media
specialists than by lay people. Those segments of the audience least
able to exert pressure by letter writing, however, are also the least
organized. If the few organizations that do represent them are to
criticize the news, they would need financial help, especially since they
have more urgent priorities than monitoring it. 22
Undoubtedly, journalists will resent additional pressure, even if it
comes from now nonvocal segments of the audience. They will also
ignore organized letter-writing campaigns, organizational demands
for more publicity, and ad hominem attacks. But, like everyone else,
they must adapt to pressure, even if they deny, like many politicians,
that they are doing so.
Probably the best way to democratize pressure is through audience
research, for audience researchers reach out to people unwilling or
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unable to exert pressure. In addition, random sampling is an
egalitarian and democratic method that cannot favor the economically
or politically powerful. Regular studies among present audiences and
nonaudiences to discover how people attend to the news; what they
find useful or deficient; and what they want to see, hear, and read are
therefore desirable. But in order for the findings to become a form of
pressure, these studies must be published. Like monitoring studies,
audience research should be carried out by both disinterested and
interested agencies (for each will ask different questions), once again
provided interested agencies are ideologically and otherwise balanced.
Conversely, one kind of pressure needs to be eliminated: court
decisions that threaten to limit the journalists' access to sources (see
Chapter 8). Although the courts seem intent, at the moment, on
reducing the special privileges of journalists, the court decisions actually restrict the freedom of sources. In particular, they strike at
sources that are governmental adversaries, increasing their political
and legal vulnerability, and discouraging them from supplying information to journalists. In effect, the courts are, purposely or otherwise,
keeping the very sources out of the news whose perspectives are
already insufficiently represented.
Multiperspectivism requires the abolition of legal pressure so that
the incentives of sources to provide information can be maximized. In
turn, journalists may be able to shield sources from harm and maintain their anonymity. Even when a life is at stake and source information has to be revealed, sources themselves must be protected.

Audiences and Funds for
Multiperspectival News
I have so far begged two vital, interrelated questions: Where would
the audience for multiperspectival news come from? And how would
such news be funded? The available data about the actual audience for
today's news do not encourage the belief that readers and viewers can
easily be found. My proposals for changing the news assume the
retention of the product and audience considerations by which today's
journalists have attracted and created a large popular audience for
national news; but even so, multiperspectivism means more news, and
more complex news. As a result, it can be questioned for supplying
too much news to an already reluctant audience.
But if I read the existing aUdience-preference research correctly,
there is an interest in personally relevant news and in news that
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connects the affairs of nation and society to the micro-societies of
everyday life. Output, representative, and service news might persuade
the existing audience to be more regular and might entice others who
find today's news irrelevant. The constantly increasing number of new
special-interest magazines suggests that some second-tier media might
attract a sufficient audience; on the other hand, most newcomers are
leisure magazines, which does not suggest a rising interest in national
news designed for specialized audiences. After all, the ability of national news to be personally relevant and to touch on micro-societal
lives is inherently limited. In the end, only individually tailored news
can achieve a high degree of personal relevance, and only the president
of the United States and some corporate officials can afford such news.
In addition, people with little economic or political power and
insufficient control over their lives might not want multiperspectival
news that would, in effect, demonstrate their inequalities in greater
detail. Also, the poor cannot always afford to buy newspapers and
magazines. Nevertheless, scattered experiments with news media designed specifically for them have shown that they are as interested as
anyone else in relevant news. 23

News as a Utility
A massive rise in audience numbers and regularity cannot be expected, but I would argue that audience response is not the only
significant criterion. In a democratic society, news is not solely a
consumer product but also a utility, inherently necessary for the
proper functioning of that society. A main purpose of the news is to
provide representation in the symbolic arena, and multiperspectivism
achieves that purpose even if the audience does not grow larger or
become more regular. A major intended audience, in fact, would be
public and other officials who need, or should need, to keep their
fingers on the pulse of nation and society. Multiperspectival news
would supply them with more feedback about the opinions and demands of a variety of constituencies, including some that now rarely
provide feedback.
Insofar as the news supplies instantaneous indicators of public opinion to public officials, multiperspectival news would enable journalists
to function as more democratic stand-ins for the public than they do
now. In addition, multiperspectival news would enrich public opinion
polling. Polls do not really measure public opinion; instead, they
usually gather reactions to the news; and in some cases, poll respond-
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ents merely repeat the ideas and attitudes they have learned from the
news. 24 A better-informed news audience would be more competent in
responding to pollsters' questions, thereby making the polls themselves more effective providers of citizen feedback.

Funding Multiperspectival News
Virtually all of the proposals I have made in this chapter require
additional funds: to expand the news offerings of the present media
and to hire the larger staffs necessary to unearth different perspectives
from scattered sources; to bring the second-tier media into being; to
help now isolated sources gain access to journalists; and to expand
news-media criticism, and monitoring and audience research.
Where would the money come from? Some funds might be obtained
from national advertisers, since national news is increasingly attractive to them, and they are readier now than in the past to pursue
smaller and more homogeneous audiences. Nevertheless, I doubt that
they would be enthusiastic until there was some indication of audience
enthusiasm; and it is hard to imagine that they would buy advertising
time or space in second-~ier media for audiences with little buying
power, or in any news medium dispensing controversial news or commentary. Foundations have in the past aided media serving small
audiences, but their funds and their tolerance for controversy are also
finite. I doubt that Americans would accept the European license-fee
system for electronic media; and while they seem prepared to pay
more for newspapers and magazines, price increases also drive some
people out of the audience. Nor does it now seem likely that the
government could require the networks to use profits from entertainment programming for the news, and most print media cannot subsidize the news with entertainment profits in the first place.
What About Government?
Since news is not merely a consumer product but a utility as well,
I think that the federal government should supply at least some of the
funds for multiperspectival news. However, this idea violates the longstanding formal separation of press and state. There are some dangers
in ending that separation, which I will come to shortly, but there are
also some viable reasons that justify it. First, multiperspectival news
will better inform the citizenry; second, it will bring about a more
representative symbolic arena; and most important, both will enhance
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democracy. Whether the government is interested in enhancing democracy may be questioned, but in any event, it should be. In addition, government has long acted as a countervailing force to correct
the shortcomings of free enterprise. For example, presidential elections are now subsidized by the government so as to reduce the influence of affluent campaign contributors. By the same token, government support of the news would reduce the inequities resulting from
the fact that the news media are commercial enterprises.
I propose, therefore, that the government establish an Endowment
for News, modeled in part on the federal agencies that now endow the
arts and humanities, which would give grants in the following areas:
1. The Endowment would provide needed funds to entrepreneurs,
including journalists, interested in creating new, second-tier national
media, who can demonstrate their intent to reach existing audiences
(or presently unreached ones) with now unavailable sources and perspectives.
2. The Endowment would provide aid to existing national news
media prepared to add new sources and perspectives to the news, and
to establish new television or radio programs, or magazine and newspaper sections for this purpose. The Endowment would also aid existing national news firms which wanted to establish new second-tier
media.
3. The Endowment would support organized or unorganized
sources who can demonstrate their present inability to gain access to
national journalists, by supplying them with funds to establish the
same facilitating mechanisms by which public agencies and others
now obtain access to national journalists.
4. The Endowment would help both new and existing organizations,
journalistic and other, engaged in criticism and monitoring of the
news; it would also support organizations that seek to exert pressure
on the news media.
5. The Endowment would similarly support new and existing organizations, including news organizations, in the creation or improvement of audience feedback mechanisms, as well as news research
among present and potential audience members.
6. The Endowment would provide funds directly or indirectly
through organizations to people too poor either to obtain national
newspapers and magazines or to afford television sets and radios.
The Endowment would not be allowed to participate directly in any
way in the selection or production of news. Its sole responsibility
would be the provision of funds, and its mandate would limit these
funds to applicants who could not find support elsewhere. Applicants
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would therefore have to demonstrate that alternative funding sources
were unavailable; were funds granted, they would still have to find
other sources for at least 25 to 33 percent of their budget so as to avoid
total dependence on government money. For applicants who need
only initial capital, the Endowment would supply or underwrite loans.
The Endowment would be run by an independent board that includes journalists as well as lay people representing audiences and
sources. It would give grants on the basis of peer review committee
procedures now used in many federal agencies, except that review
committees would again include both journalists and nonjournalists.
Administering the six programs I have suggested is not as simple
as proposing them; detailed guidelines would have to be developedfor example, requiring applicants to demonstrate that they will add
new perspectives to the news and that they cannot obtain funds elsewhere. Moreover, even the wisest guidelines cannot avoid some unde~
sirable consequences. A modicum of legal and illegal corruption is
inevitable, as occurs in all private and public granting agencies. Undoubtedly, undeserving and incompetent applicants may sometimes
be funded, competent ones will waste money, and many innovations
will fail, as they inevitably do.
Even an independent government agency is vulnerable to political
pressure, and in turn it will exert some pressure of its own. The
Endowment would almost certainly be pressured by other parts of
government not to support unpopular ideas and controversial innovations; most likely, it would not be able to fund organizations and
individuals associated with "extreme" ideas or causes. At the same
time, the Endowment might exert subtle pressures on grant recipients
to be kind to the incumbent administration and powerful elected and
appointed officials. Conversely, grant seekers might try to please the
Endowment, even without being asked to do so; as a result, some may
request funds for overt or covert government propaganda.
None of these possible consequences strike me as serious enough to
invalidate my proposal, but there are two other possible dangers. One
is that when government provides money, it claims the right of review;
and once it gains a foothold, it soon begins to regulate. It is undeniable
that funding means review, but peer review is not quite the same as
government review. That some parts of government might want to
regulate the news media is also undeniable; but judging by most
existing regulatory agencies, such regulation has often been ineffective, for the regulated have too much power. The present endowment
agencies have not regulated the content of the humanities and the arts.
Although they have upset "elite" institutions of high culture by fund-
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ing "populist''' ventures, they have not interfered with high culture.
Professionals who have secured government funds have not been notably diverted from professional goals as a result, even if they now have
to fill out more forms. Just the reverse is true, for the public officials
who make funding decisions are frequently fellow-professionals. Were
the Endowment to be staffed solely by journalists, it might therefore
eschew innovative ideas that run counter to professional goals; this is
one reason for including nonjournalists on the board and review committees.
The second danger is that government funding would intimidate
journalists, thereby threatening their adversary posture vis-a-vis government. But this fear also strikes me as groundless. If the Endowment
for News were run out of the White House, journalists would be
justified in worrying about pressure and chilling effects. However,
while the White House would appoint the Endowment head, it could
not easily dictate agency policy, especially since, with journalists involved, such attempts would surely become news. Perhaps the Endowment would be reluctant to give grants to news organizations which
employ journalists or seek out sources .that are on a White House or
congressional uenemies list"; but this danger, although real, is not
serious enough to jeopardize my proposal.
A news medium or organization entirely dependent on endowment
funds would have reason to worry or be intimidated; for that reason
alone, the requirement for matching funds is desirable. An established
commercial news firm which obtains some funds from the Endowment for News would, however, hardly sell its autonomy for a small
mess of federal pottage.
The real danger is that government, recognizing that multiperspectival news downgrades public officials as sources, would oppose the
establishment of the Endowment in the first place. Alternatively, the
government nlight decide to establish its own news media. The commercial news firms would surely object to another competitor, especially one as well-funded and powerful as the government; but government news media would add to the diversity of national news. 25 In
addition, they would relieve the commercial news media of the need
and incentive to publicize official sources, thus releasing additional air
time or print space for other sources and strengthening the adversarial
posture of commercial journalists.
To be sure, ideally, news organizations should be non-commercial
and nongovernmental bodies, obtaining funds from various sources
without any strings attached. However, the experience of public television suggests that this ideal is illusory.
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Multiperspectival News and Democracy
The fundamental justification for multiperspectival news is its potential for furthering democracy. If the honorable cliche that democracy rests on a well-informed citizenry were accurate, no further
argument would be necessary. But the cliche is not accurate, for
democracies must and do function even when citizens are not well
informed. The cliche reflects the Athenian conception of democracy,
in which participation in government was limited to the wellinformed; but today it also has a hidden agenda: the already wellinformed hope that if other citizens are given the same information,
they will become political supporters of the causes of the now wellinformed.
Multiperspectival news is not designed to gain supporters for any
specific political cause. Rather, it will enable people to obtain news
relevant to their own perspectives, and therefore to their own interests
and political goals, if they have any. In the process, the symbolic arena
would become more democratic, for the symbolic power of now dominant sources and perspectives would be reduced.
Obviously, multiperspectivism is not apolitical, since making the
symbolic arena more democratic is a political goal. Insofar as such an
arena would reduce the symbolic power of now dominant sources and
perspectives, it is a goal that includes some redistribution of power.
The question is, how much?
A second honorable cliche holds that knowledge is power; but while
the news dispenses knowledge, it cannot automatically redistribute
power. Already powerful groups can obtain additional power because
they have access to politically effective knowledge and because they
can withhold such knowledge from others, at least for a time; but
powerless people cannot improve their position with further knowledge alone. Most likely, they sense that knowledge without prior
power is of limited usefulness.
True, the news media redistribute symbolic power when they act as
agenda setters, helping place and publicize issues in the symbolic
arena, and thereby increasing the influence of supporters of these
issues. Multiperspectival news would set more and different agendas,
thus encouraging people to develop opinions and to act if the agenda
item were relevant to their interests. 26 In addition, the news disseminates facts, particularly about moral disorder. In the right place and
at the right time, moral disorder news can create a wave of sympathy
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or antipathy, tipping public opinion, and power, on those issues in
which public opinion counts. The conditions under which this happens, however, are partly fortuitous; and journalists cannot, by themselves, automatically tip public opinion. Even if news could deliver
power, journalists only supply the news; they cannot guarantee that
(or how) audiences will use it. 27
Multiperspectival news will not, therefore, bring about further
democratization of America by itself. Democracy is a property of
social structure, not symbols, requiring greater equalization of power
and of people's ability to exert pressure on their government. But
power cannot be equalized without economic change, for unequal
economic power breeds unequal political power. Multiperspectival
news could supply information about the economic and political
inequities that still exist in America; but as radical journalists of every
generation have learned, information alone does not alter economic
and political hierarchies.
Furthermore, multiperspectival news is likely to encounter opposition, and not only from public officials and others objecting to sharing
the news with additional sources. Between 1965 and 1970, Finnish
television news implemented a new policy "which stressed the importance of conveying socially relevant information ... especially from
the point of view of those interest groups which were left outside the
official channels of information and influence. "28 Although the audience went along with the change, it was opposed by the conservative
newspapers and "most of the established institutions in society
(church, schools, army, commerce, industry, etc.)."29 The policy was
abolished after the election of a conservative national government.
America is larger and more heterogeneous than Finland; and as of
now, it seems unlikely that the equivalent American "established
institutions" could coalesce sufficiently amongst themselves or with a
conservative federal government. Moreover, Finnish television, being
government-run, was vulnerable to begin with; even so, a single
American news medium instituting a similar policy might be vulnerable as well, both to commercial and government pressure, and to
opposition from other news media.
Yet other forms of opposition to multiperspectival news might
develop because the images of nation and society it would construct
would also foster the impression that America is not a cohesive unit
but an array of diverse, ~ften conflicting groups. While I doubt that
today's news media contribute significantly to social or political cohesion, multiperspectival news would, of course, contribute even less.
Whether the news media should aim to depict America as a cohe-
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sive unit or as an array of diverse groups depends on one's political
values. For those who believe that cohesion and order are prime
national and societal goals, multiperspectivism would be objectionable. For those who feel, as I do, that the interests of diverse groups
have priority over the needs of nation and society, multiperspectival
news and some decentralization of the national media are preferable.
Even so, if more people obtain news relevant to their interests, and if
that news helps them achieve their own goals, they may feel themselves to be part of a larger whole. In the long run, then, the country
would be more cohesive in fact if not in symbol.
Cohesion cannot be achieved without further democratization of
the economy and the polity; but if multiperspectival news cannot, by
itself, contribute significantly to democratization, why bother with it?
In fact, why not put the national news media in the hands of individuals and groups committed and prepared to use them to bring about
additional democratization? If anyone knew how to make America
more democratic, that possibility would be worth considering, but
only if restrictions on freedom of speech and on the constitutional
rights of those who oppose further democratization could be avoided.
Nevertheless, bothering with multiperspectival news is justified, for
while it is not a sufficient agent of democratization, it does supply
some of the necessary information. However, it would be a good deal
more effective if it coincided with widespread public demand for
greater popular representation in the economy and the polity.

The Feasibility of
Multiperspectival News
I am well aware that, at present, many of the proposals in this
chapter are not feasible. As I suggested in Chapter 9, journalists have
little incentive for significant change. They, or at least their firms,
would have even less incentive for multiperspectivism because it undercuts the twin bases of the present journalistic enterprise: efficiency
and the power of sources. Journalists might be prepared to reduce the
power of present sources, but I doubt that they would accept proposals
that created new pressures on them and their work.
Even so, I believe that my basic idea is viable, and it may become
more feasible in the future. If the current decline in economic growth
becomes permanent, as many economists now predict, the American
Dream of continuing improvements in personal and familial standards
of living, which economic growth has nurtured, is bound to eventually
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become an illusion. What Americans will do then remains to be seen.
One possibility is that in seeking to maintain their current way of life,
they will become more aware than they are at present of their own
economic and political interests. But if they also begin to make demands on the government and the economy in line with their interests,
they will require a different kind of national news. For one thing, they
will need more national news; for another, they will need more news
that helps them further their interests. But insofar as these interests
will, in a stratified society like America, be diverse, they will need
something very much like multiperspectival news.
Of course, people do not always-or even often-get what they
need. The news firms, more so than the journalists, are sufficiently
beholden to various current holders of economic and political power
to be reluctant to respond to popular demands for changes in the
government and the economy. Still, the firms also exist to make a
profit; and if people require a different kind of news and are willing
to pay for it, directly or through advertisers, the firms can be expected
to go along.
In other words, multiperspectivism may be relevant to a future
America, and one which I believe is likely to come into being. Neither
I nor anyone else can now predict its coming, the exact shape it will
take, or what news and news media it will need. But who can know
what the future will bring?
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slightly different manner. Furthermore, they may be outdated by the time this book
is published, as small changes are made all the time. For a more detailed account of
the process at the NBC Nightly News, see Epstein, News from Nowhere; for the process
at CBS Evening News, with a good account of its origins and changes over the last
two decades, see Gates, Air Time. The magazine-process description applies mainly
to the domestic section; the foreign section operates somewhat differently because its
reporters are overseas; and the back-of-the-book sections run on a different schedule
and with an earlier deadline.
32. All network news programs are "fed" three times: at 6:30, 7, and 8 P.M. Eastern
time. The last two are usually videotapes; but if a late story arrives, part of the second
hfeed" may be done live. The third feed is intended solely for the West ~oast and may
be updated by a West Coast correspondent.

Chapter 4-Sources and Journalists
1. Molotch and Lester, "News as Purposive Behavior."
2. The access problems of the powerless are described in detail in Edie N. Goldenberg's study of the Boston newspapers, Making the Papers (Lexington, Mass: D. C.
Heath, 1975).
3. The Pentagon also discouraged television reporters from showing closeups of
wounded or dead American soldiers because it wanted to inform the next-of-kin first;
reporters complied willingly because they, too, wanted to spare relatives from the
shock of unexpectedly· seeing tragic news on television.
4. The same pattern was found in a study of the 155 stories written by the Pentagon
press corps between February 15 and March 15, 1973; more than three fourths came
from "senior military officials or their spokesmen." Britt Hume and Mark McIntyre,
"Polishing Up the Brass," More, May 1972, pp. 6-8.
5. Thomas Plate, "The Making ofa Godfather," More, June 1977, pp. 22-23, quote
at p. 22.
6. Daniel J. Boorstin, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America (New York:
Harper & Row, 1964).
7. Sociologists mayor may not influence the behavior of the people they study, but
since they report to a small audience, their research does not have the same influence
as national news.
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8. "D. C. Quiz on Staged News Events," Variety, 24 May 1972, pp. 31, 42.
Conversely, television suffers from chronic staging by sources, for actors behave more
dramatically when the camera appears, and film editors must routinely cut from the
raw film footage people who wave or make faces at the camera.
9. Epstein, News from Nowhere, p. 261.
10. An editor advocating a cover story on E. R. Doctorow when his Ragtime was
expected to become a bestseller argued that his colleagues had once turned down a
cover story on Philip Roth and Portnoy's Complaint, only to be sorry later because
"everyone" was talking about the novel at dinner parties soon afterwards.
11. Sigal, Reporters and Officials, pp. 69-70.
12. A few politicians, such as President Dwight D. Eisenhower and Mayor Richard
Daley, whose idiosyncratic use of language has developed into trademarks, are not
edited in this fashion. Conversely, an editor going over an interview with Golda Meir
explained that he "had to correct her bad syntax and take out her Yiddishisms;
otherwise, people will think we are trying to make her look bad." For much the same
reason, public officials who use profanity or racial and ethnic slurs are automatically
"corrected," except when their resort to such language itself becomes newsworthy.
Former Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz's racist remark and Richard Nixon's ethnic
slurs that came to light with the publication of the White House tapes became moral
disorder stories.
13. During the late 19608, both Time and Newsweek hired a handful of young
substantive beat reporters for the back of the book; but during the cost cutting that
took place in the early 19708 (see Chapter 7), they were either let go or put back on
general assignments.
14. Agency beat reporters in Washington have been studied repeatedly; although
much of the existing research is about newspaper reporters, the findings are equally
relevant for television and the newsmagazines. See, e.g., Leo Rosten, The Washington
Correspondents (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1937); Bernard C. Cohen, The
Press and Foreign Policy (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1953); Dan
D. Nimmo, Newsgathering in Washington (New York: Atherton, 1962); William O.
Chittick, State Department, Press, and Pressure Groups (New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1970); and Sigal, Reporters and Officials. Two Washington television reporters,
Dan Rather and Daniel Schorr, and a Washington bureau chief, William Small, have
also written about their work and its problems; their books are cited elsewhere and
in the bibliography.
For a study of England's equivalents, see Jeremy Tunstall, The Westminster Lobby
Correspondents (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1970).
15. Tom Wicker, "The Greening of the Press," Columbia Journalism Review 10
(May 1971): 7-14, quote at p. 10.
16. Both newsmagazines issue internal "memos" which are filled with sensational
stories that cannot be published because supporting evidence is unavailable. Some
reporters suggest that the memos are written to entertain top editors and executives
with information that will make them feel like "inside dopesters" (to borrow David
Riesman's incisive term), and they disparage the memos, as well as items from them
that occasionally appear in Newsweek's Periscope.
17. For an autobiographical account, see Benjamin C. Bradlee, Conversations with
Kennedy (New York: W. W. Norton, 1975).
18. For similar but more detailed analyses, see Halberstam, "CBS: The Power and
the Profits," pp. 52-91; and his "Time, Inc.'s Internal War Over Vietnam," Esquire,
January 1978, pp. 94-131.
19. On the PBS television program "Behind the Lines," September 15, 1974.
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20. Douglass Cater, The Fourth Branch ofGovernment (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1959).
21. For a good analysis of the work of general reporters at The New York Times,
see Darnton, "Writing News and Telling Stories."
22. Timothy Crouse, The Boys on the Bus (New York: Random House, 1973).
23. Dan Rather begins his memoirs as a Washington correspondent with a description of "the time Dan Rather asked the President if he was running for something,"
and the criticism which followed. Daniel Rather, with Mickey Herskowitz, The
Camera Never Blinks (New York: William Morrow, 1977), chapter 1, quote at p. 18.
White House reporters do not, however, have to maintain decorum or limit themselves to polite questions when they are briefed by the president's press secretaries.
24. Edwin Diamond, "Boston: The Agony of Responsibility," Columbia Journalism Review 13 (January/February 1975): 9-15. Diamond is a former Newsweek senior
editor, but here he writes as a Boston resident and local reporter.
25. John Bird, "The Unyielding Amish: "We Want to Be Left Alone,' " Saturday
Evening Post, 17 June 1967, pp. 28-38, quote at p. 38.
26. Harvey Molotch and Marilyn J. Lester, ""Accidental News: The Great Oil Spill
as Local Occurrence and National Event," American Journal of Sociology 81 (September 1975): 235-60.
27. From an unpublished paper by Susan Peterson, written in 1966. Although I
have provided quotation marks, the comment is actually Ms. Peterson's paraphrase
of the producer's remarks.
28. Sigal, Reporters and Officials, Table 6-5. About 17 percent of the stories
originated with "nongovernmental foreigners and Americans" and 3 percent with
other news organizations.

Chapter 5-Story Suitability
1. The expectations sometimes include a historical component when journalists
assume that the present abnormality was preceded by a past normality. In this
process, they stipulate an ideal past, if only to make today's abnormality new and thus
news.
2. Because television has little room for foreign news, and the magazines must cover
the entire globe, both news media use an even more limited exclusionary consideration: in all but the most important allied or Communist countries, governmental
change is newsworthy only when it involves violent protest.
3. Eric Levin, "How the Networks Decide What Is News," TVGuide, 2 July 1977,
pp. 4-10, quote at p. 6.
4. Michael J. Robinson, "The TV Primaries," Wilson Quarterly 1 (Spring 1977):
80-83.
5. Writers in these sections have more autonomy than those in other sections. They
were the first to receive bylines at Newsweek and are still the only ones to be bylined
at Time.
6. In 1975, the same journalists who were uneasy about President Ford's performance in the ~'hite House and embarrassed about his physical clumsiness were also
enthusiastic about Susan Ford's work as a photographer.
7. Helen M. Hughes, News and the Human Interest Story (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1940).
8. Like local journalists, national story selectors choose human-interest stories from
time to time in order to invite financial help to the victim from the audience. Although
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objectivity and detachment are violated in the process, journalists are always pleased
when audience contributions roll in, because they feel they are helping and because
the response indicates that the au~ience is paying attention to the news.
9. At NBC, the balance between film and tell stories is maintained informally, but
it is maintained nevertheless; otherwise, as an executive producer pointed out, the
anchorperson "would be reduced to the mere role of a master of ceremonies."
1O. The letters and gossip sections usually run closer to the maximum because they
are popular; the book reviews, because they "close" a week earlier than the rest of
the magazine.
11. Richard Pollak, "Time: After Luce," Harper's, July 1969, pp. 42-52.
12. J. Anthony Lukas, "What Does Tomorrow Hold for 4Today'?" The New York
Times, 22 August 1976, sec. 2, pp. 1, 20, quote at p. 20.
When Henry Grunwald became managing editor of Time, he responded to a
writer's request for format change by saying that" ... the formula must be bent, not
broken. . . . Time is really part of the American scene, a part of American life, and
what you do to it has to be done fairly carefully." Pollak, "Time: After Luce," p. 46.
13. In 1977, Time received more letters from readers, most of them negative, about
its new graphics than about anyone of its stories.
14. Film which the network program is unable or unwilling to use is released for
syndication and may then be shown by local stations.
15. Because news judgment is partly a matter of "feel," and evaluation of boredom
is significant in story selection, journalism may recruit people with short attention
spans. Conversely, academia may select researchers who can spend many years on
the same study, and teachers who can repeat the same lectures annually. A couple
of magazine writers who had previously held university teaching positions indicated
that their ennui, the result of having to repeat their lectures every year, was responsible for their switch to journalism.
16. On the dynamic of journalistic crime waves, see, e.g., Daniel Bell, The End of
Ideology (New York: Free Press, 1960), chapter 8.
17. In commenting on Newsweek's refusal to do the first national story on Tiny
Tim, a young ex-researcher wrote that the magazine "was always afraid of venturing
into the unknown. They always wanted to catch a story as it crested, but more often
they ended up writing about the dwindling foam after the wave went home." Kate
Coleman, "Turning on Newsweek. ,. Scanlan Monthly, June 1970, pp. 44-53, quote
at p. 51.
18. A Newsweek story some years ago about the new bisexuality established the
trend on the basis of nine sources. Most were from the East or West Coast, and the
majority were professionals. Judging by their quoted statements, all but one appeared
to have been bisexual for years, suggesting that bisexuality was an old practice which
had become newly visible to the journalists.
19..At the newsmagazines, pace is sometimes described in musical terms. Writers
speak of "singing the story," "putting the big gongs [points] at the top," or "starting
out with high tones" [a sentimental lead]. Newsweek calls its lead article "the violin,"
in part because it usually has a sentimental tone.
20. For a thoughtful discussion of the esthetics of news film, see Tuchman, Making
News, chapter 4.
21. The newsroom monitors on which producers review film are of higher quality
and larger size than sets at home; but even after several weeks of fieldwork, I could
rarely spot the faults which upset the journalists.
22. For the report of one 1957 incident, see Sig Mickelson, The Electric Mirror
(New York: Dodd, Mead, 1972), p. 41.
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23. At the beginning of the 1975 Cyprus crisis, four Greek-Americans called NBC
one evening to protest what they perceived as a pro-Turkish slant in a Cyprus story,
but the writers who took the calls'dismissed the objections as unjustified. As the war
progressed, however, and the Greek-American community organized to make its
views known, journalists paid closer attention to both sides, particularly the Greek
side because it was more vocal.
24. Top producers try to scoop each other by being the first either to film a distant
breaking story or, occasionally, to send an anchorperson out to personally report on
one. When President Anwar el-Sadat visited Israel in 1977, all three networks competed with each other to be the first to put their anchorperson's interview with Sadat
on the air.
25. For a report of one race that resulted in a simultaneous cover about pop singer
Bruce Springsteen, see Chris Welles, "Born to Get 'Itchy Excited,' ,. More, January
1976, pp. 10-14.
26. I waS told, with some pride, of the only two instances of "collusion" between
Time and Newsweek top editors: one took place when Newsweek's editor called
Time's editor to obtain a picture of Henry Luce for a Newsweek cover at the time
of his death; the other occurred in the spring of 1975, at the end of the Vietnam War,
when the two magazines learned that they were planning to feature the same wireservice photo on their covers, and Time altered its cover to include two other pictures.
27. One Friday night in 1964, Newsweek's national-affairs writers, having decided
to break the taboo against collusion, set off to pay a visit to their equals at Time, but
at the last minute they turned back. The event was clearly of some moment, for the
writer who told me about it in 1968 recounted the story once more in 1975.
28. Bradlee, Conversations with Kennedy, p. 50.
29. The magazines and networks also compete with each other in covering party
conventions, election campaigns, and breaking events, spending large sums in the
hope that the winner will harvest new readers or viewers who will remain loyal
afterwards. Journalists participate in the competition and accept the assumptions
under which it proceeds, for if nothing else, a victory win add to the budgets and
prestige of the winning news organizations.
30. The data is fragmentary because it is based on reader reports for only one week
per year.
. 31. Top editors, however, carefully watch newsstand sale-figures of their own and
the rival magazine as a way of monitoring audience reaction to their cover choices
(see Chapter 7).
32. In the end, producers and editors go along with their own reporters; but a
notable exception took place in 1968 when Newsweek editors accepted the Times'
version of the Columbia University student bust and police action over that of its own
writer, even though he had gone to the campus to report it himself. Columbia
University is in a unique position, however, several top journalists being alumni; and
the editors may have accepted the Times story because it sided with the university
administration, whereas the writer's report supported the protesting students.

Chapter 6-objectivity, Values, and Ideology
1. Peter Schrag, "An Earlier Point in Time," Saturday Review/World, 23 March
1974, pp. 40--41, quote at p. 41.
2. Here I draw, of course, on Robert K. Merton's dist,inction between purpose and
function. See his Social Theory and Social Structure (New York: Free Press of
Glencoe, 1949), pp. 25-26.
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3. I borrow the phrase, but not his definition, from Peter Braestrup, Big Story. 2
vols. (Boulder, Colo. : Westview Press, 1977), 1:708.
4. Michael Schudson, "A Matter of Style," Working Papers (Summer 1976): 90-93.
5. Johnstone and his associates found that of a national sample of journalists, over
60 percent had decided to enter their field before the age of 20, the median age being
19. John W. Johnstone, Edward J. Slawski, and William W. Bowman, The News
People (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1976), Table 4-1.
6. Schorr, Clearing the Air. p. viii.
7. Morrison, "Bring Back Henry Luce," p. 24.
8. Tuchman, "Objectivity as Strategic Ritual."
9. James Reston, The Artillery of the Press (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), pp.
14-15. For a contrary view, see Michael Schudson, Discovering the News: A Social
History of American Newspapers (New York: Basic Books, 1978), Introduction.
10. Accordingly, Sigelman calls objectivity an "institutional myth," which states
and justifies the journalists' "mission in society." Lee Sigelman, "Reporting the News:
An Organizational Analysis," American Journal ofSociology 79 (July 1973): 132-51,
quotes at p. 133.
II. For data on the attitudes of a national sample of journalists about alternative
forms of journalism, see Johnstone et aI., The News People. chapter 7.
12. Edward R. Murrow has become a journalistic hero in part because he was one
of the first to call a politician (Senator Joseph McCarthy) a liar. News from Communist sources has, however, always been attributed with the qualification that it could
be a lie, or at least "propaganda."
13. Anchorpersons can express opinions on radio that they cannot express on
television because radio reaches a smaller audience, is less monitored by other news
media, and is therefore even more ephemeral than television.
14. What Louis Wirth once wrote about logical positivism in the social sciences
applies equally to journalism: " ... every assertion, no matter how objective it may
be, has ramifications extending beyond the limits of science itself. Since every assertion of a 'fact' about the social world touches the interest of some individual or group,
one cannot even call attention to the existence of certain 'facts' without courting the
objections of those whose very raison d'etre in society rests upon a divergent interpretation of the 'factuar situation." Louis Wirth, Preface to Ideology and Utopia. by
Karl Mannheim, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1936), p. xvii.
IS. Reuven Frank, "Address Before the 12th Annual Television Award Dinner,"
NBC xeroxed typescript (January 12, 1970), pp. 16, 20, 33.
16. A similar process is described in studies of local news media: for example, by
Breed, "Social Control in the Newsroom"; and Sigelman, "Reporting the News. n
17. For a bitter description of the lifestyle differences, see Coleman, "Turning on
Newsweek"; on ideological differences, see Andrew Kopkind, "Serving Time," The
New York Review of Books, 12 September 1968, pp. 23-28.
18. Some reporters also worried that their files might be forwarded to the government, making them inadvertent spies on their activist friends; but these worries turned
out to be groundless. In fact, just the reverse was true, for the reporters were able to
spot CIA and FBI agents masquerading as reporters and to warn activists about them.
19. Blacks from low-income backgrounds left even more quickly because they could
not conform to the upper-middle-class ambience at the magazines, and some could
not get used to writing in the required ironic style. At the networks, many of the
initially hired blacks left when the ghetto was no longer newsworthy, and went to
work at local stations in cities with large black populations.
20. Gates reports that CBS News also employed two journalists who may have
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fallen into the "house radical" role. One left the network temporarily because he was
traumatized by the Vietnam War; the other, who was also the "house hippie" and
an investigative reporter, was forced out over a disagreement with a news executive.
Gates, Air Time, pp. 164, 365-67.
21. These arguments took place before I began my fieldwork at Time. Many of the
struggles over how to report the Vietnam War are discussed in Halberstam, "Time,
Inco's Internal War Over Vietnam."
22. George A. Bailey, "The War According to Walter: Network Anchormen and
Vietnam" (Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin, 1975), p. 37-70. This is the only
study I know of that pays attention to the ideas of individual television journalists.
The individuals who write regularly for. television and the magazines are thoughtful
people; and were they not working for large audiences, their work might by now have
been studied as exhaustively as that of essayists working for smaller but more prestigious audiences.
23. Although Braestrup was aware of this process in his detailed study of the
opinion change following the Tet offensive, he nevertheless concluded-and I believe
wrongly-that it stemmed from "the more volatile journalistic style . . . that has
becom~ so popular since the late 1960s. With this style came an often mindless
readiness to seek out conflict, to believe the worst of the government or of authority
in general, and on that basis to divide up the actors on any issue into the 'good' or
the 'bad.'" Braestrup, Big Story, 1:726. I am not even sure that journalists had
become more volatile; they have always sought out conflict and been skeptical about
government. The late 1960s only produced many highly visible events to make this
"style" more apparent.
24. Many of the stories are, of course, written or filmed by their own colleagues.
Also, opinion change reflects the perception of an event. Thus, journalists perceived
the Tet offensive differently from many military experts, who saw it as a North
Vietnamese military defeat. They looked only at the military activities, however, and
failed to grasp their political implications.
25. Although opinion polls taken before, during, and after the Tet offensive suggest
that poll respondents lagged a few weeks behind the journalists in changing their
opinion about the war, Roper's analysis of these polls also shows that like journalists,
the general public had undergone a slow but evolving disenchantment with the war.
The journalists only reacted more dramatically and quickly to Tet than did the public.
Bums W. Roper, "What Public Opinion Polls Said," in Braestrup, Big Story, chapter
14.
26. Interestingly enough, although journalists develop equivalent terms for many
of those used by other empirical disciplines, there is no word for "concepts" in the
journalistic lexicon. One writer once described them as "conceits" but only to indicate
their lack of relevance.
27. See, e.g., Peter Lyon, Success Story: The Life and Times ofS. S. McClure (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1963); Harold S. Wilson, McClure s Magazine and the
Muckrakers (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970); Justin Kaplan, Lincoln Steffens: A Biography (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1974); and the books of
the journalists themselves.
28. Reported in Richard Hofstadter, Age ofReform (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1973), p. 145.
Mowry found that of forty-eight leaders of the California Progressive movement
on which data were available, fourteen were newspaper owners or journalists. George
Mowry, The California Progressives (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1951).
29. Among the voluminous literature on state and local Progressives, see, e.g.,
Fremont Older, My Story (San Francisco: Call Publishing, 1919); David D. Ander-
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son, Brand Whitlock (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1968); Spencer Olin, Jr., California Prodigal Sons (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968); Robert M. Crunden, A Hero in Spite of Himself (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969); and Charles
Larsen, The Good Fight: The Life and Times ofBen B. Lindsay (New York: QuadranglelThe New York Times Book Co., 1972).
30. Hofstadter, Age of Reform, p. 185. The historical data on the relationship
between journalists and Progressives were gathered by James Crispino.
31. Johnstone et aI., The News People, Tables 2-9, 2-10.
32. In 1975, for example, the executive producers of the three network news
programs and the top editors of the two magazines were Jewish. The large number
of Jews can be explained in part by the New York location of the news media, and
in the case of television, by the traditional Jewish participation in firms providing mass
entertainment. For a more general discussion, see Stephen Birmingham, "Do Zionists
Control the Media?" More, July/August 1976, pp. 12-17.
33. "Chancellor on Reporters," Variety, 3 June 1970. I should add that Chancellor,
like other anchorpersons, describes himself as a reporter. His statement, which was
made at a testimonial dinner honoring Walter Cronkite, not only reflects the professional pride that goes with testimonials but also resonates to the criticism to which
journalists were then exposed from both the Left and Right.
34. The "Eastern competition" and "the energy of the East," which Newsweek
reporter Mary Kellogg ascribes to New York in a previously quoted article, is, in fact,
an apt description of the work pace and working conditions inside a news organization. Kellogg, UA Farewell to Nirvana," p. 15.
35. I did not ask the journalists how they personally felt about the enduring values
because these emerged from my analysis only after the fieldwork was completed.
36. Of forty-two NBC reporters and correspondents in 1975 for whom I could
obtain biographies, 26 percent had taken all or part of their schooling at Ivy League
schools; 33 percent at other "quality" private universities; 22 percent at prestigious
state universities; and 19 percent at private and public colleges of reputedly lesser
quality.
37. National journalists are better paid than most of their local peers; Johnstone
and his associates found that the 1970 median income of journalists they studied who
worked mostly for local news media was only $11,133. Johnstone et aI., The News
People, Table 8-1. The median salary for male journalists in The New York Times
Washington bureau, however, was $34,415 in 1977. Philip Nobile, "Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington," More, June 1977, p. 36.
38. Johnstone et aI., The News People, Table 5-9. Asked about their party preference, 43 percent of the sample said they were Democrats; 34 percent, Independents;
16 percent, Republicans; 7 percent cited other affiliations. Another subsample included news executives at prominent publications, and curiously enough, 56 percent
described themselves as "a little to the left." My own impression was that at least on
the job, they were more conservative than the journalists. Barton and his associates,
who studied elite opinions on a variety of issues, found that media executives were
more liberal than other national leaders, but not so liberal as to support the findings
of Johnstone et al. Allen H. Barton, "Consensus and Conflict Among American
Leaders," Public Opinion Quarterly 38 (Winter 1974-1975): 507-30.
39. Dale Vree, "A Case Study of Distortion," The New Leader, 21 November 1977,
pp. 18-19.
.
40. A 1978 New York Times-CBS News poll reports, for example, that 42 percent
of the national sample classified themselves as conservatives, and 23 percent as
liberals; but 80 percent of the conservatives believed that government should help
people get low-cost medical care, and 75 percent, that it should guarantee jobs to all
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who want them. At the same time, however, only about 20 percent of the conservatives (and 40 percent of the liberals) favored increased government spending on
domestic programs. Adam Clymer, "More Conservatives Share 'Liberal' View," The
New York Times, 12 January 1978, section 1, pp. 1, 30.

Chapter 7-Profits and Audiences
1. Otto Friedrich, Decline and Fall (New York: Harper & Row, 1970).
2. Larry Michie, "News Turns Into a Network Money-Maker," Variety, 27 April
1977, p. 39.
3. For a more extensive discussion of network profits and cutbacks in the news, see
Marvin Barrett, Rich News, Poor News (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1978),
chapter 1.
4. Edwin Diamond, "The Mid-Life Crisis of the Newsweeklies," New York, 7 June
1976, pp. 51-61, quote at p. 56.
5. This was especially true at Time, perhaps because Newsweek was reducing the
gap in advertising income and pages over the last decade. Between 1965 and 1975,
Newsweek's advertising revenue grew from 45 to 75 percent of Time's; and its number
of advertising pages, from 82 to 118 percent. Newsweek's domestic circulation increased less, from 58 to 66 percent of Time's.
6. The largest reduction was made among researchers, from seventy-four down to
forty-six, and the smallest among top editors, from fifteen down to thirteen. Writers
and reporters were cut back by 15 to 20 percent. Even so, Time still has more
domestic and foreign reporters than its rival (fifty-six and thirty-three, as compared
to fifty-one and twenty-two at Newsweek), but some of Newsweek's eighty-six researchers also report.
7. Computed from W. R. Simmons & Associates Research, Selective Markets and
the Media Reaching Them (New York: W. R. Simmons & Associates Research, 1965
and 1975). I am indebted to Edward Barz of the Simmons organization for making
these and other Simmons data available to me.
8. In a 1967 study of a New York City sample of viewers, I found that about 40
percent chose the network news program on the basis of the anchorperson, and about
20 percent each on the basis of channel preference and broadcast time. (That year,
ABC News was shown an hour earlier than the others.) About 10 percent cited the
quality of the news; the rest gave other reasons. Herbert J.Gans, "The Uses of
Television and Their Educational Implications," mimeographed (New York: Center
for Urban Education, 1968), p. 90.
In a more recent study of viewers in Albany, New York, Levy found that 41 percent
chose the network news program on the basis of anchorperson, 28 percent on the basis
of channel, 9 percent on the basis of news quality or program format, and 22 percent
gave other or no reasons. Mark R. Levy, "The Audience Experience with Television
News," Journalism Monographs, no. 55 (April 1978): 7.
9. ABC is an exception, having frequently changed its anchorpersons over the last
ten years in the hope of catching up with its two competitors.
10. For a detailed discussion of audience flow, see Epstein, News from Nowhere,
pp. 91-97.
1 I. Andrew Walfish, "Sex Is In, Politics Is Out," More. September 1977, pp. 25-31.
12. One top editor went commercial insofar as he accepted business-department
research and recommendations for redesigning the cover; but this was a packaging
change, and the editor continued to decide what stories would appear on the cover.
13. The A. C. Nielsen Cornpany, which supplies the most frequently used television
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ratings, also collects data on viewer characteristics but not on magazine readers. Also,
Simmons interviews a larger sample of viewers and can therefore supply greater detail
about viewer differences. The total audience-size figures reported by Simmons are
lower than Nielsen's, but there is little variation in the data on viewer characteristics
between the two research organizations.
14. Simmons, Selective Markets (1975). The small changes mean a great deal to the
news firms because they compete with their rivals by emphasizing differences in the
number and "quality" of the audience, but they are not significant for my purposes.
15. In 1974, Simmons found that Newsweek had just about as many readers as
Time, despite the fact that its circulation was about two thirds of Time's. As a result,
Newsweek began to call attention to the large number of pass-alongs, while Time sued
Simmons for supplying inaccurate data, although it later withdrew its suit. Chris
Welles, "The Numbers Magazines Live By," Columbia Journalism Review 4 (September/October 1975): 22-27.
16. Most of the data in this section, and in Table 6, are taken or computed from
Simmons, Selective Markets (1975), vol. 1, Tables AOI to AI0; and vol. 5, Tables CI
to C6.
17. Time has a slightly larger, older, and somewhat more upscale readership than
Newsweek. CBS has a considerably larger number of viewers (who are also somewhat
older) than NBC, but they are also slightly more downscale. The demographic differences are not distinctive to the news programs, however, for other NBC audiences
have long been somewhat more upscale than those of CBS.
18. Gans, "The Uses of Television," p. 81.
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John E. Cooney, "If a TV Script Needs a Medical Checkup, A Doctor Is on Call,"
The Wall Street Journal, 8 November 1977, pp. 1, 17.
39. Schorr, Clearing the Air, pp. 274-80.
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43. Schorr, Clearing the Air, p. 276.
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Downie, Jr., The New Muckrakers (New York: New Republic Book Co., 1976),
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tion under restraints, they are not. However, they are able to have the best of both
possible worlds, since they can perceive themselves outside society by virtue of being
detached, and do not perceive the avoidance mechanisms as restraints.

Chapter 9-Conclusions: The News and the Journalists
I. In addition, I suggested in Chapter 6 that some of the values may also be
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15. This hypothesis resembles, in some way, Durkheim's argument that preliterate
tribes, and by implication modern populations, construct their societies with and
through their religions. Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms ofthe Religious Life
(Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press of Glencoe, 1947). I have never been entirely convinced by
Durkheim's imaginative argument, however; nor do I mean to suggest that journalists
serve religious functions. Durkheim, moreover, did not believe that society is a
construct.

Chapter 10-Multiperspectival News
1. For an excellent analysis that makes this point in reviewing a number of recent
bias and distortion studies, see Alden Williams, "Unbiased Study of Television News
Bias," Journal of Communication 25 (Autumn 1975): 190-99.
2. Lang and Lang, "The Unique Perspective of Television."
3. Glasgow University Media Group, Bad News (London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1976).
4. There is some evidence, particularly from England, that many viewers do not
comprehend all of the news they see on television. Elihu Katz, Social Research on
Broadcasting; Proposalsfor Further Development (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1977), pp. 61-63.
5. Consequently, the experts, who believe that popular culture, like lay news, is
superficial and excessively dramatic, want it replaced by high culture. For my argument against this position, see Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture, chapter 1.
6. The social sciences hold theorists who develop dramatic concepts and theories
in high regard; evidently, highlighting for dramatic effect is marketable in expert as
well as lay endeavors.
7. For my argument against the harmfulness of popular culture, which I think is
applicable to popular news as well, see Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture, pp.
30-36.
8. Gitlin has argued that television's endless repetition of patrol films during the
Vietnam War, which showed the war to be senseless, also induced war weariness
among the viewers. Todd Gitlin, "Spotlight and Shadows: Television and the Culture
of Politics," College English 38 (Spring 1977): 789-801. Unfortunately, pollsters at
the time were so interested in counting hawks and doves that no one, to my knowledge, asked viewers how they reacted to the war news. For some evidence that the
battle footage made some people hawkish and some dovish, see Gans, "The Uses of
Television," p. 14.
9. Levy, for example, found that 70 percent of his respondents agreed with a
statement that "the TV news programs try to make things seem more dramatic than
they really are." Levy, "The Audience Experience with Television News," p. 16.
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Their response, however, does not prove that they were therefore discounting television news. On discounting, see Eliot Freidson, "Adult Discount: An Aspect of Children's Changing Taste," Child Development 24 (March 1953): 39-49.
10. Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (New York: Free Press, 1965), p. 54.
11. Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia. His central thesis, that all knowledge is
relational to the knower's perspective, can, I realize, be logkally questioned for being
stated in absolute form. Mannheim's thesis is itseif relational, however; it stems from
the perspective of an intellectual embedded in a heterogeneous society marked by
political and other conflicts. Knowers in homogeneous societies, and those who accept
the infallibility of gods, popes, or public officials, will therefore come to different
conclusions. Still, knowledge cannot exist without a knower, any more than news can
exist without a journalist. Even the person who assumes, as do journalists, that
external reality exists in the absence of a knower is a knower. And a knower's choice
of perspective, when he or she is free to choose, is a matter of values.
12. Hofstetter, among others, has applied organizational research to the issue of
distortion in his analysis of "structural bias." Hofstetter, Bias in the News, chapter I.
13. For a similar observation but a different assessment of Mannheim's ideas, see
Schlesinger, Putting 'Reality' Together, pp. 169-70.
14. Commission on Freedom of the Press, A Free and Responsible Press (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1947), p. 26.
15. Robert K. Merton, "Insiders and Outsiders," American Journal 0/ Sociology
78 (July 1972): 9-47.
16. Epstein, Agency of Fear, pp. 265-66.
17. When ioo many conflicting perspectives appear in the news, objectivity can, in
fact, become what Smith calls a "yardstick of reality," a perspective that is credible
simply because it is detached. Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1974), p. 109.
18. The size and profitability of the present daytime and weekend television audience suggest that news programs for women and children could be established without
subsidy. News programs for children and adolescents have, in fact, appeared from
time to time, but so far none have lasted.
19. Good recent examples of publications on the Left are the weekly newspaper
In These Times and the biweekly newsmagazine Seven Days.
20. Jones has suggested that the amount of crime news should bear some relation
to the crime rate (assuming that an accurate rate can be developed). E. Terence Jones,
"The Press as Monitor," Public Opinion Quarterly 40 (Summer 1976): 239-43. Even
ifjournalists continue to emphasize dramatic crimes, they can "tag" stories by reporting the rates for such crimes, thus providing some balance to the exaggerations that
accompany highlighting.
21. For many of my general observations about professionals, here and elsewhere,
I am indebted to the work of my teacher Everett Hughes and a fellow-student, Eliot
Freidson, at the University of Chicago. See, e.g., Everett C. Hughes, Men and Their
Work (Glencoe, Ill: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1958); and Eliot Freidson, The
Profession 0/ Medicine (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1970).
22. People who lack organizations, however, can demonstrate. Demonstrations
against the news media, although rarely tried, might be effective if only because they
would be newsworthy.
23. See, e.g., Cecilie Gaziano, "Readership Study of Paper Subsidized by Government," Journalism Quarterly 51 (Summer 1974): 323-26, reporting on a newspaper
published for residents of a model-city area in Minneapolis.
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24. For some empirical evidence, see Funkhouser, "The Issues of the Sixties."
25. Lee M. Mitchell, "Government as Broadcaster-Solution or Threat?" Journal
of Communication 28 (Spring 1978): 69-72.
26. Maxwell E. McCombs and Donald L. Shaw, "The Agenda-Setting Function of
Mass Media," Public Opinion Quarterly 36 (Summer 1972): 176-87 _On the role of
the media in opinion formation, see Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann, "The Spiral of Silence: A Theory of Public Opinion," Journal of Communication 24 (Spring 1974):
43-51.
27. For a comprehensive and systematic analysis of the relationship between knowledge and power, see Amitai Etzioni, The Active Society (New York: Free Press, 1968),
chapter 8.
28. Yrjo Littunen and Kaarle Nordenstreng, "Informational Broadcasting Policy:
The Finnish Experiment," in Kaarle Nordenstreng, ed., Informational Mass Communication (Helsinki: Tammi Publishers, 1973), chapter 1, quote at p. 23.
29. Ibid., p. 41. Audience studies showed that the viewers deemed the news to be
somewhat more credible and reliable, although informationally and economically
privileged groups saw the news as conflicting with their interests. Ibid., pp. 37-39.
Whether audience size or regularity increased was impossible to determine, however,
because television ownership grew from 75 to 92 percent of the population during that
decade and because changes in news content were, by one researcher's opinion,
gradual and not dramatic. Juha Kytomaki, Finnish Broadcasting Company, personal
communication, 1978.
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leads, Ill, 154, 161; and competition,
179
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League of Women Voters, 13
leaks, 119, 271
legal pressure, 262-3; and news policy,
326
Lester, Marilyn J., 79, 117, 142
letters, see audience feedback
Levy, Mark R., 225, ·226
libel, 189, 263, 273
liberals and liberalism, 30, 130, 212. See
also ideology
Life, 48, 166
Lippmann, Walter, 201, 310
lobbyists, 25, 265. See also interestgroup pressure
local news: commercial pressure on,
257; as national news, 141-2, 151; and
network news, 168. See also affiliate
stations
Lowry, Dennis, 264
Luce, Henry R., 5, 74, 84, 100, 103, 195,
198, 273
MacArthur, Douglas, 305
MacNeil, Robert, 265
Maddox, Lester, 59
man·bites-dog stories, 14-15, 156
management, see news executives; news
firms
Mannheim, Karl, 310
Manson, Charles, 11
Marcuse, Herbert, 296
Mayaguez incident, 20
McCarthy, Eugene, 45, 155, 212
McCarthy, Joseph, 29, 252, 259, 260
McClure, S.S., 204
McGovern, George, 45, 200, 260, 269
McLuhan, Marshall, xii, 79,310
media critics, 266. See also news criticism
media events, 79, 87, 122-4; staged by
journalists, 124
medicine and medical news, 19,26, 127,
150, 244, 270
medium considerations, 157-60, 316
Mickelson, Sig, 257
Middle America, 24, 26, 206
"Migrant," 57
mirror theory, 79
moderatism, 51-52, 149, 208, 275-6
Molotch, Harvey L., 79, 117, 142
Moore, Sara Jane, 243
moral disorder news, 56--57, 292-4, 5960, 186; in Marxist journals, 197; re-

form of, 313; reporters, 141-2; story
importance, 149-50; values in, 62,
118, 292-3
moral values, see enduring values; jour.
nalistic values; news values; values
morale, 103-7
More, 267
muckrakers, 204
multiperspectival news, 304-35; audience preferences, 326-7; balance considerations, 316, 320-2; class in,
320-1; and decentralization, 317-19;
defined, 313; and democracy, 327-8,
331-4; described, 313-17; feasibility
of, 334-5; funding of, 326--31; journalism for, 314-16; media, 317-22;
opposition to, 333; shared responsibility for, 324-6; and social cohesion,
333-4; sources, 320; story selection,
322-4; substantive considerations,
319-20
Murrow, Edward R., 273, 352-3
Nabokov, Vladimir, 155
Nader, Ralph, 12, 65, 155, 275
Nation, The, xi
nation and society, 148-52,227,284; as
news, 19-24; news as construction of,
295-6, 297-8, 312. See also domestic
news; national news
national ceremonies, 18, 20-21, 173
National Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence, 257
national news, xii; actors in, 8-15; audience enlargement and cultural democratization, 246--8; audience use of,
226--7; blacks in, 22-23; business
pressure on, 253-60; chosen for study,
xi-xii; defined, xi, 8; dominant themes
in, 8, 19; nation as unit in, 20-21; need
for, 290; symbolic complexes in, 1920. See aIso domestic news; news;
story selection
National Review, xi
National Rifle Association, 265
national security, 120, 189; and self-censorship, 271
national values, 149-51. See also enduring values
Nazi parties, 13, 30, 53, 176
NBC and NBC News, 96, 104,214,218,
246, 254, 339, 341; and affiliates, 258;
ambience at, 104; audience research
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at, 233-4; pressure on, 256, 257; and
RCA, 257, 341-2. See also names of
journalists; news executives; news organizations; television news
NBC Nightly News, 82, 83, 187, 242,
246, 264; audience, 217, 225,352;audience hunger, 354-5; audience
image, 238; audience mail, 228, 229;
competition with CBS Evening News,
176, 179; cross-talk, 165; demographic characteristics of audience,
221-3; format and format change, 3,
160, 164-5; field work at, xii, 74-5;
and ideology, 195; power delegation
at, 96, 100; pressure on, 261; ratings,
164, 217; replacement of anchorpersons, 164-5, 217-18, 233; role of anchorpersons, 346; "Segment 3," 3-4,
112, 165; sources, 17; story selection,
112, 337, 343; story structure, 162;
Vietnam War news, 187, 198,257. See
also names ofjournalists; news organizations; television news
networks, see ABC; CBS; NBC; news
organizations; television news
New York bias, 174
New York Doily News, 248
New York Times, The, xi, 21, 157, 248,
269, 272, 291, 303, 304; anticipated
stories in, 88; Book Review, 180; influence of, 91, 126, 180-1, 266; sources,
145
news: and advertising, 254-7; audience
need for, 226--7; breaking, 109-10,
154, 166, 168, 215; as construction of
reality, 80, 298; defined, 80; distrust
of, 296; as diversion, 227; effects and
implications of, 40, 188-90, 226, 243,
297, 309; exclusives, 121, 177, 272;
expert and lay, 307-8; exposes, 56--57~
116, 118, 156, 183,256, 262, 275; geewhiz stories, 156--7; government
funding of, 287,328-31; government
regulation, 323; handouts, 122; hero
stories, 156; and history, 152; humaninterest stories, 156, 345-6; "identifying" stories, 241-2; inaccuracies, 142;
inconclusive stories, 162; as knowledge, 311; leaks, 119, 271; lies, 186;
man-bites-dog stories, 14-15, 156; as
morality play, 162; multiperspectival,
313-35; as myth, 164, 294; non-burdening stories, 242; output stories, 17,
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313, 320; people stories, 156; popular,
309-10; possibility of change in, 28590; postponed, 109, 167; and power,
292; prekilled, 105, 110, 154, 163,
216; and public opinion, 332-3; purposes of, 312; reformist, 68-69; religious functions of, 293-4; running
stories, 91; scoops, 271, 347; sensationalism, 84, 159, 217, 248; service
stories, 242, 314, 320; and social cohesion, 296; as symbolic arena, 249-50,
298, 319; trend stories, 126--7; typology of, 52, 339. See also crime news;
domestic news; economy and economic news; foreign news; government news; moral disorder news;
news criticism; news organizations;
news values; political news; race and
racial news; social disorder news;
story selection; television news
news buffs, 227
news bureaus, 86, 97, 105, 124, 132, 136,
174
news criticism, 40, 159, 188, 266--70,
277, 324-5; enduring values in,
267-8; by journalists, 266--8; journalists' response to, 269-70; media
events, 123-4;'news policy for, 324-5;
Nixon Administration, 173, 178, 258,
263; by professional journals, 267. See
also audience feedback; pressure
news distortion, see distortion
news executives, 84-85, 257, 259, 266;
and anchorpersons, 342; and audience
research, 233; and commercial considerations, 217; and competition,
177; defined, 74; nonjournalists, 25,
62, 96, 118, 272; and organizational
politics, 108; pressure on, 252, 272-3;
roles of, 94-96; and sources, 120. See
also news firms; news organizations
news firms, 73, 83-84, 95, 341-2; censorship power, 257; nonprofit, 283.
See also news organizations
news judgment, 82, 83, 246; efficiency
factor, 282-3; and highlighting,
171-2; power factor, 282; significant
considerations, 279-81; values in,
182, 196-7. See also story selection
news media, see news· organizations;
newsmagazines; television news
news organizations, 73, 83-115, 246; as
assembly lines, 84, 98, 107, 109-15;
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budgets, 94; bureaucracy in, 84, 93,
104, 107-9,208; CIA infiltration, 272;
commercial aspects, 214-20; competition in, 97; competitive bind, 289-90;
conformity pressures, 98; defined, 93;
democratization of, 323-4, 360; executive power, 94-96; formal positions
and roles, 84-87; functional positions,
87-93; individualism in, 101-3, 208;
internal conflict, 200; magazine and
television, compared, 93-94, 99, 103,
104; monopolistic, 275; morale,
103-7; New York offices, 74, 93, 94,
111,112,135,136,139,179,195,275;
objectivity reinforcement, 185; as obstacles to change, 289; and perspectives on reality, 310-11; politics in,
107-8; power and labor divisions, 85,
93-107; power of underlings, 100;
promotions, 97, 107-8; story selection
and production functions, 78-9, 8792; work environment, 206-8; worker
control of, 287. See also news firms;
newsmagazines; television news; top
editors and producers
news philosophy, 303
news policy, 301-35; defined, 303; democracy and, 312; epistemological issues, 304-7, 309-13; and journalistic
facts, 310; requisites for, 310; and values, 310
news saturation, 121
news values: altruistic democracy, 4346, 55, 68, 69, 149; citizen participation, 44; class factors, 60-61; defined,
40, 41; enduring, 41-52, 182, 196-7,
280, 286, 338; ethnocentrism, 42-43,
149,276; exclusionary considerations,
150-1, 196-203; individualism, 49,
SO-51, 208; leadership, 62-68; rnoderatism, 51-52, 149,208,275-6; moral
and social order, 52-62; and normality, 149-50; political, 43-48, 68-69;
and reality judgments, 201; responsible capitalism, 46-48, 55, 68, 69, 149,
286; smallness vs. bigness, 49, 51 ;
small-town pastoralism, 48-50. See
also enduring values; ideology; journalistic values; values
newshole, 4, 321; as scarce resource, 319
newsmakers, see people in the news;
story selection
newsmagazines: advertisers, 254; audi-

ence images of, 238; audience mail,
227-9; audience size, xii, 216-19; author's field work at, 74-75; back-ofthe-book, 4, 19, 26, 111, 132, 153-4,
155, 162, 163, 216, 220; "bright
shorts," 163; budget considerations,
216; compared to television news, xixiii, 4-5, 9, 10, 13, 16,26,27,99, 103,
133-4, 161; competition between,
176, 177-9; covers and cover story, 4,
19, 62, Ill, 154-5, 177-9, 219-20,
243; editorial decisions, 101-3; education news, 28; fairness in, 189-90; foreign coverage, 32; format and format
changes, 4-5, 163, 165-6;- front-ofthe-book, 4; government news, 17;
importance criteria, 153-5; medium
considerations, 159; middle class in,
26-28; novelty items, 170-1; opinions
and stands, 5, 197-8; photo selection,
86, 110, 159, 166-7, 190, 246; poor
and poverty, 26; postponed stories,
167; production process, 109, 110-11,
113-15; profits, 216; purposes of, 159;
story selection, xii-xiii; substantive
beats, 132; terminology in, 42. See
also news organizations; Newsweek;
story selection; Time
Newspaper Guild, 209
newspapers, see names of newspapers
Newsweek, xi, xii, 4-5, 7, 27, 187, 243,
337,338,339,342,343,344,346,347,
348, 351, 352; ambience, 104; audience and audience mail, 217, 219, 221,
222-3, 224, 227, 228, 229; author's
study of, 74, 75; Bicentennial section,
20-21; business news, 46-47; Cities,
163, 166; class in, 27; color-picture
issue, 166; competition with Time,
176, 178, 179; corporate executives at,
96; covers and cover stories, 127, 154,
155, 243; earnings, 216; foreign section, 195; format changes, 164; group
journalism at, 84; house radicals and
conservatives, 193-4, 195; Ideas, 138;
judgments in,S; masthead, 86; "My
Turn," 175; National Affairs, 4; News
Media, 153; Newsmakers, 4; opinions
and stands, 197-8; political balance
in, 175; power at, 100; production
schedule, 109, 115; racial news, 22,
23, 54; service stories, 242; sources,
129; story importance judgments,
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153; trend stories, 171; turf struggles,
107; Vietnam War coverage, 15, 120;
writer-editor relationship; 102-3;
writers' protests and morale, 105-6.
See a/so names of journalists; news
executives; news organizations; newsmagazines
Nielsen reports, 221
Nieman Reports, 267
Nixon, Richard, 24, 34,40,59,78, 120,
166, 229, 245, 269, 276, 291; China
visit, 57; resignation of, 21, 42, 55,
255, 259; Time editorial on, 96
Nixon Administration, 56, 178-9, 258,
271; pressure on media, 78, 229, 246,
258, 2~1, 263-5, 276, 322
novelty and novelty considerations,
167-71; definitions of, 167; and multiperspectival news, 316
nudity taboo, 244
objectivity, 183-91; and audience, 186;
and balance, 175-6; compensating
for, 187-8; and credibility, 186; and
enduring values, 196-7; and fairness,
189-90; and ideology, 191, 203; and
investigative reporting, 183-4; and
multiperspectival news, 315, 362; organizational reinforcement of, 185; as
response to pressure, 275; and social
control, 296; and story editing, 184;
and value implications, 188-90
official news, see government news; political news; public officials
"On the Road," 3, 15, 48, 50, 316
Onassis, Jacqueline Kennedy, 11
opinions, 182, 187; change in, 199-201;
conscious, 197-9; and enduring values, 209; unconscious, 199. See also
journalists; objectivity; story opinions
order, see moral disorder news; social
disorder news; social order
organizational considerations, 93, 100,
103, 280; objectivity and, 185. See also
news organizations
output stories, 17, 313, 320
outsiders: and insiders, 315; journalists
as, 206-7, 278, 288, 311
pace, 172, 346
Paley, William, 84, 96, 251, 260, 272,
273
paraideology, 203; defined, 68; and self-
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censorship, 277-8. See a/so ideology
participant observation, xii, xiii, 73-77;
by beat reporters, 133. See also research methods
pastoralism, see small-town pastoralism
Pearson, Drew, 134, 245
pegs, 168-9,: 178, 316
Pentagon, 120, 121, 175
people in the news, 8-15, 19; knowns,
8-13; unknowns, 13-15. See a/so
story selection
People magazine, 247
people stories, 155, 156
personal journalism, 186, 315
personal opinions, see ideology; objectivity; opinions; values
photography and picture selection, 86,
110, 159, 190, 246; color, 166-7
police and police brutality, 26, 54, 269,
274, 309
policy makers, 84-85, 95. See a/so news
executives
political feedback: as journalistic function, 291-2; and multiperspectival
news, 327-8
political ideology, see ideology
political news, 12-13, 17, 25, 45, 58-59,
142, 191; audience mail on, 228-9;
balance in, 67, 175-6; changed opinions about, 200; Chicago Democratic
Convention (1968), 26, 54, 74, 127;
Cold War, xi, 10, 34, 195, 202, 271;
crises, 247; fairness and objectivity in,
189; foreign, 33-36; government pressure on, 260-5; interest-group pressures, 265; journalistic functions in,
291-2; leaks, 120; lies, 186; scandals,
56-57; source-journalist relations,
132-6; speeches, 91, 92; taboos, 245;
values in, 43-45, 52, 58-59,60,68-69,
191, 197, 211-12, 350. See a/so elections and election news; government
news; presidential news
political pressure, 191, 260-5; from affiliates, 258; and audience, 263-5. See
also government pressure
popular culture, 61, 308, 361
postponed stories, 109, 167
poverty and poverty news, 14, 23, 26,
29, 37,47, 50, 129, 167. See also economy and economic news
Powell, Adam Clayton, 11, 22
power and power structure, xiv, 20, 83,
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93-107; audience, 283-4; corporate
and news executive, 94-96; delegation
of, 100; economic, 45; and editorial
decisions, 101~3; and efficiency,
283-4; of journalists, 296-7; local,
258; at magazines, 96-98, 100; and
morale, 103-7; and professional autonomy, 101-3; of senior editors, 9798; of sources, 119-21, 134-6, 281-2,
283; in TV news, 99, 100; of top editors and producers, 96-99
power distribution: as journalistic function, 292; and multiperspectival news,
332
prekilling, 105, 110, 154, 163, 216
president and the presidency, 19, 21, 32,
39, 55, 58-59, 62, 129, 207, 226, 245,
282; assassinations, 151, 296; conflicts
with Congress, 16-17; importance of
news about, 147; incumbent, 9; media
access of, 119,216; and multiperspectivism, 316; as source, 145; and story
importance, 147-8. See also names of
presidents; presidential news
presidential elections, 8, 9-10, 18, 200,
269; media endorsement in, 95
presidential news, 9-10, 63-64, 316;
White House correspondents, 132-3,
134-5, 141, 144, 145, 259. See also
president and the presidency
pressure, 73, 249-78, 280, 288; from advertisers, 253-8; from affiliated stations, 258-60; anticipatory avoidance
of, 270-8; audience, 263-5; and balance, 276; chilling effects, 249, 251,
252, 253, 259, 264, 331; conformity,
98, 99, 101-2, 192-4; cooperation
with, 270-3; credibility and, 273-5;
defined, 249; and enduring values,
275-6; extent of, 251-3; external, 250;
to fire journalists, 252-3, 259; government and political, 260-5; increased,
289; internal, 250; by journalists,
266-7; journalists' reactions to, 249,
268-76; and news executives, 252;
news policy for, 325-6; and objectivity, 275; problems of studying, 251;
from sources, 276, 282; successful,
252; surrender to, 267-8; and symbolic arena, 250. See also censorship;
self-censorship
prima donnas, 98, 99
producers, see top editors and producers

product considerations, 157-76, 276,
280, 281, 286, 307; changes in, 285-6
profanity taboo, 244, 246
professional autonomy, 101-3, 183, 197,
207, 232, 233, 246, 268, 284; and audience .enlargement, 247-8; and audience 'Tesearch, 232, 235; and democracy, 323-4; and efficiency and power,
284; and leeway for change, 285; and
morale, 104-5; and news policy,
322-4; and seniority, 101. See also
journalism; professions and professionalism
professional journals, 257, 267-8
professions and professionalism, XIII,
xiv, 26-27,60,93, 227,270,284, 322;
and audience attitudes, 234-5; and
enduring values, 205. See also journalism; professional autonomy
profits: and efficiency, 283; of newsmagazines, 216; of television news,
215. See also commercial considerations
Progressive movement, 68-9; and enduring values, 204-6; role of journalists in, 203-4
protests and protest news,S, 12, 13-14,
17,22,27,48,53-54,58,296; newsworthiness of, 150; story importance,
150. See also anti-war movement;
civil-rights movement
pseudo-events, 123
publicity and publicity seekers, 117-18,
122, 137, 168, 249, 292. See aho
sources
public officials, 10-11, 12, 25, 58, 118,
134, 145, 150,281,292, 319; conflict
among, 53; deviant behavior of, 245; .
female, 28; ideal of, 44; as source, 145.
See also government news; president
and the presidency
public opinion polls, 15, 23, 292, 316,
327-8
quality considerations, 171-3
queries, 88, 91
Quinn, Sally, 108
quotes, 131, 173
race and racial news, 8, 11, 13-14, 19,
21, 22-23, 24, 25, 36, 54-55, 56-57,
61, 121, 136, 187, 198-9, 243, 269,
337. See also civil-rights movement;
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ghetto disturbances; integration; protests and protest news
racism, 67; unconscious, 201
radical press, 296
radicals, 30, 44, 263; journalists as, 192,
193-4. See also ideology
Rather, Dan, 259
ratings, 108,217-18,230,247; and anchorpersons, 217-18; and format
change, 164
RCA, 257, 261
readers, see audience
reality judgments, 39, 150, 201-2, 280,
305; class and, 31{}-12; defined, 39;
and journalistic facts, 196; sources
and, 208; in Vietnam War news, 202.
See also news judgment
Reasoner, Harry, 136, 164, 233
recruitment of journalists, see journalists
reformers and reform movements, 62;
journalism and, 69, 205, 281
rehearsing, 131
religious news, 13, 19, 51, 137; balance
in, 175; stereotypes, 246
repetition taboo, 129, 169
reporters, 84, 91,97, 196,209; beat, 87,
89, 131-8, 143, 144-5, 252, 271; foreign correspondents, 272; general,
131-2, 138-42, 144; generalists and
specialists, 132, 136, 137-8, 143-4;
magazine, 89, 92, 104; morale, 104;
roles of, 85-86; stringers, 124-5; television, 104, 132, 140, 141; White
House correspondents, 132-3, 134-5,
136, 141, 144, 145, 259; and writers,
97. See also journalists
research methods: author's, xi, xii, 5-7,
39-42; content analysis, 5-7, 15-16,
22; participant observation, xii, xiii,
73-77
researchers, 84, 86, 97, 106, 107, 114,
196, 209; audience, 233; roles of, 86
responsible capitalism, 46-48, 55, 68,
69, 149, 286. See also economy and
economic news
restaging, 173
Riesman, David, 236, 263
Rockefeller, Nelson, 15, 18
role reversals, 156
Rosenthal, A. M., 237
royalty, 35, 59
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rumor, 243, 295
running stories, 91, 280
rural news, 3, 151; values in, 48-50
Ryan, William, 308
Salisbury, Harrison, 269
Saturday Evening Post, 214
scandals, see CIA; exposes; Watergate
and Watergate news
Schlesinger, James, 152
Schorr, Daniel, 185, 229, 251, 257, 259,
260, 262, 272, 273
Schrag, Peter, 182
science news, 19, 27, 132
scoops, 271, 347
Selassie, Haile, 35
self-censorship, 195,249, 276-8; by beat
reporters, 133-5; and credibility, 274;
defined, 249; extent of, 252-3; ideological, 277-8; and national security,
271; and paraideology, 277-8; of presidential affairs, 245; problems of
studying, 251; unconscious, 253. See
also censorship; pressure; taste considerations
"Selling of the Pentagon, The," 57, 173,
256, 261-2
senior editors, 85, 88, 96-98, 101, 114,
163, 209; conservative, 195; power of,
100, 101-2; roles of, 85; social sources
of, 127
seniority, 99, 101
sensationalism, 84, 159, 217, 248
service stories, 242, 314, 320
Severaid, Eric, 3, 59, 198
sex, 217
sex covers, 219; and audience mail, 228.
See also taste considerations
sexism, 67, 106, 201
sexual balance, 175
sexual equality, 13, 184
sexual stereotypes, 246
Sigal, Leon V., 88, 145
Silent Majority, 24
Simmons, W.' R., & Associates Research, xi-xii, 217, 219, 220, 221-5
60 Minutes, 215, 262, 265
small-town pastoralism, 48-50, 149, 276
Smith, Howard K., 259, 265
social cohesion: and multiperspectival
news, 333-4; and the news, 59, 296.
See also social order
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social control, 295-7; and national
crises, 297; and objectivity, 296. See
also social order
social disorder news, 52-56, 58, 59-60,
62,207,280,295, 313,320, 339;audience considerations, 243; defined, 53;
and reporters, 141-2; story importance, 149-50. See also moral disorder news
social movements, 170. See also antiwar movement; civil-rights movement; women's liberation
social order, 52-62, 149; and age groups,
61; and audience considerations,
242-6; and class, 6{}-61; defined, 5758, 6{}-61; as journalistic function,
295; and leadership value, 66-67; as
news value, 52-62; and race, 61; and
sources, 145. See also moral disorder
news; social cohesion; social control;
social disorder news
social sciences, xiii, 132, 305; as news
source, 137-8
socialism, 13, 130, 195-6; and news values, 47-48
sociology: and journalism, compared,
xiv, 24, 39, 63, 82, 92, 126, 140,
167-8, 307
soft news, 19
Solzhenitsyn, Alexsandr, 34
source considerations, 128-31, 250, 280,
281-2, 283-4; articulateness, 131; authoritativeness, 130-1 ; availability,
280; geographic and social proximity,
124-6, 130; government pressure,
271, 276; in multiPersPectival news,
314, 315, 320; objectivity, 186; possibility of changes in, 285; reliability of,
129-30; and story importance, 148;
suitability, 128-31; trustworthiness,
130. See also sources
sources, 73, 81, 89, 293; academic and
professional, 137-8; access to journalists, 81; activist, 262; anticipated stories and media events, 87-88, 122-4;
and beat reporters, 133-6, 144-5;
children as, 127; defined, 80; and enduring values, 205-6; and general reporters, 138-41 ; "handouts," 122; incentivesof, 117-19; interviewees, 131;
investigative agencies, 121; journalists
as, 127-8; military, 120; most regular,
145; news executives, 120; news man-

agement by, 117, 140; and objectives,
186; payment of, 122; peer and personal, t 26-8, 130; political and government, 121, 130, 132-6,280; power
of, 119-21, 134-6, 281-2, 283; pressure from, 250, 252, 276; protecting,
262; and reality judgments, 208; recalcitrant, 118-19, 120; research into,
360; story-selection role, 79, 89. See
also source considerations
Soviet Russia, 33, 34, 36
Spielberg, Steven, 127
sponsors, see advertisers and advertiser
pressure
Sports Illustrated, 166
staging of news, 123-4; and restaging,
173; and sources, 344
stale news, 169-70
State Department, 37, 120, 149
Steffens, Lincoln, 204
Stein, M. L., 264
stereotypes, 201-2; and taste considerations, 245-6
Stevenson, Adlai, 212
story designer, 88
story editing, see editors and editing
story format, see format and format
change
story impact, 151, 226, 243, 297, 320
story importance, see importance judgments
story length, 161, 163
story mixture, 174
story opinions, 197-201; and audience,
198-9; change in, 199-201; and enduring values, 199; in newsmagazines,
197-8; in television news, 198; and Vietnam War news, 200-1
story production: deadlines, 82, 84, 95,
98, 99, 128, 216, 283; highlighting,
91-93; ideological editing, 194; and
individual autonomy, 101-3; source
considerations, 131; TV, 85-86. See
also story selection
story quality, 157, 171-3, 180-1
story selection, 78-115; and advertisers,
253-7; anchorperson's role, 99; audience considerations, 89-90, 241-8,
280, 288-9; availability factor, 81-82,
128; balance considerations, 173-6,
189, 219-20; bias theory, 78; boredom
and, 129, 155-6; bureaucratic influences on, 107; case study, 66-68; and
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class, 151; commercial and financial
considerations, 84, 214-20, 286-7;
competitive considerations, 176-81;
contexts, 74; cover stories, 154-5; effi·
ciency and, 282-4; executives' role,
95-96; final, 109-10; format consider·
ations, 16{}-7; freedom from implica·
tions, 188; "freshness" versus "stale·
ness," 16cp...71; and ideology, 194;
inclusionary and exclusionary consid·
erations, 83, 183-203; interest crite·
ria, 155-7; medium considerations,
157-60, 316; mirror theory, 79; in
multiperspectival news, 315-16; na·
tional values and, 149-51; novelty
considerations, 167-71; organization·
al considerations, 78, 93-109; peer
pressures on, 266-8; peg, 168-9; polit·
ical pressures on, 2~5; primary task
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